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l',l. A. Partha Sarathy, Wilderness Congress, and

President, The Wilderness Trusl India

T
I he 6th \florld \ililderness congress (\7\7C) in Bangalore, India, the city ofmy birth, renowned as the

Guden City of India, was indeed a milestone in my life.

The gala:cy of distinguished pafiicipants-nearly 1,000 of them from all pars of the wodd-were, of course,

joined by the founder of the WVC, Ian player, wen as a caparisoned elephant greercd all of drem, the gover-

nor of our state, the minister for fie environment of otu country and many special guers, amidst tnditional
musicians and dancers. h was a great gathering of pung and old, men and women, celebrities and noncelebrfties.

Th.y dl drank from the founain ofshared knowledge, and when, on the last day, I rose to relucantly bring
the cunain down on the 6th \7\flC and bid a 'temporary' good bye to so many kindred spirits, I could sense

that weryone who was there would go home with rewuding memoria and an action 4genda.
For my colleague Vance Martin and mpell the road to this congress was indeed long and uduous. rVe

walked throu$ great forests of uncenainry difficult valleys of diffidence, and dark clouds of imminent
disaster. But these were soon followed by welcome patches ofsunny hope, inviting us ro go forwud, and

we did, all magically ending when a grand confluence of minds and spirits came together on that sunny

morning-in a spirit of concern and affection for our planet and its inhabinnts.

The program of this conges was perhaps among the most ambitious yet, encompassing more than any of
the congresa held before. k was reflected in the theme, "The Call for a Susainable Future"-a multifaceted

call, h was variously a call in disuess, a call in alebration, a call of concern, a call for enli$tened g*d**.
Indeed, it was not just a call, it was a chorus ofcalls, a chorus ofhuman voices from acros the planer, pleading

and invoking the coming together ofall human beings on this planet to ensure that the planet lives, that it
lives in comfon, that it lives productively, that it lives in continuing benwolence; to enswe that the spirit in
which the planet has sustained all life on earth, is not eninguished by the flame ofheardas or reckles use.

\flell'attended plenuies and working sessions encompassed a wide variery of concems: the sate of global

wilderness; communiry biodiversiry; wilderness as a protected area; social and ecological values of wilder-
ness-oPPortunities and chdlenges; the future of the tiger, and of the elephant; sustainable cities; the role

ofeducation and media; and the use ofwilderness for personal growth. Some sessions were under big
spreading trees in the gardens ofthe gracious Hotel Ashok, benefiting from the cool weather ofBangalore.

Earlier, many minds from around the world had come togerher to help us produce the program for the

6th \rufc. k was crafted over many months--drafted, redrafted, discussed and rediscussed-and each

plenary and session fine-tuned like a musical instrument and made put of an orchestra, toward the theme
"The Call for a Sustainable Future."

The puticipanm in the V\flC did not gather to deplore, moan, and groan about the state of our planet,

as often happens at international conferences on the global environment. Instead, they came radiating
confidence in our future, while seeking to better understand the facts oflife on earth, the human-inflicted

utt
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wounds on our planet, the healing touches that we can give, and the scientific and spiritual balms we can

bring fonh to heal the wounds ofthe past. And also to create a new approach to life on this planet, which

energizes and rechuges the batteries of our own capabilities, which we have often ignored or forgotten;

pur rhis eners/ ro nondestrucrive use, to the gift ofscientific knowledge that we have acquired; and reinvoke

the extraordinary spiritual heritage that all ofus have within us. At the core ofit all, ofcourse, is the criti-

cal role ofwild nature on this planet.

As chairman of this 6th \fWC, I had some ambitions, as I am sure many who had participated in

eulier congrases had, about how theywould like this congress to emerge after all the deliberations. I viewed

the congress as nor a place where people talk to each other about what all of them already know, and

satisfy themselves by having done so. I saw it as one that provoked thinking; one that had room for vigor-

ous interaction among the puticipants; one that did not shy away from dialogue and debate, bringing

forth different points ofview; one that brought together the perceptions ofthe intellectuals ofthe East to

the \flest. of the Vest to the East, of the Nonh to the South, and of the South to the Nonh. And when

this happened, I felt gratefuland firlfilled.

Every participant of the congress felt we owed this to future generations, to use this extraordinary

opportunity at the 6thVNfC to have brou$t our minds and hearts together, with honesty, sincerity, and

a sense ofcooperative purpose, so that when we left and went back home, we shall have contributed posi-

tive recommendations, not only in the form of resolutions, but also in the form of opportunities for action

within our own states and our own counuies, and among our own governments, to act toward a better,

more sustainable future for all hurnankind.

I had another ambition about this congress-the result of my having descended from a lamily of spiri-

tual leaders and having had the privilege oftraveling to the four corners ofthis planet often, with the sky

as my roof and the open road as my home, which have given me a sense of the spirit of this planet. As a

result, the spiritual dimension in our efforts to understand natute, to relate to acts ofconservation with

respec, affection, and concern, was important to me, apart from the science and technology attached to

all acts of conservation toward sustainable development. I was therefore thrilled to see that this congress

addressed the spiritual dimension with the same vigor as they did the scientific and other dimensions.

And then there was rhe grand musical wening-a confluence of East and Vest-with a vibrant Indian

singer filling the great hall with her scintillating voice, as she blended her melody with a swinging jazz

performer from the'West on the clarinet.

I recall that as I concluded my welcome address on that first day with a traditional statement in Sanslait,

Sarue Jano Suhhino Bhauanthu;

S amas th a Sanmanga kani B h auan t h u

"Let all manhind haue lteace andfulfillment;
And let there be good tidingsfor all"

tears clme to my eyes-rears of gratitude for all those who had come to Bangalore, to Put their minds and

hearts togerher to make a resounding, meaningful response to the call for a sustainable future for all life

on our planet.

\7hen the congress concluded, resolutions complete and action agenda confirmed, we heralded with

great enthusiasm, the forthcoming 7th \r\flC, which will take this important work forwud.



T
I he Roman poet Virgil said, "Blessed are those who learnt to know the Gods of the wilds." But the gods

have made the wilderness congresses a most dimcult happening. Yet each congras has had a life of its own
and been extraordinuily worthwhile. Deep personal friendships have grown over rwo decades, and this in
turn has funhered the concept of international wilderness. V'e have seen it spread to other countries and

become entrenched in law. Itt always been the individual who has made rhe difference.

Itwas in SouthAfiicathatMahamaGandhiwent throughhis baptism offue-fintas astracher-bearerin the

Anglo Boer \flar urd then in the political uena with his enduring philosophy ofnonviolence and self-reliance. I
doubt whether the modem world has wimessed a better oiample of personal responsibility and the power of the

individual' Here was a man who lived a uuth so powerfi.rl *rat it deftated tle mi$r ofthe British Empire. There is

no hnu example for us in thewilderness movement as we face the onslaught ofwhatAmoldToynbee called "the

acceleration in the development of tlre trchnosphue." long ago Ma]ntma Gandhi foresaw the dangers.

In Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, the citizens are proud to point out the srarue of Gandhi and claim
him as one of their own. Gan&i's presence in South Africa put a human stamp on the ancient continenr
of Gondwanaland, when India and Africa were once one,

I would like to reflect on the origins of the lforld Vilderness Congress fVWC). ln 1976 my Zulu
friend Magqubu Ntombela and I were leading a small group of six people on foot in the wilderness area of
Mfolozi Game Reserve in Zululand. \7e camped the ni$t on the banls of the Black Mfolozi River, and

at a moment in the lull of conversation, Magqubu made his pronouncemenr to me that the time had

come to hold a big gathering of all the people who had watked in the wilderness. Magqubu could neither
speak English nor read or write, but he was one of the wisest men I have ever known. Together, we took
more than 3,000 people into the wilderness on foot.

'V/hen 
all the others had gone to bed, Magqubu and I mlked late into rhe night. Geat activiry sur-

rounded us with lions roaring to each other downstream, the noise echoing and reverberating against the

rocky cliffs. Hyenas whooped from the neuby hill as they padded toward the sound ofthe lions, in expec-

tation ofa kill. \flhite rhinos shuffled by on their way ro warer, and we could heu the calves as they tried
to suckle. Night jars and owls swooped around us, frogs croaked in unison, buffalo grazed on the opposite

bank, and we heard the unmistakable bellow of a mating crocodile.

\(/ild Africa spoke to us out of rhe darkness.

I awoke before dawn pondering Magqubu's suggestion. Then, I asked the universe to give me a sign.

The first shafts of sunli$t spread across the landscape, and for a split second illuminating the rocla on
top of a neuby hill called Amatshemphlope in Zulu-white rocls. I had known this hill for twenty-four
years, but never undersood why it was given this name. Suddenly, and for the briefest moment, the rocls
blazed white-then in a flash went back to their dun coloring.
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Some Zulu had seen this and given the hill its name. Here was the light. I took it as a posirive sign and

in October 1977 , in the midst of the incredibly politically turbulent South Africa, and against great odds

of no finances, political hostility, and internadonal isoladon-in a racially divided land-the 1st V\flC

took place. Need I add that Magqubu was a speaker, the first black game scout in the history of my coun-

try to appear on a pladorm with white political leaders.

The lst \f\flC brou$t delegates from rwenty-seven counffies. It presented the largest exhibition of

conservation art ever held in South Africa, which was organized by Nora Ifteher who is here today. There

were programs for integrating culture and races around the world in nature conservation. It introduced

the wilderness concept as an internadonal issue ofimportance, as well as incorporating economics and

banking as major issues on the conservation agenda. The presence and presentation by Edmund de

Rothschild, the banker, played a major role. As a result of a wilderness trek in Zululand, he has remained

committed to the wilderness cause, and again is an example of the power of the individual and personal

responsibiliry. It was a spark that has continued.

Throu$ Michael Sweatman, Edmund de Rothschild, and others, the 1987 \fl\fC proposed the estab-

lishment of a \(orld Conservation Bank, which eventually led to the 1 .1 billion U.S' dollar Globai Envi-

ronment Fund of the \florld Bank.

ln 1993 the 5th \forld'lfilderness Congress was held in Tlomso, Norway. Michael McCloskey pre-

sented the first inventory ofwild rivers ofthe Nonh. It was at this congress that the concept ofsustainable

living as an evolution of sustainable dwelopment was introduced.

The fact that the congress took place in Norway strengthened the wilderness concept in the circumpo-

lar development debate, while recognizing sustainable use by indigenous cultures. These ue brief glimpses

into what were major undertakings, against what at times seemed insuperable difficulties.

It has been a long journey from that fateful day in Mfolozi Game Reserve in1976,when Magqubu and

I discussed the Great Gathering. The shaft of sunlight on the rocla was a confirmation that the trek should

begin. From Africa to Australia, Scotland to America, Norway and now India, we have experienced the

shaft of li$t that has helped to open our collective eyes to the importance of wilderness.

Now, here we are in India for the first WWC held in the East. Recognition again for the power of the

individual musr be given to Partha Sarathay who with Vance Martin, Krishnan Kutry, and their team

ensured that we are here today.

This ancient mother continent with its people, religions, and history will have a profound effect on all

of us who come from the other side of the world and for the future of wilderness in the world. C. G. Jung,

as a critic of many aspects of modern \(estern life, said that the wisdom and mysticism of the East have

very much to say to the'Western world.

Many of us have come to India on a pilgrimage to learn, because we are only too painfully aware that

the modern European spirit treats the earth as an object of possession and manipulates it accordingly. As

Alan Birru says, mosr people in our advanced industrial societies have lost their cosmos, that is, their im-

age of order, of a meaningful universe and a friendly world.

Wilderness as a sacred place is well known to almost every culture, and I dont know of a place where it

is not threatened. In the small wilderness area in Zululand, where the origins ofthe congress began, the

sound of airplanes, ffucls, and distant railway trains intrude upon the natural sounds. tWhen one walls,

the unconscious link with the landscape and the soul is broken, and it becomes a moment in between

wilderness experience. I take my hat off to Gordon Hempton in the United States who is now monitoring

rhe exrraneous sounds in national puks and wilderness. Hempton is right that natural soundscapes should

be conserved like other endangered species.
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The truth of the matter is that since the start of the Industrial Revolution, humaniry particularly in the
'Western 

world, has knelt increasingly at the aitar of Mammon. The consumer infection has now spread

throu$out the world, and wilderness everywhere has become threatened.

As everyone who has been into the wilderness knows, it holds the key to our survival as a species. Jesus
Christ, Buddha, Mohamed, and all the other prophets, who went our into the desert or the mounrains,

returned with a vision of God. Every day, everywhere in the world where there is a wild area, men and

women go out to seek their own vision and return inspired and humbled by the experience ofisolation. In
the past it was Thoreau with his undeniable statement that in wild lands lay the preservation of mankind.

The new millennium will undoubtedly bring its own global spiritual leader, who perhaps this very day

is in meditation and contemplation in some wild place, Hopefully, the gods will send a woman this time.
Before he died in 1996, Laurens van der Post spoke to a wilderness gathering, and he said, "We have a

fu greater vision of our future than is now being politically sought-we dont want old palterns-we want
a luger vision." He said whenever people were in trouble, they went back to the wilderness to regain their
courage and inspiration. It is no wonder that the Tlee Hugging people of India fight so valiantly for their
cause. S?'e in the international wilderness movement have to rededicate ourselves to the conservation of
the wilderness and do our best to ensure that the ieaders of our different societies travel into the wilder-
ness and experience themselves, thus becoming more undersranding ofthe interdependence ofhumanity
and the euth.

The theme for this conference is "The Call for a Sustainable Future." Many disdnguished people wili
present Papers during the conference. They come from all pus of the globe, dedicated and personally re-

sponsible men and women gathued on a continent where almost everJthing known to humanity has been

experienced. They will present papets on science, culture, philosophy, religion, and an, There will be music

and dance, poetry and song. Ve ue indeed privileged, and we must act on behalf ofwilderness as a resulr.

After forty*ix long' practical years in the service of wildlife conservation and wilderness, I believe that
a "sustainable furure" must embrace the sacredness of wild places and the spiritual value to humanity and

the recognition rhat all life beyond our own has the right to exist.

India can show us a way.
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I *.nry-fiu. yerrc ago I raveled up, down and across South Asia. Vith far more enthusiasm and curiosiry

than financial resources, my means oftravel were innovative and opportunistic: from my nvo feet, to third
class trains, to four-wheeled bullock carts-with the occasional lorry that crepr up the mountain passes

only to careen thunderously down the other side. I spent a lot of time on my feet, meeting people, sleep-

ing rough, getting sick, and wondering how Life kept dl its diversity together.

The culture of India especially amazed me: a sensory collage of colors, sounds, human predicaments,

environmental challenges and cultural triumph over 1 I thousand years old. I recendy found a letter I wrote

to my parents in 1972, from a beach in southern India (Goa, where else?) In it I extolled my fmcination

with the depth and diversiry of Mother India. But even then my inherent sense of ecological proportion

led me to wonder how India, with some 600 million people, couid possibly lut much longer.

Since those yeus of early rambling I have returned to the region many times, almost always on the

business ofnature conservation. Finances arguably improved, I more often now fly or have a driver. From

the creative compactness of Old Delhi to the dense hustle of Bombay, from the stark bur beautiflrl pla-

teaus and highlands ofthe upper Himalaya to the tigers, tribal people and rich biological treasures ofthe
Nilgiri Hills, Indiat diversiry condnues ro embrace, confuse and inspire me.

These personal peregrinations and working assignmenrs were an early foundation ofthe 6d \(orld \7il-
derness Congress, later built upon in cooperation with the lifeJong professional experience and commit-

ment of friend and colleague M. A, Putha Suathy and his \forld lifilderness Tlust. This hu been the

tradition in the W\flC-each Congress has been established throu$ the synergy of experiences, perhaps

unique, held by most of its cenuai people-experience in rhe wilderness, in policy and politia, in research

and business, in project implementation, and in diverse cultures and economies:

1"'WWC-Many decades of African wilderness protection and indigenous history
especially the Umfolozi wilderness experience by game ranger and sraresman Ian Player

with Zulu Game Scout Magqubu Ntombela, led ro the 1" \trWC in Johannesburgin 1977;

2"d V\fC-Many years spent in, and fighting for, the Cape York wilderness of Northeast

Australia by \flally o'Grady and Percy tesize (practical farmers and conseryarion activists)

and their aborigind companions, inspired and informed by the brooding silence of the

open plateaus, the dense diversity ofthe lowland rropical rainforest, and rhe stunning but
hair-raising presence found within the miles of rock art galleries in the Cape York

escarpment-led to the 2nd \fWC in Cairns, Queensland in 1980;

3'd \7\trC-A lifetime of immersion and identification with the Gaelic culture and Scortish

wildlands by veteran forester Findlay MacRae, combined with the commirmenr to cross-cultural

xttt
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cooperation practiced by the Findhorn Foundation in northern Scotland, convened the 3'd

\IIflC in 1983r

4'h VWC-The many years and multiple generations of experience, research and activism for

the American wilderness by Dr. John Hendee, U.S. Foresr Service, the Sierra Club and many

others, convened the 4th Congresses in Colorado in 1987, with panicipation by 60 diverse

nations, including a delegadon of25 elders ofFirst Peoples;

5'h V\7C-The singulu commitment to Arctic wilderness by explorer and ecorourism

pioneer Robin Buzza, the sustainability and use ofwildland resources by generations of
indigenous people in the fu North, and the historical and global perspective ofthe link
between wilderness and human society espoused by Nobel Laureate Thor Heyerdahl, framed

the 5'h Congress in the fu north of Norway in 1993.

5d \[WC-Putha Sarathy, lifeJong international conservation educator, industrialist and

filmmaker, collaborated with a host of Indian activists working for the betterment of pooq

rural villagers as well as improved national policy, ro convene the 6'h Congress in Bangalore,

South India, in 1998.

The philosophical and practical foundation of the V1WC is therefore reasonably simple-a personal expe-

rience of wilderness, leading to an iresistible commirmenr to educate the public, inform policy makers,

and act in practical ways to help protect and sustain wilderness and wildland values for all peoples. Such a

strafuhtforward purpose, however, is more than offset by the circuitous and challenging route ofplanning
and implementing the collaborative'W\fC process.

As always in our field, finance has been a significant challenge. \7e have worked this to an advantage.

In order that each Congress effectively addresses imponant issues ofgloba.l and regional concern, each

Congress starts with a request from a concerned, regional NGO and a "zero budget." Its mission, objec-

tives and plan are then built in a manner relevant and applicable ro current regiond and global concerns,

and their wider social, political, economic and cultural contexr. Ifthe agenda is accurare, useful and inclu-

sive, the funds ue raised accordingly ... and with a great deal of effort. Not a small task.

Inevitably, it always comes down to key individuals whose commitment is the vital spuk that makes

each Congress happen. The \0VC is many things, but one thing it most certainly is not is an institu-

tional process. It's about individuals and organizations acdng alone or in conceit, in cooperation to the

extent possible, with an overriding concern for the well-being of nature and humanity, an eye for the

future, and a respect for the mystery and the practical reality of which humans are but a part.

In many ways, each \7\[C serves as a benchmuk against which we can measure our collective progress

(or lack thereof) towards an important goal-defining a human civilization that understands naturd pro-

portion, lives sustainably, and respects life. In addition to expanding the contextual framework in which

the role ofwilderness can be both appreciated and quantified, the Congress (the individuals and organiza-

tions which participate) has achieved many practical results: decluation ofadditional protected wildland

areas; inventory ofglobal wilderness areas (1987) and wild rivers ofthe world (1998); launching the con-

cePt that led to the Global Environmental Facility ofthe \forld Bank (1987); recognirion ofwilderness

within the IUCNT Framework of Protected fueas; and much more .

Another essential philosophical base ofthe \flWC has been our insistence in over 25 years ofmeetings,

policy debata, and formal and informal sessions that matters of spirit or culture-call it what you will-
ue equally important in natural resource issues to matters of science, politics, economics and education.

Non-material, inherent values are essential and powerfirl, and need to be recognized, respected and included.
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As a great deal ofthis wisdom and perception resides within the tradition ofindigenous people who are

still residing in and/or dependent upon wildland areas for practical and cultural survival, the \W\fC was

one of the first international environmental forums to integrate and present the needs and views of first

peoples-and we continue to do so.

A further ongoing aspect of the WVC has been to cluify how wilderness is defined in law, and there-

fore protected and managed across the diversity of cultures and nations. The 6'h VVC continued this

global overview. A summary at this turn of the millennium may be helpful.

^LOBAL 
I4IILDERNESS LAI,I/ AND RECOcNMON

Under the IUCN's Framework for Protected Areas, wildernes raida as a Category 1 (a) ---out of 5 categories-

with Strict Sciendfic Reserves as Category 1 (b). The definition, honed through the input ofmany ses-

sions, organizations and individuals in the W!flC, and ultimately through the hard work of the IUCNT

\florld Commission on Protectedfueas, is:

"Large areas of unmodif.ed or slightly modified land and/or sea,

retaining its natural character and influence, which is protected and

managed so lu t0 Presen)e its natural condition."

The simplified management objectives provide further clarification:

o To ensure enjoyment by future generations ofareas largely undisturbed by

human actionl

. Maintain essential natural attributes and qualities over long term;

. Ptovide appropriate public access to best serve the physical and spiritual well-being of visitors

while maintaining wilderness;

. Enable indigenous communities to continue living at low density, and in balance with

available resources to maintain their lifesryle.

Once these helpfirl and necessary guidelines were reestablished within the IUCN's Framework in 1992,

rhe W\(C (Mutin, 1997) went furrher to cluifr rypes of wilderness recognition and protection, by creat-

ing criteria for three classes (see Fig. 2).

. Class l-Statutory-areas prorccted by the highest law of the land and/or jurisdiction rn

which the areas reside. Such protection can only be revoked through a legislative process. This

occurs in the United States, (The'Wilderness Act 1964,) Australia, (legislation in numerous

states,) South Africa, (National Forest Act, amended 197 1 ,) Canada, (National Parl<s Act'

revised 1988,) Finland, (\filderness Act, 1991,) the Flathead Indian Reseruation, Montana,

(Mission Mountains, Tiibal ltrflilderness Ordinance, 1982,) Sri Lanka, (National Heritage and
'!filderners 

Act, 1981.

The legislation vinually always mandates a certain rype of management by relevant authori-

ties in order to sustain wilderness values, such as no mechanized transportJ no permanent

human habitation, etc.
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Wilderness Designation

lclasl-Staiutory Protectlon !lCla€sil*EnhancedZoning E Cla$Il*Spociat Fe$gnition

&mu*

f IGURI 2-The classes of Wilderness Designation around the globe.

. Class 2-Enhanced Zoning-significant protection though not necasarily legislated. New

Zealand, (mandated throu$ actions of the Minister of Environment,) Zimbabwe, (Tiibal

Authoriry Decluation in the Mavuradonha Vilderness fuea,) Italy, (vuious Municipal Acts,

1990's,):

Generally implicit (though not required) in these areas is a strong
emphasis on rnanagernent that sustains uilderness aalues.

' Class-3 Mlderness Recognition-recognidon by administrative daignation, (usually by a

deputmental managing authoriry or official). Namibia, (Waterberg \flilderness Area,) the

Philippines, (Palanan lifilderness A,rea,) Suriname lfilderness Nature Reserve, and more.

There are other areas and counries in the world in which the word "wilderness" is used

generically as the name ofa natural area, but very few ofthese actually have any managemenr

guidelines to maintain wilderness values.

Positive benchmarla such as further protected wildlands, better policy and legislation, expanded educa-

tion, and so on, ue critically necessary as we move into the 21" century. Impacts on wild nature from the

ballooning population in less dweloped counffies are ever increasing, and the juggernaut ofunrestrained

consumerism in America, Europe andJapan daily takes a more insidious toll on wildlands worldwide.

Wrile wildlands conservadon and sustainability have some success stories that must be recounted, evalu-

ated and steadily improved upon, the fact remains that they still amount to litde more than uiage in the

face ofunrelenting ecological trauma. Voices from every quarter offer solutions, criticisms, worria and com-

plains: 'more scientific data;" "bener economic valuation;" "improved policy and monitoring" and more.

All of these ideas and issua are important, but are still unmistakably part of the emergency room jargon,
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and in themselves only provide putial solutions, and do not appeu to create health. Ve need to get out of

the emergency room and into the healing process. A rype of"core transformation" is needed.

Any true change musr srafi at home, with the individual. Scientists, policy makers and others ue rightly

concerned about complex and sustainable solutions to the difficult challenges in front ofus. But lett not

forget the power ofpersonal attitude. And, since personal attitude is about the only thing over which we

actually have complete control, arguably it could be regarded one of our most dependable and effective

tools in anything we do. \7hat elements comprise this 'tool"? Respect is required; cooperation is essential;

and the need for change is a given.

The simple, irrefutable truth is that we are a part of nature, not apart from nature, and the systemic

solutions society requires reside dready in the wildness, wind, water and the wonder all around us. We

simply need to regard nature differently-with respect and humiliry-and we need to plan our life in

proportion to that which we draw from the natural world.

Perhaps I stumble with my words. It often takes a woman to understand values and actions such as those

I suggest, andTerryTempest \Tilliams offers us a straight-to-the-issue, gentle yet powerfrrlly penetrating

truth when she describes her experience in Utaht desert wilderness in her remarkable book, Refuge

The understanding that I could die on the sah Jhts is no great

epiphany. I couA die anywbere. h's just that in the forsaken corners of
Great Sah Lahe tbere is no illusion of being safe. You stand in the

throbbing ihnce of the Great Basin, exposed and alone. On these

occasions, I heE ight reins on my imagination. The pearl-handled pistol

I carry in my car lends lne no ?rotection. Only the hnd's mercy and a

calm mind can saue /n)/ soul. And it is here I f'nd grace.

h's snange how dcserts tarn us into belieuers. I belieue in walhing in
a hndscape ofrnirages, becawe you lzarn humility. I belieue in liuing in a

lnnd of litth watn because life is drawn together. And I belieue in the

gatheing of bones as a testaTnent t0 spirits that haue moued on.

If the dzsert is holy it is becawe it is a forgotten place that allows us to

remember the sacred. Perhaps that is why euery pilgrimage n the dcsert is a

pilgrimage to the self There is no Phce to hidt, and so we are found'

In the seuerity ofa sah dcsert, I am brought down to m! knees by its

beauty. My imagination is fred. My heart opens and my shin bums in
the passion of these moments. I will haue no othel go* before me.

After over 25 yeus of planning and acting for wilderness and people worldwide, the V\7C now enters

the 21" century. During that 25 yeus, despite the practical accomplishments of the Congress and many

other specific environmental initiatives around the world, the issues before us mount in number and com-

plexity. For example, in that lener to my parents 28 years ago I wondered how India could suwive with

600 million people-she now has I billion. Despite the endemic poverry paradoxically there is less star-

varion now than before, (the desired result ofthe "green' revolution that brought other woes in its wake)

and India proudly boasts of having the worldt largest middie class. And we all know that this middle ciass

understandably wants what the western middle class already has.

During the same 25 years there have been many othef environmental changes .. . the "signs" are not

lacking: glaciers throu$out the world are in accelerated retreat at a rate far greater than ever witnessed;
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the Arctic ice cap has dissipated almost 90lo during this time; average global rcmperature has increased

approximately 1.5 degrees C; the final vestiges of tropical wilderness ue being massively burned in Indo-

nesia and cleared for fuming in the Amazon. Vhere once wilderness surrounded humanity, humanity

now surounds wilderness... and is fast closing in.

V'e have our work cut out for us! Sustainability is our goal, and it is achievable. Changes are needed:

cooperation is essential: respect is required. Simple but practical changes in personal atritude, liberally

applied with faith and persistence to our political, technical and economic strategies, can and do make a

critical difference. They help us move toward a society that we need, one that speals with one voice, and

acts with a singular commitment, for the well-being of wilderness, wildlife and people.
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I he papers in this volume are those presented in the plenary sessions of the 6d Vorld \fliiderness Con-

gress that convened in Bangalore, ln&a,24-29 October 1998. Avery few presentations to the delegates

are omitted from these proceedings due to incomplete submissions by the author(s). ls customary with

the proceedings of everyV'WC, each paper has been edited for accessibiliry and ease of reading, including

some consistency of style. References have, for the most part, been omitted. Should the reader wish to

have the full paper with refeiences (ifthey were originally included), or for any other questions, please

enquire direcdy to the author(s), contacr informarion for whom is in the appendices.

This edition is the US-based publication, therefore American sryle English is used. Another edition is

available in India.

Numerous technical sy'rnposia also convened in working sersion at the 6s IWWC. The flrll technical pro-

ceedings ofone of the primary such sessions, The Peisonal, Socieal, and Ecological Vdues of\flildernes, is

available:

'W'atson, 
Alan, Aplet, Greg and Hendee, John C. comps. 1998. Personal, Societal and Ecological Values of

'Wilderness: 
Sixth \forld \Tilderness congress Proceedings on Research Management, and allocation.

Vol. LProc. RMRS-P-l4. Ogden, Ut. US Dept. ofAg. Forest Service, Rocky Mt. Reseuch Station.
'Wason, Alan, Aplet, Greg and Hendee, John C. comps. 2000. Personal, Societal and Ecological Valuer of

'W"rlderness: 
6th lflorld \flilderness Congress Proceedings on Raearch, Management, and Allocation.

Vol. II.Proc. RMRS-P-l4. Ogden, Ut. US Dept. ofAg. Forest Servia, Rodcy Mt. Research Station.

The proceedings of prwious World liililderness Congress are:

Player, Ian, ed., 1978, Voices of the Mlderness, proceedings, 1" \florld Vilderness Congress.

Capetown, Slu Jonathan Ball.

Martin, Vance ed. 1981. 
'Wilderness; 

proceedings, 2"d \florld Wilderness Congress. Findhorn, Scotiand,

Findhorn Press

Martin,Vanceandlnglis,Mary,eds. 1984Mlderness-The\fayAhead; proceedings,3dWorld

Wilderness Congress. Middleton, Wi., Lorian Press

Martin, Vance, ed.1988. For the Conservation of Earth; proceedings, 4'h \florld Vilderness Congress.

Golden, Co., Fulcrum Inc

Martin, Vance, and Tyler, Ncholas, eds. 1994. fuctic Wilderness, proceedings, 5'h \florld Vilderness

Congress. Golden, Co., Fulcrum Inc.

A formal review of the V\X/C was published in the International Journal of !filderness:

Martin, Vance, 2001; The \florld Vilderness Congress. InClJournal of\Tilderness. 6 (1), April

For these proceedings and more information on the Vorld Vilderness Congress, visit www.wild.org.
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I he \forld \flilderness Congress, though a project ofThe \7ILD Foundation, is in fact an in-

ternational, collaborative process. The 6m \(orld \flilderness Congress, like its five predecessors

since 1977, was the result of the hard work, financial support and commitment of many people,

organizations, foundations, and agencies. For those whose name may be omitted, we tlank you

too and ask for your forbearance.

Essential financial and in-kind support came from The Thoresen Foundation (USA), The

Ohrstrom Foundation (USA), The \7ILD Foundation (USA), The \(orld lU7ilderness Tiust
(India), The \filderness Foundation (South Africa), The \filderness Leadership School (South

Africa), National Outdoor lradership School (USA), Agromore (Pv$ Ltd, the Government

of Karnatdra, Armand G. Erpf Fund.

There were a few special people, wilderness "angels" so to speak, who deserve special mention:

Michael Thoresen, Magalen Bryant, Brock Davenport, Vrginia Coyle, Robert and Charlote
Baron, Mrs M.A. Vedavali, Mr/s M.A. Srinavasen, Verne and Jean Maclaren, Harry
Tennison....and many others.

Those on the 6'h \N/WC Organizing Committee were stalwarts: M. A. Putha Suathy (Chair-

man), D. Gosh, S.P Godrej, Vance G. Martin, M.K. Prasad, Samar Singh, Raman Sukumar,

Dilnavaz Variava, M.D Narayan, and Ian Player (ex officio).

Finally, of course, the Secretariat did the hard, daily, overtime work without which nothing

would have occured: Iftishnan Kutty (Executive Officer), Ms Shalini John, and Ms LucyJohn

were unstoppable in their commitment to, and hard work for, wilderness, wildlifc and people. Ms

kona Graham was seconded from The \(ILD Foundation and worked with the crew in India as

the Program Manager, and continued unfailingly as the staffeditor for these proceedings.
'\i(/ilderness 

and wild places will continue to benefit from your hard work. Thank you.

xxttt
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e Living

Kenton R. l'liller

^ 
SpecialPlaces, Sacred Areas

f\rcient cultures have proteced certain places from people-caused change since the earlie.st of human times.

They sou$t to protec their freshwater springs, their supplia of firewood and building materials, and their

sourca ofmedicinal plants. Sites ofhistoric, religious, spiritual, and cultural significance have been assigned

specid placa in the landscape within a mosaic of fums, hunting arzu, harvested forests, and setdements.

Some of these ancient protected arcrs are still found, having survived centuries of time and charge. Many

hintedand sites continue to serve for pilgrimaga and rest, and communion wi*r nature and the human spirit.

Modern and industrial societies also give special status to the placa that ue considered to possess out-

standing values. Examples fiom uound the world illustrate the diverse reasons for which different com-

munities establish and manage these ueas. In Bali centuria old irigation rystems provide for todryt rice

agriculture by drawing water from l-ake Batur, which is considered to be a holy site by the local Hindu

culture. In Brazil the Dos Orgoes National Puk provides potable water to Rio de Janeiro. The Cibodas

Resewe on Java offers firewood to local communities, while in Botswana safai hunting is an economically

important use of wildlife. At the most southern tip of the Andes in the Torres del Paine National Puk of
Chile rugged hikers enter wilderness to pit their mountaineering skills against the dynamic elements of
nature. Ecuadott Galapagos Islands National Puk provides facilities to support research into that unique

environment, while in Russia, the Cernozem Biosphere Reserve offers research opportunities on one of
the worldt most productive soils and maintains one of the last unplowed ueas of steppe. Tigers have been

restored in Rathambore Reserve in Rr.prt n, while the buffer zone of Baluran National Park in eastern

Java protecs fishing sewices for local communities. Deep in the forest of Ujung Kulon National Park in

far western Java survive some ofthe last Banteng, an ancient form ofwild catde. Environment education

is a main theme of the Poas Volcano National Park in Costa Rica.

The concept ofwildland-protected areas is neither an invention ofthis century nor an import from any

one particulu culture or region ofthe world. Presently over 33,000 places are being accorded special legal

status as nadonal parla and other rypes of protected ueuby 252 countries. That rEresents almost 9 per-

cent of the eutht surface. The Vorld Commision on Protected fueas and the V'orld Conservation Moni-

toring Centre have classified these areas according to the objectives for which individual countries manage

them. Not induded in this tally are the thousands of smdler sacred forests, community forests, wildlife

reserves, and local government managed wildlands.

Nature and natural processes dominate most of these sites. Here, in the ideal case, streams flow unim-

peded by waterworls. The sounds are of birds, mammals, insecs, and flowing waters. Dwelopment of
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roads, buildings, agriculture, and human settlements is limited. \X/hile most have felt the hand of human

cultures as people have molded and shaped nature over the centuries in their search for sustenance and

living space, naturet processes still dominate the landscape.

These sites ue special for three important reasons:

1. The species and their genetic vuiations found in each site are unique forms oflife. Should

they become extinct, people have no capaciry to re-create them.

2. The ecological functions that take place in each site, like pollination and detritus rycling,

cannot be replaced by human-made technological inventions, nor could the economrc cost

be afforded.

3. These communities of life forms and their myriad interconnections and inorganic environ-

ments cannot be picked up and relocated geographically to accommodate human preferences.

The Convention for the Conservation ofBiological Diversity in its A.rticle 8(a) leatures protected area

management as a central strategy for the maintenance ofspecies, their genetic variation, and habitats around

the world. Mos ratifying nations have included their protected area programs as a component of their

national biodiversity strategies and action plans.

Chanqe and,the
Twenty:first Century

As we look to the future, communities and their governments are faced with a dramatic challenge with

respect to the rapidly disappeuing wildlands and the imperative to achieve sustainable livelihoods. Namely,

in the face ofglobal change in the rwenry-first century, how can ecosystem services continue to meet the

needs ofpeople and other life forms? Scenarios drawn by scientists suggest major forces at work. Figure 1

illustrates the rising uend the increa.se in amospheric carbon dioxide. Fragmentation is one of the most
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powerfirl forces responsible for the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services. Figure 2 illustrates frag-

menation at sites in the United Kingdom and Vestern Australia. Figura 3-5 illustrate the impact of these

phenomena and other factors in terms ofthe "domesticatiori' oflandscapes from 1990 throu$ 2050.

Wilderness, Ecost4stevn Services,

andsustniidble Living

Natural ecosystems support naure and human communities in myriad wap. Figure 6 is adapted fiom

the work of Costanza et al. (1997). The full uray of goods and services derived from ecosystems ue listed

along the left-hand axis. A financial value is proposed for each good and service that enables the authors

to rank the relative importance of each. \fhile this work is still very much open to discussion amongst

ecologists and economists, the study provides a usefiJ framework to orient our understanding ofthe role

of ecosystems in susninable living.

For exampie, food security is dependent upon the cycling ofnutrients and wastes in the soil and water.

These services ue suggested to be among the most valuable of all. The supply of fresh water and purifica-

tion of air are similarly dependent upon well-functioning ecosystems. These services ue not exchanged in

the economy.

Interestingly, cultural values rank high on the list. Sita like Perut Machu Pichu National Reserve and

the Kagar Alam in Bali illustrate how those societies have chosen to retain their culturd heritage and em-

ploy these sites to generate tourism income. In the Kaladu National Park in Australia, the Aboriginal com-

muniry retains control over and administers access to their sacred sites within the area.

Those goods and services that we most commonly associate with natural ecosystems, including

wood products, recreation, tourism, and genetic resources, appear to rank much lower in value. They

are exchanged in the marketplace and carry monetary values.

Perhaps the most suiking observation to be drawn from this analysis is that many of the services that

governments and local communities appear to value most are not direcdy managed in our economies.

Figure I. Fragmentaticn st Wildlands
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They are taken for granted as "free" from nature. We do not generally invest and nurture these lands and

waters to proted, restore, and enhance their capaciry to produce these valued services.

As can be seen, wild and natural ecosystems are directly linked to the support oflife itsell On ethical

and moral grounds alone, we would wish to conclude that our nations and our communides must take

steps to establish and maintain natural ecosystems throu$out our landscapes. On more utilitarian grounds,

natural ecosystems underpin the productiviry of our soils and waters, the quality of our air, and our sup-

plies of building materials and energy. They provide solace and the regeneration of our spirit. And, they

hubor a panoply of secrets hidden in plants, molds, bacteria, and other living entities that provide us with

medicines and future services vet undiscovered.

Strateclies for the

Twenty-Tirst Century

If we want to work toward sustainable livelihoods we will need to invest in wildlands. lfe will need to

manage them activd to provide the firll gamut ofecosystem goods and services. Investment decisions ue

generally guided by economic criteria. As has been shown, many of the values most critical for human

wants and needs are not quantified in monetary terms. Thus, investment and management decisions will

need to be guided by a combination ofeconomic tools, ecological knowledge, and cultural know-how.

In general, this means that community leaders, government ofiicials responsible for natural resources,

and wilderness activists should:

, Rethinh the goal: In addition to the traditional values ofwilderness that remain valid

and singuiarly important to people everywhere, wilderness management should be

credited for the provision ofecosystem services upon which human survival and qualities

oflife depend.

, Reorient the approach:Beyond,simply establishing isolated wildland reserves as geographic

islands aput from people, the approach must incorporate wilderness areas as components of

regional landscapes where people live, worh and earn their livelihoods.

, Respond to global concerns:Thefactors ofglobal change, for example, climate, population,

pollution, agro-technology, urbanization, etc., will impact upon hinterlands. Biological

corridors provide one mechanism to support migration among wilderness areas and

adaptation ofnature to the forces ofchange.

, Rtach ltrt to ?otential ?artnarsr Neighbors and other stakeholders can become partners in

voluntary cooperative programs to help manage and protect ecosystem services, sacred sites,

and biodiversity in their bioregion. The promotion of stewardship, participation, poliry

consistency, positive incentives, and appropriate arfangements ofauthority and responsibility

between community and the state ue key components of a facilitating environment.

In an ideal world ecologists suggest that up to 40 percent ofeach bioregion should consist ofwildlands.

In the Indian subcontinent and other regions where human settlement per hectare is already high, this

goal will appeu impraaical. However, building sustainable landscapes and livelihoods will be the labor of

a cenrury. Steps can be taken over dme to establish a landscape rich in biodiversiry and flowing in ecosys-

tem services. For example:
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. Maintain remaining ueas of wild nature.

' Over time, manage the vuiety ofhabiats in each bioregion to mimic naturet mosaic of patches

to intersperse naturd ueas with 4gricultural and harvested forest arzu, and setdements.

' Manage these patches to feature among them a variety ofsuccessional stages from old growth

through the natural sequences ofecological dwelopment.
. Allow drou$t, wind, storm, and fire to influence the natural patches and foster dynamic

change and diversiry.

. Give puticular attention to maintaining upstream catchment areas, wedands, estuaries,

mangroves, coral reefs, and forested ueas.
. \(here species have been extirpated, take steps to reintroduce them.
. lVhere exotics have been inuoduced, take steps to remove them.
o Restore those habitat rypes thar have been excessively altered.

. Avoid driving species and their genetic variations to exdnction.

' Avoid interupting ecological functions, such as dams on rivers and jetties on coasral areas.

' Avoid locating major human interventions in areas critical to ecosystem service production,

such as draining and filling wetlands and infrastructure development.

' Link key wildland patches and protected ueas by corridors ro facilitate adaptation to

global change.

. Incorporate biodiversity-friendly practices into farming, fishing, and forestry.

. Establish social, institutional, and economic arrangemen$ that foster stewudship, equiry in

the shuing ofcosts and benefits, and voluntary cooperarion.
r Focus simultaneously on the actions needed at local, bioregional, national, and global lwels.

Employ bioregional approaches to land use planning:

' Identift select, and esablish core wildland arzu that will be retained in the landscape (see

frpre 7).

. Establish buffer zones uound wildland core areas to provide a transition from wild to

domestic land uses and space for managing negative impacts between them (see figure 8).

' Link core areu and buffer zones by conidors ofnature-friendly landscape or seassrpe to

provide for migration and for adaptation to global change (see figure 9).
o Manage core, buffer zones, and conidors as elements of greater ecosystems or bioregions-the

matrix of which features farms, harvested forests, fishing areas, human settlements, and

infrastructure (see figure 10).

Bioregional planning can be most successfirl when accompanied by steps ro creare an appropriate social

and political environment. This includes:
. Puticipatory democracy among stakeholders.

. Appropriate levels ofdecentralization and devolution.

. Strengthened role of the central, state, and local governments to help communities and

stakeholders gain new skills, exercise newh dwolved authoriry responsibiliry, and establish the

incentive structure to foster stewudship.
. Access to information and education for all snkeholders.
. Application ofscience and local knowledge.
. Removal ofperverse policies and incentives, and establishment ofa positive living and

working environment.
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FIGURE l: Categories of Protected Area.

The starting point must be a def.nition of a protected area. The definition adopted is

derived from ihit of the workshop on Categories held at the IVth \World Congress on

National Parls and Protected Areas:

An area ofland and/or sea especiallT dedicated to the protection and maintenan.ce.of

biological diuersity, and ofnatiral and associated cubural resources, and managed through

legal or other ffictiae rneans.

This definition embraces the "universe" of protected areas. All categories must fall

within this definition. But although al1 protected areas meer the general purPoses

contained in this definition, in prictice the precise purposes for which protected areas

are managed differ greatly. The following are the main purPoses of management:

Scientific research
'$Tilderness protection

Preservation ofspecies and genetic diversity
Maintenance of environmental services

Protection ofspecific natural and cultural features

Tourism and recreation
Education
Sustainable use ofresources from natural ecosystems

Maintenance of cultural and traditional attributes

Having regard to the different mix and priorities accorded to these main

-.n"g.ti.niobjectives, the following emerge clearly as distinct categories ofprotected

Areas managed mainly for:
I StriJt protection (i.e., Strict Nature Reserve/'!(l'ilderness fuea)

II Ecosystems conservation and recreation (i.e', National Park)

III Conservation of natural features (i.e., Natural Monument)
IV Conservation through active management (i'e., Habitat/Species

Management Area)
V Landscape/seascaPe conservation and recreation

(i.e., Protected Landscape/Seascape)

\|I Sustainable use ofnatural ecosystems
(i.e., Managed Resource Protected Area)

However, most protected areas also serve a range of secondary management

obiectives.
The relationship between management objectives and the categories is illustrated in

matrix form in thi table below. It is developed further in Part II, where each category is

described, and through a range ofexamples presented in Part III.
This analysis is the foundaiion upon which the international system for categorizing

protected areas was developed by IUCN and which is presented in these guidelines.

There are several important features to note:

The basis of categorization is by primary management objective. 
--

Assignment to 
" 

i"t.gory is not a commenta.ry on management effectiveness'

The categories system is international.

souRCE: IUCN 1994. Guidelines for Protected Management Categories. Gland, Switzerland.
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Conclusion

. Sustainable living will depend upon a secure flow ofecosysrem seryices, which are often

linked with wild and semiwild places.

. Fuure landscapes will need to include patches offorest and other natural habitats.

. Some of these patches can serye socieryt needs for material, solace, cultural identity, and
<nirilrel ttnli&

. Other patches will need to be as luge and as wild as possible to fulfill their ecological

functions.

' These patches can be managed through different mechanisms ofgovernance, but the

continuiry in their management as key ecosystems must be long term.

' For long-term survival, and therefore service to people and nature, these key sites need to
be established and managed within a network ofreserves connected by biodiversiry-

friendly corridors.

' Each society will seek its own approach to puticipatory democracy and governance to make

this vision possible.



and

Lee Hannah

T
I wo inventories of world wilderness have been conducted in the past ten years, one based on human

infrastructure (McCloslcy and Spalding tl89) and one based on ecological criteria (Hannah et aL.1994).

Thae early efforrs remain the only snapshots of world wilderness as we enter a new millennium. Review-

ing global inventory in comparison ro more detailed national inventories suggests that these studies pro-

vide important insi$ts and that a major effort to improve inventory of wilderness worldwide is needed.

McCloslry and Spalding surveyed world wilderness using human infrasuucture criteria, including roads

and buildings. Hannah et al. conducted a world wilderness inventory using habitat-based criteria, prima-

rily using indicators ofintensity ofhuman use to define "predominantly natural" areas. The habitat-based

definidon ofwilderness expands the area ciassified as wilderness into many biologically imponant areas. It

also corresponds more closely to definitions that have been adopted in recent regional surveys, such as that

for Australia. The value of the habitat approach is its abiliry to distinguish biologically intact wildlands

from lands that simply show no present sign of humans. The two are often synonymous, but there are

large ueas of biologically intact wildlands that show some sign of humans, as well as areas that have been

permanently altered by human action in the past that currendy show no sign ofhuman infrastructure.

This analysis examines the utiliry of the habitat-based approach by comparing its results with recent

regional findings. The habinr-based inventory results correspond quite closely to the levels ofhabitat loss

identified in the recent update of Myer's Hotspot analysis. The extent of remaining natural areas in the

global study corresponds remukably well with the more detailed Australian wilderness inventory results.

These findings indicate the utility ofworld inventory. Although the available world inventory is based on

crude available data, ir has considerable predictive power for interregional compuison. A coordinated effort

is now required to allow intertemporal comparison based on improvement and updating of this data set.

Ihe"Ndtural Map of theWorld"

The mapping ofworldwide natural ueas using human impact criteria has been called the "Natural Map

of the \forld' (see figure 1). This map represents the spectrum from natural areas to human dominated

landscapes. The map divides this spectrum into three parts: natural (undisturbed by human actiont, Par-

tially natural (partially disturbed by human actions), and human dominated. The natural category is a

good surrogate for wilderness. It represents large, predominantly natural areas that may or may not have

human artifac$ such as roads or structures.

Source material for this mapping consisted ofover 1,000 individual map sheets from sources includ-

ing the \forld Conservarion Union, Food and Agricultural Organization , and .iournal and literature

I4
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IIGURE l-Natural l'lap of the World (from Hannah et al. 1994). This map represents predominantly natural

(light gray), partially natural (medium gray) and human dominated (black) areas of the world, derived from

multiple data sources.

references (details available in Hannah et al. 1994; and Hannah et al. 1995). The minimum land area

unit mapped was 40,000 hectares. \(here no other evidence was available and human population
densiry exceeded 100 persons per square kilometer, an area was considered "human dominated."

This data set was compiled in 1991 and published in 1994, and some data was much older in many

cases. Criteria for source date were most reliable and most recenr. Data older than thirty years was

excluded. Population was used where other data was missing. Despite drawbacks associated with
data availability and use of populadon proxies this analysis remains our only giobal view of remaining

wilderness. It is therefore important to understand how representadve it is.

Do We Know What
W e' ve D one to the Pldnet?

To know whether the narural areas map is a reasonable represenration of the state of the planet requires

testing it against other, more detailed assessments. To do this, the natural arex map was compared to nvo

regional assessments ofhabitat status and one alternative method ofcalculating global human impact.

The two regional assessments of habitat status were the Australian National Vilderners Inventory (N\iflI)

and the recent update of Myer's Hotspot analysis by Conservation International (CI) (Mittermeier et al.

1998). The hotspot analysis is regional in the sense that it covers twenty-four regions ofhigh endemism.

It is extremely useful in comparison to the natural areas map, because these twenty-four areas are based on

a global assessment of endemism. Panels of experts were consulted to determine the amount of 'briginal

prisdne vegetation' remaining in each hotspot. This independent method provides a good test of the meth-

ods and results ofthe "natural" category ofthe global invenrory.

The Australian inventory is a more strictly regiond and detaiied study. The inventory contained infor-
mation collected in field suweys completed with the cooperation of both state and territory governmenm

bemeen 1989 and 1994 (Lesslie and Masden 1995). These studies included vegetation mapping, land use

assessment' and wilderness assessment to produce a baseline wilderness qualiry assessment. The staffcon-

ducting the Ausualian inventory kindly provided a reclassification of the inventory maps to make them

direcdy comparable to the natural areas map (Torrance, personal communicarion). This makes an excel-

lent test of how representative the map is compared to more finely detailed regional studies. If the map
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produces reasonable results compared to a well-documented study such as the Australian inventory it may

be expected to be usefirl in cross-regional comparisons and as an approximate representation in areas where

no detailed regional study is available.

Finally, the natural areas map is compared to a similar map compiled from population data to test the

notion rhat population alone would produce similar results. The popuiation data set was that of Tobler

(1997). The data set is based on a 5-minute-by-five-minute latitude/longitude grid ofdata from 19,035

subnational units for 219 countries of the world and is the most detailed global population map avail-

able. Additional details and the map itself are available on the Universiry of California at Santa Barbara

web site at http://NCGlA@ucsb.edu. The Tobler map was translated into the three categories of natural-

ness using the same rules applied to population in compiling the natural ateas map (see Hannah et al.

1994). The $/o maps were rhen compared and cross-tabulated using ARCinfo GIS software (Horning,

personal communication).

Applytng these three tests should give a reasonable idea of the utility of the natural areas map' Good

correspondence with the regional studies indicates that the natural areas maP is useful for regional com-

parisons and as a broad baseline on which to build future monitoring. A positive result tells us that we can

begin, with some level of certainty, to describe the impact human actions have had on the natural worid.

fhree Tests

A visual comparison of the natural areas map and the Australian N\fI map is presented in figures 2

and 3. There is a suiking similariry between the wo maps. Heavy urban and agricultural development in

Eastern Australia dominates in an arc from Queensland to Adelaide. Seminatural pastureland extends

inland in a second great arc, giving way to natural areas in the interior. A second belt ofheavily disturbed

land surrounds Perth. Both maps represent these patterns, and while the inventory map is clearly ofhigher

resolution, the natural areas map faithfirlly re-creates the pattern at a courser scale.

The two maps also compue very closely in percentage of area in natural and human-modified categories.

A numeric comparison of the rwo maps is presented in table 1. The percentage of Australias national ter-

ritory in each ofrhe three naturalness classes agrees closely benveen the two maps. The natural areas maP

tlGURt 2-Naturd and human disturbed areas of Australia (left) from the Natural l'lap of the World. The

predominantly natural areas are represented in light gray, partialry natural areas are represented in medium gray,

ind human dominated areas are represented in black. l{ote the strong similarity of pattern and area relationships

of human dominated land in southern and eastern Au$ralia, partially natural land in central eastern Australia and

natural lands in western Au$ralia with the much more detailed national data in the map (right) from the

Austnlia l'lational Wildernesl lnventory.
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TABLE l: Comparison of Percentage Natural Areas,Australian ilWl and Hannah et al.

Category

Natural
Partially natural
Human- dominated

Aastra lian Vl i lde rness

Inuentor!*

53.9o/o

30.0o/o

12.80/o

Global Narural
Areas Map

62.5o/o

25.5o/o

12.0o/o

*N'!(/l 
does not totd to 100%o due to 3.30/o data being updated at the time of the compilation.

indicates more natural area than the Australian inventory. This is probably due to age of data, and indi-

cates that the natural areas map is a global under representation of the degree of human destruction of
natural habitat due to rhe continuing habitat destrucrion.

The percentages for "biophpical naturalness" ftom theAustralian inventory (not illustrated here) indicate

even less area in a natural state. Based on biophysical naturalness, only 45.3 percenr ofAusrralia remains

in an essendally natural state (Torrance, personal communication). This indicates that Australia is one of
those regions in which destruction ofnatural habitat has proceeded in excess ofthat indicated using human

inftutructure as an index. For instance, pasture degradation by livestock and invasion ofexotic species are

destroying natural habitat in Australia even where roads have not penetrated. The result also underlines

the underestimadon ofnatural area or wilderness in rhe natural areas map.

Myert Hotspots, as updated by Mittermeier er al. (1998), provide a second check. Each hotspot has

less than 25 percent "remaining pristine vegetation' by definition, and experts in each region were used ro

estimate levels ofhabitat loss. Thble 2 presents the natural area percent€e for each ofthe top ten ofthese

hotspots ftom both the natural areas map and the hotspots experts' opinion. In each c$e, experr opinion

and the natural areas map is in close agreement. The only area in which the natural ueas map significandy

overestimates habitat is in the Atlantic Forest of Brazil. This is probably due to degradation of remaining

forest ftagments in this region, which excludes them ftom Minermeier's pristine vegetarion, but is nor

detected in the natural areas map.

The only hotspots not ranked highly disturbed in the natural areas map are the Succulent Kuoo of
South Africa and the Caatinga of Brazil (these are not among the top ten hotspots listed in Table 2). The

natural areas map shows both of these areas as having over 50 percent remaining natural habitat. The

Caatinga is undergoing rapid conversion to soybeans and other land uses as modern agricultural tech-

niques open up this difficult semi-arid land. These relatively recent changes were not reflected in the data

available at the time the natural areas map was compiled. The Succulenr Karoo is a delicate ecosptem that

is little dweloped at present. Large areas of it ue reasonably classed "natural" but might not meet rhe

Myers/Minermeier criteria of pristine vegetation.

A find test of the natural areas map is population. The natural areas map used population as a surro-

gate for habitat destruction. \Vhy not use population for the whole map? Table 3 illustrates the answer to

this question. There is on average less than 50 percent overlap between the natural areas map and a similar

map using only population criteria. There are large areas ofoverlap, but these are in regions ofice, sand,

taiga, and undra in which there is little human activity and therefore identification of natural areas is

relatively trivial. These have been facrored out ofthe comparison in table 3.

This low level ofcorrespondence results because the natural areas map used population only where no

other data was available, and because the quality oflocal data is still superior to global population data-



TABLT 2:Comparison of Remaining Natural Habitat in l{yert Hotspots (l'littermeier et al.1998) and the

Global Natural Areas Map (Hannah et al. 1994).

Hotspot

Philippines
Mediterranean
'West Africa
Indochina
Caribbean
Madagascar
California
Atlantic Forest (Brazil)

Eastern Himalayas
New Zealand

Global Natural
Areas Map

3o/o

5o/o

60/o

7o/o

72o/o

15o/o

l9o/o
20o/o

23o/o

270/o

Expert Opinion

8.0o/o

4.7o/o

10.00/o

4.9o/o

17.3o/o

9.9o/o

24.70/o

7.5o/o

<25.0o/o

22.0o/o
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*Tiansformed using the same population crireria applied in generating the natural areas maP.

^Excluding rock, iie, sand, taiga, and tundra, which are generally unpopulated and natural.

bases. The application of population criteria in the natural areas map was primarily in very limited areas

in which popularion was dense relative to carrying capaciry (such as puts of A.frica), but for which litde

land use data was available. The local populadon data for these areas was generally good relative to even

the very recent global population data avaiiable. These results illustrate that population is only one put of

the d' turbance/naturalness storv.

How to Capture the MovingPidure

This analysis shows that the natural areas map tells us a lot about the state ofwilderness, naturalness,

and human desuuction of the planet. The problem is that it is a snapshot over a decade old. 
.We 

know

from regional studies in areas such as the central Amazon and Southeast lsia that ecosystems are being

converted on a timescale ofyears, nor decades. A more sophisticated tool is needed to capture this change

on a global scale.

Annual mapping, while technically feasible, is prohibitively expensive and unnecessary. Much of the

change captured in the natural areas map will persist from year to year. These areas need not be maPPed

frequently. Other areas are changing rapidly and need annuai mapping. Still others ue intermediate and

can be mapped at several-year intervals. W.hat is needed now is an organized system of triage to identifr

which areas are changing at what speed and to map them appropriately.

TABLE 3: Comparison of Natural Areas llap and Similar l'lap Generated Uring Population Data Alone.

Category

Natural
Partially natural
Human-dominated

Agreement between

Global Natural Areas Map and
World Population Map*

50.9o/o"
42.8o/o

31.80/o
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Some efforts are already moving in this direction. The \ilorld Resources Institute has initiated a moni-

toring program tugeted at the rapidly changing forest frontiers of the world (Bryant et al. 1997). The

Center for Applied Biodiversiry Science of CI will begin a similar process for Myert Hotspots this year

(Fonseca and Mittermeier, personal communicadon).

Yet no similu systems exist for wetlands, for desens, for montane vegetation, or for a host of other key

vegetation types. Most importantly, no coordinating mechanism exists to turn these monitoring fragments

into a complete picture. Such a system is urgently needed. Vithout it, the natural areas map will remain

our only picture ofthe state ofglobal wilderness and natural areas.

Conclusion

Our overall understanding of the total amount of wilderness on this fragile planet comes almost en-

drely from two preliminary studies, each nearly a decade old. The present analysis has examined the sec-

ond ofthese studies and concluded that the naural ueas map serves as a reasonable milepost in our anempt

to understand the natural condition of dre planet. Unfortunately, a single mileposr cannot capture the

dynamic of intensifying destrucdon affecting natural areas worldwide.

To help the general public understand the rate ofwilderness loss and to aid in consewation prioriry
setting, more intensive and detailed inventories should be considered as we enter this new cenrury.

A targeted, triage approach is needed for giobal natural areas monitoring. Areas permanently darnaged or

under litde threat need little monitoring. Areas under intensive pressure and experiencing rapid change

should be monitored frequently.

Most importantly, a coordinating mechanism is needed to direct appropriate monitoring atrention ro

difi,cerent regions based on rate of change, and to consolidate results from frequently monitored and sel-

dom monitored ueas alike into a coherent global vision. 
'Without 

such a coordinated effort, anorher view

of the natural state of the enrire planer may have to wait a millennium.
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r
f.*., .nd fewer of the worldt rivers still flow freely and naturally with pure water. How many of

them still do, and where can they be found? That is the subject of a study that the Sierra Club com-

pleted in 1998.

Because rivers drain most ofthe land on this planet, they reflect what happens within their catchment

basins (or watershed$. They are sensitive indicators ofecological health. The healthiest rivers are those

whose watersheds ue leut modified. Those that are free of dams, with natural banks and clean water,

serve as benchmarks for purposes of compuison. These have somedmes been called "wild rivers."

Freshwater ecosysrems are disproportionately rich biologically. Twelve percent of all species of animals

live in these systems, as do 41 percent of all species of fish (8,400 specie$. In most of the land areas of the

world wild rivers are scarce because ofongoing development. These rivers are disappearing because ofa

panoply ofthreats.

At the outset, it is important to remember how relatively scarce freshwater is on this planet. Ninery-

ei$t percent of all water is salt water-mainiy as oceans. Only 2 percent is fresh, and only 13 percent of

this is in liquid form on the surface (most ofthe rest is frozen in glaciers or is found underground).

The habitat provided by the planett river systems is rapidly being degraded. Recent development

has imperiled 20 percent of dl the species of freshwater fish; some have become extinct. Thirry-six

percenr are imperiled in North Ameri ca,42 percentin Europe, and 63 percent in Southern Africa. Fig-

ures are nor available forlsia, but the number must be great (for instance, 28 percent are imperiled in

Sri Lanka). In Nonh America, which has been studied extensively, other species are also in troublc 67

percent ofthe mussels, 64 percent ofthe crayfish, and 35 percent ofthe amphibia are either in jeopardy

or are exdnct.

These trends have affected commercial fish catches too. Fish have disappeared in 80 percent ofChinat

rivers because of degradation. In the United States, the commercial catch in the Missouri River has de-

clined by 83 percent. The salmon catch in the Columbia River has declined by 94 percent,largely because

of dams; the salmon must conftont 136 dams there.

Dams are among the most permanent and devastating rypes of alterations to the ecology of rivers' There

are over 40,000 large dams in the world, with a capacity of some 6,000 cubic kilometers. They cover an

area the size of California, inundating 400,000 square kilometers. Over half of these dams are in China,

and Brazil is building many luge dams too. Thailand is in the midst of concened efforts to build large

dams on its rivers, especially in the upper Mekong River system. Over the last forry years some 60 million

people have been dislocated by dams, with 21 million people dislocated in India alone.

Many of the worldt best-known rivers are considered by the UN Environment Program to be polluted.

These include:

20
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Asia-theYangrze, the Mekong, the lrrawady, the Brahmaputra, the Ganges, the Indus, the

Tigris, the Euphrares, rheAmu! the Lena, and the Ob

Afica-rhe Nile, the Zambai, and the Niger

Europe-theYolga, the Dneiper, the Danube, the Po, Rhone, the Guadalquivir, the Loire, the

Seine, the Rhine, and the Severn

South Ameica-the Orinoco, the Magdelena, and the Puaguay

North Amaica-the Rio Grande, tle Mississippi, the Missouri, the Ohio, Delaware,

Sacramento, and the Fraser.

Under the burden ofall ofthae pressures, pure, fiee-flowing rivers, "wild rivers," ue a vanishing resourc€.

They ue disappearing in the heavily settled puts of the world. Those that have somehow survived, often

in remote sections, are Drecious resources.

Aivn of Studg

Because of the importance of natural riverine regimes, it is important to know how many of these re-

gimes survive. Little research has been done to cast light on this subject. This study aims to provide a

sense ofwhat the situation is in this regard both on a global basis and by continent and countries. This

reconnaissance-lwel study aims to provide a picture that is approximately correcr, even ifit is not entirely

conect in all its detaiis. h is hoped that this studywill prompt others to undertake more detailed studies

to confirm and refine its findines.

M*hodology

This sudy derived its data from analyses of maps of the world, principally the U.S. Defense Map-

ping Agencys Operational Chum of the world at a scale of 1:1,000,000 (ONCs). More detailed supple-

mentary maps were used for most countries that couid be found in the files of the Cartographic

Collection ofthe U.S. Library ofCongress. Background reports on the scale and location ofdevelop-
ment were also consulted.

In this study, a wild river is defined as a segment of any river of at least 50 kilometers in length that

possessed cenain chuacteristia. The segment had to be free ofdams. No segments downstream fiom dams

were regarded as wild since their flow regimes had been altered. Segments flowing through watersheds

with signs ofappreciable development that could degrade water quality were also not included. Roads and

setdements were regarded as signs of such acdviry which could include agriculture, manufacturing, min-
ing' and urban pollution. No rivers were included that had roads running along their sides. Rivers were

included that ran throu$ territory that was only lightiy developed (i.e., showing only small, scattered

setdements), but not with moderate to heaw development.

Fndings

The study identified 6,000 river segments uound the world that still appeued to be wild (as defined

above). Ifall ofthese segments are added together, the total comes ro 781,051 kilometers. The average

Iength of these segmenrs is 130 kilometers.

As a percentage of all river lengths in the world, the percentage still appearing to be wild is 19.5

percent. In general, the wild rivers were found in the undeveloped portions of the world that are only

lighdy senled.
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Two conrinents exceeded this average, both in the Western Hemisphere. North America retains the high-

est percenrage of remaining wild rivers: 37 .9 percent. Most of this is north of 53 degrees north latitude.

South America still has 26.1 percent of its rivers wild, mostly in the Amazon basin.

Three other regions were below average. Eurasia still has 17 percent ofits rivers wild; most ofthat is in

eastern Siberia. Australia and Oceania have 10.6 percent. Surprisingly, Aftica has the lowest Percentage at

7.6 percent.

At the country level, conuasts and patterns emerge. Ofall nations, Canada has the highest Percentage

of remaining wild rivers: 69 percent. Mozambique and Botswana have the next highest percentages: 48.5

percent and 36 percent respectively. In contrast, Russia has only 34 percent ofits rivers still wild (though

the figure is over 67 percent in eastern Siberia). Brazil, Paraguay, and Peru have about the same share:35.9

percent,35.1 percent, and34.6 Percent (see table 1)'

Russia, however, has by far the greatest total length of wild rivers: 265,130 kilometers. This length is

over one and half times more than its closest competirot Canada, which has 162,683 kilometers. Brazil is

next with 96,165 kilometers, with the United States next in line with 63,879 kilometers; however, most

ofthis is in Alaska (see table 2).

TABLE llountries with the l|ighest Percentages of Wild Rivers

Counny Percent'Vild

1. Canada
2. Mozambique
3. Botswana
4. Brazil
5. Paragtay
6. Peru

7. Russia
8. Suriname
9. Columbia

10. Bolivia

69.2
48.'
36.0
35.9
35.r
34.6
34.0
33.8
29.2
)ol

TABLE 2{ountries with the Greatest Length of Wild Riven

Country Tbtal\Yild Riuers (KM)

1. Russia
2. Canada
3. Brazil
4. United States*

5. Peru

6. China
7. Columbia
8. Venezuela

9. Indonesia
10. Zambia

265,130
162,583
96,r95
63,879
28,617
21,492
16,260
1 1,850
r0,847
9,760

* Includes Alaska
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Neuly 60 percent of the number ofwild rivers is in just rwo countries: Russia (with 1854) and Canada

(with 1440). Another 20 percent ue in the United States (mainlyAlaska), Brazil, and China (seeTable 3).

In relation to their size, Peru and Panama exceed Canada in the relative density ofwild rivers per square

kilometer of territory. Other South and Central American countries also rank high on the density list:

Suriname, Nicuagua, Columbia, and Venezuela (see table 4).

In terms of the average length of their segments of wild rivers, South American countries dominate.

Venezuela leads the list at 320 kilometers, with Guyana (296 km.), Waztl Q92 km.), and Bolivia (288

km.) following in that order. Suriname (211 km.), Puaguay (166 km.), and Peru (157 km.) are also on

the list ofthe ten countries at the top ofthe list. However, ahead ofthese three counrries are four African

nations: Congo (219 km.), Ethiopia (181 km.), and Namibia (153 km.) (see table 5).

Among the longest of the wild rivers identified in this survey are the Yukon in Canada and the United

states (2,800 km.), the olenek in Rusia (2,265 km.), the Mackenzie in canada (1,510 km.), the Pracupi

in Brazil (1,500 km.), the Kotuy in Russia (1,325 km.), the Taz in Russia (1,230 km.), the Jutai in Brazil
(1,200 km.), as well as the Para Do oestre there (1,200 km); and the Churchill in Canada (1,07i km.).

Not all of these are wild from their source to their mouth.

TABII 3{ountries with the Greatest l'lumber of Wild liven

Country NumberVild

1. Russia
2. Canada
3. United States*
4. Brazil
5. China
6. Peru

7. Columbia
S.Zambia
9. Indonesia

10. Zaire

r,854
r,440

)+/
329
)7)
182
124
124

96
75

* Includes Alaska

TABTT 4{ountries with the Highest Densities of Wild Riven

Countty

1. Peru
2.Panama
3. Canada
4. Suriname
5. Nicaragua
6. Columbia
T.Yenezuela
8. Zambia
9. Zimbabwe

10. Malaysia

Density
(I{tu[/Sq l{tuf)

0.0223
0.0219
0.163
0.0155
0.0r44
0.0143
0.0130
0.0130
0.0127
0.0119



TABLE S-Countries with the Greatest Average Length of Wild Rivers

Country

1. Venezuela
2. Guyana
3. Brazil
4. Bolivia
5. Congo
6. Suriname
7. Ethiopia
8. Paraguay

9. Peru
10. Namibia

Auerage Length
(KM)

296
292
288
219
210
181
lDo
157
153
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lnterpretation

The low percenrage of wild rivers in Africa is something of a surprise. \Yy'hile some countries there had

high percentages (Mozambique with 48.5 percent, Botswana with 36 percent, Congo with 24'8 percent,

and Ethiopia wrth 20.4 percen$, this was offset by the low percentages of other countries (e.g., Angola

wi*r 6.8 percenr, Cameroon with 3.6 percent, Kenya with 1 percent, Nigeria with 4.2 percenr.,Tanzania

with 6.2 percenrr Zaire with 5.2 percent, and Uganda with 5 percent). A number of countries also had

percentages in between.

.When one loola at the figures for Eurasia with the figures for Russia removed, the percentages tend to

be very low. However, the wild river percentages for Papua New Guinea are 20 percent, for Mongolia they

are 1 5 percent, lor Malaysia they are 1 1.6 percenr, for China they are 9.6 percent, for Bhutan they are 4'3

percent, and for Laos they are2.4percent. For India and the rest ofsoutheastAsia, they are under 1 per-

cenr. However, because of its size and despite a great many dams, China is fifth in the world in the num-

ber of wild rivers it has (272), anditis sixth in the total lengths of wild rivers (21,492 km.).

The position of the United States in this survey is anomalous. The percentage of remaining wild rivers

for the coterminous states is only 5.1 percent. Eighry-four percent ofits wild river lengths are in Alaska,

which has few dams and litde pollution. The densiry of wild rivers in Alaska is five times greater. But

when Alaska is included in the total, the United States is third in the world in the number of its wild

rivers and fourth in its lengths ofwild rivers.

IABLE 6-Wild River Summary By Continent

of Wild Riuers Aue Length Percent
v/ia

1. Africa
2. Austraiia & Oceania
3. Eurasia
4. North America
5. South America
6. \TORLD

700
186

) )c)1

2,038
785

6,000

18,600
1 8,836

298,640
231,857
173,118
781,05r

/.o
10.6
17.0
37.9
26.1
19.6

B4
i01
130
rr4
22r
130
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Livnitations

The methodology that we utilized turns on the assumption that the key finding, i.e. the percentage of
rivers still wild, will remain valid at different map scales. At the rou$ map scale used, only the luger
rivers would be evident. \l(hile at a more detailed scale, additional wild rivers would be evident, so also

would the total lengths of all rivers be greater-so the proportion would not change. Details available for
the United States suggested that this relationship would hold true.

Conclusions

The value of wild rivers underlines the imponance of knowing what is happening to them and tracking
their fate. This study begins such an effort and esnblishes a frame of reference for more refined and fo-
cused studies. One can only hope that such sudies will find thar more wild rivers survive than we esti-
mated. In any event, we need to know. As this resource becomes ever more rare, the urgency ofacting
grows. Nations need to inventory their wild rivers and establish programs to prorect their puriry and free-
flowing character. Time is running out.



Wtl

T
I h. .or. of human narure can be significantly impacted by our experience with wild animals and wil-

derness. For millions of years, our ancestors had their needs met by wild plants, wild animals, and wild

landscapes. \fe leuned to fear predators, to revere prey animals, to love and sustain our animal partners,

and to ffeasure the wildlands that supported us. Our relations with family, allies, and enemies piayed out

on a stage where all the rules were made by nature.

,4s we move into the new millennium, we carry this heritage with us. Even after thousands of yeus of

advancing technology we remain, in many ways, strangers to civilization. The parts of us so deeply formed

by our ancatral relationship to wild animals and wilderness struggle for balance in this unpredictable and

ever-changing and increasingly unnatural new world. Our challenge is to build on our biological reality

and to create mature reladonships with wildlife and wilderness, based not on violence and domination,

but on an ethic ofcompassion, respect, and stewardship.

The Humane Sociery of the United States (HSUS) and the Humane Society International (HSI) are

dedicated to bringing about this mature, ethical relationship beween the human species and all creatures

that inhabit this planet with us. The keptones of this relationship are:

. respect for the unique and intrinsic value ofevery living creature,

. appreciation for the interdependence ofall living beings, and

. obligation ofour own species to be humane and generous stewards over the land and the

creatures whose lives we touch.

To achieve such a world, the human species will have to become what it is not, namely mature and

altruistic. Because the politics of*re human condition diaate that no single grouP, nation, or Perspective

can guide us toward the maturity we seek, it is only through our ability to listen to each othet cooPerate'

and extend our horizons that we can shape a mutually enriching, humane, and sustainable world.

This cannot be an ethic ofthe elite. The benefits ofthis humane sociery must seek to touch every Per-

son in every corner of the globe, if it is to succeed-a lofty notion indeed.

The sening of this meeting, the great lsian subcontinent of India, dramatizes to the greatest o(tent imag-

inable the struggle to creare a humane, sustainable society. No society on earth holds so deepiy the values of

reverence for life as do tlose ofthe Indian subcontinent. It is a land blesed with exuaordinary landscapes

and exuaordinary wildlife-tigers, deer, elephurts, monkep, bats, and birds-and an etraordinary mix of

people.s, beliefs, and cultures to match the natural wealth and beaury of the land. Yet nowhere else is this

reverence for life, *ris richness oflile, so forcefi.rlly challenged by the realities ofhuman existence, the strain of

human populations on the eanh, Deforestation, flooding soil erosion, and the disappeuance of wildlife and

the
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wilderness are signs of the failure of our specia in India, as it is in rhe United States, ro preserve the land-
scapa and the ecos,ptems that suppon us. In a land of reverence for life, people, animals, and the land suffer
on a scale unimaginable to those who have not seen or experienced it. That is the puadox oflndia, and the
dilemma we will all face if we fail to meet the challenges of creating a humane, sustainable sociery.

Ao we at the HSUS and HSI seek to meet this challenge, we are focusing our work on several areas that
we consider critical to preserving wildlife, wilderness, and a livable human environmenr The following will
be discussed: sustainable use ofwildlife, sustainable agriculture, and protection ofwildlife and habitat.

Sustninable Use of wildlife:
Co nsutnptio n v er s us Ecoto urisyn

The HSUS and HSI are deeply committed to sustainable development and to the humane sustainable
use of wildlife. Put and parcel of this commitment is our belief that local people can and must prosper
alongside the wildlife and wilderness we are asking them to prorecr. And it is absolutely cleu that wildlifc
can play a major role in building that prosperity.

Howwer, we reject the idea that the route to humane sustainable developmenr can be achiwed throu$
the destructive and consumptive use of wildlifc. Consequently, the HSUS and HSI have opposed what is
misleadingly called 'tustainable use ofwildlife." To do this, we vigorously participate in the activities of
the Convention on International Tade in Endangered Species of\fild Flora and Fauna, or CITES. \(e
also founded and provide leadership to the Species Survival Network, a coalition offifty organizations
from uound the world that worla throu$ CITES to protect wildlife everywhere. We recognize that India
has been a good friend to animals and the animal protection community in the international deliberations
ofthe CITES parties, and we acknowledge our debt ofgratitude ro our hosr counrry for its suppoft.

A keystone of our work on wildlife trade issua is Animab in Peril, writtenby my fiiend anJcoileague

John Hop and published in l994.This extensively documented volume, which has never been credibly
challenged, demonstrates conclusively that in developing countries, sustainable consumptive use ofwild-
life simply does not work. Vhether throu$ nade in wildlife and wildlife parrs, or rhrou$ trophy hunt-
ing, such consumPdve use results inevitably in decimation of animal populations, destruction sf local
cultures, economic dislocation, and impoverishment of the land.

Each year, millions of animals-many endangered or threatened----enrer inrernarional commercial trade.
Their skins, fur, and ivory are sold as shoes, coats, and jewel ty.l*gil international wildlife trade is shad-

owed by extensive illegal trade. Together, this commerce threatens to drive many species to extinction.
The puties to CITES have recognized that international commercial trade must not be detrimental to

the species, that is, it must be sustainable. But too often, use ofa species is claimed to be susainable in the
absence ofscientific evidence to support this claim. ls a result ofthis irational approach to wildlife use,

the supposedly sustainable use ofmany species is proving to be norhing ofthe kind. The continental popu-
lation ofAfrican elephans plummeted from 1.3 million in 1979 to 600,000 in 1989 due to the uncon-
trollable internadonal ivory trade, which raged on despite the fact that an elaborate system had been set
up by CITES ro ensure the trade was susrainable.

Several factors act to vinually gufiantee thar consumptive use ofwildlife will be unsustainable. Scien-
tific information about the population being used is often scarce or ofpoor quality. Laws and regulations
governing use are frequendy inadequate, and enforcement ofthe laws that exisr is erratic or nonexisrenr.
Instead offollowing the precautionary principle, which dictates that, in the face ofuncertain informadon,
conservation should be favored, policy typically is driven by economic and political concerns.
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Most imporrantly, the treatment of wild animals as commodities breeds an ethical bankruptcy that

results in the death and cruel ffearment of millions of animals in trade through simple callousness and

indifference. At the height of the worldwide trade in wild birds in the early 1990s, the HSUS estimated

that 30 million birds were captured to supply 7.5 million birds to the import markets. In other words,

three birds died for every bird that reached per stores. And tiat was in the legal uade. The illegal trade, we

believe, is much worse.

The humane community in the United States fcels especially strong about the issue ofwildlife in trade.

It has taken more than a century for much of the wildlife of the United States to recover from the murder-

ous binge of market-driven hunting and trapping that characterized the senlement of the American Vest

in the nineteenth century. The image of millions of carcasses of bison, stripped of their hides and left to

rot on the Great Plains, still haunts our nadonal memory.

\(hat is the alternative? The answer, or at least a significant part, is the subject of this conference:

ecotourism.

Clearly, there is now broad international support lor programs based on ecotourism and management

of wildlife popularions. lasr year, t]re HSUS and HSI entered into an historic agreement with South Africa's

Nationai Parls Board. Our agreement contains elements vital to the quest for a more humane world.

As put of the agreement we acdvely puticipate in developing a cooperative ecotourism program that

aids both the wildlife in South Africas national pula and the local communities in areas surrounding the

parls. The National Puks Board of South Africa has adopted the ideais and concepts of humane steward-

ship in the managemenr and care of animals in South Africa's national parls. Under this agreement' the

National Parla Board will continue to strive to resolve wildlife conflicts through land acquisitions. trans-

location, and the testing ofnovel scientific management techniques, with significant financial and techni-

cal suppon from the HSUS and HSI'

fm SSUS and HSI supporr ecorourism because we believe it imputs value to, appreciation ol and

compassion for wildlife and wild animals, consistent with our vision of building a more humane world.

But we do this not just ro counrer those who value wild creatures only as wall trophies, but because it is

part ofa better economic model. In Africa, for example, it has been shown that an area of 1 0,000 hectares

holds good stocla of wildlife. A sixty-bed lodge located in this area will, if properly managed and mar-

keted, provide employment opportunities and a net income for a group ranch communiry of approxi-

mately U.S. 983,000. k would be difficult for trophy hunting to provide this kind of local income in the

short run; in the long run it would be impossible.

\Vhile we advocate ecorourism as a source ofincentives for protecting wildlife and wilderness, we also

know that wildlife does not recognize refuge bounduies, and that conflicts may arise bemeen local peoples

and formidable inhabitants of the wilderness such as elephants. Thus, the HSUS and HSI are investing in

the dwelopment and dissemination of humane techniques and technologies for easing these conflicts. One

of our flagship programs is ourwildlife immuno-contracepdon research program. Indeed, a critical part of

our .oop.rrtiue endeavors with the South African National Parks is carrying out a joint study on the

potential of the P ZE orPoruneZona Pellucida, immuno-contracepdon vaccine to control African elephant

populations in lGuger National Park and orher smaller refuges in South Africa. Our field team has already

shown that *re vaccine does prevenr pregnancy in elephants and that it can be delivered successfully in the

field. The South African effort puallels HSUS programs in the United States and other parts of the world

to field-test the vaccine on dee! wild horses, and other animals.

There are vasr numbers of people willing to travel from the ends of the earth to spend a lew nights in

the African bush, or on an Indian reserye, ro view the magnificent wildlifc these grand places suPport.
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These visitors will pay well for the privilege, and the funds they provide, mgether with the application of
humane conflict resolution techniques, will assure that the animals will be alive in perpetuiry.

Sustqinable Agricultur e

Food producdon and food securiry are key elements ofany discussion ofsustainabiliry. The advocates

of globalization point to the wonderfirl opportunities offered by the exchange of food products among

peopla ofthe world. But globaiization also encourages the developmenr ofinhumane, unsusteinable, and
environmentallyhazardous agricultural practices in developed and undeveloped nations alike. And the uuth
is, most people would prefer to feed themselves.

Local and regional food sptems offer people access to food and employment, as well as provide oppor-
tunities for humane local stewardship ofnatural resources. Unfortunately, many developing nations dedi-
cate their fumlands to cash crops, which raise money to pay back internadonal loans, meer rhe obligarions

ofthe central government, or attract revenue-hungry ffansnational corporarions. These hi$-yield cash

crops, which ue generally grown as ecologically impoverished monoculures, often require the intensive

application offertilizers and paticides as well as specialized seed stocla. For local people, the yield is not
food for their consumption, but erosion, polluted water, depleted wildlife populations, and dependence

on imponed fuel, chemicals, and seeds,

Using the argumenr thar "we must feed rhe world," developed countries such as the United Sata also

adopt agricultural praaices drat are unsustainable as well as inhumane and environmenully devastating, In
the United States, the family fum is incrzuingly being replaced by indusuial scale corporate farming. Since

\(odd \far II, 3 million American family fums have been lost. Meanwhile, record grain and soybean hu-
vests (1998) in the United States ue driving prica down and threaten to exceed the natioris storage capacity.

But the bli$t of U.S. agriculture is the factory farm. Once, livestock were dispersed at family-run farms

across the nation. Wastes were disposed locally, and animals were integrated inro the local ecosystem, the

local economy, and local cultural life. But factory fams crowd together thousands, even tens ofthousands
of animals into a single qlvernous building. The suffering of these animals is unimaginable. The wastes

they produce defile our environment, poisoning srreams, polluting the air, and killing wildlife.
In our pursuit of a humane, susainable rysrcm ofworld food production, the HSUS and HSI are agges-

sively promodng local and regional food sptems, organic agriculture, family and indigenous farms, and

the humane treatment of farm animds. To advance this agenda, rhe HSUS participates in the activities of
the UN Commission for Sustainable Development, and in the negotiation of the text for Agenda 21, the

commision's annual set of nonbinding recommendations. After hosting the Commision Chair's Reception

in April 1998, where we lobbied delegates while serving them locally produced organic foods, we suc-

ceeded in inserting langu4ge that favors local and regional foods, organic and sustainable agriculture, and

the preservation offurnland. Our next goal, for the yeu 2000, is to insen language on the humane treat-

ment of farm animals.

And at home, the HSUS Fum Animals and Sustainable Agriculture section worh closd with grassroots

grouPs to Promote family farms and local food distribudon systems, and to expose and oppose the horrors

of rhe facrory fum.

P r otectio n and Pr e ser u atao n

Critics of our organization, of the animal protection movement in general, and of the more ourspo-

ken of the uaditional environmental groups, often refer to us with great disdain as "preservationism."
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Cynically, these self-proclaimed champions of sustainable use imply that we are idealistic, naive bunny-

huggers and tree-huggers with no interest in or compassion for the struggling peoples ofthe world. Are

we idealistic? Absolutely. Are we naive or indifferent to human needs? Absolutely not. The HSUS recog-

nizes that wildlife and wilderness protection work best when people living near wildlife derive clear ben-

efits from that wildlife and the wildlands that support them.

Are we "preservationists"? Yes we are, and we're proud of it. Ve simply cannot beiieve that all the ben-

efits of wildlife and wiiderness are tangible and easily measured in terms of dollars, rupees, or whatever

currency is in favor on the world markets. A humane ethic insists, instead, that nature is worth Protecting

for its own sake, and that the human species itself will be better off if some animals, some species, some

land, are just left alone. Preserving nature for its own sake is a sign of respect for life, an acknowledgment

of our origins in wilderness, a humble admission that we, as a species, are not the center of the universe,

and a spiritual insurance policy against human pride and arrogance. We also believe itt a smart course of

acrion for a responsible trustee. !fildlife and wilderness is our natural capital. We should save some.

One group ofwild animals that, we believe, deserves virtually absolute protection is the whales. Although

whale watching, a form of marine ecorourism, has already shown itself to be a powerfrri engine for gener-

adng local revenue, whales deserve protection for their own sake. They are, in the original sense, awesome

creatures. Their sheer size, their mysterious intelligence so formidable yet so unlike our own' and the un-

imaginable dimensions of their world command our respect. With the limited exception of subsistence,

culturally embedded hunting by aboriginal peoples, a humane ethic olfers no human justification for sub-

jecting these magnificent creatues to the cruelty of hunting.

That is tle poiicy we have pursued in our discussions with the International \Thaling Commission

[WC). Since the IVC adopted a morarorium on commercial whaling in 1982, Japan, Norway, and other

countries have used technical loopholes or simply ignored their treary obligations to continue to kill whales

for commercial purposes. Today, the so-called Irish Proposal, poses new threats to whales in the guise of

compromise that would set up transitory no-whaling zones that would, in faa, provide no guuantee of per-

manent prorecrion.'We encourage and will support the Indian government and the governments of other

peoples who cherish an ethic ofreverence for life to lead efforts to preserve the world's whales.

Another HSUS initiative to extend the humane ethic to wildlile and wildlands is the HSUS \fildlife

Land Tiust. The goai of the \fildlife Land Tiust is simplc to preserue land as a true sanctuary for wildlife,

one in which wild creatures need not feu the bulldozer, the gun, or the trap. The land trust is still a mod-

est enterprise-cunently, it is protecting over 1,860 hectares on menty-nine properties in fifteen U.S.

states. But the land trust is growing rapidly, increasing the acreage protected by 60 percent since May 1998.

And its message of humane stewardship is a forceful one, and one that we hope will spread to all those

who have responsibilities for the land.

Conclusion

The deeper meaning of the \flildlife Land Tiust is that if we are to achieve a truly humane, sustainable

sociery, then our humane values must be extended to the land. Indeed, this message pervades our activities

at the United Nations and at CITES, and all HSUS and HSi efforts to protect fum animals, wildlife, and

habitat. Respecting the intrinsic value ofindividua.l creatures means resPecting the land that suPports them

and gives them life.
'Wilderness 

is that which gave life to our species and formed all the other creatures with whom we share

our planet. Therefore, we owe our deepest respect to wildernes, and we acknowledge our obligation to

preserve it for all future generations, human and animal.
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VV hen my brother, Ml M. A. Partha Suathy, chairman of the 6th \7\7C, mentioned to my father the

growing interest in the concept of wilderness, my father had misgivings. The wo rd. wildtrnes comes ftom
wiU, with connotations ofbeing uncontrolled, disorganized, wastefrrl, unreachable, insecure, and uncul-

tivated. My father respected nature, natural resources, folk people, folk art, folk culture, and folk mores.

He abhorred waste and was preoccupied widr food security. He wanted to usher in a just and equitable

world with human dignity. He often reproached me for using the word tibe for the tribds, because the

word has been misrepresented, connoting something uncouth and uncultured. The word willernes
troubled him.

\W'e often talk of being cast away in the wilderness. Ve talk of people who are lost in the wilderness, an

unknown place. Yet my father also quoted Omar Khalyam, the great poet who wrote: 'Ajug of wine, a

book of verse, and thou beside me in the wilderness. The wilderness were paradise, enow... ." Khayyam

considered the wilderness no great place, but with a jug ofwine and a book ofverses and his beloved

beside him it was puadise.

Through the years, Partha Sarathy showed my father films and shued conservarion papers with him.

Eventually, he persuaded my father that wilderness is, in fact, paradise. \Tilderness is the paradise that my

father had in mind when he worshiped narure, natural resources, land, and plants.

In discussing the subject ofgender, I want to resonate with the discussions ofmy father and brother. To

me, bringing the gender perspective to this congress is similar to showing that wilderness is the best land-

scape. In other words, I would propose that the spaces women occupy in life ue the mosr imporrant,

most valuable, most environmentally enriching, most beaurifirl, most regenerating, least wasrefii, mosr

peace-making, and most confidence-building spaces. In other words, women occupy mainstream space.

\fe need to change the language and the objective 'to mainstream gender," suggesting thar women are

already in the clear mainstream. l,et us bring the rest ofthe polluted and violent spaces and social catego-

ries into this mainstream, into this clear space,

Unfortunately, the way that ideas are expressed has led to statemenrs like'women hold up half the

sky," followed by statements that "women are in a situation where they ue pleading for recognition." Or
we say that we would like to claim and enter the space occupied by men and the mainstream. You may

ask, what are these spaces?

A poet from Karnatal<a named Ramanujam had reflected on what he called 'mother's tongue" and

"fthert speech." He refered to this in an introduction he wrote for a compilation of folktales from
Karnataka. He illusuated that while women work in the kitchen, they tell stories to their children, thus

forming the basis for the folktales we inherit. In these folktales, women speak in rhe local dialect because

usually they have had no formal education. These stories ue like parables, and often are the first source of

JJ
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historical and cultural lessons. These parables enable children to distinguish bet'ween good and evil, and

perhaps help them develop moral and political consciousness.

Karnataka then contrasts this to the father who sits in the drawing room. The father is stuffed up and

forrnally &essed and tends to speak in what is called the "actual" language, which differs from the dialect.

The father usually makes pompous speeches that have no relevance to the childrent education.

In a sense, Karnaaka argues thar the spaces women occupy-the kitchen, the dialect they speak, the

knowledge they inherit in the form of parables-are far more significant in educating a child than the

fathers'spaces.

Another illustration can be drawn from the kind of work women do. In the developing world, the ma-

jority of women spend sweral hours each day contributing to the family and to the economy in what is

referred to as nonmonetary activiry. Yet the culture ofthe world and its value system is such that measures

of value are only made in terms of money. Nonmonetary work, especially woment work, is valuable

because it sustains the euth and its citizens, but it remains unrecognized. According to United Nations

Development Program's 1995 Human Development Report, woment uncounted contribution to the

domestic product was U.S. $ I 1 trillion.

In the 1998 Human Dwelopmenr Reporr of the United Nations, the major theme was consumption-

overconsumption and unbalanced consumption. The danger signals come in the form of paying too much

attention to money and monetary activity. Danger signals can include environmental hazards, encroachment

on natural resourca, and the vdues being highli$ted in a society, namely money and what it can buy.

Yer women occupy those spaces unidentified with money and thus unvalued. Broadening the space of

woment activiry giving recognition not to the monetary value but to the labor and the dedication put

into those hours means putting a value on it. This would shift the emphasis away from money to what

can be called "effort." k will be found that women work and conuibute more than men in hours of labor.

There are other examples from the economic domain. For exampie, women predominate amongst those

who do what is called in economic clusification free collection of forest produce. In many puts of the

developing world, women will go into forests and collect berries, gums, buk, and even branches that are

used for both traditional medicines (now considered by luge industry as natural foods and natural medi-

cine). On the other hand, the large+cale forest industry logs and cuts up trees for wood-based industries.

Thus, women take puts of the trees that do not destroy the ffees, whereas mainstream industry usually

kills the trees.

The lack of sensitivity to this difference can be noticed in the way economics names these two activi-

ties. Major forest produce is cutting the trees for timber. Minor forest produce is what the women are

gathering. Yet the value of minor forest produce and the number of workers engaged in this particulu

acriviry are grearer than those engaged in major forest produce. Aput from the moral aspect, minor forest

produce is a more conservation-oriented practice. But economic classification values it exacdy the oppo-

sirc of the way it should be valued.

These examples illustrate how spaces occupied by women are, in fact, cenffal to what is now the aim

and vision for the world-sustainable human development.

The women's issue is built around the issue of inequality and discrimination. But an element, which

is more optimistic, is to see women as community. The communiry is composed of men, women, and

children. In other words, a group ofpeople differentiated not only by gender and age but also by clxs.

In a conference held in Pietermuitzsburg, South Africa, the impending dangers that Soudt Africans wouid

face were discussed-namely the possibility of 3 million children orphaned by the death of their parents

throu$ HIV-AIDS. It was argued that, so far, the communiry is absorbing these orphans because of
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South African cultural values, which traditionally extend a hand ofcare to all kith and kin, especidly

children. A closer look at what is really happening shows that the people who are providing these shock

absorbers are women. Funher probing finds that the women ue usually elderly, a majoriry of whom ue

pensioners. Thus, the notion of community concealed within itself the reality that certain individuals

belonging to certain sects, namely female, provide what is assumed to be a responsibility and an effort of
the entire community.

Today it is not populu m challenge the concept of communiry in any forum. Naturally, communities

will always sustain and protect the earth from devasration. However, I would like to point out that within

this community there is a need to recognize who actually beus the brunt of responsibility. By concealing

such a major tediry we perpetuate inequaliry and discrimination, for indeed, there exists a high level of
unequd sharing of responsibility and thus discrimination in terms of workload. Since community work is

dso unpaid, the number of unpaid people in positions ofsocial responsibility is naturally very high.

Gender concern needs to be transformed from an ideology drawing afiention to woment unequal so-

cial position to an understanding that women occupy the most valuable spaces, both in a communiryt

economy end what can be called the mord bue of community. These spaces deserve identification and

recognition, their value spoken of loud and clear, and an invitation extended to men and others to join

this mainsueam-a forwardlooking, conserving, environmentally conscious mainstream.



Tarun Chhabra

T
I he Todas ue one of the most ancient tribes in the upper Nilgiris of southern India. For over 5,000

years they have occupied the hiflands of the Nilgiris in the most sustainable manner possible. That is

why we need to learn about the timeless wisdom of these ancient people if we are to implement the "call

for a sustainable future." The following provides a glimpse into the Toda way of sustainable iiving.

A few centuries ago, the Todas, who have ruely numbered more than 1,000 people, occupied close to

1,000 squue kilometers of pristine highland wilderness (from 1,830 to 2,590 meters). This area contains

some of the most picturaque and biodiverse areas in the world. How did the Todas manage to maintain

this population density without utificial methods of population control? They lived within the rycle of

nature and recognized numerous sites and landmaria as highly sacred, sacred, and iocally sacred.

Today we talk about susminable use of wilderness to suit increasing population, but the Todas were

wiser. They naturally controlled their population within sustainable levels and despite a total dependence

upon their habitat, their natural environment did not show any strain, even after severai thousand years.

The TodCI understood the need for maintaining a small population. Even today, they number around

1,300 persons.

All Toda spiritual values revolve around their wilderness. For every ritual, several floral forms were

(and still ue) required. Toda huts and temples were built from naturally occurring materials. Todas used

specific migratory setdemenrs during the drier summer months. And their large buffalo herds provided

both spiritual and economic sustenance. The Toda also had a dreamtime when the gods and goddesses

dwelled on the upper Nilgiri plateau. The deities went on to reside in nearby peaks that are today con-

sidered as resident deity hills. A devout Toda, on coming near such a deiry peak, will do the peculiar

hoimuhhtisalvadon while chanting the sacred prayer ofthat god. He will nor even point his finger to

indicate the location of the god-peak, but if pressed to do so might point at the neighboring hili and

say "the peak next to that!" Natural landmarks associated with each ofthese divinities can be seen in

the fields and are held sacred.

Toda prayers for each ofthe numerous dairy temples consist ofsacred couplet chants or kwarshm

ro surrounding sacred elements ofwilderness. The chants are usually directed at sacred peaks, rivers,

slopes, thickets, trees, stones, pools, streams, swamps, paths, etc., in the vicinity. Ifa few important

landmarls were to disappear due to development, then the dairy temple would face de-function. Thou-

sands of sacred prayer sites in the forms of peaks, swamps, pools, streams, rocls, and thickets are

associated with approximately 100 temples. Little wonder that the Todas have so magnificently pre-

served their surrounding wilderness. They are totally dependent culturally, economically, and spiri-

tually on their natural environment.

i6
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A study ofancient Toda myths reveals another fascinating re-

lationship between mlthological sites and naturallandmuks. For

example, in the m1,'th on the departing spirits journey to the

afterworld ofAmunawdr, the spirit is supposed to ascend natural

rocky stone stEs. We were amazed to find natural rocicy steps in

that specified uea ofwilderness. In fact, we found that natural

landmuls correspond to approximately twelve mithological srta,

which depaning spirits are supposed to cros tluou$. This unique

link between mithological sites and natural landmarks can be seen

for every ancient my'thological story and explains why these ele-

ments of wiiderness ue preserved.

The highlands where the Toda hamlets exist provide catch-

ment sources ofwater. Every Toda village, even today, requires

several streams in the immediate vicinity. These streams serve

many functions. For example, the sacred dairy temple streams

are used by the priest for rituals within the temple. An ordina-

tion stream provides a place where a person can undergo elabo-

rate ordination rituals that elevate him to priesthood. The

domestic stream(s), and in the case of some very sacred temples,

is a stream where the men bathe before proceeding toward the

temple. Almost a dozen Hydel dams now exist in the Toda

homeland, and they have destroyed many sacred rivers, sueams,

swamps, and even entire hamlets.

The Toda culture allows the use of only specified floral spe-

cies in their rituals. Temples are only constructed ofspecified

species ofbamboo reeds (including one unidentified species),

A Toda Priest with sacred buffaloes.
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Priest at dairy temple with sacred implements.

cane, thatch grass, rree poles, erc. Builders cannot substitute specified species with other nonspecified spe-

cies. Ifany ofthese species became exdnct, then Toda culture also could collapse. For example, the hatch

grass rhar the Todas use on their temples was once found a.ll over their homeland. Now it exists only in a

few distant swamps. If this vital ingredient were to disappear, the Toda culture would collapse. Similarly,

rhe numerous plant species used in various rituals from birth to funeral ceremonies are also specified and

cannor be subsdtuted with other plants. Each rirual requires the use ofat least halfa dozen plant species,

so thar throughout aToda's lifetime, over a hundred floral species may be required in the riuals performed.

The Todas cannor even think of using artificial materials in any cultural activity. Even to make fire in any

ritual, fire-sticla of the plant Linea wightianaare used, and fire is made by using friction.

Numerous other reasons explain why the Todas depend upon their surrounding wilderness. This intricate

link becomes apparenr in the language. TheTodas have a specific name for almost every tree, bush, and flower

in their area. ls mentioned eulie! coundess sacred landmarls also have specific prayer chant-couplets.

The Todas depend on herbs to cure various human and buffalo ailments. Some have been used as ener-

gizers, especially aropegiaand satyriumspecies. Todas use natural elements to model their huts after the

rainbow and other implements. For example, rheir uniquely designed cane milk-churning stick is prob-

ably modeled after the kafehl flower. And indeed the flowers of this plant (Ceropegia pusilk and ciliata)

exacdy resemble a miniature Toda milk-churning stick.

They use flowers to denote the seasons and also to indicate the beginning, peak, and cessation ofthe

monsoons. For example, when a puticular flower, mawrsh (MicheLia nikgirica) is in profusion, a Toda

elder predicts the impending end ofthe southwest monsoon with unerring accuracy. They have used plants

and flowers to denote the time of the day (e.g., the six o'clock flower, Oenothera tetra?tera), to indicate a

man's wisdom (S*obiknthu sp.), and even to indicate the level of anxiery. Indeed, the worry flower

(Gentiana pedicelkra) closes ifheld by the stem when a person is worried and closes faster for more anx-

ious people. The flower remains open ifa person has no worries. Throughout the year, certain stars and

planets have names thar correspond to the names given to the weather. In addition, herbs with names

identical to the planets, stars, and weather are in bloom. Eiements of natural wilderness also are seen in
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prehistoric rock ut as well u in the unique Toda embroidery motifr of more recent times. The Todu have

an intimate connecdon to the wilderness.

In honey gathering, the Todas have identified five different kinds ofbees that prefer specific species of
flowers that in turn make up the flavor, viscosity, and medicinal propenies ofthe honey. They therefore

have understood the specific pollinators ofdifferent flowers.

The Toda homeland makes up the core area of the Nilgiri Biosphere Raerve, which is one of the world's

biodiversity hotspots. The Todas have succeeded in preserving this marvelous wilderness for reasons just

explained. Hence, the simplest and most natural way to preserve the upper Nilgiri wilderness is by help-

ing preserve Toda culture.

This is what we have been sfiiving to do by staning the Toda Nalavaazvu Sangam-an association by

and for the Todas. \fle have tried in a humble way to remind the Todas of tieir rich cultural heritage and

the need to preserve it. Several very sacred temples have been reconstructed, rituals have been restarted,

and migatory vill4ges have been reoccupied.

Continued support is needed or the Toda culture could vanish, and along wirh it the wilderness and

the unique spiritual natural heritage ofthis blessed land.



a

Jn 1996, because they could not eun a living, a dozen people committed suicide in the Sagar block in the

Sunderbans region. A few kilometers from this place there is a viliage known as Bidhoba Palli, or "village

of widows." All the male members of this village have lost their lives in an effort to draw sustenance from

the same ecosptem-either klled by the tigers, scissored by shuks, or envenomed by snakes. Other vil-

lages do not come up with a brighter scenario.

Since the beginning of civilizadon, humans were able to identif' ecologically friendly patches of land

and could choose such places for their settlement and sustenance. With the rise in population and in dis-

puiry ofwealth, the weaker secrions ofthe people began to encroach upon the patches, which were com-

puatively inhospitable for living and making a livelihood. As the populadon increased, poverry became

much starker, and the poorest were forced to live in more difficult environments. Through no fault of

their own, the communities, such as those living in the wedands of the Sunderbans or the deserts of

Rajasthan, are forced to sustain themselves in ecosystems that are hostile to them. The poor people, brav-

ing such sysrems, do not even have their risls covered by any kind ofsocial insurance that can compre-

hensively take care ofthe uncenainties ofsurvival. They are the ecologically handicapped.

Similarly, in Andhra Pradesh, more than 100 cotton farmers have committed suicide this season in

\(uangal District due to their inability ro save their crop from destruction. They were unable to confront

the hazards ofthe ecosystem from which they were forced to draw their livelihood. To them, the ecosys-

tem became hostile. For the cotton growers ofAndhra Pradesh, their ecosystem has been disabled by inap-

propriate intervention for rapid profits. These people also fuled because they were rendered "ecologically

handicapped." There is a strong likelihood ofa rising number ofecologically handicapped people, essen-

tially because of rampant ecological degradation that is taking place all over. The matter deserves deeper

understanding. How unsustainably is nature being exploited, who are the people in need ofmost prioriry

attention, and so on?

RapidProftu in

Aari cultir e an d W il der ne ss

Not long ago, Indian villages, like many other Asian villages, were self-reliant and hardly required any

help from the outside world to sustain their lives and livelihood. Things have changed, and have changed,

in many cases, beyond redemption. Introductions ofseed, ferdlizer, and pesticide have transformed the

countryside into a 'hew ecological order." The *rree alien intervenrions from outside the villqes have trans-

formed a reasonably self-reliant traditional village system into an externally regulated enterprise. In this

new ordet the traditional knowledge ofthe villagers oftheir own productive ecosystem, for a considerable

part, has been laid ineffective. This "new ecological order," which has colonized the old self-reliant agri-

40
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culture, has contributed enormously to enhancing the grain production in the short term but has also

btou$t phenomenal disorders to the environment, many ofwhich cannot be restored.

Similuly, the most handsome profits of the pharmaceutical industry come from the very same areas

that are inhabited by indigenous people and their knowledge about the medicinal propertia ofthe plans
that grow in the wildernas. None of the traditional knowledge is paid for. No qrstem exists to acknowl-

edge or repay such knowledge-no sptem of community copyri$t, so to speali However, in India iself,

out of the 7,500 species ofwild plans used by the tribds for medicines, the phumaceutical industry only

knows about 3,500, which it explois to generate a Rs. 1,000 core business. The industry promises to

grow to Fs. 4,000 crore by the year 2000. \(orldwide, the herbal muket is estimated ar U.S. $4 billion.

Yet no riot has broken out.

The ObliqinqExploited
and the 1bstinati Ndture

Exploiadon is an unequal transaction. Exploitation falls into nvo basic categories: exploitation within

the society ofthe humans and by the humans; and the exploitation ofnature. Both rhese forms ofexploi-
tation have been unavoidable prerequisites of all the modes of production since the dawn of civilization.

Again, every event of exploitation caried out beyond the limit of tolerance (limits ue rarely visible) causes

perturbation and may even lead to the collapse of the very sptem of which it was a pan. Thus, exploita-

tion and inequality ue both unavoidable and a fard, actofhumans in the existing social order and mode

ofproduction.

In modetn dmes, a quiet revolution has swept the world in rhe uea of behavioral manipulation. larger

and luger communities and tuget groups ue adopting the specific pryche tailored for them by those who

rule. In fact, those who run the system have perfected the ut and science ofdampening the legitimate

human responses to assaults and seem to have obained a decree to perpetuate the exploiation. That the

rich minoriry dislike to part with their "legitimate" wealth is in fact known to be a classical instinct with
such humans. Effecdve use ofthe same tool ofpublic response management is now set to influence envi-

ronmental movements too.

Nature, on the contrary, could not be taken for granted to accepr uncontrolled exploitation. Narure

urogandy has refused to become a sink for unlimited waste nor has it ensured unlimited use of natural

resources. Every trespassing ofthreshold has had telling effects on human life.

\7hy this rebellion ofnature? There are nvo basic reasons. The poorer countries continued with uncon-

uolled growth of population, and the rich counffies continued with their phenomend spree for improv-

ing their lifatyle that needed to exploit nature more and more. Thus, as the population doubles, an average

person in an industrial country consumes more than 4,800 kilograms of coal equivdent in his lifetime u
compared to a me4ger 527 kilograms available for an average person in a dweloping country. And there-

fore humans confront an adamant and threatening narure. In any natural system, perturbations are

unavoidable ifthe boundaries are not resoected.

J oining the Reb ellio n of N ature

Nature conservation is an unavoidable requirement of human survivd. Unprecedented greed and

uncontrolled exploitation has resulted in wanton dishonor of this fundamental prerequisite of eco-

logical securiry leading the future of humankind to its worst uncertainty. Fortunate$ nature has been

sending urogant signals ofdisagreement for using it as a perpetual sink for uncontrolled disposal ofwaste
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or as an unlimited provider of resources. So much so that people, mosdy the impoverished, are dying in

the process of negoriating with the disadvantages of their ecosystem. This rebellion of nature is the ulti-

mate signal for humankind to amend its ways and means of living. One of the many natural disasters and

hazuds, the crisis ofclean air and sale water, makes it is posible to learn lessons and to work out the basic

steps that bring back hope. Hope for us and the more so for our children.

The concern for rhe environment and for the victims of disorder is real and visible. Environmentalism

is increasingly being recognized as the most critical responsibiliry of the present era that penains to oPera-

rions on the thin edge ofour transactions with nature. Yet all such steps taken together fall far short ofthe

need. To make things worse, the environmental movement has left suitable gaps for vested interests to

flourish and considerably reduce the impact ofeven the small funds and knowledge that flow in to aid the

disadvantaged millions. Such lacunae have further enhanced the challenge of environmentalism.

The tasks are clearly discernible. More effecdve and equitable institutional and scientific efforts that are

funded need to take place. An equal need exists to create a stronger human resource base amongst the

victims of disorder-the empowerment of the ecologically handicapped. In fact, it has been observed in

the course ofthe last few decades that the success ofthe first task depends entirely upon that ofthe second

and, therefore, the second task will have to be understood as central to the entire range of environmental

actions to come.

Detailed analysis and understanding of umpteen conflict situations must be done and will take time'

At the same time, a number of primary actions, which are clearly visible, such as the one outlined above,

can be set into an agenda for the people to take up. Accordingly, three primary activities would be:

1. Understandingenvironmentalism

2. Empowering the ecologically handicapped

3. Regulating consumption inequiry and abuse of natural resources

The significance of regulating consumption inequity cannot be overstressed. Neither can that of innu-

merable actions ofabusing natural resources. However, less discussed and yet no less significant is the pres-

ence of a rightfirl legal regime for the impoverished. Ve may recall, as an example, that the phumaceutical

industry has been using traditional knowledge to reap explosive profits for which they pay a paltry sum, if
any, ro the custodians of this knowledge. Indeed, the unpaid knowledge has become one of the most

lucrative sources ofprofit.,4s oftoday, no such legal regime exists to protect the intellectual property rights

of the communiry. All these unequal rransactions remain "legitimate." The task of empowerment will

remain incomplete without a reliable legal regime that protects the rights of the community to their knowl-

edge base. The stiffest challenges are expected from those who have so far enjoyed the hidden profits of

unpaid knowledge.

It is interesting to note that environmental education and awareness programs all over the world are

aimed at those who are educated and assumes an education system in place. This leaves out most Indians,

Afticans, and others outside the scope of such efforts. And, it is amongst these people where most of the

ecologically handicapped are found, and it will be these people who must be empowered to bring tangible

changes to the existing order ofuncontrolled exploitation. Educadng the uneducated or the less educated

therefore becomes the primary task for empowering the ecologically handicapped. This would also ensure

a refreshing solidarity amongst the victims ofdisorders and the conscious and knowledgeable facilitators/

chanee makers.
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Conclusion

The environment in which most of us live has become bad and is becoming worse. A large section of
humaniry has a soil to till that is degraded every day; warer to drink (if at all) that is unsafe; and air to

breathe that is unclean. The ecosystem in which they live and from which they draw their sustenance is

undergoing changes, some permanent,

The tasla ue cleuly discernible. More effective and equitable institutional and scientific effors must be

developed. An equal need exists to create a stronger human resource base amongst the victims ofdisorder-
the empowerment ofthe ecologicallry handicapped. In fact, it has been observed over the course ofthe last few

decades that the success ofthe first task depends entirely upon that ofthe second and, therefore, the sec-

ond task will have to be understood as central to the entire range ofenvironmental actions to come.

Empowering the ecologically handicapped will require understanding of the politics of impoverishment.

Pauperization and impoverishment have been the classical features ofthe present-day economic order. Sus-

tained impoverishment is the political theory of the powers that be, and bamling them for better living
conditions is the fundamental responsibiliry of environmentalism. The srraregy ro empower the ecologi-

cally handicapped, therefore, will have to resr upon this basic framework.

That the ecologically handicapped are denied access to minimum conditions of living and resources,

and that there is a glaring inequity in consumption, are nor accidents. They are the outcome of a faulted

social order. This anarchy in consumption patterns will have to be controlled by imposing limits, using

the kind ofstrategies as those that reduce emission levels for pollutants. In the fitness ofthings, such mat-

ters can best be pursued in a global convenrion on consumpdon inequity. Such a convention can be the

best "bugaining counter" for the ecologically handicapped to negoriate favorable deals with the powers

that be. This can be the beginning ofenvironmentalism for the twenty-first century and set the footprints

of ecological reforms: the new grammu for sustainable development.



A
f\tt tiulng beings, including human beings, are totally dependent upon naure, the Mother Earth, and

the soil that supporrs vegetation. They ue like the children of this Mother Earth who nourishes them,

nurtures them, and supports them. One cannot think of the existence of humans without nature.

I became aware of the symbiotic relationship between people and forests when I stuted working in the

forests of Bhima-Shankar in the'Western Ghat region in Pune district of Maharashtra, India, in i980.

This uea is the dwelling place of a tribal group known as Mahadeo Koli. I observed that these people are

dependent on their ecosystem with its undulating land, forests, rains, and seasons. The people have devel-

oped a lifestyle that can be described as a low-desirelevel (LDL) lifesryle, and a knowledge-system based

on their econiche. They use the forest in many different ways. A large portion oftheir food is gathered

from nature in the form of fruits, flowers, leaves, barh roots, tubers, mushrooms, honey, small game, crabs,

and fish. They obain medicinal plans, building materials, ritual materials, and wood for fuel and for

making tools from the surrounding forests. In addition, "sacred Groves" in the forests house their deities,

dl a part of how the wilderness provides for their peace of mind.

Their knowledge of what, when, and how to harvest is crucial and amazing, without which survival is

imposible in this pan of the world. This knowledge-system is an essential part of their lifesryle. The knowl-

edge is gathered over generations and is passed on fiom generation to generation. There is no commercializa-

tion associated with it, and every member of the communiry is assured that it will be available whenever one

needs it. Use ofmaterials is controlled by rituals and taboos. Many such practices regulate their behavior

toward each other and with nature, which contribute towud ensuring the long-term sustainabfiry ofresources.

One very important aspect of their lifestyle is their nonhoarding behavior. They get whatever theywant

from the forest, only when they need it, and then they get it fresh. They take only as much as they need

and do not squander. They do not approve of a wasteftrl style of consumption. There are many examples

ofrhis in practice. They are generous and considerate with rheir own people, as well as guests, in offering

food and shelter.

The women ue the backbone of the communiry serving it in many different ways. They work hard, at

any dme, whenever necessary, at home and in the forest, or in the fields along with men. So also, the

women are given respect and freedom, Rape does not occur in this society. Children are treated in a very

rypical way so that they learn ro respect the traditions and the elders, and at the same time they ue given

freedom, responsibiliry, and respect. Vhen all the members of the society ue taken care of, the sociery has

a strong base. Such a society behaves in a mature way, making appropriate decisions at proPer times with

understanding, rolerance, and flexibility. This also leads to social and cultural sustainability.

The communiry is a valuable life-resource to these people, and they care for their community. Many

major activities are done as a community, for example, decisions about agricultural oPerations, the site
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seiection fot jhum cultivation, timing of sowing, weeding, and harvesting. These decisions are made in a

collective way, which benefits families and communities. This sptem provides equiry and less inequality.

The community is nourished, respected, and then used as a life support. This makes life less expensive,

less commercial, less wasteful, less market-dependent and so, self-dependent, comfortable, satisfying,

assured, and contented.

Similu lifatyles can be observed in other econiches where indigenous people or long-term residential

people live. In the Kanha Forest ofcentral India (Madhya Pradesh), the Baiga tribals have developed a

suitable sustainable lifestyie. The name Baiga means the "protectors of the forest." They are hunter-

gatherers who know how to get their food from their forest, how to harvest it sustainably, and how to

make the food nutritious.

In the Naguhole Forest in Kunataka State oflndia, uaditional villages have a very peculiar strucrure.

In a valley, the village will have houses at the center, surrounded by the fields, after which there will be a

circle of fruit trees, and then the forest encircling the whole village. Vhen the elephants come ro the area,

they satisfy themseives first with the trees, then the fruits ofthe trees----especially the jackfruits, which ue
their favorite food; then, if they are sdll not satisfied, they might raid the crops, but the houses will be

saved from them. And thus, a conflict between humans and wildiife is avoided. But the coffee plantations

nearby do not have any such protection. They construct strong compounds, even electrifring wire fenc-

ing. They cut down the fruit trees, especially the jack-fruit rrees, so that elephants are nor attracred.

Pt-oro sY 5H. R4urrnu Ynonv.
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The coffee plantations, stuted by the British, continue to be run by peopie who wish to make money at

any cosr. The coffee plantations encroach upon the forests and shrink forest size. In addition, money-

making rcak planrarions rake the place ofindigenous forests, which deters wildlife. \Tildlife habitats have

become ftagmented. And as a result, elephants are roaming about the area, entering human senlements,

raiding crops, and occasionally killing people, with those around them becoming antiwildlife.

In the northern part of\fest Bengal State in India, the tribal people have been residing in these forests

in a sustainable way, but the tea plantations have disturbed the ecosystem by encroaching upon the forest,

Vildcats, especially the panthers, have found the tea estates to be a very conducive habitat. They can live

and breed in the tea busha, get water euily, and can subsist on the domestic cattle and sheep and some'

times human beings. The result is that there is a conflict between humans and wildlife.

In Gir Forest in the sate of Gujarat in India, the only habitat of the Asian lion, the local people are

pastoralists who keep buffalo and canle in herds. In Kadeli Ness (hamlet), a single.ioint family resides and

subsists there. The family, a husband and wife, their wo sons with wives and chiidren, live in a sizable

house. They have fifteen to nventy animals. The house is surrounded by a thick wall ofthorny branches.

This wall is so wide and hi$ that the lions cannot peneuate or jump over it. The animals and people can

live in peace and safety inside the compound at night. The milk and milk products are transported on

camelback or by animal cart to the neuest marketplace and ue sold to buy provisions.

The pastoralist community, rhe Dange Dhangars, had a very sirnilu iifesryle in Radhanagari Forest in

south Maharuhtra, India. They used to keep large herds ofcows, and these cows used to protect them

fiom the wild animals like tigers. It was a peculiar way in which at night the family wouid sleep in the

center and the herd would encirde them. The leaders in the cattle would keep watch from outside the

cirde. Tigers dared not attaclc

Not only in the forest areas does one observe examples ofecopeople, but also in coutal areas, in deserts,

in high mountain peaks. Their life is hard and difficult, but it is also comfortable, peaceful, and satisfring.

Ifyou think about the other areas ofthe world, the scenario is very different, and here you find the

main causes of ecological problems. The cities are ballooning on all the sides. High-rise buildings are

dominating the skyline, along with slums in between and around. The cities are centers of power-

commercial, industrial, political, and cultural. The populations are increasing, and the demands for huge

resources and infrastructural facilities are increasing and are becoming unsustainable. Competition of

all kinds is on the increase, and with it, violence. Entertainment has become a part of life, and with it

comes boredom. The lifesryle is based on consumerism, with no satisfaction, contentment, or peace of

mind. Pollution has become an unavoidable factor, Human life has no value under these circumstances.

Money has become all-impormnt and is being used as an instrument of power and exploitation, with

no consideration ofethical and human vdues.

Problems like deforestation; pollution; and contamination of water, air, and food; global warming;

ozone-depletion; and weather changes are now too obvious to be ignored or denied. It is now proved

beyond doubt that consumerism is at the root of these problems. The rich North, and even the rich

North within the South, is certainly responsible for it. In the last few years, weather changes have made

human life difficult and miserable for many people. fusing ocean levels have brought doom to island

and coastal communities. Drought and floods, desertification and inundation, forest fires and cydones

are becoming common.

A few centuries ago, humans sdll accepted the close relationship between nature and themseives' The

mountains, rivers, forests, deserts, and oceans have been like mothers to humankind ever since the begin-

ning of human life on this planet. Humans loved, studied, worshiped, used, and protected their econiche.
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Societies have been clinging to their ecosystems. People understood that they were weak and vulnerable

and that they depended on their ecosystems. They knew that together they could survive with nature

around them.

But a change in attitude came about in the fourteenth century. The Renaissance, which gave rise to the

Industrial Revolution, changed human thinking. The Cartesian philosophy came ro be accepted, and

everFhing became a kind of machine, inciuding human beings, narure, and the earth. Machines were to
be used, manipulated, exploited, and destroyed as per the desire, requirement, whims, and fancies of the

controller, humans. Nature became a thing to be conquered, harnessed, used, and manipulated; and so

the forests, rivers, animals, and humans became objects-machines. Sciences were developed, new inven-

tions and discoveries were made, new machines were created, new ways ofgenerating and harvesring power

were discovered. The machines made large-scale production possible. Then there was the need for raw

materials and markets to sell the products. So, new roures were found, new lands were discovered and

conquered by force. Columbus, in reality, is a symbol of this cultural disease. He combined adventure

with unlimited greed, inhuman cruelry, and disregard for ethical principles. Colonization became the

order of the day.

The last few centuries have seen extensive colonization around the world and its horifying effects. The

colonizers made the poor people, the women, and the children in their own countries, the first colonies to
be exploited. Later on, colonies were established all over the world. People were made slaves, transported

over long distances, and treated with no merc), or consideration. People were killed in large numbers in
many places like the United States, South America, Australia, and New Zealand, and their lands were taken

away for colonization. Nature was also treated in the same way.
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In India forests were considered community properry. Under the British Raj, forests were snatched away

from people and made into protected and reserved forests. They were logged and turned into monocul-

ture plantations of timber. Forests were treated not as an ecosystem or mother but as timber depots. The

selection ofspecies was made on the basis ofcommercial value, and not on the basis ofneeds ofthe local

community or wildlife. Forests were worked according to commercial working plans, and this was said to

be scientific forestry. The wilderness areas of forests were taken under working plans, and villages were

shunted off as and when necessary, under the name of forest villages. The colonizers were only interested

in making a fast buck, and so they had to gather a lot ofinformation, survey the areas, and study them in

order ro exploit them. This is also praised as scientific forestry which, in realiry was a form of commercial

exploitation and manipulation. The forests were also used as hunting grounds for collecting trophies. In

order to get more revenue) people were encouraged to convert forestiands into agriculture lands, or into

tea, coffee, or rubber plantations. The Indian government followed the same policy, with a similar colo-

nial attirude.

After the damage was done, awareness came. The same hunlers became elitist environmentalists and

started talking about protecting certain areas; and thus, the ideas of protected areas like sanctuaries

and national parks became popular.

The first narional park in the world was created in the United States in 1872, Yellowstone National

Park. \Ihile establishing this park, 300 indigenous people were killed in a series ofpitched battles, as they

refused to abandon their homelands where they had been living since time immemorial. Some people were

forcibly evicted, and ultimately the park was handed over to the U.S. Army to protect it from the indig-

enous people who were the original owners.

In conformiry with this park, many parks around the world were developed as wilderness preserves

for public recrearion. At that time, there was no problem with ecological imbalance or wildlife protec-

tion. Yellowstone Parkt outstanding beaury natural features, the largest mountain lake in the North

America, geysers, breathtaking waterfalls, snow-covered peaks, and an abundance ofwildlife, spawned

the birth ofthousands ofparks around the world. For years, park managers strove to create parks based

on this model and moved people, sometimes forciblS from the lands where they had lived for centu-

ries. In India alone, in many world-famous parks like Kanha, Ranthambhor, Nagarhole, Gir, Pench,

Sariska, and many orhers, people have been evicted forcibly. In some places, people were not rehabili-

tated until Menty years later. People narrate pathetic stories of how they were thrown out in the rainy

season; rhe forest department employees threw their bedding and clothes outside in the mud and pour-

ing rains. They broke roofs and let domestic animals loose. Thenty-six families from Kanha village in

Kanha National Puk were evicted in July 1997, when the rains had already started. People found it

very difficult ro survive in the inadequare houses that were provided to them, with no land to cultivate

and no other help. Peopie were not given dry firewood to cook and to keep them warm. There are simi-

lar stories from all around India.

The Forestry Project, under \forld Bank funding and guidance, is being opposed by people from al1

protected ueas in Madhya Pradesh. The latest project, the India Eco-Development Project, operates in

seven national parla in India and is funded through a Global Environmental Faciliry grant and the World

Bank loan, which prescribes evicdon with a condition that it should not be forcible, but should be volun-

tary. In todays conditions, under the Forest Department (with its colonial anitudes), no one can be fooled

by so,called volunrary relocation, when the people concerned are backward, illiterate, disempowered, and

have been under the dominadon of the Forest Department for more than a century. These conditions

exist in almost all of India's protected areas.
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Ifone studies the ecological problem oftoday, one can easily locate the real cause ofthe problem, The
main problem is the wastefirl, consumerism lifestyle of rich people. They consume much more than fony
times that of poor people, Add to this the wutefirl use of natural resources. Many things are just thrown
away. Many materials are just used as packing and decoration, and then thrown away as soon as the rhing
is unwrapped. Plastics, human-made fibers, and nylons become longJasring wasres that do not degrade,
plus they destroy soil fertiliry wherever they ue dumped. Chemical fertilizers and pesticides contaminare
soil, water, and food. Industrid pollution contaminates rainwarer and air. The forests are logged indis-
criminately and set on fire. All this is unsusrainable.

And now we start to worry about the health of our planet, the biodiversity, the wild animals, and the
wilderness. Yet instead of finding a real solution, the world turns ro strategies such as globalization and
liberalization. Everybody knows that this will aggravate the situation, but those in power are more wor-
ried about their own selfish interests. Nations, both rich and poor, have atomic capabilities and dump
atomic wastes and chemicals-still, no one wants to think about the real reasons and real solutions.

One solution, environmental preservation, creates protected areas, sanctuaries, national parla, game
reserves' and biosphere reseryes. Ifyou look at a map ofthe world, these areas ue pinhead+ized dots that
can hardly make the planet green and healthy. Increasing pressure comes fiom environmental and wildlife
lobbies to create "protected areas" and then to evict people so that wilderness areas can be established and
"save" the earth. The evicted people cued for the "Law of the Mothef'-people like the Kogi Mamas,
Baigu, Korbas, Mahadeo-Kolis, and Gujjars. The elder brothers of humanity believe, like most indigenous
people, that their unwavering obsewance of the "taw of the Mothel' will keep our world in balance.

\fe will have to accept that the fault lies with our lifestyle, which is greedy, wasrcfirl, uncaring, and
nonconducive to conservation ofnatural resources, forests, biodiversity, and wildlife. This lifesryle has other
attributes. It ieads to cutthroat competition where violence, aggression, possessiveness, and self-centeredness

become the way ofinteracting with each other. Snatching, exploiting, colonizing, and dehumanizing
others become virtues. Human populations are turning into human deserts. Society is being atomized.
Human beings cannor suryive under these situations. h is a path of destruction for everyone.

On the other hand, there is an alternate lifesryle-an LDL lifestyle, as practiced by many indigenous
people. This lifestyle is noncompedtive, nonviolent, and society oriented; it leads to shuing and cuing
for each other as well as the Mother Earth.Tiibal lifestyle-LDl lifestyle-is one oprion. To take this
option, we will have to change significantly. Consumerism and luxurious lifesryles musr be given up.
Production not for markets but for the needs of the people should be done. Nonbiodegradable materi-
als must be given up. Every activity that we do must be judged against cerrain principles ofecology and
ethics' The tribals know that "together we survive," togerher with our community, the communiry ar
large, with nature, and with our Mother Earth.'We must follow rhe "Law of the Mother" (Law of the
M o t h e r, Elizab erh Kemfl .
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His Excellenq

the Governor of the State of lhrnataka. India

/V ilderness generally signifies those areas of the euth that have remained untouched by human activi-
ties. In conffast to the value assigned to urban areas, the wilderness, which consists offorests, open areas,

and pristine nature, is relegated to signify less desirable areas in rerms of resources. As we approach the
twenty-first century with rising demographic, industrial, and environmental pressures, it is clear that wil-
derness provides the only guarantee ofour planett health and capacity ro susrain life. Ifwe look at our
environmenr, the hostility facing a multitude of living crearures is horrifying.

The chaotic and shonsighted exploitation ofnature and the everluting search for resources leads to rhe

plunder of our natural wealth and denudation of the eartht crust, which produces a set of conflicting
situations. Many marshes, grasslands, and forests have disappeued, along with associated flora and fauna.

Studies of the Amazon Basin clearly show us the consequence of extensive felling of forats. Global warm-
ing, which is caused by thou$tles industrial acdvities, is alarming and is being debated fervently in all
forums. \fle are at Present using about 70 percent of the soil suitable for farming, about 50 percent of
the accretion of timber, about 10 percent of the flow of the world's rivers, and utilization of renewable
tesources is approaching its limit.

The degree ofutilization is also extremely uneven and uneconomical. Every year millions ofhecrares of
land are eroded, huge tracts offorests totally destroyed, and entire river basins are polluted. Humans are

feverishly eating up all the eanht resources, which cannot be renewed. Every yeu the world loses 6.7 nit-
lion hectues of soil.

Ifwe view this problem from a broader standpoint than that ofeconomics, we find fresh cause for anxiety.

Every year we pollute the atmosphere with over 200 million tons of carbon monoxide, over 50 million
tons ofvarious carbons, and about 146 million tons ofnitric oxides. Enormous quanriries ofwaste prod-
ucts from human activities enter the hydrosphere-oceans, seas, river, lakes, and underground waters. If
the atmosphere becomes polluted, if the seas fill up with wastes, if prisdne shorelines and the condnental
shelfno longer support marine life and the ozone layer is destroyed, the effects cannor be limited to a

single country or to the present generation. Today, the world has shrunk into a small global village in all
respects. Therefore, the repercussions will be felt worldwide,

The environment is a totality and every aspect musr be considered as part of a whole. The answer ro
the problems lies in tempering our ambitions with ancient wisdom. All religions and philosophies have

preached moderation. Relentless seuch for gain and greed portends global catastrophe. It is only by limit-
ing human wants and desires and minimizing the needs of the poor rhat we can bring about a spuing use

of eartht resources-an effort that would benefit all humankind. It is heaneninq to note drar the 5th \florld
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Wilderness Congres is addressing vuious issues confrondng the existence of our globe and seriously looking

for feasible solutions to aveft the oncoming catastrophe.

As I have pointed out, it is possible to earmark large tracts of the eanh's surface, particularly in Aia'

Africa, and Latin America, as nature preserves. The Rio Summit, in fact, had discussed this as a maior

posibiliry for conserving rhe environment. This because these measures would limit the means for

developing the full potential ofthe respective countries. Developed countries need to come forward with

generous contributions that will conserye our common heritage.

I am sure that this congress wiii hold high not only the cause ofsocial justice for ensuring an equitable

access to resources but also the spiritual mission of ensuring for posterity their due legacy. In this great

venrure, I wish you the very best, May your endeavor meet with unbounded success.



l',linister {or the [nvironment and forests. Government of lndia

ltl,,y y llderness as a concept is not new to us in this country as it is deeply ingrained in our culture, ethos,

and ethia. The concept of wilderness finds extensive mendon in our mythological texts, in the form of
Thpovan, which was an area used by our ancient sages for their hermitage and meditation. One of the
characteristics of such an uea is that it has to be free of human habitation and impact, which is similar to
the current understanding ofa wilderness area. In fact, nature conservation in general is a way oflife with
us. This is amply reflected in the various practices ofecological prudence that ue followed by our people,

and which result from an elaborate system ofsocial restraints on the use ofnatural resources.

In the present day context also, I would like to view wilderness as a generic concepr, which is symony-

mous with natue conseryation as a whole, because this is crucial to the maintenance of environmental sta-

bility and ecological securiry ofplanet euth. Conservation ofnature is the foundation on which sustainable

development can take place to benefit humanity at large and for rhe survival of all living beings. h has ri$tly
been said that the survival of humans is dependent on the survival of animal and plant life. This vision can

be realized only when each one ofus embraces the principles ofnaure conservarion in our everyday lives.

India has an extensive network ofprotected areas, mainly national parls and sanctuaries, including
tigei reserves and biosphere reserves, which together cover about 4.5 percent ofour total geographical uea.

The core zones ofthese protected areas are managed as sanctam4anct0ra,i.e.,keptfree from all human
influence, to allow ecological functions and evolutionary processes to proceed unhindered. They are used

only for ecological monitoring and research purposes. Such ueas truly reflect the "wilderness concepr" as

internationally recognized. However, the nature consewation effort cannot be confined to protected areas

aione and must encompass the surrounding human landscapes as well.

In the Indian situation and indeed in most developing countries, which have a high human and live-

stock densiry it becomes all the more necessary for a systematic planning ofthe nature conservation
effort. The protected area network must include areas that conform to the "wilderness" category as well as

to areas that are managed for species conservation, and to areas that meet the needs of local communities.

\[ith this view in mind, we are now proposing ro introduce r\ilo new categories ofprotected areas under
our national wildlife legislation. The two categories are "community reserves" and "conservation reserves."

Communiry reserves would provide a legal recognition of voluntarywildlife conservation effort by certain
communities, such as those of the Bishnois in western India and some tribes in northeast India. Whereas

conservation reserves would allow conservation ofidentified natural values in designated areas togerher

with sustainable utilization ofresources by local communities. \Ve hope these two additional categories of
protected areas will help resolve some ofthe conflicts that are arising benveen conseryarion and develop-

ment needs in our part of the world.
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Our Joinr Forest Management and Ecodevelopment Programs have been launched in response to the

need for relieving resource use pressures on our forests and protected areas respectively by fully involving

the local communities in their management. These successful models of participatory management are

now being extended ro more areas. Our record in terms of in+itu conservation of species and habitats is

also quite good, considering the various prevailing constraints and limiting factors.'We have the largest

populations of tiger, the Asian elephant, the one-horned rhino, and the only population of the Aiatic

lion. The status oflesser animal and plant species is also reasonably secure, although a lot more needs to

be done to intensify our conservation efforts.
'W'e 

are one ofthe few countries that has drafted a legislation to safeguard our biological diversiry and

fulfill our obligations under the Convention on Biological Diversiry.

Nature conservation cannot be the preserve of only government departments or a few agencies and

organizations. It cannot be dealt with in isolation, and it has to be incorporated into each and every asPect

of national governance and policy for it to succeed. Each one of us and every sector of development will

have to contribute and involve themselves in this movement. Unles we adopt the principles of sustainable

living in our day-to-day lives by changing our resource consumption patt€rns and by actually participat-

ing in the various nature conservarion programs and projects, we will not be able to realize the objectives

of sustainable development. I feel that the Vorld \Tilderness Congress, which is organized every three to

four years in different parts of the world, plays a major catalltic role in spreading this mesage. I wish

every success to the deliberations of this congress and hope that our international guests have a pleasant

stay in our country.

I would like to end with a quote from the philosopher Henry David Thoreau who said, "ln wilderness

is the preservation of the world."



Fo t#''lndia

l{ath Rai

I
India could be termed as the most pressured land on this planet, along with Bangladesh. India has 16.1

percent ofthe worldt human population and 15.1 percent ofthe worldt livestock population. India
occupies only 2.47 percent ofthe geographical area ofrhe world and has only about 1 percent ofthe worldt
foresdand. High population densiry causes enormous pressure on forests and other lands and has seriously

degraded natural resources. Floods, acute shortages ofbiomass and drinkingwater, and dust in the atmo-
sphere are some of the symptoms of land degradation.

Recorded forest area is approximately 23.3 percenr, whereas the land having forest cover, discerned with
satellite imagery is 19.3 percent, and the scrub vegetation constirutes 1.7 percent ofthe land area. This
leaves 2.3 percent ofthe total geographical area, which although recorded as forests, is totally devoid of
tree growth. These could be the depleted foresdands, water bodies, and other lands bereft ofvegetation, as

in case ofcold or hot desert conditions. India is one ofa few counuies that has been monitoring its forest

cover on a rwo-year cycle by using satellite imagery.

So fu six cycles ofsuch assessment have been completed, and the forest cover ofthe country has ranged

between 19.5 percent in 1981 through 1983, to 19.3 percent in 1993 rhrou$ 1995. Atime lag of mo
years occurs benveen procuring satellite data, processing it, ground checking, and publishing results. The
Food and Agricultural Organization undertakes global forest assessmenr on aten-year qcle,but it is plan-
ning to reduce it to five yeus. Recently, forest cover has decreased. The ueas ofgrave concern have been

in the northeastern states ofMadhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh. The three states where forest cover has

continuously increased during the past eight to ten years are the states ofRajasthan, Gujrat, and Karnataka.

India experiences seasonal rainfall, and most parts ofthe country remain dry from six ro ten months.

Manifestation ofthese seasonal rainfall pamerns is that nearly 70 percent ofthe forests ofthe counrry are

moist or dry-deciduous. The tropical rain forests and mangroves constirure about 13 percent, and the

remaining 17 percent is subtropical or temperate or alpine vegeradon. This lopsided distribution of rain-
fall also creates considerable difficulties in reforestation programs and affects survival and success. The main
forest areas ofthe country are distributed into four major zones: (a) the foothills and the Himalayan ranges

up to 4,000 meters in the northern states of Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu, and Kashmir; (b)

northeastern India; (c) central Indian states of Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and

Orissa; and (d) the western Ghats region mainly in the states of Karnataka, Kerala, and Tamil Nadu.
As stated earlier, India experiences tremendous pressures. A study by the Forest Survey of India reveals

that forests are harvested for five times more fuelwood and small timber than what can be sustainably

produced over a long period of time. Studies by the same organization also indicate that nearly 74 percent

of the forests support grazing and 53 percent experience fire. The combined effect of these pressures is

that 74 percent ofthe forests lack natural regeneration. Consequently, these deleterious factors trap Indiat
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forests in a vicious cycle ofproviding more than what they can sustainably produce, which in turn reduces

natural regeneration and further exacerbates other problems laced by these lands.

During the 1980s India planted an average of 1.6 million hectares as plantations on lorest and commu-

niry lands. This volume of planting should have increased forest cover. Howeve! the latest assessment by

the Forest Survey oflndia shows that forest cover decreased to 5,482 square kilometers (between 1991

throu$ 1993 and 1993 throu$ 1995). Five earlier assessments of lorest cover showed a marginal in-

crease, and at orher times showed some decrease. This illustrates that Indias tree planting program' at its

currenr ]evel, cannot maintain the subsistence needs of the people. And if India wishes to increase forest

covet then reforestation and agroforestry efforts must be increased considerably.

Torestry lwperatives

Preceded by food and water, biomass is the next major need of humans. It is also said that after water,

wood is the next mosr needed raw material. In fact, now the most widely accepted hypothesis lor defores-

rarion is population densiry. Forest resources play a vital role in meedng the subsistence needs of rural

people, and they sustain the rural agricultural economy. The subsidies that the forest provides to agricul-

ture include nutrients in water flow leafmanure, fodder for livestock, food, quantiry and quality ofwater,

etc. Perhaps animal husbandry without the fodder and grazing support of the forest could be an uneco-

nomic activity. Besides meeting the needs of the people and supporting agriculture, forests have their

intrinsic value in protecting the land and regulating the water supply. Certain high prioriry areas, which

are related to forests and trees, need urgent attention.

Dependence ofthe people is so inextricably linked with biomass resources that it is not easy to find an

alternative resource. The real solution lies in restoring the productive potential ofthe land and in reveg-

etaring rhe degraded and barren areas. Simultaneously, agroforestry systems need attention, primarily to

meet the daily needs of the people and not necessarily to provide a prime income generation source. Loss

offorestlands needs to be halted, and already degraded lands need to be restocked to near oPtimal Produc-

tiviry. This appears ro be a primarily silvicultural initiative. Social processes like participatory forest man-

agemenr, which ue evolving, could help maintain sustainabiliry in the long term. However, it would be

prudent to ignore the ethos ofthe people and the political milieu. \X/hat is really needed is an intensive

tree planting and ecorestoration program.

Most land degradation processes are accelerated due to anthropocentric faoors. Considerable amounts

ofsediment and driftwood in water courses and deposition ofinfertile scree and gravel on fertile lands all

indicate land degradation, Surface runoff, sheet erosion, wind erosion, and the negative effects of the

absence of shelter belts compound these problems. All these processes permanently impact agricultural

productiviry and fertile lands. Tiees, plantations, and forests can play a mitigating role in halting the pro-

cess ofland degradation. Ti:ees reduce the adverse impact ofrainfall and make it favorable because they

regulate the flow ofwater. The litter and soil cover check surface erosion. The roots bind the soil and hold

water in their mantle. Flow ofwater from forested and planted watersheds is free from sediments. Rows of

fiees on fumland offer several beneficial effects against wind, rain, and sun. Launching a national pro-

gram for tree planting on vacant lands can check land degradation.

Getting people to parricipare in forestry initiatives and in land-based developmental activities is an

important step. Still, the world is moving toward individual ownership and enterprise. Forests are vital

and critical protecrors of the land and water resources; they affect the health of land and govern the

qualiry and quantity of water. In a primarily agrarian society, trees are indispensable. A pragmatic
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approach must be employed to restore forests to their optimal health and to make trees a vital compo-
nent of farming sysrems.

h may be mentioned that stocking of the open access high forests, practically in most puts of the country
is decreasing, and it would be to the countryt advantage ro take notice ofthis reality. The factors for this

again are the biomass needs of the people. The needs include fuelwood, fodder, livestock grazing, small

timber, and nontimber forest products. In many tropical moist and dry forests, fire is a recurring event.

Natural regeneration is also lacking. Forests experiencing low productivity and pressures from local people

lead to further degradation. In a way, forests are caught in a vortex ofperpetual degradation, which lowers

their productivity and exacerbates problems with agricultural production. Human intervention by way of
enrichment planting, ecorestoration, or reforestation is indispensable in such situations.

Tlees play an important role in protecting the land and in augmenting agricultural and other biomass

productivity. Beneficial effects include organic matter input and the binding action ofthe roos, which
reduces soil erosion and controls the quality and quantity ofwater. \With reguds to livestock, the avail-

ability of the fodder from ffees can reduce the dependence on agricultural crops. \Vhen forestlands are

maintained, they can play an important role in meeting the fodder needs and in providing approximately

30 percent ofthe fodder needs. This proportion could be higher in hilly regions. \ilell-directed efforts in
agroforestry can substantially reduce pressures on forestlands and can be extremely helpful in meeting the

requirements of people.



T
I his paper begins by celebrating the Indian wilderness. It also highlights the connection bemeen a healthy

environment and the quality of human life. Then it argues that wildlife and wilderness protection are the

cornerstones of survival, not only for wild genes but also for millions of people such as fisher folk, forest-

uibal communities, muginal fumers, and pastoral people whose sustenance is dependent more on naturet

systems than on market systems.

No nation could possibly have asked for more from nature than India. Yet left in the chuge of myopic

economists and planners, the Indian subcontinent now lies wounded. Its water and ecological food

securiry have both been placed at serious risk on account of the mismanagement and destruction of

wilderness+urvival assets such as rivers, lakes, grasslands, wedands, forests, and even deserts. Unless wil-

derness protection is recognized as a criticai nadonal prioriry, and the process ofreplacing survival infra-

sffuctures with economic infiastructures is reversed, India will go the way of sub-Saharan Africa, with

famines, water riots, and violence becoming the order of the day for millions.

,4s developmenr-environment issues are debated in India, millions of trees are being felled, despite

clearly stated policies against such forest stripping. The patina of legitimacy for such "ecocidal" acts

are "development worla" such as the construction of dams like the Turial Hydroelectric Project in

Mizoram and the Narmada Project in Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Madhya Pradesh. The first sufferers

of such wilderness-destroying policies are species such as the tiget elephant, and rhino, followed by

forest-dwelling human communities. The endre nation is down on its knees thanks to the combined

effects ofdeforestation, which include landslides, tidal waves, floods, and droughts. This is the price we

are paying for wasting our wilderness.

I am convinced that the whole economy ofnature, with every fact on distribution, rarity, abundance,

exdnction, and variation, will be dimly seen or quite misunderstood.

Charles Darwin:
0 rigin of Sltecies, 1859

The walk along Himachal Pradesht deep Tirthan valley, from Gushaini to Kharongcha, then to Rolla

and finally to Chalocha, should take no more than five hours. However, if the walking time is extended to

a few days, the true wilderness, protected as part of the Great Himalayan National Park, reveals itself.

Virtudly *rou$out, the slopes ue dothed vuiously by blue pine, chir, oak, and rhododendron, inter-

sp,ersed with bamboo and somedmes muijuana. The handful of trekkers who actually do brave the trail will

encounrer dippers, forktails, redsrans, Mrs. Gouldt sunbirds, flowerpeckers, tits, and raptors ofall descrip-

tions. Along the broad-leafed forested uails, leaves with neat circulu holes in them betray the presence of

Himalayan flying squirels. At dawn and dusk their calls can be heud echoing across the valley as they traverse
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their terrain by gliding graafrrlly from tree to tree, using air cunenrs ro adjust their uajectory for up to i00
meters at a stretchl Trekking further up along *re slope from Chalocha to Nada at 3,200 meters (almost ver-

tically for two or three hours), you encounter unpualleled wesrern rragopan habitat. l.lltimately, you reach

snow leopard country where goral, Himalayan tahr, blue sheE, and ibex rule the slopes.

The high Himalayas protefi India from the freezing winds of rhe norrh. hs snows slake the thirst of
over 300 million people. Its influence on the climate of the subcontinent has resulted in an unparalleled

biodiversity that survives in our deserts, grasslands, scrublands, swamps, dry and wet tropical forests, and

a productive marine ecosystem that has not yet been fully documented. This is the land of the tiger,

the elephant, the blind Gangetic dolphin, the great Indian bustard, and W'rou$tont freetailed bat. No
human society was responsible for crafting this miraculous and fertile natural wealth. The credit for this

incredible accomplishment goes to the dragonflies that flit above ow wedands, the moths and bats that

carry pollen and seeds over vast distances, the whitewinged wood duck that inhabits river habitats in the

Namdapha Tiger Reserve, and the macaques that planted wild mangoes in the four corners of India.

In a sense, rhe dragonfly is the wilderness. As is the reed on which it rests, the grass in the forest meadow,

and the deer whose life is determined by the availabiliry ofgrass. As for the tiger that hunts the deer, it
has long been not merely the symbol ofconservation in India, but the very essence ofwhat is "Indian."

Together with the bees, bats, and beus that pollinate and disperse seeds to the far corners ofthe eanh, the

tiger too is the wilderness.

Vashed by the southeast monsoon, even the sounds thar puncruare the silence of rhe foresr are the

wilderness. !7ith each pusing day in Keralat Silent Valley and lGrnataka's Bandipur, the rains approach

and a diversity ofbirds can be seen searching desperately for suitable nesting sites. At this time, along tree-

fringed rivers, forest pools, and even streamlets, a jungle symphony may be heard as males carve our rerri-

tories using birdsong in 'musical aggression' to keep competitors at bay, even as females send out their

songs to atffact mates. In the sub-Himalayan Corbett Tiger Reserve and Rajaji National Park, doves, cop-

persmiths, mynas, flycatchers, and thrushes work furiously at their predetermined tasla, programmed by

genedc imPulses imbedded eons ago. Occasionally, a whitebreasted kingfisher will screech dominance over

the forests of the Bandhavgadh Tiger Reserve, the call carrying for hundreds of meters in all directions.

Langurs, chital, and the occasional peacock complete the philhumonic performance, their whoops, screams,

and cries supplemendng the wildernesst audio offerings to perfection.

The magic and harmony inherent in this wonder-world, and the relationship between the myriad life

forms and the plants in their forest home gave rise to almost all the living culrures we see on the Indian

subcontinent today. The symbol ofthis natural bounty is water, Our ancients believed that the "Forest is

the Mother of the River." They worshipped every large- and small-foresred water source. Directly and in-
directly it is the wilderness that feeds the Indian people, nor their government. In seeking prorecrion for
the wilderness we seek much more than the survival of wild genes, or even the spirit of human communi-

ties. We defend the survival and sustainability of one-sixrh of humanity.

How the Wild,erness Was Wasted

Tlagically, in chasing dreams of development ensconced in the now-famous "Tryst with Destiny'' speech

delivued byiawaharlal Nehru, India's first prime minister in 1947, we have consistendy devalued our natu-

ral heritage over the past five decades. \i{&at is more, egged on by the advice ofeconomists indoctrinated

by the \forld Bank, we continue to ransack survival assets by converting rhem to cash in a cold-blooded

act ofintergenerational colonization. Today, our forests are virtually gone. Our coastal waters are fast turning
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into a toxic soup. Our aquifers have been so poisoned with industrial and agricultural effluents that it will

take at least two or three hundred years (and as yet undiscovered technique$ to make much ofour drink-

ing water fit for human consumption again. The air in our cities is not breathable, and tap water contains

fecal matter. Breast milk in puts of the Punjab is so contaminated by DDT that it should actually be kept

out of reach of children. Nuclear plants such as Thrapur, just outside Mumbai, spew radiation in doses to

which no civilized nation should expect its citizens to be exposed. Almost all Himalayan forests outside

the purview of the \fiildlife (Protection) Act 1972 are in tatters. And one tiger loses its lile to poachers

every day. This, we term "development."

Of late, the \florld Bank has even turned its lethal, unwelcome gaze toward wildlife reserves such as the

Great Himalayan National Puk. Here the World Bank has pumped in large sums of money through

the Global Environment Faciliry (GEF) to blast new mule tracks that have led to severe siltation of the

magical Tirthan River. More seriously, the trails have opened portals for "outsiders" to enter the protected

valley, h is only a matter of time before the wilderness that the World Bank ostensibly wants to "protect"

begins to fray. Almost every Indian state is currently in the process ofassassinating its surviving wildernes

under pressure from the World Bank, which seela to "increase the producdvity' oftropical forests through

forestry projects that are thinly disguised logging schemes. Ill-advised initiatives such as the GEF-funded

ecodevelopment projects further insinuate the bankt worldview into the very heart of communities such

as the Maldharis of Gir who had lived peaceably with the wilderness of the Asiatic lion for eons. \Vhen

the idea of ecodevelopment was first mooted in small meetings that took place over a decade ago the word

aco stood in for ecological. Today, the World Bank has taken it to mean "economic," and therein lies the

rub. In place of euth communities, in scores of our most vulnerable wilderness, we can now anticipate

the urival of cement companies in search of limestone, industries in search of labor, and chemical agricul-

ture that seeks to deliver food to distant cities.

Though he had no way of predicting the speed with which Homo sapiens would ravage the earth,

Darwin's insight into human nature prompted him to make an observation that is particularly relevant to

an India that is virtually supervising the demise ofeven such flagship species as the tiger:

Species generally become rare before they becorne extinct-to feel
no surprise at the rarity of a species and yet to maruel greatly when

the Eecies ceases to exist, is much the sAme As to feel no surprise at

sichness, but, when the sich man dies, to wonder and to suspect that

he dies hy some deed of uiolence.

Duwin was dead right. Even a century and a half after he showed us the light, the vast majority of us

still miss the point where the economy ofnature is concerned. As for extinction, the issue exercises neither

the minds of planners nor the middle class. Nowhere is this development myopia more evident than in

the moldy, politically manipulated offices of the Minisuy of Environment and Forests (MoEF) in New

Delhi, where India's wilderness is assassinated on a daily basis.

I bore wimess to one such assassination attempt as I sat throu$ an Expert Committee meeting in the

MoEF. My heut pounded and a violent pulse thumped in my temple as an irate voice thundered: "It is a

complete wasteland, not a blade of grass grows there and you want to stop my project for this?" The angry

and self-ri$teous commenr came ftom an upstart industrialist wanting to convert a dry thorn+crub and

mangrove habitat in Ifutchh into a cemenr factory. His unspoken suggesdon was *rat since there were no

rain foress in the area he should be allowed to mine, dredge, and pillage a wilderness crafted by millions of
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yrus of evolution to access limestone and lignite. Fragile topsoil would first be stripped, together with all the

hudy plants and equally hardy soil organisms it supponed. Highly endangered wildlife, including species on

Schedule I ofthe \flildlife (Protection) Act,1972, such as the Houbara bustud, dugong and the delicate

chinkua gazelle, weie to be sacrificed ... to export cement ro foreign shores. In the process, digging and

dumping would also uproot thousands of mangrove plants, the breeding ground of the counde.ss muine or-

ganisms that supponed millions of fisher folk in the Indian Ocean. In less than thirry years, I knew, the rape

would stop ... when the minerals were exhausted. Then the dwelopers would seek newer, greener pastrues.

It harQ matters which indusrialist I allude to, or whether or nor his project was cleared. The truth is

that hundreds ofsuch people have evolved very persuasive methods to convince senior officers and minis-

ters to do their bidding. They far outnumber those seeking to defend Indiat wilds. And they are ably sup-

ported by some MoEF officials, such as one very powerful individual who ranted and raved about the

manner in which environmentalists are "coming in the way of development" when I demanded that the

Enron Thermal Plant at Dabhol, Mahuashtra, be xked to install electrostatic precipitators and a flue-gas

desulfurization plant. Eyes red with anger he hissed: "Our countryt soils are deficient in sulfur so the sul-

fur that escapes from smoke stacks will actually benefit us. lVhy make them spend so much money?" He

was under political pressure to pave the way for a clearance.

The dilemma of the Indian wilderness might better be understood by juxtaposing what the Andhra

Pradesh government says,

Forests are the lifelinefor the existence of life on earth. Thqt not
only prouide natural habitatfor tbe animals, insectt, and. birds; tbe
ricb forest uealth is A source of income and sustenance. Protect the

fo rests and t h q/ p rltect !0u. Rauage d fo r s h ort-ter/n b enefitt th ey

spell doomfor life on earth.

And what it does:

rVe seeh approual of the Ministry of Enuironment and Forests ...
to rnine uranium fiom inside the Srisailam-Nagarjunasagar Tiger
Reserue . . . to build a nuclear reactor inside the protected forest . . .

to construct a four-lane highway through the Tiger Reserue.

Not surprisingly, the State oflndia's Forests Report, 1997, published by the Forest Survey oflndia (a

part ofthe MoEF), reveals that between 1995 and 1997Andhra Pradesh lost 3,822 kilometers ofits for-

ests. More than thirry tigers were poached in the same period. Such are the circumsrances that delegates to

the 6th Vorld \Tilderness Congress (\rufc) must brood over u they discuss ways to protect the wilder-

ness, and as they raise their voices to the "Call for a Sustainable Future."

The Shqlocktuctor

Not coincidentally, Andhra Pradesh (together with several other Indian states, including Mahuashtra)

is currently in an advanced stage offinancial anemia brought about by its unholy flirtation with the

World Bank, which has advanced monies for ecologically ill-advised projects such as roads in tiger habi-

tats and eucalyptus monocultures on forestlands. fuound the globe, of course, the role of the Vorld
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Bank in stripping biodiversity has been well documented through failed projects such as the roads

through Amazonia, Brazilt Polonoreste Program, the Indonesian tansmigration Project, logging the

Congo, and Botswana's illiterate livestock project.

The Internadonal Monetary Fund (lMF) and the \7orld Bank were set up soon after World Var II in

Bretton W'oods, United States, with the purpose of creating a new economic world order for the benefit of

victor countries. The modus operandi of the IMF-Vorld Bank combine is fairly straightforward. Using a

carrot-and-stick policy for the South, they disburse funds to cash-starved nations such as India, Brazil,

Indonesia, and the sub-saharan countries (almost all ofwhich are currently reeling under the effect ofthe

IMFI "structural adjustments to ensure free trade and free enterprise"). This prompts the transfer ofcheap

raw materials and the opening up of new markets for the capital-rich, industrialized North. Essentially,

the IMF loans money to countries facing foreign exchange shortages. The World Bank on the other hand

loans money for what they call development projects. Following the principle of the piper calling the tune,

moles ensconced in the headquuters of the Vorld Bank (Vashington, D.C.) have compromised the

Indian governmentt policy-making abiliry.

\(here is rhis likely to take us? Perhaps the Ethiopian lamines could point the way. Ethiopia has lost

more than 90 percent ofits forests in the past five decades. As a consequence over a billion metric tons of

topsoil have been washed away, resulting in 20,000 square kilometers ofland being unable to sustain crops

any longer. I7ithin the nexr menry-five years rhis land loss may reach a figure of 100,000 squue kilome-

ters. Food imports are now the only way to ensure that people in Ethiopia, Chad, Niger, and other such

sub-Sahuan countries are saved from famines.

Indian planners of today seem ignorant of the connection between degraded wildernesses and dwin-

dling water and food supplies. India had escaped the fate ofsub-Saharan Africa because the late Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi refused ro toe the !florld Bank line on forestry. She had placed a ban on clear

felling oflndian forests, much to the dismay ofthe global power lords. In recent years new breeds of

Indian bureaucrats, politicians, and businesspeople have been working assiduously to dilute this national

position. They contat the view that our forests should be managed to protect wildlife, conserve water

resoluces, and foster forest-tribal communities. They argue that development ernnot be held back. But

they do not address the question: "Development for whom and at whose cost?"

Reassured that the Indian treasury has guuanteed to pay back their moneywith interest, irespective of

the quality or feasibiliry of the project, the Vorld Bank wes Indiat wildernesses as informal collateral against

loans. Someone somewhere in the \forld Bank has probably calculated that while Indias foreign debt is in

the viciniry of U.S. $100 billion, its timber "assets" alone are worth ten times that amount. Thus fu, how-

evet the protection lobby, bolstered by forest iaws ushered in by Indira Gandhi, have prevented the \7orld

Bank and is panners ftom accessing large lracts oflorests set aside for wildlife protefiion. But with help of

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), which hires Indian and foreign 'txperts" at high wages to

vinually sign on the domed line to make way for financially lucrative monocultures, the Vorld Bank is whit-

ding away at the protection resolve. The modus operandi is as follows: The FAO 'idvises" the Indian gov-

ernmenr (under the watchfirl eye of the \florld Bank) on how to "increase the productivity' of forests. Al] too

often this involva stripping forats of their biodiversiry and replacing mixed forests with monocultures of

eucallptus, tropical pine, poplar, teak, watde, bamboo, etc. To protect *rese weak but commercially valuable

species, fenilizers and padcides are to be sprayed in forests that had thus far been spued such toxic "Green

Revolution' techniques that have the power to alter the very course ofevolution in the wilderness. A"rmed

wirh rhis advice the \forld Bank encourages smaller institudons such as the United Nations Development

Program (I-INDP) to undertake pilor projects so that they have "proven' field trials to base future actions on.
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Beween them, the troika comprising the \florld Bank, FAO, and the UNDP has managed to hypno-

tize hundreds offorest oftcers in almost all the Indian states. Scores ofbureaucram are also curendy trapped

in the silken web ofconsultancies, trips to \fashington, and junkets to exotic destinations where the fate

of remote forest communities is decided. Disturbingly, of late, a large number of Indian nongovernmental

organizations have joined this bandwagon, choosing to throw their reputation and independence to the

winds as they too chase U.S. $200 per day consultancies from those that consume the Indian wilderness.

In the hands ofsuch people, neither our wilderness nor our national water security is safe.

The "Tiger State" of Madhya Pradesh (so named because uound 25 percent of Indiat tigers are found

in the state) is currently using \florid Bank funds to "suengthen' forest roads inside fragile national pula

and sanctuaries. This normally means the roads are to be widened and straightened. Obviously, no local

tribal community has any use for such roads, so one must presume they are being readied for the day

when timber lobbies manage to have our forest laws diluted to allow luge scale felling. This is bad news,

panicularly when the State of Forest Report, 1997 confirms that Madhya Pradesh lost 3,969 kilometers in

a two-year span. Maharashffa, one of the victim states, which is also in the process of destroying its

biodiversity at the behest ofthe lflorld Bank, is poised to buy millions ofkilograms ofpesticides budgeted

under the Vorld Bank-financed Mahuashtra Forestry Project. In Maharashtra observers suggest that the

potential of future timber operations may have been the hidden motivation for the construction of tured

roads in the Melghat Tiger Reserve very recendy. This is also probably why hundreds of concrete struc-

tures are being built inside distant forests-including sanctuaries and national parls such as the lGnha

and Bandhavgadh Tiger Reserves. \(orld Bank documents also disclose that pressure is being brought to

bear on the central Indian government and several state governments to dilute forest laws to enable the

free movement of timber (currently banned or severely restricted).

It is no onet case that India should go back to living a Neanderthal existence. But all this presupposes

something that present planners deny-that the wilderness has an inherent value. Be that as it may, even

such planners must accept that despite spending crores of rupees since Independence-and destroying

priceless natural assets such as rivers, forests, and soils---our dams, thermal plants, mines, and roads are all

crumbling. And never in our history have we been as deeply in debt to the \florld Bank and the IMF as

today. Yet more people live below the poverty line than ever before. In 1980 our total external debt

amounted to U.S. $20.582 million. By 1992 this had risen to U.S. $76.983 million. Over the last few

years, since the new economic policy was introduced, the debt figure has hovered around the U.S. $1

billion mark.

By mislabeling loans as 'aid" international loan sharls have lulled our economists into a somnambu-

lant state as India bleeds. By some estimates as much as 15 percent of all the money borrowed by our

government winds up in political and private coffers via a corruption trail that has now become virtually

institutionalized. Ironically, not one of the major projects financed by the \(orld Bank in India has ever

shown a profit-the Singrauli Super Thermal Power Plant, the Subunarekha Multipurpose Project, and

the Farakka Barrage being prime examples of financial, social, and ecological mayhem. Yet more and more

funds-for nonstarters such as the Dahanu Thermal Plant---<ontinue to be borrowed. All these extrava-

gant projects add to our foreign and national debt. ,4s our debt burden rises, the number of children

dying from malnutrition and disease inoeases. And of course, our wilderness vanishes.

Over 40 percent of the forests that clothed the Nepal and Indian Himalayas have been cut down over

the past four decades. This is why floods in Ganges and Brahmaputra plains have increased in frequency

and intensity. More than 3 billion metric tons of soil now flows with floodwaters into the Bay of Bengal.

In the process Bangladah, a victim ofpoor policies upstream, is devastated every singie year. By some
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estimates, when the Himalayan forests were intact a century ago major floods only took place on an aver-

age ofonce in forry or fifry yearsl It should concern the world, therefore, that China stands accused of

plundering more than U.S. $54 billion wonh of timber from Tibet over the past three decades, taking the

spoils ofcolonization to unheard oflengths. The stabiliry ofuplands is umbilically linked to the presence

of trees, grasses, and shrubs. Such vegetation sponges rain, permitting it to percolate into aquifers that

feed wells, lakes, and rivers. Roots also bind the soil, which is washed or blown away when deforestation

takes place, V'ater shortage is the handmaiden of deforestation, ultimately lead to falling crop yields and

chronic famine. Vatershed destruction has also caused Indias flood-prone areas to increase from 25 mil-

lion hectares in the late 1960s to 59 million hectares in the 1980s, and nearly rwice that in the 1990s.

PantherdTiqris:
Heart-Stopping Mr,rtns"tlward an End

Nothing can describe the rush ofadrenaline that courses through the body upon seeing a tiger in the

wild-quiet, confident, supercilious, perfect. But admiration cannot be the motivation to save a species.

Using animals, nature "plants" forests, grasslands, and wetlands-the crucibles of human civilization and

survival. An elephant, for instance, eats fruit in one part ofthe jungle and drops seeds elsewhere. Each day

these mammoths thus plant fruit trees, which their progeny will use. Birds and squirrels perform a similar

"indiscriminate" planting function. Animals, other than humans, do not possess the technology to

destroy nature. And in nature, nothing goes to waste. Thanls to a recycling system so perfect that the

human mind cmnot even comprehend it, every animal serves to enhance the fenility of the soil upon

which all life, including that of Homo sapiens, is dependent.

Sadly, there is probably no better exemplar to illustrate the wasting of India's wilderness than tle immi-

nent demise of Panthera tigrh.honicilly, the largest single financial input into tiger habitats anlvhere in

the world comes from the offices of the World Bank. This money has been unthinkingly welcomed by

many conservationists in India and overseas. Their celebrations are uncalled for. For every dollar that the

Vorld Bank pours into what it terms as "biodiversity enhancement," it allocates at least another U.S. $100

to destroy the natural ecosystems of India. The example of Palamau Tiger Reserve is pardcululy interest-

ing. Here the W'orld Bank has channeled a reladvely large amounr of money for ecodevelopment, which it

hopes will enhance the biodiversity of the forest, while simultaneously financing a multimillion dollar dam

that wili drown part ofthe sanctum sanctorum of the reserve:

Human incursion into tiger territory has reached unbelievable proportions. Mines operate with impu-

niry in tiger forests including Sariska, Ranthambhor, Bhadra, Gir, Madhav, Palamau, Balphalaam, and

Simlipal. Mega-dams threaten Palamau and Indravati. "Five star" tourism is being promoted in

Ranthambhor, Naguhole, Bandhavgarh, Corbett, and Periyar. Timber extraction has been increased

in and around Mel$at and Srisailam and, for that maner, around almost every known tiger habitat in

India. Insurgency is destabilizing the Manas, Palamau, Valmiki, and Indravad Tiger Reserves. An Interna-

tional Steamer Channel Route threatens the mangrove ecosystem ofthe Sundarbans Tiger Reserve with

2i0,000 cubic meters of capital and 100,000 cubic meters of maintenance dredging. Deforestation has

led to devastating flooding in Kaziranga, which is now awash in pesticides washed down from surround-

ing tea estates. Hundreds oflicenses have been issued for commercial fishing in the Pench Tiger Reserve.

On top of all this, a sum of U.S. $90 million has been allocated for a rural development project that is

mislabeled Biodiversity Conservation Through Ecodevelopment. This GEF project seeks to introduce eco-

nomic development into the surrounds of dger reserves, among other protected areas, and thus seeks to
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alter the very nature of local communities. This project was predictably tagged onto the World Bank For-

estry Proiects, using the same consulnnts, executing agencies, and strategies. Project Tiger steering com-

mittee members vociferously opposed this step, advising the government to proceed with caution and at

least undertake an environment impact analysis before implementing the project. But the MoEF went

ahead, preferring to follow the advice of sociologists fiom the Indian Institute of Public Administration,

some ofwhom had never stepped into a tiger reserve until they were called upon to work as consultants to

the project.

Cunent strategies to save the tiger and other wildlife in India are seriously flawed. Despite the huge

amounts being poured into tiger conservation in India, the pace at which the tiger and other wild animals

ue dying has accelerated in recent dmes. large urban conservation groups and field biologist-driven tiger

recovery ptograms have missed the forest for the trees. Almost all their attention and resources have been

lavished on saving the tiger fiom poachers-and villagers, whose fuel needs and livestock they blame for

degradingwildlife habitats. Probably less than 5 percent ofall funds alloned to saving the tiger ue being

used to defend the cat from its most serious challenge-the appropriation of its jungle home by com-

merce. Even more ominously, the very agenry responsible for saving the tiger, the MoEE has become a

virtual rubber stamp for politicians ofall descriptions whose industrial ambitions conspire to destroy tiger

habitats. This one government agency is responsible for funding almost all field-biology reseuch in India.

Predictably, there are few voices courageous enou$ to oppose industrial projects endorsed by either the

minister for environment and forests or the prime ministert office. In such circumstances, on Friday, May

10, 1996, Justices J. S. Verma and B. N. Kirpal of the Supreme Court observed (in response to a public

interest petition filed by the Research Foundation for Science) that it was better to have no law at all than

have laws that were not followed. The j udges threatened to record a finding of "breakdown of government

machinery' and noted that the Central Ministry of Environment was encouraging laws to be broken rather

than followed. Acutely awue of the risk of such public interest litigation, senior MoEF officers have been

dissuaded from revealing lists ofprojecs seeking environmental clearances close to our sanctuaries and

national parks. Unles radical policy changes are introduced to prevent this betrayal, the extinction ofthe
tiger and the destrucdon ofis wilderness is a foregone conclusion.

fhe Wilderness as a
Repositorg 0f 0 riginal Trtrest Cultures

In the post-lndependence era latter-day colonialists in urban India saw no irony in unashamedly using

black legislation crafted by the British-The Land Acquisition and Official Secrets Acts-to usurp ffibal

lands. The direct result of this land grab for minerals, timber, and land saw the annihilation of over 95

percent of the tribal cultures of India. Tt.gt.rlly, the displacement of tribal communities and the looting

oftheir lands, foresm, rivers, and ancestral properties continues unabated. Today, almost the only place

where forest communities ue still able to lead their traditional lifestyles is in and around the over 500

protected forests set aside for wildlife protection. Thou$ the V/ildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 and the Forest

(Conservation) Act, 1980 also have their genesis in colonial legislation (as do all other Indian laws), they

effectively kept most market forces at bay. Here nature was allowed to be ... nature,

Despite the fact that wildlife laws abrogated many legitimate rights of uibd people, these laws also

prevented the state from pillaging the forests. And, since the tribal communities knew such forests better

than any forest department, using hidden forest trails and ancient technologies for survival, they contin-

ued to access resources such as barla, tubers, vines and creepers, crabs, fish, and small game. In such
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pockets, therefore, a very small percentage of the total population ofscheduled tribes (above 60 million),

such as the Adis, Bhils, Baigas, Bhumias, Chenchus, Garos, Korku, Mannans, Maria Gonds, Nagas,

Santals, and Warlis, are still able to hold on ro some of their ancient traditions. Outside the protected

forests, howevet millions belonging to precisely the same tribal cultures have been converted into bonded

labor, urban migrants, or destitute rural people. Significantly, not one human rights or social activist group

was able ro prevent this tragedy, and yet we see vast chasms between "wildlifers' and those who cham-

pion the rights of people. Quite apart from the misguided notions of development that were thrust upon

them, the forests upon which such people were dependent were simply extirpated. But a series of

denotifications threaten to extinguish even these relic pockets.

The most tragic example of such policies was the denotification of one-third of the Melghat Tiger

Reserve. The luger Melghat Region has witnessed the death from malnutrition of over 4,000 Korku chil-

dren in a five-year period spanning 1994 through 1998. Bur in the same period, inside the reserve, the

infant mortaliry rate remained relatively unaffected by drought and disease. Vhat makes such deaths even

more hurtful is the fact that the authorities had been warned well in advance. This is what I wrote about

Melghat in the Times of Indi.ain October 1993:

h is sad to see that politicians are *ying to turn the tragedy of
staruation deaths inVidharba to their aduantage by askingfor the

denotifcation of the Melghat Tiger Reserue. Here is what willfollow
the denotification: tar roads will quickly re?lace the dirt tracks, two

and three star hoteb, luxuryfarm houses, and other such distractions

for the rich will be buih. A long-standing proposal to constlact a

major dam across tlte Thpi Riuer will be pushed through, displacing

still more uillagers and usurping the forest which feed their children.

Disturbed by the continuing malnutrition-related dearhs of Korku children in the Melghat Region,

Sheela Barse, a well-known human rights activists filed a petition in the Nagpur High Court seeking

information about and redress for Korku communities reeling under the onslaught of hunger and i11-

ness. It was revealed that 1,075 children had died in the year 1996 alone. Perhaps around 60,000 people

live in the fifq'+ix villages that fall within the Melghat Tiger Reserve, where attempts to forcefully dis-

place twenty-two villages by the state government were successfully thwarted by the steering committee

of Project Tiger. Sheela Barse confirmed to me in personal discussions (ratified by Mr. R. C. Sinha, a

senior government officer who had been asked to investigate the malnutrition incidents by the

Maharashtra government), that the death ofinfants had taken place outside the tiger reserve in Dharni

and Chikaldhara, where the forests have already been degraded and urbanization has replaced the forest

way of life. Inside the tiger reserve, however, Korkus and other forest dwellers were able to continue

accessing fruit, tubers, medicinal plants, fiber, and barks. These lifesaving resources, combined with the

knowledge of how to use them-passed down over the ages-saved their children. In fact, through the

worst droughts of the past fifry years, never have any of the villages inside the Melghat Tiger Reserve

needed water supplies by tankers (which was a necessiry outside, where the forests were degraded). Sur-

prisingly, however, the Maharashtra government chose to spend over U.S. $2 million to build tarred

roads and deliver electriciry to Korku villages inside the Melghat Tiger Rese rve. In the name of prevent-

ing malnutrition, rhe infrastructure for the exploitation of the forest and its tribal communities has now

been laid.
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Given such ruthless exploitation, it is litde wonder that the seeds ofseparatism and violence have sprouted

throu$ the length and breadth ofour once peacefirl land. Indeed, those who fear the dismemberment of

India should consider whether our country has not already been split in two-rich India and poor India.

Only self-inflicted myopia prevents us from recognizing this tragic reality.

But India no longer controls its development destiny. This now is in the hands ofglobal players such as

the Vorld Bank. It is imperative therefore in an age of globalization that the world communiry as repre-

sented by those who support the objectives of the V\flC examines its own role in the destruction of India's

wilds. The imperative of paying back and servicing ongoing debts is preventing India from focusing on

issues concerning the securiry, welfare, and upkeep of our people. And the wildernesses we wish to save

are being sacrificed every day under pressure from bilateral and multilateral lending agencies seeking to

have old loans repaid and new ones guaranteed. Thus ue the gifts of naure-fertile soil, fresh water, fish,

grass, wild fruit, and fuelwood-denied to the people who once owned the commons.

Developvnent asThouqh
th e wil der ne s s M atteied

In this dismal scenuio there is one ray of hope. Nature is a self-repairing machine, kft to its own de-

vices, rivers will purify themselves, forests will regenerate, the impact of floods will be tempered, coastal

waters and estuaries will increase their fish yield, and wetlands will protect us from droughts. For such

miracles to unfold, all the wilderness asla ofus is that we use it without abusing it, ls I see it, there can be

no befter way to protect the wilderness than rc demand that ailing assets fabricated from the blood and

sacrifice of millions are made to perform. This line of investigation will lead us toward alternatives that

should become our national purpose over the next decade or two-to improve our economic and ecologi-

cal infrastructure. Here is a three-point beginning:

I. Achnowledge the problem:

. Every single one of Indiat more than 1,750 large dams is dying young. Not one produces as

much powei or irrigates as luge a command area as its promoters had promised. Our canal

systems are leaking and waterlogging, and soil salinity conspires to rob us ofour food security.

All this because virtually no money was invested in maintenance and upkeep.

. The plant load factors of the vast bulk of our thermal plants is abysmal and our transmission

systems are literally falling aput. Again, maintenance has been dismal and public accountabil-

ity even less.

' The nuclear power sector has sucked more from the nation than it has delivered, and its

wastes are a sepdc focus ofill health. Public criticism ofthe nuclear program was stifled on

grounds of nadonal securiry.

. Floods, drou$ts, and landslides take a greater toll on our people each yeu, and the per capita

availability ofwater is less today than it was fifry years ago. The connections between

deforestation, floods, and drought escaped our planners.

' More than 90 percent ofour people have no access to safe drinking water, and the few sources

that are pure are likely to be poisoned by scores ofnew factories being set up. Overextraction

of water and dumping of toxins threatens to permanently damage our groundwater. Aput
from generating wutes internally, India is the target oftoxic expons from countries such as

the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, andAustralia.
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. Our coastal areas have been ruined by misguided attempts to industrialize regions that were

always water-poor. The fishing communities that depend on coastal ecosystems are still not

part of the decision-making process.

. Not one ciry has adequate medical or residential facilities, yet we continue to displace millions

each year and thus push them toward our already overstressed urban slums where demolitions

are lhe order ofthe day.

. The surfaces of our roads and highways resemble minefields because huge chunls of the

budget are being pumped into new roads and there is little left to maintain the existing

networla.

. Unless we acknowledge that our past investmenm on infrastructure development have let the

nadon down and that we must incorporate radical, ecologically sustainable strategies for the

future, we are destined to regress into a "business as usual" mode from which there is unlikely

to be any escape. New dams, mines, thermal plants, expressways, chemical complexes, and

other such urban fantasies of development serve to impoverish the majoriry environmentally

and socially, even as they enrich an already pampered minoriry

2. Inaest in maintenance and eficiency:

. Every rupee we spend on efficiency today will yield us greater returns than a rupee invested

in creating new infrastructure. lVe need massive inveslments in terms of both labor and

finance to desilt our water reservoirs, repair our tattered watersheds, reline our canal

systems, resurface our roads, repair and improve our power transmission lines, retrofit

turbines, replace inefficient pump-sets and motors, and detoxi$, our soils. There is a name

for this strategy, which involves employing millions of people in the rural hinterland (thus

reducing the migration ofpeople to urban centers). ht called preventive maintenance, and

almost all households in India practice it to perfection. This is why our people are among

the most environmentally friendly in the world. If our government was able to do imbibe

simple attitudes that virtually every housewife possessesJ in a span ofone decade India

could become a world power in terms of ecological securiry food self*ufficienry, and

financial sabiliry. One proviso, of course, would be our recognition of the futiliry of

replacing the infrastructures ofsurvival (forests, grasslands, lakes, rivers, coasdines, and

wetlands) with the infrastructures of commerce (dams, mines, roads, and faaories). The

moment we stop destroying our wildernesses, the process of renewal will begin.

3. Go bach to thefuture:

. In the crucible of India's cultures lie solutions to the problems of tomorrow. Rather than fall

for the line that is being sold to us by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development countries (that we can and should consume more and produce more to bolster

the economy), we need to make attitudinai changes to recognize that the purpose of

deveiopment for ordinary people is not growth, but stasis and security. \We need to adopt and

utilize, not replace, rhe ancient traditions and the wisdom of tribal communities. But this will

only be born from a sense ofsecuriry that can be derived when we flow with the tide of

nature, instead ofagainst it. No organism or system can keep growing continua.lly. There is a

name for such a phenomenon. It is called cancer.



VJ n none thinls of wilderness, what comes to mind may be a valley of flowers, with the lullah of
streams flowing, the cacophony of birds in fruit-bearing trees, colorful butterflies, and bees on vines and

bushes. Or it may be snow-clad mountains with ice falls and glaciers. Or else a beautiful sunrise or sunset

on a sea beach or a riverbank. It may be also the captivating grasslands of tundra or ice floes of the ,A,rctic.

In whatever form wilderness is bestowed on us, it is our home where we grew up, where we learned to

tackle our problems in life, and wilderness will teach us how to survive in the uncertain future too.

Wilderness: A Boon to Huynanldnd

The so-called primitive people of the bygone era lived in humony with wilderness and led a successfirl

and happy life. The'tivilized" people ofthe present century struggle more than the "uncivilized" people

of yesteryeu and the tribal and aboriginal people living rcday in different pans of the world. Converting

time into money to achieve "progress," modern humans remain unhappy. We should not invite tribal and

aboriginal people into our path oftechnical progress, encouraging them to abandon their customs and

lifestyle, and dragging them into a world ofrension, uncertainry, feu, competition, and perpetual gloom.

In India, wilderness has inspired poets, afiists, spiritual reformers (including rishis, munis, and yogi),

ttavelers, educators, and scientists and has been accredited for their creadve conffibutions. \Tilderness is

also utilized as a therapy for people afflicted with delinquency, personal tragedy, or substance abuse, and

for personal growth, restoration ofthe tired, nerve-shaken, and overcivilized.

This world of material values has drifted much from real-life values. The material values of the political

and business world lead to insecurity and hunger for power, position, and money, and result in increased

aggression, murdet criminality, depression, loneliness, and suicide. Onlywilderness can teach us the good

values of life such as love, hope, courage, humiliry and sympathy. Vilderness can give us solace in troubled

times. It is the panacea for all the ills of humankind.

Whatls a Wilderness Area or wildlandl

\flilderness represents unspoiled nature. Even desers, which appeu m be lifeless expanses ofsand, empty

except for the occasional nomad, or frightening great sand seu ready to engulfmore drylands, support

complex ecosystems. Desert landscapes have spectacular natural beauty. The warm deserts ofthe Thar, or

Great Indian Desert, covering 200,000 square kilometers, is well known for its beautiful sand dunes, some

of which can reach a hei$t of 150 meters. The cold desert of tadak is equally interesting and has a differ-

ent type ofecosystem. Physical and behavioral adaptations ofanimals and plants in desens teach us how

to tide over in extremes of climate and, hence, arid wilderness is a usefril ecosystem, Some important food

crops come originally from areas that scientists would define as deserts or desert margins.
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The wildlands in India occur as virgin landmases in the mountain ranges (such as the Himalayas,

fuavallis, W'estern Ghats, Eastern Ghats, and Satpuras), hills and hillocks, plateaus, valleys (such as Kash-

mir Valley and the Valley of Flower$, grasslands, oceans and sea coasts, rivers, rivulets and riverbanks,

large ponds, lakes, backwaters (such as in Kerala), mangroves (freshwater and marine), waterfalls, deserts

(such as Thar and Ladak), sacred groves, and temple groves.

Whg Protect Wild,erness Areas or Wildlands?

Besides the philosophical, spiritual, and cultural values, wilderness areas or wildlands have natural, eco-

logical, and scientific values vital for the plants and animals that live there. Wilderness areas protect water-

sheds upon which many urban populations and rural communities depend {br pure watel, they serve as

critical habitats for animals threatened by extinction, and they improve air qualiry because ofthe filtering

acrions of green plants. Wilderness reduces greenhouse effects and depledon of the ozone layer, it main-

tains gene pools to provide biodiversiry and it is an indicator ofharmful environmental changes because

wilderness is sensitive to disturbances such as pollution.

The concept of wilderness is not incorporated in the main text of the Bio-Diversiry Convention; instead,

it is relegared to Annex I. The 1973 \florld Conservation Union (IUCN) report from the Commission on

National Puls and Protectedfueas (CNPPA) mendons ten categories of protected areas. The criteria used

for selecting these areas were approved by the Commission at the eleventh session of the General Assem-

bly of the IUCN held in Banffi Canada, in September 1972.

Using this classification, areas in category I(b) are Nature Reserve wilderness areas, in which large areas

of unmodified lands and/or seas retain their natural characters without permanent or significant habita-

tion and are protected and managed in order to preserve their natural conditions. This subcategory was

introduced following rhe IUCN Generallssembly Resolution (16/34) on protection ofVilderness Resources

and Values adopted in the 1984 General Assembly in Madrid, Spain. Wilderness areas in caregory I(a)

are Strict Nature Reserve areas and are closed to all forms of activities, including tourism. Sunderbans

National Puk, established in 1984, and located in West Bengal, is included in this category.

After the fourth \(orld \filderness Congress on National Parks and Protected Areas, the Vorld Com-

mission on Protected Areas (formerly the CNPPA) defined a protected area as an area of land and/or sea

especially dedicated to the protecrion and maintenance of biological divenity and of natural and associ-

ated cultural resources and managed through legal or other effective means. According to the 1 994 Inter-

national Sptem, a protected area is categorized as either a:

I. (a) Suict Nature Reserve or (b) Vilderness Area managed mainly for science or

wilderness prorection;

il. Nadonal Park managed mainly for ecosyst€m conservation and recreation;

III. Natural Monument managed mainly for conservation of specific features;

ru Habitat/Species Management A.rea managed mainly for conservation through

management interventionr

V Prorected Landscape/Seascape managed mainly lor landscape/seascape conservation

and recreation; or

U. Management Resource Protected Area managed mainly for the sustainable use of

natural ecosystems.
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According to category I, areas ofland and/or sea possessing some outstanding or representative ecosys-

tems and/or geological or physiological features and/or species, are available primuily for scientific research

and/or environmental monitoring; or, they are large ueas of unmodified or slighdy modified land and/or

sea that retain their natural characters without permanent or significant habitation and are protected and

managed so as to Preserve their natural conditions. Thus, wilderness protection is a primary objective in

I(b), a secondary objective in I(a), II, and V, and a potendally applicable objective in III and IV and is not

applicable in VI, according to the matrix of management ob.jectives and IUCN Protected Area Manage-

ment categories. The proteced area classification of the IUCN includes wilderness categories based on

management criteria. However, in this system wilderness categories can only be applied to areas that have

already been designated as protected areas. Hence, there is a need to define, idendft and map wilderness

areas for future protection and management.

Need for Wilderness Legislation

In India, the Wldlife Protection Act and Indian Forest Act allow various levels of protection. Protected

areas are either national parls, wildlife sanctuuies, game reserves, closed areas, reserve forests, or protecred

forests. In the Indian context, a wildlife sancruary is an area of ecological, faunal, floral, geomorphologi-

cal, natural, or zoological significance declared for the purpose ofprotecting, propagating, or developing

wildlife or its environment. The intention is that the conservation of biological values Gpecies or commu-

nities) has priority over other forces ofresource utilization. Such resources may only be exploited ifsuch

activiry does not detract from conservation objectives. A national park is a similar uea within or outside a

sanctuary' but no consumption ofland or natural resources is permitted except rhat necessary for manage-

ment to achieve conservation objectives.

Indian protected areas do not conform to the IUCN definition, which describes a nadonal puk as an

inviolate natural system that has not been materially altered by human exploitation and occupation and is

hence devoid of human setdement. Many of the prorected areas in India are, in fact, functionallywhat the

IUCN refers to as Multiple Use Areas. Rodgers and Panwar said that the terms "Biosphere Reserves,"

"Nature Reserves," and "sacred Forests" have no legal status under Indian law. In recent years, a Biosphere

Reserve Program was started by the Ministry ofEnvironment and Forests ro conserve ecological diversiry

and protect representative ecosystems. Out of the fourteen porential sites identified in 1979 by the Core

Advisory Group of the Indian National Man and Biosphere Reserve committee for sening up biosphere

reserves, eight have been set up so far.

Biosphere reserves are larger planning areas that ue integrared ecosysrems conraining legally protected

core zones (e.g., national parks and wildlife sanctuaries) within a framework of human sefflement and

resource exploitation areas. For example, game and wetland reserves that were formerly primarily used for

sport hunting are still being used as hunting areas in Jammu and Kashmir. One can also find wilderness

areas in the newly proposed protected areas or in protected areas identified by researchers and government

authorities. For example, Ezhimala in Cannanore District and Kumarakom on Vembanad Creek in

Kottayam District, both in Kerala State, were proposed as wildlife sanctuaries by\( A. Rodgers and H. S.

Panwar. For long-term conservalion, however, legisiation is required ro prorecr all such wilderness areas

inside or outside biosphere reserves, game reserves, and sacred foresr groves.
'Wilderness is a finite, nonrenewable, nonsustainable, irreversible, and common resource area.

Hence, it has to be managed in a careful proactive, rather than reacrive, manner. A wildiand that
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may be important biologically, genetically, or otherwise, but is fragile and cannot withstand continued

human pressure, needs protection throu$ legal status to render its long-term viability.

There is an urgent need to deveiop objective criteria to identifr and map all wilderness areas not

included in the already designated protected areas. Currently, there ue eightyrhree nadonal puks and

447 wildhfe sanctuaries, covering an area of 1i0,000 square kilometers, which is approximately 4'5 pev

cent of the landmass of India, according to the 1996-1997 Annual Report of the Ministry of Environ-

ment and Forests.

Management criteria for wilderness, including the unique cultural values ofareas to indigenous people,

need to be developed on a national basis. According to the Resolutions ofthe 5th \forld \Tilderness Con-

gress heid in Norway in 1993, a small working group needs to be established to define objectives for and

identify wilderness areas. Such objectives might include relative naturalness ofthe land cover, remoteness,

size, and human population density. Governmental and nongovernmental organizations should be encour-

aged to map wilderness nationwide, and an analysis of status, distribution, and biogeographical region

representations may be needed to support efforts lor wilderness protection. Governmental and nongov-

ernmental funding agencies and participating institutions should be contacted for financial support, and

the wo*ing group needs ro reporr on its progress made toward defining and mapping wilderness areas.

In preparing management criteria, the following topics shouid be considered:

. Sustainable use ofresources by indigenous people

. Ri$tr of indigenous people to safeguard the integriry of the wilderness area

. National action to protect wilderness areas from climate change, pollution, radioactiviry,

tourists, fiekkers, adventurers, sailors, etc.

' Impact of human population growtJr/explosion

. Use of environmenral impact assasment studies on threats to wildlands lrom industries such

as mining and aquaculture and threats to biodiversiry lrom human activities

. Environmental prizes/rewards to be given

. Special environmental days to educate, celebrate, and raise support funds

. Creation of ayouth network

. Creation of awareness programs on wilderness conservation through environmental

prorection, habitat restoration, and sustainable development pro.jects or through cultural and

philosophical activides

\filderness satisfies people in multiple ways; it is a powerful force because ofthe versatiliry ofinterests

it attracts and displays. One thing is certain: Civilization is impossible without wilderness, and Protection

ofwildlands is of great importance in the health and survival of the planet. However, without proper leg-

islation, wilderness protection is next to impossible.
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The C'ir

I n. Ci, in the Saurashtra region ofGujarat State, India, has long arrracted the attention ofconser-

vationists throughout the world because it holds the last remnant population of the Asiatic lion,
Panthera leo persica.The Gir is further valued by ecologists for having the single largest tract ofcom-
pact forest in a semi-arid zone in the western part ofthe country. In the early part ofthis century, rhe

Gir was connected with the hill forests of Girnar, Mitiyala, Barda, Alech, Dhank, and Chorwad by

corridors ofrough, semiwooded forests, grassland, and sparsely populated villages, which enabled the

lions to move freely in the region, but they are now separated due to changes in land use patterns in
the corridors.

During a study of the threatened fauna of Southeast ,Aaia, it was concluded that the Gir lion was in

serious jeopudy, both from direct killing and from deterioradon of the forest by excessive livestock pres-

sure (Talbot 1960). To protect the Asiatic lion, Gujarat State established the Gir Sanctuary in 1965. A
sudy by Joslin ( I 984) revealed that the Gir lion displayed an overwhelming evidence of accelerated deg-

radation and stated that ifnothing were done to arrest rhe rate ofdecline in the numbei ofsurviving lions,

the species would be extinct within nvo decades.

The Gir Lion \flildlife Sanctuary Project was established in 1972. The sanctuuy was fenced by a

38O-kilometer stone wall, with 289 maldhari families (forest sefflemenr households) out of 845 settled

within the sanctuary. The others were forced to setde outside the sancruary. This has resulted in an

overall improvement for the Gir lion, including a population increase. At present, the sanctuary area of
7,472 square kilometers, with a national park area of 259 square kilometers in the central part of the

sanctuary, is well protected,

The most important aspect of the area is that it has become a stable ecosystem with tremendous

regenerating and self-sustaining qualities due to its rich biodiversiry. It harbors more than 450 species

of recorded flowering plants, 36 species of mammals, 35 species of reptiles, 6 species of amphibians,

and more than 310 species of birds (Singh 1995), along with a gamur of microflora and microfauna.

Another important feature ofthe Gir Sanctuary is that it supporrs the highest concentrarion oftop-
of-the-food-chain carnivores, lions and leopards (more than 550), and the single largest population of
marsh crocodile (more than 700) in the counrry (Forest Department 1996).

The Gir Sanctuary is also the catchment area for seven major rivers and four medium+ized irrigation

dams that sustain economic prosperity in this drou$t-prone region. In addition, it is also known as the

mother ofcultural and religious evolution in Saurashtra.
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Distribution of the Lion in lndia

In rhe time of Lord Buddha (600 B.C.) lions roamed over the entire Indo-Gangetic Plain, extending

from Sind in the west to Bengal in the east, and from the Himalayan foothills in the north to the Numada

River in the south. Absence of the lion from the region lying south of the Narmada indicates that India

was not irs original home. The lion entered India from Persia through the northwest passes at least 6,000

years ago (Rashid 1992).

Ouside Gujarat, lions disappeared from other parts oflndia around 1840. This big cat disappeared

from everywhere in Gujarat, except Saurashtra, by 1880. Lions deserted the Barda Hills, Alech Hills, and

other areas of Saurashtra, excepr Gir and Girnar, toward the laner half of the nineteenth century. The

chiefforest officer ofJunagadh State reported in 1913 that there were not more than nventy lions in the

Gir. Probably this low numbei was reported to save the Gir lion from hunting, but it is a fact beyond

doubt that the lion population was very low at that time.

By 1950 the lions were found only in Gir and Girnar. Population estimates at different times were 100

in 1920, 287 in 1936,220 in 1950,290 in 1955,285 in 1963,177 in 1968,180 in 1974,205 in 1979'

239 in 1985, 284 in 1990, and,304 in 1995 (see table 1). In the twentieth century the Gir lion experi-

enced sweral bad periods. The last population decline was reported betwee n 1955 and 1 970 when deple-

tion of wildlife conrinued with degradation of habitat. Habitat and wildlife started recovering with the

establishment of the Gir Lion \fildlife Sanctuary. Recent records indicate that a reverse trend of move-

menr began when Gir lions started reestablishing themselves in their former territories.

wtldlifePopulation

During the two weelsTalbot (1955) visited Gir, he saw thousands ofbuffalo, cattle, and goats desper-

ately competing for food. He saw little wildlife-only three spotted deer, nro small herds of bluebull and

An adult male Gir Lion. Proro u l',|lttol Dttolqxn
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TABLE l: Growth o{Wildlife Population in the Gir.

Year

1974

1979

1 985

r990

r995

Lion Leopard

142

167

201

212

268

Hyena t4/itd
Ungulates

9,640

14,960

16,910

3r,490

38,220

Ungu/ates

?er Lion

>+

73

83

111

126

180

205

239

284

304

63

84

r92

97

r37

TABLE 2: Distribution of lion Population in DifferentAreas (Census ilay 1995).

Sr. No. ArealZone Mah Fenak Cub Total

1

2

3

Gir Sanctuary and Nationa.l Park 82

Peripheral forests 10

Outside Gir (Satellite population) 20

r04 59 245

5217
12 10 42

Tbtal 112 121 71 304

chinkara, and one wild boar. Joslin estimated there were about 5,600 wild ungulates in Gir in 1968. The

foliowing year, Berwick estimated nearly the same number by road counts (Berwick and Jordan 1971). A
wildlife census carried out in 1974 estimated wild ungulate populations ofspotted deer, sambar, bluebull,

four-horned antelope, chinkua, blackbuck, and wild boar to be 9,650. Subsequently, ungulate popula-

tions grew above 38,000 in1995 at the rate ofmore than 14 percent per year. Khan (1990) esdmared a

still higher figure of 43,000, with spotted deer numbering approximately 38,000.

The Gir habitat has also improved significantly, which has resulted in an increase in the availabiliry of
food and water. Six consecutive censuses have been conducted at intervals offive years since declaration of
the sanctuary. In spite ofthe increase in the lion population, availabiliry ofwild ungulates per lion has

increased from fi fty-four i n 197 4 to more rhan 126 in 199 5 (see table 1 ).

Pred,ationPattern

Large-scale predation on domestic livestock by lions was reported when the Gir Lion \Tildlife Sanctu-

ary was first established. Killing of livestock in and around the sanctuary was regularly recorded, which

indicates that the liont dependency on domestic livestock was very high. Analysis oflion scat collected
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in 1971 and 1972 throughout the sanctuary showed that abou75 percent of the liont food was from

domestic livestock, reflecting its great availability and the shortage of wild ungulates (Joslin 1 973). As

per esdmares made in 1971, approximarcly 44,000 heads of domestic livestock, including illegal entrants,

and 5,600 wild ungulates lived and grazed within the sanctuary. The situation is completely changed

due to recovery ofhabitat, reduction in livestock population in the sanctuary, and a four-fold increase

in the wild ungulate population from 1974 to 1995 (Anonymous 1995).

The last thirry years have witnessed a complete reversal in the predation panern of lions in Gir as

their dependenry on livestock in the sanctuary has been reduced. Sinha (1987) reported that 52 per-

cent of the scat he analyzed contained wild prey. As per a study by the \flildlife Institute of India in

Dehradun, wildlife constitutes 60 to 65 percent ofthe liont food, and the remaining 35 ro 40 percent

comes from livestock (Chellam 1990).

Another study conducted recently reveals that 63.2 percent oftota.l scats (n=332) contained the hair

of wild animals, and 36.8 percent contained the hair of livestock (Dharaiya et al. 1998). As per this

srudy, spotted deer (23.20/o), buffalo (16.90lo), cow (15.70lo), sambar (11.80/0), bluebull(11.40lo), and

wild boar (7 .80/o) are the major food sources of Asiatic lions in Gir. The shift in predation panern is

due to changes in the availability of prey species within the sanctuary and national park. However,

approximately 20 percent of the lions outside the protected areas still derive a major share of their food

from domestic livestock (Singh and Kamboj 1995).

Average figures for the last five years have revealed that 1,910 domestic animals' mainly buffalo and

cow, have been killed each year. The state government compensates owners for livestock killed by carni-

vores. A proper system has evolved during the last two decades and all kills are recorded in the registers,

which are maintained in range and division offices. The average number of livestock kills within the

sancruary remains consranr at about forty livestock per month, with a marginal increase of 1 5 percent

in the beginning of summer (February and March), which is the peak littering season of the Gir lion

(Sin$ and Kamboj 1995).

Maximum predation of lion on livestock belonging to peripheral villages was observed during the

rainy season (June and July). This may be due to the fact that during the rainy season, the lion pre-

fers to live in the open areas along the periphery ofthe sanctuary to avoid the pestering flies, insects,

and dense vegetation within the sanctuary. Also, there is maximum moyement of dome stic livestock

for grazing and agricultural activities in surrounding areas during the rainy season. Probabiliry oflion-

livestock encounrers increases during this season, resulting in increased killing oflivestock in the periph-

eral villages. Average figures from 1986 to 1995 indicate that domestic livestock kills inside the

sanctuary are reduced by more than 10 percent, whereas it increases by approximately 20 percent

outside the sancruary during the rainy season. A recent study reveals that the predation on livestock

varies from 28.6 percent in winter and summer to 46.8 percent in the monsoon season (Dharaiya et

al. 1998).

Predation parrerns of lions vary remarkably in different parts of the sanctuary. Although the area

of East Gir is only half of the area of 'West Gir, the resident domestic livestock population is almost

double. The availabiliry of domestic livesrock per lion in East Gir is almost four times that of Vest

Gir. On the other hand, population of wild ungulates in East Gir is far lower than that of West Gir'

On average, twelve livestock per lion are killed in East Gir, compared to 8.6 livestock per iion in
\W'est Gir. Great variations in distribudon of ungulates and livestock population densities have caused

major changes in predation parterns because lion predation on livestock in East Gir is twice that of

\fest Gir.
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Group Structure

Lions live in fission-fusion social units (pride$ that allow pride members to form subgroups of differ-

ent sizes (Packer et al. 1989). They not only engage in group foragrng but also defend their young and

territories as a group. Availability and distribution ofprey species, predation panerns oflions, and popula-

tion structures normally affect grouping patterns.

Sizes of groups recorded in the Gir were large in the past, but a group above a dozen members is rarely

seen now. Plenry ofresident livestock populations and bait offerings in some areas in the past may be two

ofthe reasons for these large groupings.

During the last day of the census inMay 1995,304 lions were located at ninety-four sites, compared to

289 lions at fifty-nine locations in 1990. Average group size was 4.8 (ranging from one to twenry-eight) in
1990 and 3,2 (rangingfrom one to fifteen) in l995.The majoriry of adult males were seen in groups of
one or two. Mixed groups, composed mainly of females and cubs, had an average size of 11.3 in 1990 and

6.3 tn 1995.In this observation, live baits may have caused some utificial groupings at a few sites, but
such groupings were mostly restricted to animals that normally shale food at kills.

Di sp er s al qn d Migr ati o n

ln 1955 half the lion population counted was found outside the present boundary of the sanctuary

fioslin 1984). Talbot (1956) andJoslin (i971) observed that lion population was declining due to loss of
habitat and killings. Evidence indicates that the lions disappeared from neighboring forests outside the

Gir from 1950 throueh 1965.

A group of sub adult lions, finding a shortage of space in Gir, search for a new home. Proro ay ||1n Btusuril Poilon.
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With continuous improvement of habiats in the Gir during the last menty-five years, the lion and

other wildlife populations grew gradually. Before the 1990 census, lions were occasional visitors to Girnar,

Mitiyala, and the coastal forests, but they also started visiting and staying in neighboring forests during

this decade. Seventeen lions were recorded outside the Gir in 1990, which increased to forry-two in 1995

(Forest Deputment 1996). The population of this great cat has remained almost at the same level in and

uound the sanctuary and national puk during the two censuses (267 in 1990 and262 in 1995). Infight-

ing among male lions has been observed and has increased during the recent past. This may be due to the

saturarion of the lion population to its carrying capaciry in the area. An analysis of the results of two cen-

suses indicates that the entire increase in the lion population is in the uea outside the Gir.

In 1995 fony-two lions were counred, thirteen in Girnar, three in Mitiyala, and nventy+ix in the Coasta.l

Zone, Some of them ue put of a floating popuiation, but many of them opted to make their home in

these places permanendy. It was also observed that the young adults normally constituted the majority

among the dispersed population. Records ofthe Forest Department of\Tildlife indicate that the coastal

forest area and Girnu have become a littering ground for the lions.

The situation is changing gradually as this great cat has started capturing its lost territories. At present,

there are four satellite populations, and a second generation ofmigrated lion has made the Gir and the

coastal forest area its home range. Recendy, a lioness with her small cubs was reported in the Girnar (For-

est Deputment 1997).

In January 1996 a lioness with two grown cubs visited tle human-made forests on Diu Island in the

Arabian Sea, which is connected to the mainland by a bridge. The animals might have moved onto the

island ftom the bridge during the night or crossed creeks during low tides. They were captured and brought

back to the Gir. The present trend of lion migration continues. After getting complaints from people, the

\fildfife Division regululy caprures lions from new areas in the Coastal Zone that lions are frequenting,

but the lions usually return to these same areas after they are released in the adjoining areas of the Gir.

ls per ofiicial reports from the Forest Department, two lionesses and three grown cubs were seen in

Bhamodra Village in Savarkundla Tiluka of Bhavnagar District (now in Amreli District after reorgniza-

tion), which is 45 kilometers away from the nearest boundary of East Gir. This group was continuously

observed in Bhavnagar from November 1997 ro January 1998. Similuly, a group consisting of a lioness

and two grown cubs was sighted in August 1997 in Ambardi Forest adjacent to the Khodiyu Dam near

Dhari Town, which is 20 kilometers from the nearest boundary of the sanctuary. This group has continu-

ouslyvisited since then and has stuted staying in the uea for long periods. The group made kills of bluebulls

and livestock in the area.

Direct and indirect evidence has revealed that Gir lions have captured entire tracts ofthe Coastal Zone

from Chorvad-Malia in the southwest to Jafrabad in the southeast of the Gir. Similuly, they have moved

about 45 kilometers to the easr from the eastern boundary ofthe sanctuary. In the northwest, lions opted

for the Girnar as their home range, and the animals migrated 20 kilometers from the northern lirnit of

the Gir. Atl these areas were connected with the Gir, but they ue now separated due to inhabitation and

expansion ofagriculture. Riverbed and scrub vegeradon along the migration routes provide broken corri-

dors for some ofthese areas.

Managevnent lssues

The implemenation of the India Ecodevelopmenr Projecr may resolve some of the humanlion conflict

problems, but the present trend of lion dispersal in new areas may pose new problems in future. Recent

reports indicate that the lions have started staying in new areas away from the Gir, which ue close to human
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setdemenr and have low natural prey bases. Lions have no other recou$e but to make regulu raids in vil-
lages for food and water.

Records of this century indicate that human kllings by lions were at peak levels during and just after
drou$ts. This has been reduced subsequently because the area has not suffered from a drou$t since 1988.
However' with more lions now living outside the Gir in close proximiry to villages, humanlion encoun-
ters may escalate in the future.

Killing of lions by poisoning was reported before 1975, but subsequently this became very rare. This
trend has again stuted in villages where people have been poisoning lion kills to get rid ofthe lions. From
1 995 through 1997 , fifty-tfuee lion deaths were reported due to natural deaths and deliberate killings. If
the present trend continues, this may become a serious problem uound the Gir in the future. Manage-
ment has to be very responsive to tackle this issue by evolving the following strategies:

' Population Management:lmptovement of the habitat in the protected reas of the Gir,
development ofhabitats ofsatellite population zones and corridors, capturing problematic
animals and supplying them to zoos, capturing the excess populations and translocating them
to alternative sites, and keeping them in luge enclosures for breeding and maintaining the

gene pool are some of the alternatives for managing the increasing lion populadon.

' Safety N* Areas: Nrhou$Girnar, Mitiya.la, and the Coastal Zone are to be managed as safety

net areas for managing the increasing lion population, under the proposd, conidors and

habitats of safery ner arcas are to be developed to improve the prey base (Forest Deputment
1996). An approach of a comprehensive "Grearer Gir Management" sysrem for managing the

Gir, satellite population zones, corridors, and wastelands has to evolve. Land use patterns in
the entire home range of the lions should be managed in consonance and be consistent with
the objectives of management.

' Limettone Miningwasteland and communiry lands in the coastal Zone and uound the Gir
have limestone, which is an important mineral for cement indusrries. These industries are

expanding at a fmt rate and have caused degradation ofthese ueas. The Gir lion and leopud
oPt for these areas as shelter and corridor zones, which ue potential areas for new habinr for
lions. This trend has to be controlled in favor ofconserving the lion.

' Tiee Density: The Gir region suffered from frequent drou$ts at intervals of ffio ro rhree years,

but the Gir has had a normal monsoon during the last decade. Fire protection has been

improved, which has resulted in the tremendous recovery of woody vegetation. GraduallS the

Gir is becoming dense, and a majority ofsanctuary and national puk areas today have dense

tree cover, with a canopy density of more than 40 percent (Forest Department of Wildlife
1997). There is a discussion amongst wildlife experts on the need for habitat modification by
creating openings in the Gir forests. Fairly dense vegerarion in the major part may have an

adverse impact on the hundng abilities of the lions (Chellam 1993). This sub.ject was debated

at many occasions but could not be resolved due to uncertainty and complexity. Delrying the
decision may nor be in the inrerest of conservation of the lion in Gir, and an appropriate

strategy has to evolve to manage Gir as suinble habitat for lions in order to maintain a higher
population within the limits of the sanctuary.

' Tiafic Management:Thercare seven public roads covering 101 kilometers in the sanctuary.

The number ofvehicles passing through the Gir has increased from 132,800 in 1990 to
178'200 in 1994 and 1995. The number of pilgrims visiting the three religious sites in the
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sanctuary is also increasing, which causes disturbance to wildlife. More than i00,000 people

visit Tirlsisham Temple each year; and 37 ,600 people visited Kankai and Banej Temples in

1994andl995 compared to 15,900 in 1987 and 1988. Eleven lions were killed during the

last ten years by trains passing through Gir from Visavadu to Talala. Hence, increasing biodc

pressure due to roads, railways, and temples has to be controlled to provide secure habitat for

the wildlife.

, Tiarulocation of Lioa:lsolated., single populadons of Asiatic lions having narrow genetic

variabiliry should make up a subdivision of a population. An attempt was rnade in 1957

when lions were released in the Chandraprabha Forest in Varansi District of Uttar Pradesh.

Their numbers increased from four in 1958 to eleven in 1965, but the population disap-

peared after that due to unknown reasons (Negi 1969). The srate governmentinl9T9

identified the Buda Hills as a second home for Asiatic lions. This rehabilitation project

started but failed for unknown reasons when the lions could not be transiocated. The Gir

lions qualify as prime candidates in a national agenda ofwildlife conservation. The govern-

ment oflndia asked the \fildlife Institute oflndia to carry out a study to identify alternative

homes for the great cat. Initially, three sites were identified, but the Palpur Kund Forest (an

uea of approximately 600 square kilometer$ in the srate of Madhya Pradesh was finally

selected after a careful examination ofvarious habitats. In order to ensure success, this time

the central and state governments have drawn up a three-phase plan. The first phase (1995-

2000) will include creating infrastructure, developing habitat, removing biodc Pressure by

relocating some villages, and building the prey base. Phase I will give way to the second phase

lor translocation of some of the lions.
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A
flsia, the largest of the conrinenrs, has a surface area of approxim ately 43,762,344 squue kilometers.
In ,Asia, there are some of the coldest lands in the world as well as some of the hottest, the driest, and
the wettest.

The wilderness oflsia lies in dre following seven ecological zones:

1. A narrow belt of tundra lies along the northern coast of-Asia. This region is mostly
covered with deep snow and ice for most of the yeu, except for a brie{, cool summer
when it is covered with moss and lichen. The most common animal of the tundra region
is the reindeer.

2. The taiga region lies to the south of the tundra area and is a much broader belt of
coniferous forests. It experiences a severe winter and a brief warm summer, Fur-bearing

animals like foxes, sables, and minks are found there.

3' The steppes are mainly temperate grasslands in western Central,Asia and experience a cold
winter and a fairly hot summer, Cattle, horses, and camels are reared there.

4. The hot and cold deserts are where only thorny planrs, bushes, and poor grasses grow.

Arabia, Persia, pum of Central Asia, and Indian desens are hot deserts where the camel is

the most common animal, The plateau ofTibet is a cold desert where the yak is the most
common animal.

5. The monsoon forests are found in South, Southeast, and East Asia.

6, The equatorial tropical forests ue found in equatorial Southeast Asia.

7. The Mediterranean woodlands are found in Asia and outs of Svria.

-Aaia ranging from inside the Arctic Circle in the north to well into the equatorial tropics in the sourh,
and from the arid fuabian region in the west to the rain forests of the Malay fuchipelago in the east, offers
little uniformiry in its flora and fauna. Monsoon winds and the lofty mountains that intercept winds
determine fu iat vegetation.

Of the twelve mega-centers of cultivated plants in the world, five of them ue in lsia. Crops such as

rice, sugarcane, bananas, yams, and ginger originated on the Indian subcontinent (Pakistan, India, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Burma, and Celon) (see appendix 1). In addition,,4sia is the home of several

medicinal and aromatic plants from which the Chinese, Tibetans, and Indians have been preparing won-
der drugs from time immemorial,
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Also, Asia has a diverse animal population. For example, the migratory locusts begin their lives along

rhe enormous reed beds ofloian rivers; the great panda inhabits part of China bordering Tibet; the lesser

panda lives in the Himalayan region; and the yak lives inTibet. Apes are found only in rain forests, whereas

the orangutan is restricted to Sumatra and Borneo; the lion is confined to the Gir forests ofthe Kathiawar

Peninsula; the mink deer lives in the Pine-Zone of lQshmir, Nepal, and Sikkim; the Indian one-horned

rhinoceros is confined to Nepal and Assam; and the large bird-winged butterflies (Ornithoptera ffoide) are

found in the Oriental region.

Extunt 0f wilder^ess Aulilable in Asia

The Indian subcontinent has been overexploited, with vast areas under crop cultivation, leaving little

uncultivated land except the vast deserts, rugged Himalayan ranges, and western eastern Ghats. Soil pro-

ductiviry is low, and the majority of crop yields are among the lowest in the world because of the soilt low

organic matter content. There is no biomass supply from nearby wilderness ateas to enrich the soil.

On the contrary China, with its 100 million hectares of cultivatable land, produces more than 300

million tons of rice compared to the less than 200 million tons produced lrom 150 million hectues in

India. Chinese agriculture is distinguished primarily by its intensity, skill born from forty centuries ofex-

perience. To maintain soil fertility in spite of consistent intensive cultivation, fumers replenish the soil

with canal mud, night soil, and organic manures.

The rugged uplands ofshansi, Shensi, and Kansu in the northwest, sometimes called Loess Land,

is also a highly productive agricultural area. It is covered with a thick mantle of fine-grained, wind-

deposited alluvium or loess, which is 15 to75 meters deep and highly fertile. Water is also readily

available there.

The Indian subcontinent and China constitute one-third ofAsia's surface area, and Asia has more than

one-third of the worldt population in one-eleventh of the worldt total surface area. The fenile plains of

Asia produce almosr 90 percent of the worldt rice. India has 16 percent of the world's population and

owns 15 percent ofthe world's livestock, but it possess only 2 percent ofthe worldt geographical uea, 1

percent of the worldt forested area, and 0.5 percent of its pastureland. The English poet \flilliam

Wordsworth wrore, "Forests precede man, deserts follow him." On the Indian subcontinent, the deserts

ue expanding, and the forests are shrinking. (The extent ofcultivatable land, pasture, and other land uses

for numerous countries are outlined in tabie 1.)

In India, not ali nonagricultural lands are wilderness (see table 2). This may also be true for other Asian

countries. The concept of wilderness as applicable to Afiica, Australia, and Latin America may not be ap-

plicable to the Asian conrinent. Although there are vast areas ofdesert and mountain ranges, they are be-

reft of any significant biological activiry and play only a sma.ll role in sustainable food security. Similarly,

stretches ofwarer-logged, saline, and alkaline lands may be classified as wilderness. In India, there are

6,000,000 hectares ofwaterlogged areas and 3,303,890 hectares ofsalt-affected areas, and these are ex-

panding because of abusive water management.

lnu aders of Wilderness:

Past and,Present

For many centuries invaders plundered and looted the wealth of the Indian subcontinent, but the real

exploitation offorest wealth began with the arrival ofEuropeans in early nineteenth century. They saw the

forest wilderness as somerhing to be tamed, as they did in New Zealand, where 70 percent of the land was



TABLE l: countries, surface Area, and Land use (percent of Totar Land Area) in Asia, lg94[14.

Country Surface Area
(sq. km.)[13]

Cropland Perrnanent

Pasture
Other Ues

Afghanistan 652,090
Azarbarlan 8,660

Bahrain 653
Bangladesh 144,020
Bhutan 46,600
Cambodia 81,000

China 9,597,078
India 3,287,263

Indonesia 1,919,443

Iran 1,648,000

Iraq 434,924

Japan 372,431

Jordan 96,000
Kajakistan 271,730
Malaysia 26,020
Mongolia 1,565,000

Myanmar 678,000
Nepal 141,400
Oman 268,800
Pakistan 803,943
Philippines 300,000

Saudi Arabia 2,400,000

Singapore 618

Sri Lanka 65,609

Syria 185,680

rarwan j,>y6
Thailand 514,000
Tirrkey 779,452
UAE 92,100
Uzbekistan 447,040
Vietnam 329,566
Yemen Republic 287,082
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covered with forests when they urived in 1840. Now, only 22 percent of the land is forested. The Euro-
peans were the first to turn previously inaccessible forest wilderness areas inro coffee, rea, rubber, pepper,
and cardamom piantations. Although coffee was first brought to India in 1600 by the Muslim pilgrim
Baba Budan, it was only raised in a few baclcyard lots until the Europeans opened commercial planta-
tions. By 1869 there were 662 European coffee plantations, which covered 58,670 hectares. Plantation
roads welcomed smuggling and poaching in the vast virgin forest. Some poachers took pride in killing



IABLE 2: The Land Use Classification for India 1994-1995[14].

I.

II.

III,
IV,

Area (m ha.)

Geographical area 328'73

Reporting area For land utilization 304.88

A. Forests 68.39

B. Land not available for cultivation (1+2) 41.28

1. Land under nonagricultural use 22.51

2. Barren land 18.77

C. Other uncultivated land, excluding

Percent of
Reporting Area

11 A

13.6

46.8

r00.0

fallowland (1+2+3)

1. Permanent pastufe and

other grazing land

2. Miscellaneous tree croP and grove

land, not included in net area shown

3. Cultivatable wasteland

D. Fallow lands (1+2)

1. Fallow land other than

current fallow land

2. Current fallow land

E. Net area sown (F, G)

F. Total cropped area (gross)

G. Area sown more than once

Net area irrigated

Gross irrigated area

29.08

1r.24

3.63

14.21

23.30

9.77

13.53

t42.82

r 88.1 5

4>.JJ

53.00

70.64

9.6

7.6
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the maximum number of wild animals, including tigers. Also, the introduction of coniler plantations in

the Himalayan range desffoyed the local vegetation because nothing gfows undef these trees'

In modern times, invasive plants and insect pests have been harming the ecology and environment of

and threatening food securiry in the Indian subcontinent. Plants like parthenium (Parthenium hyterophorus)

and euparorium (Chromolena odorata) have spread like wildfire and suppressed the local vegetation,

depriving the grazing area and forest growth. Insect pests like the spiraling whitefly (ALeurodycus dispnse)

and serpentine leaf miner (Liriomyza nifolii)have found a large number of hosts in the newly colonized

lands and are aiso threatening the food securiry ofthe region. These are only a few documented examples;

there may be others, which may also be altering the ecology, environment, and lood securiry in Asia.

Methods of Assessinq

the Ecoloc.ru and Enuironinent
JU

Many environmenralists, ecologists, and conservationists from all over the world have used large ani-

mals or "flagship species" as indicator raxa as a focus for conservadon and monitoring the environment.

The preponderance ofstudies using indicator taxa have relied on vertebrates, especially those "species of

high pubiic interest." However, the vertebrates, as indicator taxa, are time-consuming and expensive to

properly invesdgate.
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futhropod species, especiaily insects, as indicator taxa may afford cheaper and quicker means of study.
One such study using tiger beedes (Coleoptera: Cicinidelidae) as indicator taxa for biodiversiry and conser-
vation studies has been succesfully demonstrated.

Advantaqes
of wilderiless

'Wilderness 
surounding cultivated land has many advantaga, panicularly in supplying a source of natural

pest enemies and biomass needed for enriching the soil with organic matter. For example, the coffee stem
borer (X/onechw quadipa)isa major pest of uabica coffee in India. It has few natural enemies in a vast
monoculture area, but plantations that nei$bor wilderness areas harbor a hi$er population of natural
enemies. Also, soils rich in organic mafier appear to suppress diseases naturally and may contain antago-
nistic or antibiotic flora. All over lsia, but particularly on the Indian subconrinent, crop pesrs and dis-
eases have increased fourfold, despite the unprecedented amount of pesticides used during the last fifty
years, and are one ofthe major threats to food security in the region. In addidon, wilderness is rhe safery
locker for many vanishing and endangered species ofplants and animals.

Whdt Ails in Asia for
S ustainabl e f o o d, S ecurity

Sustainable food securiry has been defined as developmenr that meers the needs for rhe present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. According to United Nations popula-
tion and grain producdon projections for 1996, the global populadon can be comfortably fed (in t.*, of
adequate nutrition snndard$ until 2030, when global population is estimated to stabilize. But ifAmeri-
can and European standards ofconsumption are used, six or seven planet resources would be needed to
deal with the problem. Gandhijit prophetic warning thar the earth has enou$ for everyonet need but
not for everyone's greed has been extensively echoed by ecologists and environmentalists all over the world.
According to Felipe Benavides, the Peruvian story ofthe Incas and the present condition ofperu is due to
'the greed of other nations and immoraliry of goveinment officials." The situation in Asia may not be
different from thar ofPeru.

The present-day generation in lsia is trying to attain American and European lifesryle standards and
food habits without realizing the limimtions ofnatural resources. Less than five p.r..nt oith. rorld popu-
lation (Americans and Europeans) has access to more than 60 percent ofworldt natural resoruces. kwould
be disasuous for fuia to try and attain these standards. The growth rate of world agriculture has been
declining from a 3 Percent increase in 1960 to a 2.3 percent increase in 7970 to a2 percent increase in
1980 to a 1.8 percent increase in 1990. The trend may conrinue ifit is not reversed, particularly in lsia.

The 1996 United Nations Development program report pointed out that

the world has become rnore polarized and [theJ gulf between the ich
and the poor has wi&ned-the poorest 20 ?erceni of the world's peopb
taw their share ofghbal income dtclinefom 2.3 to 1.4 percent ln ihe
last 30 years and in the kxfiue years, in spite of manlt ghbal
conferences onfood sea,rity and hunga the gap beweenih, irh ,rd
poor hasfurther widcnedforn a ratio of30:I to a rado of6l:1.
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Unfortunately, a large percentage of the poorest 20 percent of the worldt population live in Asia'

t<ole of wilderness 
^ndTuture 

StY^tegY

for SustainableTood Security in Asia

The following preceprs are essential ro guarantee sustainable food securiry in fuia:

1. vilderness is a must, as a soufce of medicinal and aromatic plants and conservation of

genetic material for future food securiry. It is necessary to know whether populadons of

Ledicinal plants like sarpagandhi, rauwolfia, serpentina, or wild relatives ofcultivated

plants like wild rice (oryza niuara) arethreatened with extinction in the shrinking

wilderness.

2. ThebiggestproblemoffoodsecuriryinAsiaisthelowproductiviryofthesoilbecauseof

..n,uri., ofland exploitation. One ofthe basic requirements to increase the productivity of

the soil is to increase the organic matter contenr. The required organic matter has to come

from the wasteland and the wilderness, so it must be protected and preserved. In India

alone, approximately 90 million hectares of wasteland is available for watershed develop-

ment. There is great potential for rejuvenadng the wxteiand as has been shown by the

National'W'atershed Development Project. Once developed, these lands need constant

vigilance to protect and preserve them. Even the deserts can be made to bloom, if only

proPer attention is given.

3, 
-Eu.ryon. 

*ho owns more than five hectares of agricultural land must be required to reserve

10 percent oftheir land for natural vegetative growth that will supply not only enough

biomass to increue the productivity oftheir land but also provide habitat for natural

enemies ofcrop pests and improve the ecology ofthe surrounding environment'

4. A good organic amendment will improve the soil health, texture, and structure; supPress

plant diseases naturally; give strength to plants to withstand pests and diseases, which

reduces the need for chemical fertilizers and synthedc pesticides, which in tutn saves

money, reduces environmental pollution, and promotes better health. However, the

biomass has to be sciendfically composted with the right pfoPoftion of animal excreta to

get the maximum benefit.

,. i.,lo .oun,ry.rn wholly depend on its laws to protect the environment and the judicious

use of natural resources unless the people are educated and realize that their survival

depends on the survival ofeverything around them. Asian peoples have survived lor

millennia, despite a population explosion, because oftheir sustainable food habits that

depend on locally available minor millers, the couse and nutritive grains that have survived

for centuries, even through monsoon vagaries. Gandhiji said that civilization meant "not

the multiplication of wants but deliberate and voluntary reduction of selfish wants." The

day the countries ofthiss conrinenr have to rely on the arrival offood from other places,

they will have lost their civilization.
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APPENDI)( l: Prominent Examples of crop species That 0riginated on the Indian subcontinent.

Cereah and ltlillets

Rjce (Oryza satiua)
Little millet (Panicum sumatrense)
Kodo millet (Paspalurn scrobiculatum)

legumes and Puhes

Blackgram/Uri d (Vigna mango)
Moth bean (V aconitifolia)
Pigeonpea/fuh ar (Caj anu cajan)
Horsegram (Macroty hma aniflorurn)

Iruits

Mango (M a ngife ra i n di c a)
Banana (Mwaspp.)

Jamun (Syrygiam cumini)
Jackfruit (Arto carpus heterop hy llus)
Karonda (Carhsa congesta)
Khhni (Man i lkara hexandra)
Phalsa (Gre w ia sab inae qua lis)
Bael (Aegle marmelos)
'Wood 

apple (Feronia limonia)
Kokam (Garcinia indica)

Vegetables

EggplantiBrinj il (Solanurn melongera)

$dge gourd and smooth gourdiTori (Lrrffn rpp.)
Round gourd/Tind.a (Citntllus lanatus) 

-'

Pointed gourd, (Tiichosanthes dioica)
ThrosiArbi (Colocasia esaclena)
Yams (Dioscoreaspp.)

Jimikand (Amorpbophallus campanuktus)
Kundri (Co ccinea indica)
Cucumber (Cucumis sanausl

0ilseeds

Brassica spp. (rai, sarson, and toria rypes)

Spices and Condimen$

Tirrmeric (Curcuma domestica)
Ginger (Zingi ber ofiicinale)
Cardamom (Elettaria cardamom)
Long pepper (Piper nigrum)
Bengal cardam om (Amomum aromaticum)
Betel leaf and Cinnamon/DaIctni (Cinnamomum zeylanicum)

Other Crops

Jute (C o rc h o rus capsu laris)
Tiee cotton (Gossypium arboreum)
Sugarcane (Saccharum oficinarum)
Sunhemp (Crotakriajuncea)
'fea (C am al lia s inens is)
Dhaincha (Sesbania sesban)
Bamboos
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lVld.urir.ou.rs an area of about 32.86 million hectares, consisting of Peninsular Malaysia and the states

of Sabih and Sarawak. It is one of the twelve mega-diversity countries in the world. Malaysia provides a

home to about 300 species of mammals, 750 sPecies of birds, 350 species of reptiles' 165 species of am-

phibians, and more than 300 species offreshwater fish. Although the landmass covers only 0'2 percent of

th. eutht surface, it has 6 percent ofthe total fauna and flora ofthe world. The law to protect wildlife in

Malaysia was initiated in 1884, and the first wildlife reserve was established in 1903. Today, forest covers

about 18.91 million hectares, or 57 percent of total land area of Malaysia. Malaysia now has 2.12 million

hectues designated as national pula, wildlife sanctuaries, wildlife reserves, and marine parla, or 7 percent

of irs total land ueas. Malaysia has six major protected area systemsJ including the national park, state

puk, wildlife reserve, wildlife sanctuary marine park, and Ramsar site. Malaysia has thirteen national puls,

six state parls, thirry-nine wildlife resefves, wilderness areas, and thirry-nine marine parks' The most

ftmou' nttiontl pula includeThman Negara National Park (4'343 square kilometers)' Kinabaiu National

Patk(754square kilometers), and Gunung Mulu Nadonal Park (530 square kilometer$' These major pro-

tected area systems not only play important roles in conserving most of the biodiversiry, but also for the

presefvadon ofthe geological, culrural, historical, and ethnobotanical values for this country'

lntroduction

Malaysia is divided into two different geographic regions: the mainland of MalayArchipelago, or Pen-

insular Malaysia, and East Malaysia-the latter formed by two states, Sarawak and Sabah of Borneo. Ma-

laysia is located at ladtude 1" and 7"N, and longitude 100" and 1 19"8 (see map 1). The area covers 13.16

million hectares in Peninsular Malaysia, 12.33 million hectares in Sarawak, and7.37 million hectares in

Sabah, with a total land area of 32.86 million hectares. The tropical rain forest is the basic Permanent

naural cover in the country. This forest rype can be divided into six categories: mangrove swamp forest'

peat swamp forest, lowland dipterocarp forest, hill dipterocarp forest, montane forest, and heat fofest' The

forest covers about 18.91 million hectues or 57 percent ofthe total land area. Protected arets covet 2'12

million hectares, or approximately 7 percent ofthe total land area'

The first legislation created ro protect wildlife species in this country was established in 1884 by the

Strait Settlements. The establishment of protected uea systems in Malaysia started in 1903 when Chior

Game Reserve (4,330 hectares) was the first protected area in the country' This game reserve was estab-

lished specifically ro prorect and conserve the wild cattle, or the gaur (Bos gaurus hubbachl. Between the

years 1903 1111d,1957, more protected areas such as national parks, wildlife teserves, wildlife sanctuaries,

and state parls were created. In Peninsular Malaysia alone nventy protected areas have been established,
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TABLE l: List of National Parks and State Parks in l'4alaysia.

Narne of the

Protected Areas

Year of
Establishment

Area
Couer (ha.)

1. Taman Negara National Park (P) 193

2. Bako National Park (SR) l

3. Niah National Park (SR) l

4. Kinabala National Park (SB) .

5. Lambir National Park (SR)

6. Gunung Mulu National Park (SR)

7. Similajau National Park (SR)

Gunung Gading National Park (SR)

Endau Rompin National Park (P)

Kubah National Park (SR)

BatangAir National Park (SR)

Loagan Bunut National Park (SR)

Tanjung Datu National Park (SR)

8.
o

10.

t2.
13.

j-l939

957

957
cl7)

975

976

978

983

989

989

99r
991

994

434,300
) 7)R

3,140

75,400

6,952

52,866

7,067
4,106

48,800

2,230

24,040

10,736

1,379

Tbtal 667,744

92 \ftrornNlss UHumNn

souRcE.'D\fNP 1997; Francis 1998; and Safuan 1998).

Nort: P=Peninsular Malaysia; SR=Sarawak; SB=Sabah.

and this includes the King George V National Park, or Taman Negara (434'300 hectares), which was

established in 1939. The states of Sarawak and Sabah followed the same action by establishing their own

protected areas such as Gunung Mulu National Patk (52,866 hectare$ and Niah National Park (3,140

hectares), Bakoh National Park(2,728hectue$ in Sarawak, and Kinabalu Puk (75,400 hectares) in Sabah

(see table 1).

Several other protected area sysrems were also established after Malaysia got its independence in 1957

and after the formation of Malaysian Federation in 1963. For example, a marine park was established

after 1985, and Endau Rompin National Park in 1989. Many state parls were established in Sarawak and

Sabah through the same procedure. At present, the federal and the state governments are more aware of

and concerned about having prorected areas in their respective states due to public demand for natural

and wilderness areas lor conservation, recreation, and protection of natural heritage (see table 2).

)biective

Conservation

The main objecdve for establishing protected areas in Malaysia is for conservation of fauna and flora.

The national puk is one ofthe most important protected areas for this purpose. A national park should

be large enough to sustain and propagate some rare and endangered species of plants and animals in

their natural environmenrs. For example, the Taman Negara National Park in Peninsular Malaysia pro-

vides a sanctuary to several endangered and rare species of mammals such as the Sumatran rhinoceros

(Dicerohinus sumatransis), the clouded leopard (Neofetis nebulosa), the Malayan ttger (Panthera tigris
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TABLE 2: List of Wildlife Relerves. Game Reserves. Nature Parks, and l'larine Parks in ltlalaysia.

Name of the

Protected Areas

1. Chior'lTildlife Reserve

2. Krau \Tildlife Reserve

3. Cameron Highlands lTildlife Reserve

4. Fraser Hill \fildlife Reserve

5. Sungai Dusun \Tildlife Reserve

6. Bukit Kutu \Tildlife Reserve

7. Pulau Tioman \Tildlife Reserve

8. PahangTira Bird Sanctuary

9. Kuda Selangor'l7ildlife Reserve

10. Sungkai \Tildlife Reserve

1 1. Batu Gajah Bird Sanctuary

12. RiverTerrapin Reserve Center

13. Bukit Sungai Putih \fildlife Reserve

14. Templers Park

15. Klang Gate \Tildlife Reserve

16. Bukit Nanas l7ildlife Reserve

17. Selangor Golf Club \fildlife Reserve

18. Four Island Bird Sanctuary

19. Tanjung Tiran \fildlife Reserve

20. Endau-Kluang \Tildlife Reserve

21. Endau-KotaTinggi (East) \X/R
22. Endau-KotaTinggi |Vest)
23. Pulau Redang Marine Park

24. Pulalu Perhentian Besar Marine Park

25. Pulau Kapas Marine Park

26. Pulau Tenggol Marine Park

27. Pdau Payar Marine Park

28. Pulau Kaca Marine Park

29. Pulau Tinggi Marine Park

30. Pulau Tioman Marine Park

37. Paya Indah, Sepang

32. KuaIa Selango Nature Park

33. Tasek Bera Ramsar Site

Year of Area

Establishment couer (ha.)

1903

r923
1958
1c)r)

1964

1922

1972

1953

1922

1928

1952

1993

r93r
1955

1935

1934

1923

NA
197r
r933
1933

1933

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

r996
1990

t994

4,300

53,095

64,953

r,943

4,330
.) o7C)

7,160
1,335

44

2,468

4.5

8

40

1,011

r30
C)

403

0.5

68

10t,527

61,959

7,413

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

5,000

300

38,000

souRcE: D\fNP and DANCED 1996; Fisheries Department
Norp: NA=Not Available.
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corbettl,the Malayan gaur (Bos gaunu hubbachl,and the Malayan elephant (Ekphas maximu). Kinabalu

National Park hubors more than 1,200 species of wild orchid-many endemic to the park' Gunung Mulu

National Park contains the most interesting and unique cave systems and the largest cave chambers in the

world. The Deer Cave ar Gunung Mulu National Park is a roosting place for more tian 5 million insect

bats that come out every afternoon to feed in the surrounding forest'

Preservation

Most of the national puia or protected areas are set xide to preserve some unique geological forma-

tion, limestone ourcrop, cave, historical or cultural site, or marine life. Niah National Park and Gunung

Mulu National Park in Sarawak contain important archaeological sites that have historical value impor-

tant to researchers and to the country.

Ecotourisvn

Most of the national puks in Malaysia ue based on ecotourism activities. These activities are limited

and confined to a cerrain area of rhe puk. Most of the activities, such as wildlife observation, hiking, moun-

tain climbing, boating, rapid shooting, caving, fishing, camping, jungle tracking, and swimming, are well

described in brochures and pamphlets and are controlled by the park authorities. Only a small portion of

the puk will be used for dwelopment of the accommodations and basic facilities such as chalets, rest houses,

restaurants, offices, and staffquuters. The ecotourism activities provide a chance for visitors to enjoy and

appreciate the natural beauty of the national park and bring a good income or revenue to local peoples

and to the country. Thman Negua Nationai Park receives approximately 60,000 visitors per year, while

Kinabalu National Puk is visited by at least 200,000 visitors per year. About 20,000 people per year visit

Gunung Mulu Nadonal Park.

The influx ofvisitors to pula depends on the number ofrecreational acdvities, accessibility, facilities,

and services for the visitors. Many visitor facilities and management of the tourist complexes in puks have

been privatized. For example, the facilities, transportadon services, and accommodations atTaman Negara

National Park, Kinabalu National Park, and Gunung Mulu National Park have been privatized. This

enables the park authoriry ro concenffate on enforcement, research, trail maintenance, wildlife conserva-

tion, efiension, and interpretation programs lor the visitors. This saves money. The park authoriry can

concentrate on important aspects of park management, such as conservation of fauna and flora.

Research andEducation

Many protected areas, such as narional parla, wildlife reservesJ muine parks, marine reserves and wil-

derness areas, provide a base for scientific research and educational programs. Many research activities on

fauna and flora or socioeconomic issues and anthropology have been carried out in the protected areas.

The protected areas provide ffemendous numbers offauna and flora for researchers. They often find new

species of insect, invertebrate, or plant in Thman Negara. Many large and small mammals are concen-

trated in this protected area. The protection provided by strong legislation has proven that much ofthe

biodiversity can be consewed.

In Malaysia, more than 50 percent of the population is under thirry years old. This younger genera-

tion plays an important role in the future conservation of Malaysias protected areas. Many schools, gov-

ernment depafiments, institutional centers, and nongovernmental organizations provide special education

on nature, the environment, and outdoor recreadon. Nature study centers that cater to large numbers of

school children play a vital role in conservation programs. The park aulhorities such as the Department
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of \fiidlife and National Pula (D\7NP), Sabah National Parla, Forestry Department Suawak, Forest

Reseuch Institute Malaysia, Forestry Department, and universities have their own nature study centers

located in many protected and wilderness areas. The school nature clubs use many ofrhese facilities dur-
ing weekends and school holidays.

Ethnohmanical

The natives or aboriginal peoples ue the most important communities that live in many of Malaysiat

protected areas. For example, the Batik in Taman Negara National Park, the Penan in Gunung Mulu
National Park, and the Orang Dusun in Kinabalu National Puk. These people have been living in the

protected areas for many years. Their lives depend on forest products, such as wildlife and plants for food
and shelter. These people have a vast knowledge ofhow to use forest products for medicinal treatmenrs, In
Peninsular Malaysia, at least twenty aboriginal tribes live and depend on the forest. In Taman Negara, the

Batik have lived here for the last hundred years. The Batik from the Negrito group use the park for
hunting and for shelter. These nomadic people are a part of the ecosystem and depend totally on forest

resources. Their knowledge of medicinal plants is a potential asset ro rhe modern medical field.

Legislation

Peninsular Malagsia

The formation or creation ofany protected area, such as narional park and wildlife reserve, has to fol-
low certain legislation. This iegislation is developed by either the federal or stare authorities (see table 3).

The first legislation to protect wildlife was established in 1884. In 1921 the \ilild Animals and \fild Birds

Protection Ordinance was created. This ordinance was replaced by the 1955 \TildAnimals andl7ild Birds

Protection Ordinance, which was later replaced bv the \fildlife Protection Act of 1972. In Peninsular

TABII 3: List of Legislation used on the [stablishment o{ the Protecred Areas in l,lalaysia.

Nyme of Year of
the Legisktion Establishment

1. S7ild Animals and Birds Prot. Enactment 1902, 1921,1923,1925
2. Taman Negara Enactment 1938

3. SfildAnimals and Birds Prot. Ordinance 1955
4. Protection Wildlife Act no. 76 1972
5. National ParkAct no.223 1980
6. FisheriesActno.3l7 1985

7. \fildlife Protection Ordinance no. 2 1990
8. National Parks and Nature Reser. Ordinance 1958

9. Fauna Conservation Ordinance 1963
10. ParkEnactment l9B4
1 1. National Land Code, Act 56 1965
12. Ramsar Convention 1994
13. National Park (Corporation) Enac. Johore i.989

Organization

Game Dpt.
Game Dpt.
Game Dpt.
D\rNP
D\rNP
Fisheries Dpt
Sarawak

Sarawak

Sabah

Sabah

Federal/State

Pahang State

Johore State

souRcE: D\(NP and DANCED 1996; Francis 1998; Safuan 1998.
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Malapia, two legislations regarding the establishment of protected areas have been used. The first legisla-

tion was the \flildlife Protection Act no. 6 of 1972.This act is a federal law. Under Sections 45 to 47 of

the act, the ruler or governor ofthe state, after consultation with the federal authoriry can set aside any

land or wilderness areas to be gazetted as a wildlife reserve.

For the establishment of the narional parks, the federal government has created the National Parks

Act of 1980. Due to several factors, such as priority land conversion and individual state interest on

protected areas, not a single national park was established under this legislation. King George V Na-

tional Park, or Taman Negara, was established under the National Parks Enactment no. 2 (Pahang) in

1939, Nationd Puk Enactment no. 3 (Terengganu) in 1938, andTaman Negara Enactment no. 14

(Kelantan) in 1938. Taman Negara National Park, game reserves, and wildlife reserves in Peninsular

Malaysia are administered under the Ministry of Science, Technology, and Environment. The total

land area under the protected areas in Peninsular Malaysia is about 745,000 hectares (D\flNP and

DANCED 1996).

The total land uea under the protected areas in Peninsular Malaysia is about 745,000 hectares.

The second caregory oflegislation is developed by individual state governments. For example, the

National Puk (Corporation) Johore was developed in 1989 by the state ofJohore. This area covers about

48,905 hectues of Endau-Rompin forest area and is managed by the Johore state governm€nt. They also

fund any development activiries and projects in the area. The park is headed by the district officer from

the State Secretary Office and several other appointed wildlife officers and park rangers.

Marine parks and marine reserves were established under the Fisheries Act 1985 and also by the indi-

vidual state legislations for Sabah and Sarawak. The Fisheries Act 1985 is a federal law. The Fisheries

Deputment has the authority to manage, enforce, and create any marine park or marine reserves with the

prior consent of the statet government. Marine park and muine reserve are defined as a marine water

body area gazened for the protection of fauna and flora at the point of the lower tide to ffio nautical miles

toward the sea. Terrestrial areas ofan island are not considered part ofthe marine park. In Peninsuiar

Malaysia, nineteen terrestrial islands have been gazened as wildlife reserves. The main objectives of creat-

ing muine pula and marine reserves are to protect, conserveJ and propagate any fauna and flora within

the area for scientific, educational, and recreational Purposes.

The Ramsar Site is something new ro Malaysia. Tasek Bera (38,466 hectues) is the first site designated

for the Ramsu site. It consists of 2,039 hectares of natural lake and wetland ueas. Malaysia became a

member of the Ramsar Parties Convention in 1994. Manywetland areas in Malaysia are considered

potential Ramsar Sites, especially the undisturbed mangrove swamp forests on the west coast of Peninsu-

lar Malaysia (Larut-Matang Mangrove swamp Forest in Perak and Thnjung Pia in Johore).

Paya Indah, or "Beautifi.ri Swamp," is the last category of proteced wetland area in Peninsular Maiay-

sia. This area was established for the purposes ofprotecting wedand fauna and flora. Paya Indah covers

about 5,000 hectares ofwedand areas located on the old mining areas and Kuala Langat Utara peat swamp

foresr near the Kuala Lumpur International Airpon (KLIA). This area is managed and funded panly by

the government and by the private sector, bur it is run by the private organization, Malaysian \Wetland

Foundation MWH.

Sarau)dk

Sarawak offers some of the richest natural area in Malaysia. More than 60 percent of 12.33 million

hectares of land area in Sarawak is forested land. Protection and creation of protected areas such as

national puk and wildlife reserves have been established under the Sarawak state legislation. The Nadonal
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Puls and Nature Reserve Ordinance of Sarawak was created in 1953. \fildife Protection Ordinance no.

2 of Suawakwas established in 1990. Both legislations aim to conserve most of the protected areas in
Sarawak. Today, Sarawak has established seven national parla and three wildlife reserves with a roral area

of I million hectares. The most famous national parla are the Niah National Park and Gunung Mulu
National Park. The newest wildlife reserve is the Lantjak-Entimau National Puk (600,000 hectares). Rec-

reation activities ue allowed only in the national puk, not in the wildlife reserve. Both national parks and

wildlife reserves ue managed by the \flildlife and National Pula Division under the Forestry Depanment

ofSarawak.

Sabah

Sabah is better known as the "state under the wind." The total land area of Sabah is about 7.37 mil-
lion hectares. Mount Kinabalu, the highest mountain in Southeast Asia (4,101 merers above sea level)

is located in the Kinabalu National Park. Sabah is the richest in biodiversity, and many plants and animals

are endemic to this state. About 1,200 species of wild orchids can be found in the Kinabalu Nadonal

Puk, and many are endemic to this uea. Iegislation for creating the establishment of protected areas was

stuted in 1963. This legisladon is called Fauna Conservation Ordinance of 1963 and,Park Enacrment of
1984' Through this legislation, the state government ofsabah has created six national parls with a total

land area of approximately 380,000 hectues. The Sabah National ParkAuthority manages all rhe national

puls in the state. This authoriry is under the Sabah Puk Boud Managemenr Commimee, which is chaired

by the state minister for tourism and development.

Managevnent

tuderal AurJtoritg

As mentioned earlier, two government bodies have the power or authoriry to manage the protected

ueas in Malaysia. The first one is the federal government. In many cases the federal legislation, such as the

Protection \{tildlife Act. no.75 of 1972, is only applied in Peninsulu Malaysia. Any uea gazetted under

this law or any concurent law will be managed by the federal authoriry and the DV/NP or PERHILITAN.
Pior to 1972, most of the Vildlife Department in Peninsular Malaysia were under state jurisdiction but
became federalize d in 1977 .Today the D\7NP manages the Thman Negara National Park and thirty-four
other wildlife reserves, wildlife sanctuaties, and special protected areas in Peninsular Malaysia, with a total

area of approxim etely 7 45,000 hectares. Approximately 737 people work for the D\(NB with thirty-five

professionals and scientists. The revenue collected from licenses, permits, or orher wildlife products goes

to the state treasury. Only compounds and court fines go into the federal government.

Stnte Aufuorrty

Suawak and Sabah have been establishing protected areas since the colonial dme. In Suawak, the State

Legislative Council creates and gazettes any unique area within the state jurisdiction as a porenrial

national park or wildlife reserve. The same procedure is used by the state of Sabah. The same legislative

committee, or EXCO, can amend the law on the protecdon ofwildlife and protected areas. It is not diffi-
cult to pass laws and create protected areas in these states. Sarawak has established seven national parl$

and three wildlifc reseryes, with a total area of I million hectares. Sabah has three national pula and three

marine parks. In Peninsulu Malaysia, Endau-Rompin National Park in Johore was established under the

state legislation called National Park (Corporation) Johore, in i989.
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7ther hulhoritg

Tasek Bera in the state of Pahang is a newly created Ramsar Site for wetland conservation. This is the

first protected area set aside under the international convention for conservation. The management ofthis

area is under the state authority, which employs a disuict officer to manage and enforce the law on this

area. Very strict development regulations have been imposed on *tis area as required under the Ramsar

Convention. A nongoveinmental authority, the MWF, manages special wetland areas. This private orga-

nization was established to develop and manage peat swamp forest near the KLIA for wetland fauna and

flora conservation. The federal government is especially interested in the conservation and ecotourism

aspects. Kuala Selangor Nature Puk (300 hectares) is another privately run wiiderness uea' This park is

managed by the Malayan Nature Society. This mangrove swamp forest belongs to the Selangor state gov-

ernmenr, which plays an important role in protecting the land as stated under the Land Code. The DVNP

is more concerned with protecting species of wild fauna.

Reclynvnendations

Malaysia stuted its protected area systems ninety-five years ago. The strong legislation and commit-

ment provided by the federal and state governments has proven successfirl in many states. Today the need

for more protected ueas is increasing, To achieve this objecdve several recommendations follow:

Federal and state authorities must work closely to develop more protected and wilderness

areas in the near future.

Cunent legislation on protected areas should be revised and, ifpossible, amended to suit the

current situation at both federd and state government levels.

Schedule park stafftraining to increue management skills and knowledge in protected and

wilderness areas.

Increase joint cooperadon in the research fields by the local research institutions and

international research organizations.

Cultivate more public awareness on the pfotection and conservation ofprotected areas.

Conclusion

Much of the biodiversiry in Malaysia's protected areas has yet to be explored and studied. Develop-

ing public awareness ofprotected and wilderness areas will help conservation, and such awareness needs

ro encompass everyone from school children to policy makers. This will help sustain protected areas

over time.
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a
I he Kingdom of Nepal is blessed with diverse flora and fauna, This diversiry is a reflection of altitudinal

and climatic variations within a geographical atea of 14.71million hectues. It is estimated that about 54

percent of the country is covered with natural vegetation. A total of I 1 8 ecosystems with 75 vegetation

types and 35 forest types have been identified in Nepal. The country has a biological richness ofboth the

Indo-Malayan and Palaearctic realms, including endemic Himalayan flora and fauna.

The conservation ofwildlands and biological diversiry is an integral put of the narionai poliry of Nepal.

Both the Forests and National Park and \Tildlife Conservation Acts empower His Majescyt Governmenr

of Nepal (HMG/N) to designate and declue protected forests as well as six types of protected ueas in
Nepal. So far more than 16 percent of the total area of Nepal has been officially designated as protected

areas. If the area under buffer zone management is included, the percentage of these protected areas

increases to 25 percent. HMG/N is also authorized to declare national watersheds and speciai areas such

as wetlands, Siwaliks, and habitats of endangered and important wildlife species, including the Himalayas,

as sensidve areas.

\flildlands include not only the protected areas but also inaccessible national forests outside the pro-

tected areas, high Himal, wetlands, and other natural landscapes.

Nepal is committed to preserve and conserve these valuable narural resources, not only for the benefit

of the present generation, but also for the future generations.

The Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation (MFSC) is the policy-making and intersectoral coordi-

nating body for natural envitonment and sustainabie managemenr of forests and wildlands. The Deparr-

ment of National Parks and \fildlife Conservation (DNP\fC) under the ministry implements activities

related to management of protected areas. The Department of Forests is responsible for the implementa-

tion of national, leasehold, community, and private forestry programs outside the protected areas. The

Department of Soil Conservation is responsible for the implementation of soil and warer conseryarion

and watershed man€emenr programs.

National and internadonal nongovernmental organizations (NGO$ are also actively engaged in the

conservation of wildlands and biodivetsity. They are the King Mahendra Tiust for Nature Consewation,

The Mountain Institute, the \(orld \fildlife Fund (\7\X/F), The World Conservation Union, and others.

Nepal has gained some strength and faced some challenges in conserving and managing wildlands and

ecosystems. The invoivement of local people and NGOs in conservation of wildlands and community

forests is very positive. Similuly, the implemenration of integrated watershed managemenr planning has

not only resulted in economic benefits to the rural people but has also helped in conserving soil, wate!

99
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and forests. The governmenrt policy is evolving toward involving local people and local NGOs in natural

resource conservation and management. Incentive-based management systems are more appropriate and

efiicient than command and control policies. Overexploitadon of forest resources and fragmentation of

natural ecosystems ue still the main challenges of wildlands conservation in Nepal. Establishment and

management ofprotected areas have ensured biodiversity conservation in the country. Increase oiwildlife

populations has at times led to livestock and crop depredation.

Illegal trade of wildlife and their parts is an endemic problem. Antipoaching units have been estab-

lished to control poaching and uade; howeve! this action is found insufficient. It will require education

and poverry allwiation, including, in our context, regional cooperation.

Conservation ofecosystems and wildlands not only has national significance, but its benefits are shared

globally. Therefore, local and national needs should be reconciled with regional and global concerns.

B ackgr o un d I nf o nu ati o n

Situated between India and China, Nepal! diversity in wildlands is a reflection of its stark variation in

altitude and the associated diversity in flora and fauna. Vithin a horizontal distance of about 150 kilome-

ters, the topography increases from75 meters in the southern subtropics of the Terai to 8,848 meters in

the north, the highest point on euth. Thus Nepal, with an area of 14.71 million hectares, has both the

Indo-Malayan and Paiaeuctic realms, including endemic Himalayan flora and fauna.

The country has about 54 percentofthe area under some sort ofvegetation cover (forest arca37 per-

cent, shrubland 5 percent, and grassland 12 percen$. A total of 1 18 ecosystems, sevenry-five vegetation,

and *rirry-five forest tJpes have been identified. The vegetation contains more than 6,500 species offlow-

ering plants, over 1,500 fungal species, and over 350 lichen species. Equally diverse is the range offauna.

It is estimated that about 175 mammal species, 836 bird species, 147 reptlle and amphibian species, 180

species of fish, 640 species of butterfly, and over 6,000 species of moth are found in Nepal. With only 0'1

percent ofthe world's total area, Nepal contains over 2 percent ofthe flowering plants, 8 percent ofthe

birds, and 4 percent of the mammals-and many of them are globally significant. This shows that Nepal

has wiiderness values that ue ofglobal significance, and that the country could be regarded as one ofthe

worldt wiiderness "hotspots. "

The \forld Conservation Union (IUCN) categorizes wilderness area as the protected area managed

mainly for wilderness protection. For our purpose, we define wilderness areas as those areas that are of

limited nonconsumptive use, ranging from conservation to recreation and on to research,

This definition includes not only the legally protected areas such as national parks and reserves, but

also other areas such as rhe protected forests, including the religious forests, as well inaccessible for-

ested and nonforested areas, including the high Himalayas. The protected areas of Nepal are mainly

confined to the lower Terai and the high Himal region. The midhills are underrepresented in the pro-

tected area system.

The major problems related to the conservation and management of these wilderness areas are Pov-

erty and an inappropriate incentive system for the surrounding population to participate in the conser-

varion programs. Although we are now crafting and implementing conservation poiicies to facilitate

villagers' parriciparion in the conservation program, poverry alleviation is still the major challenge af-

fecting people's welfare and conservation in Nepal. HMG/N has introduced an innovative policy of

buffer zone around the legally protected area ofNepal. This policy of 1993 has a provision ofallocating

up to 50 percenr ofthe total revenue ofa park and reserve in a buffer zone so that the people residing
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in these buffer zones have an authority to make decisions regarding the expenditure of the allocated

fund and the shuing ofbenefits accruing from those invesrmenrs. Similarly, Nepal has a track record of
involving national and international NGOs in the management of specially designated conseffarion

areas. These initiatives have provided some incentives to the local people in the conservation ofthe pro-

tected areas. The buffer zone regulations have also helped in the alleviation ofpoverty by channeling

some funds in these areas.

The rate ofdeforestation and land degradation in the national forests outside the protected areas is still
high in Nepal. Presently, the annual rate of deforestation is estimated to be about 0.4 percent. However,

the implementation of community forest policy hCI provided incentives to local villagers in the manage-

ment of forests assigned to them. Although the government has a policy of gradually transferring pans of
nationa.l forests to local users' groups, only about 10 percent ofthe potential communiry forest areas have

been thus far been handed over to these groups. \Vhat we are convinced of is that community forests

operated by active users' groups are better managed than otherwise.

Sustainability ofthese wilderness areas requires that these natural resources be conserved and managed

according to productive potential, national needs, and natural processes so that the ecosystems inherent in
these areas are allowed to function without maior interventions and interruotions.

Protected, Areas
uersus Wilderne,ss

Nepal has been quite successfi;l in the designation ofvarious kinds ofprotected areas in different eco-

logical zones ofthe country. Ifthe area under buffer zone is included, the proportion ofthis area increases

to 25 percent. Besides, there are areas like hi$ Himal that are naturally protected and thar constiture an

additional 22 percentofthe land area.

These protected areas have been the repositories for wild living organisms. They have also been very

popular tourist destinations. For example, about52percent oftourists visit Nepal for entertainment, and

23 percent for trekking and mountaineering. Tourism also provides abow24 percent of the foreign cur-

rency earning ofthe country.

Catugories of protected Area Sqstevns

From the legal and wilderneis perspectives, Nepalt protected areas can be categorized into six rypes.

They are:

National Parh: Anarea set aside for the conservation and management ofthe natural

environment including wildlife, plants, and landscapes.

Strict Nature Reserue: An area ofecological or other significance set aside for scientific study.

\Yild'kfe Reserue:An area set aside for the conservation and management of wildlife (resources)

and their habitats.

Hanting Resnue:An area set aside for the conservation and management of wildlife to provide

hunting for iegal hunters.

Conseruation Area;An area set aside for the conservation ofthe natural environment and

natural resources for its utilization in a balanced way on the basis of an integrated plan.

Bufn Zone: Anuea designated around national paris and reserves in order to provide

forestry products to the local people.
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O{rcr(orut Areas

As mentioned above, forests outside the protected area systems are categorized into national forests and

private forests, depending upon the ownership ofthe land on which ffees and forestry resources stand.

National foress are those forested lands owned by the government but with management rights that may

be delegated to various entities, including the government. Private forests ue those forested areas, the own-

ership and managemenr of which lies within the private entities. National forests are further categorized

into government managed forests, protected forests, community forests, leasehold forests, and religious

foresa depending upon which agency manages the biomass ofthese forests. Local people easily access most

of the forests of Nepal in order to meet their daily needs of fuelwood, fodder, pole, timber, and medicinal

plant producs. Therefore, the further away forests are from the villagers' setdements, the greater their wil-

derness value.

tv olutio n of P r otucttd Ar e as

Prior to the 1960s Nepal had a large undisturbed forest area made up ofdiverse fauna. The demands

ofthe growing population for both land and forest products coupled with an inadequate forest man-

agement system increased the pressure on forest resources. This had an adverse impact on wilderness

area. However, since the 1950s HMG/NI policies and priorities on protected areas have shifted from

direct control and management by the government to peoplet participation even in wilderness man-

agement and conservation.

The Master Plan for the Forestry Sector (MPFS) was completed in 1989. This plan lays out strategies

and policies on ecos)nrem and genetic conservation. The MPFS has stressed the need to manage Nepalt

diverse ecosystems by conserving the floral and faunal diversity through legal measures and peoplet par-

ticipation, strenghening institutional capabilities, and encouraging research and extension. The current

ninth development plan also stipulates the conservation ofecosystems and genetic resources as an integral

part of natual resource management and has emphasized their preservation, promotion, and management

with the involvement of local people throu$ ensuring equitable shuing of benefits.

The in situ conservarion of Nepal's biological resources has gained momentum after the initia-

tion ofthe ProtectedArea System (PAS). The PAS includes fifteen protected areas. Various types

ofprotected areas created under the 1973 act cover representative samples ofPalearctic and Indo-

Malayan flora and fauna, Royal Chitwan National Park (RCNP) and Sagarmatha National Park

(SNP) are included in the World Heritage list. At present Shey-Phoksundo National Park is being

considered for inclusion on the list. Other protected areas have national significance in the protec-

tion ofNepalt species and landscape.

HMG/N has introduced various measures to address the increasing global concern for wildlife man-

agement and conservation in representarive ecosysrems through institutional development, legislative

instruments, and program implementation. National level wildlife conservation and management took

shape both legally and institutionally only after the establishment of the DNPWC and enactment of the

1973 NP\[CAct. Section (3) of the act empowers the government to declare 
^ny Pafi of an area as a

nationd park, wildlife reserve, hunting reserveJ or conservation area. The RCNP and Langtang National

Puk were the first gazetted as protected arex in I973.The act prohibits most human activities-wildlife

hunting, livestock grazing, and cultivation in the protected areas. Licensed hunting is provided for in

Dhorpatan Hunting Reserve.

In an amendment to the 1973 NP\[C Act, the government introduced the protected area category

of "conservation area" where wildlife management and peoplet livelihood issues are jointly undertaken.
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The conservation and community development activities were concurrendy and initially undertaken in

the Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP). The success ofACAP has demonstrated the possibili-

des for peoplet involvement in the conservation and sustainable use ofbiological resources. The Makalu-

Barun Consewation Area under the joint administration of HMG/N and The Mountain Institute has

also adopted the same ACAP model in the conservation and development of the uea. A similar approach

has also been initiated in the management of Kanchenjunga Conservation fuea with the collaboration of

\(lorld \Tildlife Fund-Nepal Program.

HMG/N's efforts in wildlife conservation through habitat conservation and management and initia-

tion of antipoaching measures have demonsuated an increase in the population of some threatened spe-

cia. For example, the population of the one-horne d,thino (Rhinoceros unicornis)in RCNP alone increased

from sixty to ei$ry individuals in the late 1960s to 460 in 1994 and is now believed to be well over 500.

Policy and Legislation

The importance of conserving wild species of fauna and flora was first recognized by HMGiN in Nepalt

first five-yeu plan (1956-1961), The first legislation to protect Nepalt wildlife was introduced more than

a hundred yeus back in the 1840s by restricting the hundng of certain wild animals. The Central Zoo

was also established during the Rana regime. The first practical measures to conserye Nepalt endangered

fauna stuted with the establishment of Mriga Kung as a royal hunting reserve in the disrict of Chitwan.

The associated Rhino Patrol (Gainda garti)began in 1961 and was largely successfrrl in stopping the poach-

ing of luger mammals. However, whether the positive protection measures ounveighed the 'hegative" losses

ofanimals to the huntert gun is not known. Suklaphanta dso became a royal hunting reserve in 1965.

Management of wild animals was initiated with the decluation of RCNP along with the enactment of the

Nationd Parla and \fildlife Conservation Act,1973. The other Terai/Siwalila protected areas were cre-

ated later: Royal Suklaphanta lfildlife Reserve, Koshi Tappu \fildlife Reserve, Royal Bardia National Park

in 1976, and Pusa \flildlife Reserve in 1984. The protection of Nepalt flora and fauna is ensured within

the PAS lugely following the IUCNT criteria. The policy and legal measures made for these purposes have

national application, and there are few aspects tailor-made to suit the different conditions and threats to

wildlands in each physiographic zone.

Polky

The government has initiated various conseryation policies for biological diversiry and forest conser-

vation: the Master Plan for the Forestry Sector (MPFS) (HMG/N, ADB, FINNIDA 1989); National

Conservation Strategy (HMG/N and IUCN, 1983); Nepal Environmental Policy and Action Plan

(HMG/N 1993); and the current (ninth) five-yeu plan. The old policies were formulated before Nepalt

ratification of the global Convention on Biological Diversity (LINCED) in 1992 and hence the policy

measures do not cleuly reflect the need to conserve biological diversiry in the spirit of UNCED. k is

only in the last decade that the widespread realization of the importance of conserving the eartht bio-

logical diversiry has emerged.

In 1991 the revised forestry sector poliry following from master-plan recommendations had as a

major objective of the conservation of ecosystems and genetic resources. It has recommended measures

for the sustainable management ofland and forest resources according to their ecological capacity to

ensure the conservation offlora and fauna, with priority given to representing the various ecosystems

in the PAS. The policy recognizes the need for carrying out environmental impact assessments before
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implementing development programs, and calls for minimizing park-people conflict, and the regula-

tion of tourism activities.

In the same year ;$ the MPFS was published, a National Conservadon Strategy was prepared and

endorsed by the National Planning Commission. It recommended the protection of areas that contain

essential habitats for terrestrial and aquatic mammals, migratory birds, freshwater fish, and rare and/or

endangered species. It seela the conservation ofNepalk natural resource base through sustainable use.

The Nepal Environmental Policy and Action Plan, as endorsed by the Environment Protection Coun-

cil in 1993, recommended:

the preservation ofendemic and endangered species and their habitats;

the promotion ofprivate and public institutions for biological resource inventory and

conservation; and

the strengthening of the capacity of the DNP\(C to act as the main institution responsible

for biodiversity conservation.

The Ninth Five-Yeu National Dwelopment Plan has recognized the role of local people in managing

Nepalt forests by sharing the benefits that accrue from them. This signifies HMG/N's resolve to involve

local people in the management and share benefits with them. This new direction in policy is critical since

an increasing spiral of poverty and environmental damage threatens the forest resources. The plan esti-

mates that 42 percrntofthe population live below the poverry line, lacking the basic necessities oflife.

The plan calls for7,510 community forestry users' groups ro be constituted during is five-year period. By

the end ofjuly 1 998, 6,600 forestry users' groups were formed, coverin g an area of 450,000 hectares. The

environment and resource conservation policy of the current plan calls lor the recording of the countryt

natural heritage and expanding the conservadon ofbiological diversity.

A further revision in the policy is being made ro accommodate our commitment towards wildlands

and biodiversity conservation wherein it is recommended that the present land use will remain the same.

\ifilderness values will receive prioriry in managing protected areas. Species, their mixture and composi-

tion, wildlands, and ecosystems will be recognized as essential elements for creating biodiversiry.

Forestry resources will be managed and udlized according to their ecological potential, A holistic

approach will be taken up for managing biodiversity on an ecosystem basis. Collaborative manage-

ment planning of forests, watersheds, wildlife, and national parks will be promoted.

Ugislation

Nepal has several government decrees on wildlife conservation. The Wild Conservation Act of 1972

was the fir$ to identify the need for special protection of wildlands and biodiversity in the country. This

act provided legal protection to the rhinoceros and tiger habitats in Chitwan. As a result, a rhino sanctuary

was established, which is now a part of the Royal Chitwan National Puk. The conservadon act ol 7972 is

considered to be a leading legal document for the conservation ofwildlands. k provides a reguiatory mecha-

nism for the conservation of protected areas and wild species. It has been amended four times. This act

also empowers HMG/N throu$ DNP\flC to propose and establish six different categories of protected

areas, namely national puls, wildlife reservesr strict nature reserves, hunting reserves, conservation areas,

and buffer zones. The Buffer Zone Act, the fourth amendment, is an area in which peoplet participadon

is pivotal to the protection of biodiversity in a given protected area. Under the act, NPWC regulations

(bylaw$ are site specific. For example, National Parla and \7ildlife Conservation Regulations, 1974;Roya)
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Chitwan National Park Regulations, 1974; \flildlife Reserves Reguiations, |977;HimaJayanNational Pula

Regulations, 1979;andKhaptadNationalPukRegulations, lgS5.TheForestAct,1991 andtheregula-

tions made thereunder are relevant instruments in decluing protected forests, wetlands, and special ueas.

Several acts on conservation such as the Aquatic Animals Protection Act, 1961; the King Mahendra

Tlust for Nature Conservation, 1982; and the Soil Conservation Act, 1982 are in force. The above ue

directly or indirecdy concerned with conservation ofbiodiversiry at various stages.

lntur n atio n al Cs nu entio ns

Nepal, a signatory of the Convention on InternationalTiade in Endangered Species ofVild Fauna and

Flora (CITES), restricts trade and uansit ofendangered species offauna and flora. Nepal is also a member

of the International Tropical Timber Organization.

The DNP\IC is the management authority for the implementation of the convention. Similarly,

Nepal is a member of the Ramsu Convention for 
'Wetlands 

Conservation and of the World Heritage

Convention.

Also, in February 1994 Nepal approved the Convention on Biological Diversity. The convention has

three objectiver. They are:

1. Conservation ofbiodiversiry

2. Sustainable use ofthe resources

3. Fair and equitable sharing ofthe benefits uising from the use ofthe genetic resources

Land t'Lse

The Mater Plan for the Forestry Sector using Land Resources Mapping Project data has divided the

land use ofthe country into six categories, which are:

L Cultivated lands

2. Noncultivatedinclusions

3. Grasslands

4. Forestlands

5. Shrublands

5. Other lands

Existing land also divided into five phpiographic zones based on the ecological characteristics ofthe

country.

1. High Himal: This zone occupies 23 percent of Nepal. It lies benveen the upper limits of

forest vegetation and the crest of the Himalayas. It is an area of rocla, ice-covered massifs,

snowdelds, valley glaciers, and meadowlands, The mountains form one of the most rigid

climatic buriers in the world, marking the northern limit of the monsoont influence. Most

of the high Himal is in a natural state, but many meadows on the slopes of glacial valley

have been overgrazed, resulting in sod breakage and soil movement. Overgrazing has

eliminated forests from many of the valley slopes and bottomlands. This zone, because of

its inaccessibiliry, is recognized as a natural wilderness area.
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3.

High Mountains:This zone occupies 20 percent of the country and consists of the land

between the heavy populated middle mountains and the almost unpopulated high

Himal. k can be described as the foot slopes of the laner. Its upper boundary is the

forest line at about 4,000 meters. It lies within about 2,300 to 3,000 meters on the

ridges, but as low as 1,000 meters in the valleys. The high mountain slopes are long,

straight, and steep, and therefore sensitive to erosion, giving high rates of sediment

delivery.

Mid Mountains:This zone is the great central belt of Nepal where the countryt origins

and characters are most deeply rooted, with an area extending to about 30 percent ofthe

kingdom. It is composed almost entirely of a network of ridges and valleys; less than 5

percent is flat land. The iowest part is the river bottomland in the east at about 300

meters. Long and intensive use ofthe land is attested to by intricate, extensive terrace

systems and inevitabiy by a larger number oflandslide scars, areas oferoded soil, and loss

offorestland.

Siwalihs:The SiwaJila are the series of low, hogback ridges in a sinuous pattern that runs

the length of Nepal. They enclose several cultivated vallep, locally known as inner Terai, or

duns, and some intricately dissected out-wash plains. This zone occupies 13 percent ofthe

country at an elevation of 120 to 2,000 meters. The Siwalila are the first and lowest ridge

of the Himalayan mountain system. The Ganges plain is at their southern foot; the

Mahabhuats Lekh, the southern edge of the middle mountains, lies to the north. Most of
the ridges remain under forest because their coarse-textured stony, shallow soils and steep

slopes make them unsuitable for cultivation.

Terai:This zone is bounded in the north by the first ridges ofthe Siwaliks; its southern

boundary is the Indian border. It covers about 14 percent ofthe country. It is a plain

whose elevation ranges form 60 to 330 meters, with a gentle southward slope of less

than 1 percent. Along its northern edge lies the Bhabar, a subzone characterized by

boulders and gravelly, very fine-drained soils, which make it suitable for agriculture.

The Terai is being developed agriculturally and industrially, so there is heavy pressure

on its forests.

4.

Status of wildlands

\flildlands are recognized as forestlands designated as limited use areas, which are categorized as pro-

tected areas such as national puls, wildlife reserves, hunting reseffes, conservation areas, buffer zones,

and strict natue reserves; protected forests such as Siwaliks, wedands, habitats ofendangered specia, and

sensitive ueas, inciuding the northern Himalayan range, which is highly inaccessible. Recently national

watersheds were also added to the list. However, the suict nature reserve, a category ofprotected area des-

ignated and managed mainly for wilderness protection, has yet to nke its place in Nepal.

There are some places that are maintained or managed, in their original wildlands, for conservation of
ecosystem and genetic resources. Such wildlands include prorected areas and protected national forests,

hi$ Himal, and wetlands. Protected areas cover national parla, wildlife reserves, hunting reserves, conser-

vation areas, and buffer zones. The Forests Act, 1 993 authorized the government to declue any part of a

national forest as protected forest for its environmental, scientific, and cultural or other importance. So,

protected forests could include some speciai forest patches, Siwalils, and wedands.
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TABLE 2: List of National Parks and Their Areas

Area Cotered in
National Parks Thousands ofHectares Physiographic Zone

Royal Chiman National Park

Sagarmatha National Park

Langtang National Park

Rara National Park

Shey-Phoksundo National Park

Khaptad National Park

Royal Bardia National Park

Makalu Barun National Park

93.2

114.8

171

10.6

5)>.>

22.5

96.8

150.0

Terai and Siwalila

High Himal and

High Mountains

High Mountains

High Mountains and

Middle Mountains

Terai and Siwalii<s

Tbtal 1014.4

NationalParl<s

National Puk and \fildlife Conservation Acr, 1973 authorized the government to declare any area that

is important for environmental, scientific, cultural, or orher aspecrs as a nadonal park. Eight protected

areas are thus fu declared as narional pula. The namesJ areas, and approximate physiographic zones cov-

ered by these national puls are given in table 2.

These national pula have been declared basically for in situ conservation offlora and fauna. RCNP is

the oldest world-acclaimed national park in the country. ks main objective is the conservation of the one-

horned rhinoceros, which once existed over the entire Indian subcontinent. It is estimated from the cen-

sus that about 500 rhinos live in Chiman. Besides rhino, the park also supports other endangered animals

such as tiger, gharial, crocodile, and birds like the great hornbill. This is also the most visited park in the

country due to its easy accessibiliry. Every year about 64,000 tourists visit this park, giving approxi-

mately U.S. $800,000 as revenue to the government. Likewise, Royal Bardia Nadonal Park supports tige!

elephant, and other species. Similarly, national parla in the high Himal and high mountains support snow

leopard, red panda, musk deer, and many rare plant species, which are used in Eastern medicine.

Wild,life Reserves

Wildlife reserves are also declared according to the National Parla and Vildlife Conservati on Acr. 797 3 .

There are five protected areas declued as wildlife reserves so far. The names, areas, and approximate physi-

ographic zones covered by these reserves are given in table 3.

These wildlife teserves also support endangered animals such as swamp deer in Royal Shukla Phanta

\fildlife Reserve and wild water buffalo in Koshi Tappu \Tildlife Reserve. Besides these endangered

animals, these reserves also support endangered animals like tiger. Other animals like deer and bear,

and rare plants are also supported by wildlife reserves. Shivapuri V'atershed and Vildlile Reserve was

established with the main objective of generating clean and potable drinking water to the Kathmandu

valley. Major rivers that flow in the Kathmandu valley, such as Bagmati and Bisnumati, originate fiom

this reserve.



TABII 3: List ofWildlife Reserves and Their Areas.

Area Couered in
ViAnife Reserues Thousands of Hectares Pltysiographic Zone

Royal Shuklphanta \ifildlife Reserve

Koshi Thppu \Tildlife Reserve

Parsa \Tildlife Reserve

Dhorpatan Hunting Reserve

Shivapuri Vatershed and \fildlife Reserve

30.5

49.9

t32.5

14.4

Terai

Terai

Terai

High Mountains

Middle Mountains

Tbtal 244.8
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Conservation Area

In 1983 an amendment to the National Parks and \Tildlife Conservation Act, 1973led to the creation

of*re conservation area category ofprotected areas. Conservation areas ue declared with the objective of

biodiversity conservation, as well as supporring local people throu$ the use ofresourca in their localiry.

There are three protected areas declared a! conservation areas so far. Manaslu Conservation Area is on its

way to declaration by HMGiN. The names, areas, and approximate physiographic zones covered by these

conservadon areas are given in table 4.

Conseivation areas, with the purpose ofbiodiversity conservation, are completely different from

national puls because local people participate in biodiversity conservation in these areas. From their par-

ticipation, local people dso get direct and indirect benefits such as availability offirewood, forage, and

timber; and opportunity for employment and income generation throu$ guiding trekkers, teashops, and

more. In such cases, local people get benefim from special income generation activities based on local raw

materials such as grass and bamboo. These conservation area programs are supposed to help with

biodiversity conservation due to the improved economic status of local peoples.

IABII 4: List of Conservation Areas and Their Areas

Conseruation Areas Area Couered in Approximate

Thousands of Hectara Pltysiographic Zone

Annapurna Conservation Area

Makdu Barun Conservation Area

Kanchanjangha Conservation Area

762.9

83

165

High Mountains

High Mountains

High Mountains

Tbwl 1,010.9
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Buffer tutnes

According to the 1993 amendment of the National Park and Wldlife Conservation Act, 1973, a buffer

zone could be declared by HMG/N around the national parks and wildlife reserves. Buffer zones are de-

clared within and outside the national parks and wildlife reserves close to villages and human setdements.

In some protected areas, such as RCNB RBNB KT\7LR, P\fLR, RSWTR the buffer zone declaration

and management is already under way, while for others the process is being initiated. Once declared, buffer

zones are managed according to Buffer Zone Managemenr Rules i996. For buffer zone management, the

warden of the national puk or wildlifc reserve has to prepare an overall management plan. This plan will

designate areas for different activities and identify programs lor buflcr zone development. According to

the management plan, government forests in the buffer zone could be handed over to local user groups as

their own communiry forests to fuIfil1 their subsistence needs lor firewood, fodder, timber, and other for-

est products. As in community forests, management of buffer zone forests will be the entire responsibiliry

ofbuffer zone user groups. These groups oflocal people in buffer zone government could spend 50 per-

cent of the revenue earned from the protected area for loca] community develooment worla.

Siwalihs

Siwalils ue also a very important region for wildland management and biodiversiry conservation. There

are many flora and fauna that exist in the Siwalila and Terai. Two national parls in the Terai cover part of

the Siwalils. In biodiversity conservation together with Terar, Siwalils support endangered species such as

tiger, rhino, and black buck. This region also supports many small animals such as Indianpangolin (Manis

nasicaudata) and hispid hue (Caprokgus hispidul. These endangered animals are in the Siwaliks out-

side the national parks. Besides these, Siwaiila also support threatened species such as butterflies, birds,

amphibians, and reptiles. Siwalila also support threatened plants such as HoTa amoniana, Clcas ?ectinata,

sari sal (Dalbngia ktifolia), canes (Cahm1s, Cabmy leptwpada), and so on.

Wetldnds
'Wetlands 

are critical for a number of endangered species such as water buffalo, swamp deer, fish-

ing cat, gharial, and gangetic dolphin. Even tiger, rhino, and elephant spend considerable time re-

laxing in wetlands. Although Sukla Phanta and Koshi Tappu \fildliie Reserves, as well as other

national parks and wildlife reserves, cover some wetlands, there are many other wetlands that are

outside protected areas. Ghodaghodi Tal of Kailali, Ghatal of Dadeldhura, Jagadishpur Reservoir

of Kapilbastu, and Maipokhkari of Illam are famous wetlands in Nepal. Similarly, Saptakoshi,

Kaligandaki, Narayani, and Karnaii and its tributaries are important for biodiversity conservation.

These wetlands support many endangered species of birds, reptiles, and amphibians as well as other

important small lives. About 187 species of birds are known to depend on wetlands. Of the wet-

land birds, thirty-nine species are identified as threatened at the national level. Out of fifty-one

important wetlands in the Terai, Biodiversity Profile Project has collected baseline data from forty-

two. These wetlands are in jeopardy due to conversion into agricultural land after draining out the

water. As a signatory of the Ramsar Convention, Nepal is also internationally obliged to protect

such wetiands. Y/'etland sites in Nepal are estimated in table 5.

Protrcted, Torests

In Nepal there are many government forests that are outside the protected area system but are

rich in biodiversity. Most ofthese areas are not yet officially declared as protected forests. However,
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TABLE 5:Wedand Sites in l'|epal.

Deaeloprnent Region Hill and Mountains Tbrai Total (%r)

Number ofSites % Number of Sites o/o

Eastern
Central
'Western

Mid'\0'estern
Far \Testern

24
r5
lo
22
2

{e.e)
(6.3)
(6.6)
(e.o)
(0.6)

18
47

)+
12
62

(17.4)
(15.3)
(14 1\

(5.0;
(25.6)

42
<)
50
34
64

(17.4)
(2r.5)
(20.7)
(14.0)
(26.4)

Tbtal 79 (32.6) 163 (67.4 242 (too)

they are protected in practice for biodiversiry conservation. Most management plans made for sustainable

forest management call for protection ofsensitive ueas such as Siwalila, habitats ofendangered species, and

wedands, as well as double the width ofthe river on each side. They also have potential to be converted

into protected ueas in the future. Important protected forests that are rich in biodiversiry include Milke

Danda for rhododendrons, Similarly, Phulchoki and Nagujun are important for the conservation of vui-
ous plants and animals. Resun$a Forests of Gulmi; the Badi Malika Forest lying between Achham, Bajura,

and Kalikot; and forest patches of Tiijuga and Ratuwamai of Jhapa are also important for wildland and

biodiversity conservation. Protected forests are more important in the midhiils because this region is repre-

sented by only 1 percent of the existing protected uea q,stems. F-stablishment of big national puks or wildlife

reserves in the midhills is also not possible due to the mosaic setdement pattern of villages. Therefore, the

midhills must get priority in esablishing protected forests so that all imponant flora and fauna are protected.

Special Areas

These ueas include hi$ Himal and important high altitude watersheds, which are also important wild-

lands for biodiversity conservation. Animals like musk dee! snow leopard, and blue sheep exist in this

region. Important trees like Himalayan birch (Bauk utilis), Abies sputabilis, and Juniperw indica ue found.

in this region. Similarly, important medicinal plants such as yarchagumba(frrngus in caterplllar) and sibjeet

exist in this region. Because ofits remoteness, study ofexisting biodiversiry in the region is very limited,

and we may find many new species when it is studied in detail. There is also controversy in the collection

and export permits given to the collectors of medicinal plants growing in these areas. Some claim that

they are being overhawested. However, baseline data are lacking and we needs continuous monitoring to

know the status of harvesm. High Himal has a unique importance for the magnificent view.

lvnp acts o n Sustainability

Sustainability requires continuity, firli participadon, a holistic approach, ecosystem-based management

planning, and benefits in perpetuity. It is therefore necessary that Nepal embark upon management

planning ofis forestry resources, taking into account the multifaceted roles ofthe wildlands for biodiversity

conservation in order to protect and conserve all qpes of ecosystems. At the same time Nepal must man-

age forests to produce goods and services for the people, manage watersheds to safeguard life and prop-

erty, support agriculue to produce crops, and implement community deveiopment activities for enhancing

local economies.
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Due to the lack of conservation programs, some animals, such as clouded leopud, are on the verge of

extinction in Nepal. The problem is thou$t to be worse in flora. Many plants lrom Nepal are supposed

to be extinct due to their heavy harvesting for medicinal purposes.

Poaching of animals is still a big problem. To control poaching of animals, the Royal Nepal Army is

mobilized in national puks and wildlife reserves. Severe punishment-up to Ps. 100,000 in fines and

fifteen years imprisonment-is given for the poaching of threatened animals. In spite of all these initia-

tives, animal poaching has not stopped. Tigers are killed for their bones, rhinos are killed for their horns,

and musk deer are killed for their musk. Recently, there has been a change in the model of controlling

poaching. Antipoaching units have been formed that consist ofrangers, game scouts, and local persons.

These antipoaching units are mobile teams. They travel fiom village to village and get inlormation about

poachers' plans to kill the endangered animais. This information is communicated to the wardent office.

This measure is very effective, and the rate of poaching has come down. However, presently such teams

lack communication equipment.
'!fith 

the low economic status of the poor people residing near these important wildland areas,

sustainabiliry will be questionable in the long run if the economic status of the people remains as it is

today, Therefore, local community development, employment, and income-generation programs must be

implemented for the benefit of the people residing near these wildlands. Efforts are being made for imple-

menting programs such u training for income-generating activities (weaving, handicraft making, trek guid-

ing, etc.) that directly help in biodiversity conservation. Such programs are incorporated in the Makalu

Barun Conservation fuea Project, the Park People Project, and also in other conservation areas.

In the traditional protection model, there have been conflicts between protected area staff and local

people, because once a park is established, local people are banned from gening the benefits that they have

been traditionally getting from the protected areas:

. Collecting forest products

. Grazing domestic animals

. Clearing forests for agriculture

. Channeling water from protected areas to agriculture

. Collecting animals and their eggs

. Setting fires for new grasses and hunting

In the present conservation model with the declaration of conservation areas, a management plan of

the area is prepared in collaboration with local people. Local people manage the conservation areas for

their subsistence needs, including firewood, fodder, and timber, with biodiversity conservadon as the

top priority.

For conservation of plants, HMG/N has prohibited the extraction of rwo species of medicinal plants,

and ten species are prohibited for export in raw form. Prohibited species for collections are:

Cordlcep inewit (yarsagumba) and, Dactylorhiza hataguea (panchaunle)

Species prohibited for export in raw form are:

, Cordyceps sinensis, Dacrylorhiza hatagirea, Cinamomum glnucescens jhay (bchens), Abies

spectabilis, Nardnstachys grandifura, Rauwalfa serpentina, sikjit, Taxus wallichina, and.

Valeriana wallichii
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FutureProspeds

\fildlands ofNepal have attracted international interest and regional concern. Conservation and man-

agement of forestry resouces must be carried out in a holistic manner on an ecos)ttem basis. Programs

under the MFSC must receive frrll support at home and abroad in order for millions in Nepal, India, and

Bangladesh to prosper.

Aprt from RCNP and SNP being recognized as outstanding natural areas of the world, Kanchanjan$a

Conservation fuea is included as the Gift of dre Nature on the WVF list. Ifork is underway enlisting

Shey Pholaundo National Park to be included on the \forld Heritage List.

However, theie ue ffemendous costs involved in protecting these wildlands. Eighty percent of the total

budget ofthe DNPI7C is spent on protecting puks, reserves, and conservation areas. Certainly, deputa-

tion ofthe army has saved the biodiversity ofthese places, but this issue should be considered for estab-

lishing new national parls.

Park-people conflict has been a never-ending problem, so studies have to be conducted on the use of

resources without affecting the biodiversity ofthe uea. For example, in recent years cutting ofthatch grass

has been dlowed in Terai national pula and wildlife reserves for about fifteen days. This has also gener-

ated some income for puk management. So fu, impact of cutting thatch is not considered as negative in

the biodiversity management of the area. If done in the right way, such an approach will help in getting

more people to participate as compared to strict protection in protected areas. Such an approach ofrev-

enue collection and use of national puk resources is dso emphasized in the ninth plan of HMG/N.

The midhill ecosystem is represented by only I percent of the area in the existing protected area sys-

tems. In the mid-hills, there are no big patches of forests left that can be managed as national parks or

wildlife reserves. Moreover, in the midhill people live in mosaic patterns in forests. At the same time,

this region supports forty-four mammals and,147 birds, out of which 1 10 species are at risk. So, in the

midhills, biodiversity conservation should be an important component of community forestry programs

wherever possible.

For sustainability of biodiversiry in wildlands, local community development programs, local income-

generation programs, and ecotourism programs are very important in Nepal. Presendy, the ninth plan has

also emphasized the importance of these programs.

For nationwide wildland conservation, the existing capability of the DNP\fC also has to be strength-

ened. Althou$ the Deputment of Forests staffis supposed to protect wildland biodiversity ouside pro-

tected areas, they have other work and ue not trained in biodiversiry management. So, such issues must

be tackled in time.

As a small developing country, Nepal's needs ue varied and required heavily in different sectors, and

the government does not have enough money to suppon the necessary programs. So, the MFSC is in

the process offormulating the Nepal Tiust Fund for Biodiversity Conservation, with cooperation from

the \forld Bank. If everything happens in the planned way, this trust fund should be operating within a

few years. If this materializes, operation of the Nepal Tiust Fund for Biodiversity Conservadon will be a

big step in biodiversiry and wildlands conservarion.

So fu, efforts of HMG/N are seen as being positive towud biodiversity conservation. There is also an

improvement in the status of endangered animds, which is proved by the fact that the population of rhi-

nos has increased from approximately eighty in the 1960s to 500 at present. In Nepal, due to the lack of

financial resources of the government and poor economic status of local people residing neu wildlands,

biodiversity conservation is still a challenge and remains vulnerable. Institutions such as IUCN, \7\flF,

and UNDP should continue generous suppon of the programs. At the same time, the government has to
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show more commitment toward the conservation of biodiversity in rhe wildlands. Financial assistance from

bilateral donor communities, UNEB GEF, and so on, is necessary. If all of these issues ate resolved, sus-

tainable biodiversity conservation in Nepal will become a realiry and global communities can enjoy the

benefits from wildlands conservation in Nepal.

TABIE 6: List of ilational Parks and Their Areas.

Area Couered in Approximate

National Parks Thousands of Hectare Physiographic Zone

Royal Chitwan National Park

Sagarmatha National Park

Langtang National Park

Rara National Park

93.2

114.8

171

10.6

Siwaliks and Terai

High Himal
High Himal and

High Mountains

High Mountains

High Himal
High and

Middle Mountains

Terai

High Himal

Shey-Phok-Sundo National Park 355.5

Khaptad National Park

Royal Bardia National Park

Makalu Barun Nationd Park

22.5

96.8

110.0

Total 1014.4

TABLE 7: List of Wildli{e Reserves and Their Areas.

tVildlife Rexrues
Area Coaered in Approximate
Thousands of Hectare Phyiographic Zone

Royal Shukla-Phanta \Tildlife Reserve
Koshi Tappu'\Tildlife Reserve
Parsa lfildlife Reserve
Dhorpatan Hunting Reserve
Shivaouri'Watershed and \Tildlife Reserve

30.5
17.5
loo

t32.5
14.4

Terai
Terai
Terai
High Mountains
Middie Mountains

Total 244.8

TABLE 8: List of Conservation Areas and lheir Areas.

Area Couered in Approximate
Conseraation Areas Thousands of Hectare Physiographic Zone

Annapurna Conservation Area
Makalu Barun Conservation Area
Kanchanjangha Conservation Area

762.9 High Mountains
High Mountains
High Mountains

83
165

Tbtal 1010.9
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Protected, Sri Lanka

Lyn de Alwis

T Sri Lankain AncientTvnes

J he old Asian belief systems, based largely on agricultural societies, saw the wilderness as provider of
all human requirements. It was to be treated with awe and respect so that its bounry could be shued

with all other living beings within it. Humanity was in no way superior. Spiritually, the wilderness was

seen as a source of inspiration and healing for troubled minds. Whether it was Lord Buddha, Jesus Christ,

or Prophet Mohammed, they all withdrew into the quietness of the wilderness to contemplate, to seek

the truth, or to pray.

Sri Lanka was fortunate to receive the gift ofBuddhism some 300 years before Christ, bringing

with it love and compassion for all beings, especially for the forests. King Dharmasoka of India and

King Devenampiya Tissa of Sri Lanka were great friends, and the former was quick to share gifts

with the latter. No sooner had he embraced the teachings of Lord Bud&a than he sent his son to the

Sinhala king to share the message of this great truth. Latet King Dharmasoka sent missionaries to

Sri l,anka to explain the Buddhist dharma. One teaching explained that humanity and all living beings

were equal:

O great King the birds of the air and the animak haae an equal
right to liue in this hnd a"s thou: the land belongs to the people and
all lioing beings and thou art onb the guardian ofit.

The ancient texts and chronicles bear witness to the fact that monarchs, clergy, and the laity ensured

that this principle was never violated. Every opportunity was taken to spread this message throu$out the

country. The concept of ianctuary" for animals was born.

Vhile protection ofwild landscape for watershed purposes is an ancient practice in Sri Lanka, the sanc-

tuary concept preceded even that. In a twelfth-century stone-pillar inscription near Anuradhapura, the

king (Kini Nissanka Malla)

ordcred by beat ofdrams that no animal should be hilled within a
radius of7 gaw [I gaw = 5.1 krn] ofthe ci4t ofAnuradhapura; he

gaue security to anbnals, he gaae security to thef.sh in the 12 great
tanhs, he gaue security to birA.

t15
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Herd of elephants at the Uda Walwi National Park, Proro corlnTEly 0F lru ot ALwts.

In direct contrast to this was the kind of sanctuary that the British declared in 1909. They were "game"

sanctuaries in which only game was protected for sportsmen to kill. Actually, by the twelfth century, Sri

Lanka had reached the zenith ofher prosperiry as an agricultural nation. She had been referred to as 'ihe

granary of the East." By this time Sri Lanka's population, though not 20 million as some historians sug-

gest, was "exploding'in the face ofprosperity. To have succeeded in transforming natural ecosystems

into a comprehensive agrosystem meant that people practiced stringent water and soil conservation meth-

ods. The clever King Prarlaama Bahu who reigned in A.D. 1 153 decreed that "not a single drop of water

received from rain escape into the sea without being utilized for human benefit."

The irrigated agricultural land became the centers ofdense populations and perhaps the abode ofroy-

alry, state officials, and feudal lords. But outside ciry limits and the salctuaries the land was mostly forest.

On the fringes, rural people lived in self-contained villages. It is here that we can trace the essence ofsus-

tainable living-a concept that the Vest is very magnanimously trying to educate the East in, so many

centuries later.

Outside the sanctuary limits, forests fell into two main categories--crown forests and wastelands. Crown

land was, as the nam€ implies, forests belonging to the king and into which only royalty had access. rVaste-

land was unprotected forests where people practiced 'tlash and burn' or shifting agriculture.

The status quo of sanctuary crown land, and wasteland may have sufficed when the old kingdoms were

established in the flat lowlands ofthe country. But after the thirteenth century waves offoreign invasions,

mostly from India, and recurring epidemics of malaria drove the Sinhala kings into the salubrious high-

lands, an environment unfamiliu to them.

As more setders moved into the hill country more forest had to be opened up. This called for more

planning in land utilization, which was accompanied by appropriate soil and water conservation techniques.
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Their success paved the way for another golden age in Sri Lankas history-the rise of the Kandyan King-

dom in the hili country. As soon as agriculture moved into the hill country the crown forests were fur-

ther categorized into royal forest, forbidden, or sequestered forests, and were used for defense and other

pulposes.

The royal forests virtually surrounded the royal palaces and were the preserve of the kng. No common-

ers were allowed entry. For example, one of these forests survives today in Udawattekele, which is situated

above the palace of the last king of Kurdy, behind the Temple of the Tooth.

Equally well protected were the forbidden forests (Sinh. Thahansi kale), which were invariably dense

evergreen forests that contained streams and rivers. These were the first wilderness areas to be protected

for ecological purposes. Colonial rulers on the rampage from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries

cleared the magnificent forests of the hill country. They respected a few of them, thus some of these

forests survive today as protected wilderness areas, although their size is drastically reduced. The Sinharaja

(Rain) Forest, the PeakWilderness, the Maha Eliya montane forests (subsequendy renamed Horton Plains

after a British governor) are some of the better-known Thahansi kales. All these wilderness areas were

actively protected by paid kale horales, the equivalent oftodays forest rangers.

the ColonialPeriod

At the turn of the sixteenth century ruthless Portuguese armies urived. The invasions, which began in

1505, bolstered by ums and ammunition, made short work of the Sinhalese defenses and quickly cap-

tured the maritime provinces. Though they plundered the natural wealth ofthe country and exported it
by the shipload, they didnt wipe out the forests. But their devastating elephant capture operations and

wildlife killings left the country stunned.

After 150 years, rhe Dutch made their aggressive appearance, vanquished the Portuguese, and decided

to stay for 150 yeus. Being a maritime power, the Dutch concentrated on the coastal areas, strengthening

the trade activities of the Dutch East India Company. They moved into the hinterlands only to plant cin-

namon and other spices, which were valuable commodities ar thar dme.

Among the colonial powers, the British did the most damage to the wilderness areas, regardless of
their protected status. Apart from their single-minded desire to subjugate the people, they set about plant-

ing economical tea and rubber crops for which the lush forests protecting the hill country were system-

atically annihilated.

They heardesly dispossessed the people of all their land and completely destroyed the very essence of

life in this blessed country. At one point, the British laid absolute claim to 95 percent of the land. The

crown forests of the Sinhala kings were subtly changed to crown land under the British Crown.

Not only did they usurp all village land, they also introduced a culture ofviolence roward wildlife.

Then came the roads into the hill countrv whose construction was described bv Karunaratne in his

work Udawattehele.

'4s the years went by Tnan! more roads were opened up in the hill
countryt, ofien passing through former royal sequexered forests, with
the aduent of the cffie industry more and rnore acres of uirgin jungle
clothing the mountainsides disappeared before the ltlanteri axe.

So the Asian concept of conservation through sustainable use of natural resources disappeared, at

least in this country, through the ignorance and/or greed of the colonial rulers. Ifhen the need for
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conservation became necessary the British returned to a draconian culture ofcontrols, laws, and pun-

ishments, which destroyed peoplet participation in protecting the land. To this day, even after fifry

years ofindependence, rural people cannot comprehend the change.

The curator ofthe Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, Dr. J. Hooker, got the governor to stop the senseless

destrucdon of forests in Ceylon (Sri tanka). This observation led the British administration to formulate

a Forest Act in 1885 and a Forest Department in 1887, with the intention to slow down the

oveiexploitation.

Even this notewonhy step did not do much good for wilderness protection because the act only regu-

lated foresry activities that brou$t more revenue to the government. Forests were not considered to have

ecological importance to 4griculture or to soil and water conservation. A was customary, wildlife came within

the purview of the Forest Deputment. But in those euly days the Forest Ordinance paid scant respect to

the animals, their protection, or their needs. Having ransacked the hill country and driven its fauna into the

inhospitable dry thorn scrub and monsoon forests of the lowlands, some energetic British marlamen banded

themselves together and formed the Ceylon Game Protection Society in 1894. Even thou$ their inten-

tions may not have been altogether altruistic, the sociery did agitate lor the introduction oflaws to protect

their targets ("game") such as elephant, buffalo, deer, leopud, and bear. The efforts resulted in the first piece

of legidation to protect "game" in "game sanctuaries" throu$ the Game Protection Ordinance of 1909.

Much to the ch4grin of the Fores Deputment hierarchy, the government entrusted the task of administer-

ing the ordinance to the selfsame sociery. This is perhaps the first time that wildlife was privatized.

Sri Lankas first wuden ofwildlife, Mr. C..W. Nicholas, reported in i951 the history of wildlife conser-

varion. He stared that after the Great \far of 19i4 to 1918,

cheap, singb-banel breech loading shotguns were imported [into Sri
Lanhal in hrge numbers, motor car headlights and electric torches

began n be used to facilitate the shooting of animals on and offthe
roads at night, and the skughter of wildlife reached such proportions

that an Ordinance to amend the Game Protection Ordinance was

introduced in the Legislatiue Council in 1926.

A new era for wildlife dawned after 1930 when Sri Lanka adopted the new Donoughmore Consdtu-

tion, which allowed local members of the State Council to hold Cabinet portfolios. To our good fortune,

nature conseryation (forests and wildlife) came under the minister for agriculture and lands, Mr. D. S.

Senanayake, who became independent Sri Lanka's first prime minister. An epochal change occurred when

the Game Protection Ordinance was replaced by the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance on March 1,

1938. On that same day Sri Lankas first rwo national parls came into existence, namely Yala and \Wilpattu.

Conseruation in
lndependent Sri Lanka

Althou$ Sri Lanka only gained independence in 1948, Britain appeared to be losing its grip on coio-

nies like India and Ceylon long before that, as it was fighting a world war. This enabled the more enlight-

ened citizens, backed by the Game and Fauna Protection Sociery to press for more reseryes and also to

give autonomy to wildlife protection. The latter was achieved in part by creating the post of deputy war-

den who was in charge ofwildlife protection under the Forest Department. The conservator of forests was
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Silhouettes at sunset in Dry Zone Wildernes. Psoro coutrrsr or Ln or ALwr.

de facto warden of wildlife. This status quo continued until October 7,7949, when autonomy came at

last and a new department was instituted. The first firll-time wuden took office on December 1, 1950.

Several categories ofprotected areas were dweloped under the new ordinance. Two principal catego-

ries were defined: sanctuaries that gave total protection to wildlife but allowed human activiry because

the land was not necessarily state land; and national reserves that were on entirely state-owned land. The

national reserves were subdivided into strict natural reserves, national pula, and intermediate zones.

The breakaway from the "big brother" (Forest Department) so soon after Independence proved to be

giant step for the future of wildlife and wilderness protecdon. 'We 
were also unique among Asian coun-

tries, and the following benefits accrued:

Better protection for the indigenous fauna, which until then foresters derisively referred to

as'vermin'

Better protection offorests (ungle$ from timber extracdon and other forms ofexploitation.

The wildiife department became the sole "owners" of its territories.

More opportunities for scientific research and education

Public access for aesthetic and emotional interaction with wild places and their inhabitants,

which proved to be essential to resist political pressue on land from such reserves

Strict natural reserves provided protection to animals and plants and provided research opportunities.

Only researchers were allowed into these hallowed portals. Core areas of the \filpattu and Yala National

Reserves were declared strict natural reserves, which benefited the fauna. Ritigala, a unique mountain massif

in the rniddle of the dry zone, and Hakgala, a I ,980-meter peak clothed in monrane forest, were declued

to protect unique flora.
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NationalParks in Sri Lanka
Shdre Sivnilarities to Parl<s Elsewhere

Intermediate zones, ostensibly buffers between nadonal parks and viilage forests, were open only to

so-called sportsmen. If they were classified as buffer zones, in which no shooting was permitted, they

may have survived by serving a better purpose.

It was not undl the late 1950s that the department formulated a conseryation policy. Field surveys,

research, and scientific methods gathered momentum and resulted in the creation of more specialized

national reserves. The most significant of these, the Jungle Corridors (or Link Forest), were reserved to

mitigate the fiagmentation of habitats, especially elephant habitats. In the 1964 amendments to the or-

dinance, Jungle Corridors entered the statute book, as did Nature Reserves. The first Nature Reserve was

Horton Plains at an elevadon of 1,980 meters and was a wilderness par excellence (today it has been

elevated to the status ofa national park, which is mostly accessible only by foot).

During my forry years of service to wildlife and wilderness (thirteen of them as director of wildlife con-

servation) and in my dealings with politicians, I had to shed my bureaucratic mande and try to under-

stand their anxieties. This is where my village background held me in good stead. By appreciating the

politiciant viewpoint, I wu able to make him or her see the animals' viewpoint, so to speak. I was accused

of being parochial, but I can say as an "elder" conservationist that unless one has a passion for the wilder-

ness and the wildlife in it and considers the national reserves as being sacred, one has very litde reason to

cue for them!

Ve have been able to save the wilderness areas entrusted to the department and have added to them.

The recognition ofJungle Corridors and subsequently ofbuffer zones and refuges has increased wildlife

habitats from 10 percent ofthe countryt forest cover in 1950 to 12 percent today. This constitutes 50

percent oftotal forest cover in the country a fact ofwhich the Forest Department is somewhat envious.

Today, the deputment loola after a totai of seventy protected areas covering an area of some 336,178

hectares. In addition, the Forest Deputment also takes care ofseventy-three protected areas with a total of

65,500 hectares. Today Sri Lanka has a National Heritage and Wilderness Act by which those listed

therein are inviolate. This act, passed in Parliament in 1987 , is ofgreat reievance today,

What aboutthe(uture?

Our approach to conservation mu$t experience a paradigm shift. The shift is a choice between forging a

partnership wirh the people whose lives are mosr affecred by wildlife-whether it be conflict or coopera-

tion-or perpetuating the fallacious thinking that humanity is superior to all beings and continue with

senseless human-made confrontation with animals. I have shown that Sri Lanka is an agricultural country

and that the conservation practices, which enabled the smooth transition from ecosystem to agrosystem,

were absolutely conect. The pseudoscientific attitude toward problems caused by conservation methods

originating in industrialized countries will never solve our problems.

Laws, controls, and a police officer's attitude widen the gap between stakeholder and administrator. So

often, much ofthe land in reseryes was actually wrested from the villagers' forefathers by a single stroke of

a colonial pen. Small wonder then that we cannot expect or persuade "community participation' from

people so wronged.

Vhen I introduced the concept ofbuffer zones in the late 1970s, I wanted villagers to use the reserva-

tions for grazing cattle and collecdng firewood and timber. That process might have allowed people to

experience a sense ofbelonging. Alas, this process was aborted, but I hope the deputment will try again.
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Peak Wilderness Sanctuary with Adamt Peak in the foreground (6,000 feet above sea level). Prrom counnt ot Lru

or Arwrs.

Today, we live in the information age. I would like to see information being shared bemeen poli-

tician, policy maker, conservationist, administrator, and scientist. Unfortunately, the latter two are

losing their credibility-the administrator through a lack of conviction and the scientist in whose

presence the policy maker becomes defiant or suspicious. We must remove such barriers and learn

to speak to one another for the good ofwildlife and wilderness. That will create a correct path to

the future. Mav that dav soon dawn.
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ln 1962 Noel Simons (in his book call ed Between the Sunlight and the Thunder) sud,

Those who haue not been priuileged to see Aficai muhitude of
wild animals in all theirformer grandeur haue dfficuhy uisualizing
how East Afica must haae appeared half a centuryt ago. A person

whose preuious experience has been limited to seeing a handful of
animal"s behind bars will naturally be impressed by his frst glimpse

of half a dazen girffis or a pride of lions in the Nairobi National
Park, and may wonder why the conteruationists are fussing.

This remark fiom Simons offers a backdrop for discussing wildlife in Alrica today. Today remnants

offormer larger herds urgently need protection. tVhen reviewing records ofpast naturalists and talking

to the few surviving elders who witnessed the coming of the Europeans to Africa at the turn of the

century, it is important to note that what strikes our generadon as a wealth ofwildlife would have ap-

peared comparatively insignificant to them. What the Europeans described as large, must have been

large indeed.

In the last three decades I have witnessed Kajiado District ofKenya lose three quarters ofits wildlife. In

1972 when I started work there as habitat ecologist, it usually took us three hours to drive from Nairobi

to the Thnzanian border town of Namanga. The journey was slow but an adventure through animal traf-

fic. One had to literally drive throu$ thousands of herds as they traveled across the rolling Athi Kapiti

plains. Today, the same trip takes about the same time but through human uafic, as there are no visible

signs of wildlife. The whole route is now dotted with human settlements. The Athi Kapiti plains have

been settled, and Nairobi and Amboseli National Parks, which were once joined by a corridor of wildlife

herds, are now islands ofwhat will soon resemble outdoor zoos.

Africa is experiencing an environmental crisis. Developments on the continent over the last three

decades have decreased wildlife habitat and threaten the survival of the former migratory herds that

have characterized the African landscape for centuries. \fildlife habitat is giving way to agriculture and

urbanization in the face of increasing human pressure.

Accompanying poverty erodes basic human values for conservation and breala down the social struc-

ture ofsociety, which has always favored resource conservation. This uend demands an urgent response of
equal magnitude to responses during drought and other natural disasters. By looking at trends, the impli-

cations for the future of wildlife conservation in A.frica can be surmised. To avoid generalizations, this

discussion focuses on Kenva. which has much in common with other African counuies.
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PopulationTrends

Kenyat population is today estimated at over 30 million, one of the highest growth rates-3.3 percent.

A population of 5.5 million was recorded in 1948, 8.6 million in 1962,10.9 million in 1969,13.5 mil-

lion in 1975, and in 1985 a population of 20 million was estimated. Over 90 percent of the population

live in rural areas. At the time ofthe last census in 1988, the average person was less than fifteen years old

and accounted for over 50 percent of the total population. This is a general trend for many countries in

Africa today.

With one of the highest population growth rates in the world and such a severely limited area of
fertile soils, some districts have reached and some have exceeded their carrying capacity. In western Kenya,

for example, it is estimated that with present population growth rates, as many as 8 million people must

find nonagricultural employment or move away from the region by the yeu 2000. Only then will farms

become economical and not deteriorate into lowlevel subsistence farms. Areas of marginal lands are

being put under snatch crops. And due to the unreiiable rainhll in these areas, people tend to occupy

higher elevations on the slopes of hills, which invites soil erosion, No rainfall can mean a total loss of
the crop. The general result ofthis form ofagriculture, in these delicate areas, is to convert potentially

good qualiry grazing land (for livestock or wildlife) into areas of lowered fenility, liable to experience

water and wind erosion.

A situation exists in Africa today where land use interests such as agriculture, ranching, wildlife man-

agement, forestry, and water conservation-each of them valid and nationally productive uses of land-
are in some instances in competition and often in conflict over large areas of the continent. Not only

are various arms of government in disagreement or confusion on these issues, but this is compounded

by the demand ofthe landless and increasing population, which are haphazardly realized in the absence

ofclear policies.

Planting snatch crops to secure an accessible food supply is an understandable practice, especially in

marginal lands experiencing population pressures. People living in these areas are anxious to safeguard them-

selves against the prospect offamine and ue perhaps unable to obtain revenues fiom livestock sales due to

disease buriers of flooded stock routes. But in the national interest, there mu$ be developed techniques

of land management and systems of socioeconomic administration calculated to reduce (and eventually

eliminate) agrarian malpractices.

fhe 5 o cio eco nourc Situatio n

Poverty is perhaps the biggest threat to conservation in Africa today. Most African countries have a

modern sector where the patterns of living and working are similar to those of the developed countries,

but they also have a nonmodern secto! accounting for the vast majority of the total population. In the

nonmodern sector there exist patterns of living and working that are not only profoundly unsatisfactory

but are also in a process ofaccelerating decay.

This discussion will focus on helping to alleviate the problem ofthe rural poor, because these are

the neighbors of conservation or wilderness areas and rhe people most affected by their establish-

ment. Although this does not in any way suggest that we neglect development in the modern secto!

it does imply that all successes in the modern sector are likely to be illusionary unless there is also

healthy growth (or at least a healthy condition of stability) among the miliions of people who live in

dite poverty and extreme hooelessness.
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The condition of the poor is chuacterized by a breakdown in the social fabrics of sociery. The work

opportunities of the poor ue so restricted that they cannot work their way out of misery. They are under-

employed or rotally unemployed, and when they do find occasional work, their productivity is exceed-

ingly low. Some of them have land, but often too little. Many have no land and no prospects of ever getting

any and with unemployment, they drift to the cities. But there is no work for them in the big cities either

and, of course, no housing. All the same, they flock into the cities because the chances of finding some

work appeu to be greater than in the village. Although population growth serves to further deteriorate the

situation, the situation of these people was not always a hopeless one. At the turn of the century there is

documentation that these societies were quite prosperous undl the social structures were broken through

wu slavery, The solution to alleviadng poverty cannot therefore be found in economics alone but also

through restoring the social suucture that has been destroyed. Conservation ofwilderness areas, which are

mosdy located in rural arzu, should concern itself with alleviating rurai poverty in order to get good neigh-

bors for conservation areas.

The primary need in this regard will be to eliminate unemployment of the rural poor by creating jobs

throu$ small-scale, rural agroindustries. The emphasis here must be on workplaces and not productiviry

because for a poor person the chance to work is the greatest of all needs, and even poorly paid, reiatively

unproductive work is bemer than idleness.

There is also another danger that the African people, as the people in dweloped industrial economics

have done in relation ro roxic wasres of their factories, will adapt to a steadily deteriorating environment.

In many parts ofAfrica where wildlife no longer exists, forests are gon€, and erosion is on the increase,

people no longer see these as environmental ills but as basic features oftheir chalged environment to which

they must adapt as best as they can.

\Tildlife in such cases is looked at as a thing ofthe past. In such cases where people seem more preoccu-

pied with survival than environment, there is need for strong governmental interventions to restore the

linkages between people and their environment.

Ciuil Strife and conflicts

Over the last three decades the situation in Africa has been unsetded. Various forms ofconflict exist

throughout the continent that are not only costly in terms of resource commitments and loss of human

life, bur ue having a great impact on the social and cultural stabiliry of many countries. All these factors

have bearing on the conservation of natural resources, and especially wildlife areas. First the commitments

to military expenditure far outweigh the resources being committed to essential targets like agriculture,

health, and education and therefore serve to deepen the already desperate situation ofpoverty. k is diffi-

cult to think ofconservation ofresources without any alternative means for livelihood.

Secondly, the breakdown of families and social structures and the displacement of many people from

their homes are perhaps the most fu-reaching effects ofthese conflicts on conservation. Living in balance

with nature is the backbone of Afiican culture and social setting. The disruption of the family completely

disrupts this basic social fabric of the African sociery leaving a situation whose ultimate outcome is diffi-

cult to predict. The cultural basis for conservation is completely broken as luge groups ofpeople roam the

continent as environmental refugees without any specific place they can call home.

Third, since the displaced people must have a livelihood, which is dependent on agriculture, they setde

in the only remaining open spaces, and these many times are protected areas.
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Fourth, the confusion that follows civil strife tends to favor opportunism whereby the temporary

winners tend to take advantage ofthe loss ofvigilance from conservation authorities to exploit wildlife

resources for their trophies and short-term gains. Some ofthe protected area estates are excised for settle-

ment or even sold to entrepreneurs for fuming or mining.

In the case ofalleviating poverty, conservarionists cannot sit on the fence in light ofall these events.

They should be important participants in the peace processes. The idea oftransfrontier peace parls is one

innovation that seems most promising. If conservation areas car be the source of cross-border collabora-

tion between Afiican nations and can contribute to tourism, education, and research, there can be no bet-

ter form of conservation-based technical cooperation.

G o u er n 6nce and lnstituti o ns

The issue of governance and the functioning of those institudons charged with the management of
wildlife resources are major concerns to the future of wildlife resources. The issue of governance is related

to the disruptions that occur during civil strife and political upheavals. The seuch for stable forms ofgov-

ernment in manyAfrican countries has taken a bit longer than eulier expected. At the time ofwriting this

Paper there are various signs ofinstability caused by military, tribal rivalry and other factors ofinstitu-
tional mismanagement.

Many governments ue still rnilitary dictatorships. This means that informed modes of decision mak-

ing, which would be a prerequisite for organized natural resources management, are lugely lacking. This

also means that new approaches being adopted and tried elsewhere in resource management have hardly

even been considered in most of the situations. The priority of military-based governments is obvious,

and a great pan of their budgets is channeled towud the military.

Institutions charged with looking after wildlife resources tend to be weaker than the other insdtutions,

both in terms ofpersonnel and budgets. This has the natural effect ofweakening the needed supervision

of wildlife activities in the field. But sometimes it is not quite the issue of budgets because in some coun-

rries wildlife resources have euned adequate revenues, but these revenues are not usually used for conser-

vation. Apart from the issue of appropriation, there is the issue of mismanagement and corruption.

Mismanagement sometimes results from the lack ofwell-informed management capaciry whereas corrup-

tion results from the lack of discipline and commitment of government officials. This is in turn the result

oflack ofaccountabiliry both in the traditional and the modern sense. This situation can only be cor-

rected throu$ disciplined and committed leadership.

(uture Directisns

Although the situation may seem grim, it is by no means hopeless, as imaginative policies implemented

by a new generation of committed and sincere leadership could still help the situation. In some countries

where conflicts have decreased and new dynamic leadership has emerged, as in Ghana and Uganda, there

is considerable recovery of some wildlife populations, and the reconsuucdon effofi of the economy is sun-

ing to show some results. There have also been several innovations attempted on a small scale in different

countries, for example Integrated Conservation Dwelopment Programs and biosphere reserves, which show

a measure ofhope but still need considerable support so they can take root in the systems. The following

suggestions are made for a broader approach and are not a blueprint for all countries. These suggestions

are conditional to good governance and peace.
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1. Protected ueas should be put and parcel ofthe land use plan ofthe region in which they

ue located and their contribudon to the whole environment both ecologically and

economically should be recognized.

2. Protected areas (especiallynational park$ should be centers in a mosaic ofvuious land

uses. Radiating from the park at the center, with its poliry of minimal influence from

humans, should be possible concentric zones ofincreasingly more intensive subsistence and

commercial aaivities.

3. The major use in national parla and similar protected areas should remain that of

providing a home for the wildlife, with controlled tourism and local game viewing. This

home should be maintained in *re ecologically healthiest form possible, and this will mean

management measures such as population control through cropping and prescribed

burning. Resulting meat from such control work should be given to the surrounding

populations.

4. In a progressive manner, the zones surrounding the protected area should posibly be

multiple use areas, with use acdvities being less intensive at the area closest to the puk

border and most intensive furthest.

5 . Recognizing the low resilience of the faunal resource, activities immediately outside the

protected area or park zone should give prioriry to wildlife perpetuation.

6. Development centers should no longer be built within the parla or protected areas. These

should, as a general rule, be located on the park periphery but at a comfortable distance

from the local semlements, to avoid cultural pollution due to tourism. Structures must be

built to blend into the landscape.

7. Priority for positions in the tourist centers and visitor facilities, and also in the park

administration, should be given to the immediate community in which the patk or the

protected area is located.

8. The ecosystem in which the protected area or park is located should be clearly identified,

and the family units located in it that would normally derive their livelihood from the

resources ofthe protected uea, should be appropriately compensated in various ways. Every

family in the ecosystem should receive a cash income derived from park revenues and

tourist activities in the area.

9, \Vhere still possible due to abundance of migratory game, selective hunting by local tdbes

for meat purposes, controlled by protected area managers through their local administrative

chiefs, should be allowed for the tribes in the ecosystem in the area outside the protected

area. Gate fees should not be charged to local people who want to visit the park. Public

transport should be made available by protected area authorities.

10. Although no reorientadon will automatically guuantee success, wildlife policies reformu-

lated dong the principles ofsmallness, simpliciry and capital cheapness seem appropriate

for the current circumstances in Africa. Permitting the selective use ofindigenous

techniques to harvest wildlife neu villages will enable local residents to use their own

traditional knowledge and skills to meet their subsistence needs and will reduce their

dependence on the outside supply.

In addition to restoring a large degree oflocal autonomy, such policies may free

government personnel for the more important roles of monitoring environmental quality

and providing education.
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The existing national parla and protected areas given an illusion offaunal security but are

inadequate to serve the purpose for which they were created. This is particululy true in

regud to preserving representatives of all indigenous species in their natural habitats.

Africa's national parla and protected areas contain examples of little more than wo-thirds

of major mammalian species indigenous ro rhe continent. The protected areas should

therefore be extended throu$ the above approach to embrace all areas ofexceptional

faunal significance.

In establishing new forms ofprotected areas in accordance with the above approach, the

rights of members of indigenous cultures to the lands they have traditionally occupied musr

be recognized, and any plans must be deveioped in consultation and in agreement wirh the

people involved. These ideas are neither revolutionary nor new, but conservationists who

like to see protected areas in neat packages are relucranr to apply these ideas. Any further

reluctance to integrate protected ueas in the landscape in Africa will be a sure road to rheir

total elimination.
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I he Republic of Namibia is situated on the southwestern coast of Africa, between the Atlantic Ocean on

th. *.rt, ,nd Botswana to the east. Its northern neighbor is Angola, its southern the Republic of South

Africa. It is roughly mice the size of California, or about the size of France, or one-third the extent of

India. It has a human population of some 1.8 million people, about the lowest densiry of anyAfrican

country othei than Botswana.

Namibia is a place of immense vistas, conrrasting terrain, and awe-inspiring natural beauty. It includes

parts of the Kalahui Desert to the east, and lying along the entire length of its misry and wild Skeleton

Coast is the oldest true desert in the world, the Namib, with some of the highest sand dunes on earth. The

cold and nutrient-rich Benguella Current provides important marine resources such as fish and fur seals.

In the south is situated the secondJargest canyon in the world after the Grand Canyon in the United

States, the hauntingly beautiful Fish River Canyon of some 60 kilometers in length. The majestic Baynes,

Otjihipa, Hartmann, Zebru andother mountain ranges are lound amongst the broad plains and valleys

of the northwesrern Kunene Province, which includes the legendary Kaokoveld with its desert elephants.

In rhe north, the immense Etosha Pan dominates the flat terrain within one of the more famous game

parls on the continent. In stark contrast to the rest ofNamibia, the northeastern landscape offers wet-

lands, reed beds, rivers, and swamps so characteristic of the Caprivi. Here, Zambia becomes another nei$-

bor, with Zimbabwe close by. The Victoria Falls are a short drive away.

Some fifteen ephemeral rivers snake their way through the arid terrain of the pro-Namib and Namib to

where their warers very occasionally reach the Adantic coastline. Elsewhere, a few other equally dry water-

courses are found in the south or wending their way through the Kalahari and eastern sandveldt. Apart

from these very majestic but normally dry linear oases, only a lew perennial rivers exist in Namibia, and

mosdy along the national borders: the Kunene, the Kavango, the Kwando/Linyanti/Chobe and theZambai

in the north, and the Ghariep, formerly known as the Orange, in the south.

The capital city, Windhoek, is situated in the central highlands known as the Khomas Hochland. Not

surprisingly, in such a dry country 
'Windhoek 

recycles more of its precious water than almost any other

capital city in the world, but with urbanizarion, the process remains a never-ending battle.

The twenry-one parls and recreation areas that Namibia has proclaimed represent thirteen biomes and

cover 13.6 percent of rhe total surface area of 824,295 kilometers2 of the country. Thus, proclaimed con-

served area amounls to some 112,104 kilometers2, or 11,210,400 hectares. The largest park, Namib

Naukluft, covers more than4.9 million hectares or 49,768 kilometers2, most of which is pure desert. By

comparison, the Skeleton Coast Park is 16,390 kilometers2, the Etosha National Park is 22,270ki\ome'

ters2, and'Waterberg Plateau Park is 405.9 kilometers2Up to 500,000 tourists visit Namibia annually;

the main attracrions are the scenery pristine environment, wide-open spaces, and wildlife. Tourism is the

t28
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fmtest-growing industry and currently the second biggest earner of foreign exchange after mining-well
ahead ofeven the agricultural and fishing industries.

At Independence, declued in 1990, Namibia became an example to the entire world when it included

futicle 95 of Chapter 11 in the constitution. This uticle states that

the State shall actiaely promote and maintain the welfare of the
peoph by adopting policies aimed at the maintenance of ecosystems,

essential e co logical processes, bio logi cal diuersity of Namib ia, and
utilization ofliaing natural resources on a sustainable basis for the
beneft of all Narnibians, both present andfuture; in particular, the
Gouernment shall prouide measares againx the dumping or recycling
offoreign nuclear and toxic waste on Namibian tenitory.

Namibia has acceded to several international meaties, including the Convention for the Protection of
the Ozone Layer; the Convention on W'etlands, or the Ramsar Convendon; the Basel Convention deal-

ing with transboundary movement and disposal of hzardous waste; the Convention on Climate Change;

the 1992 Rio Summit Biodiversiry Convention; the Desertification Convention; and the Convention on

International Tiade in Endangered Species. Besides nonconsumprive ecotourism, policies allow for and

govern sustainable utilization of natural resources such as trophy hunting and game farming, and the

establishment of conservancies on communal as well as on commercial land; an Environmental Impact

Assessment policy is also well in place.

tish River Canyon, Namibia. Ptoro w Dru Hrnmor.
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Namibia provides a home to several environmental organizations, including to the Africat Foundation,

the Cheetah Conservation Fund, the Desert Research Foundation, the Integrated Rural Development and

Nature Conservation, Namibia Animal Rehabilitation, Research and Education Cenue, the Namibian

Business Forum for the Environmenr, Namibia Centre for Holistic Resource Management, Namibia Evo-

lutionary Ecology Group, Namibia Environmental Education Network, Namibian Greenspace Project,

Namibia Nature Foundation, Riissing Foundadon, Save The Rhino Tiust, University of Namibia Envi-

ronmenral Society, the \Tildlife Sociery of Namibia, World Wildlife Fund (Namibia), the Namibian branch

of Euthlife Africa, the Namibian Black Rhino Fund (operated by Save the Rhino International), the Con-

servancy Association of Namibia, the Namibian Professional Hunters Association, the Namibian Vilder-

ness Association, and the Youth Conservation Corps. The Ministry of Environment and Tourism controls

environmental legislation and policy implementation nationwide. Plus, Namibia is blessed with an exuemely

environmentally aware and supportive leader-His Excellency the State President Dr. Sam Nujoma.

Vhile Namibia may be one ofAfrica's environmental leaders, only recently have wilderness issues been

debated. Understandably, much of Namibia is still de facto wilderness, and the necessity for legalized proc-

lamation of wilderness areas has not until recendy been felt. However, as we all know, even within the vast

proclaimed parls of this worid, wilderness is under threat, and Namibia will not be an exception. Even

the best-intentioned tourism and other management demands continue to make irreversible inroads into

the last silences, and one wonders where it will all end. There is a growing feeling in Namibia both within

the public and the private sector that, unless awareness is cultivated that would lead to legal entrenchment

and protecdon of wilderness zones, rhen even the great puls of Namibia will lose much of their character

and attraction in the fuure. In the case of Namibia, those who lobby for wilderness do not seek to wrest

flephants in the Hoanib River Valley, Namibia. Pttoro sY Dtnr HttltnlcH.
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more land from the people, but rather to push for the setting aside ofwilderness areas within the existing

parla as a start. If we set the example and display the benefits and wonderfi.rl uses to which wilderness cm
be put, then we may in time have candidate wilderness areas on communal and private land being sug-

gested by the citizens themselves, but that must come ftom the people if they so desire. \filderness ueas

do not confront but rather complement other forms ofwise land stewardship such as conservancies, and

sustainable use ofnatural resources such as hunting.

In Namibia, the wilderness effort officially stuted in 1984, when rhe western half of the \W'aterberg

Plateau Park in north-central Namibia was set aside as a wilderness area, encompassing 19,000 hectues of
the total park size of 41,000 hectues. W'aterberg is a sanctuary for rare and endangered species in Namibian

terms, where animals such as black and white rhino, Sable antelope, roan anrelope, disease-free buffalo,

tsessebe, and eland are managed in order to restock areas where they formerly occurred. In spite ofsuch a

specialized management goal with all the game capture, translocarions, monitoring, and protection mea-

sures that accompany it, the fact that halfthe park was declued wilderness does not detract from manage-

ment efficiency. On the conuary, wilderness status forcing us to conducr mosr monitoring and antipoaching

patrols on foot and on horseback has probably enhanced the standard of these activities and our knowl-

edge ofthe area.

In 1985 extensive reconnaissance ofthe wilderness was conducted on foot and on horseback, and sug-

gestions for utilization were incorporated in the managemenr plan. Two Tiails Camps were sited on the

edge of the wilderness area. The first \flilderness Tlail was conducted in May of 1986 , and 132 trails fol-
lowed over the next ei$t years. ln 1993 Dr. Sam Nujoma, president of the Republic of Namibia, visited

the \flaterberg to welcome and thank volunteer Raleigh International venurers tasked with the building
of the third liails Camp,

In 1994 Vice President Al Gore of the United States visited and walked in the rVarerberg \flilderness

fuea' In 1995 the Youth Conservation Corps of the Ministry of Youth and Sport undertook a voluntary

long-term program stretching over three years for unemployed Namibian youth, involving the reconstruc-

tion of the two originalTiails Camps.

ln 1996 the first international Vilderness Management Symposium on the African conrinent ourside

of South Africa was hosted at the Vaterberg Plateau Park. Over 100 panicipanrs were presenr from eight

countries. Immediately following this went, the \flilderness Action Goup of Southern Africa held the

first Basic Wilderness Management Tlaining Course for rangers and wardens of the Ministry of Environ-

ment and Tourism (MET). In 1997 additionat basic and advanced lflilderness Management Tiaining
Courses were held at \flaterberg.

In 1998 third-year students at the Polytechnic of Namibia-pupil wardens taking their Nature Con-

servation Diploma-attended a three-day Vilderness Tiail at'Waterberg. This is now an established put
ofthe curriculum for final-year students.

The Namibian Academy forTourism and Hospitality (NATH) has sent aspiring field guides on three

Mlderness tails at Vaterberg, to be followed by a five-day wilderness-oriented Field Guide Tlaining
Course in the park. This is now a compulsory course for students wishing to obtain their Field Guide

Badge with NATH.

The fourth Tails Camp was completed on the edge of the wilderness area. To date, over 200 three-day

Vilderness Tlails have been held at V'aterberg for some 1,400 people over a period of twelve years.

A third basic and a second advanced Vilderness Management Tiaining Course were facilitated. In
1998 several groups were included-the MET staff members of the public, and nongovernmental orga-

nization (NGO) representatives working with rural communities and communal-area conservancies with
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Waterberg Wilderness Area Namibia. Ptoto u Drtrt Hrrttltc

a potential for establishing wilderness and diversifring tourism opportunities. A total of fifty-nine

Namibians, mosdy MET staf[ have undergone Vilderness Management Tiaining Courses over three years.

In July 1998 the Wilderness Action Group facilitated a mo-day Wildernes Information Vorkshop for

a total of thirty-three attendees including MET stafi members of the public, NGOs,'Waterberg Conser-

vancy, the regionai governort office, and the press. Immediately after this workshop on July 19, 1998'

concerned participants met to form the Namibian Wilderness Association to network on wilderness is-

sues, disseminate information, educate, and fund raise for wilderness training, and generally further wil-

derness issues to the benefit of all Namibians.

Ms. M. Kapere, our director of resource management in the Ministry of Environment and Tourism,

hosted a meeting in 
.\flindhoek 

with course lacilitators of the Wilderness Acdon Group from South Africa

and the United States, to become more informed about wilderness issues.

In July 1998 at the Daan Viljoen Game Park near Vindhoek, Senior Varden T. G. Cooper and Namib's

regional scientist Dr. Hu Berry delivered a presentation on wilderness history principles, protection' man-

agement, and training to the regional meeting called by the depury director ofthe central and southern

regions. Mr. Haindongo is supportive of wilderness and is keen to initiate wilderness zones in parla under

his control.

In late 1998 Raleigh International and the Youth Conservation Corps joined lorces to complete re-

construcdon of the older Tiails Camps, with overseas and local business financial supPorl. Finally, the

first issue of NamibianWldernes, the newsletter of the Namibian \Wilderness Association, has just been

released, and public response is extremely encouraging.

Namibia is the first African country to have Vilderness Management Tiaining as one of the oificially

accepted, annually avaiiable, and roudnely presented courses within the conservation body ofa state, al-

thou$ we have to seek financial support to hold them each year.
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Namibia does not have specific wilderness legislation as yet, and the only recognized and administra-

tively proclaimed wilderness area is that of the Waterberg Plateau Park, where Vilderness Tiails are regu-

luly conducted. The immediate goals are to esrablish wilderness zones within the other parks and to

seek proper legislation to safeguud wilderness at the hi$est level. Our Nature Conservation Ordinance

is being rewritten, and many hope that wilderness will be included as a specific caregory in the new act.

In October 1998 a document strongly proposing legal entrenchment and zonation ofwilderness areas

was under scrutiny at a high level within the Ministry of Environment and Tourism.

The interest and support for wilderness conveys the message that Namibia is concerned about preserv-

ing some of its wild and unaltered landscapes for generations to come. Remaining areas need to be identi-

fied, proclaimed, and wisely managed in order to ensure rhar Namibians of the future inherit a reasonable

quality oflife.



South Africa

lhe,'Status

,'of

Wild,ernes; Ad $iin South lfvica

William R. Bainbridge

T
I hir p.p.r considers *re wilderness areas of South Africa as a component of the national protected area

system, summarizes the history of wilderness conservation in South Africa, outlines the present status,

and considers some ofits values and frrture prospects for the national wilderness system.

fhe National Protected Area Systevn

The government of the new South Africa has inherited what is probably one of the best-managed

protected area sysrems of the developing world. This system provides South Africa with the authoriry to

take a leading role in international efforts to conserve biological diversity, one of the global imperatives

emphasized by ,\enda 21 of the United Nations Convention on Environment and Developm ent, 1992.

Some ofsouth Africas parla generate substantial economic benefits by attracting a relatively large number

oftourists, including substantial numbers offoreign tourists who bring foreign exchange into the country.

\flildlife tourism is expanding and appears to offer exciting prospects that create urgently needed

employment opportunities and diversify the economic base. Finally, tourism tends to have less damaging

environmental impacts than most of South Africat other major industries.

Vhile the wilderness areas of the country ar€ relatively small in relation to the greater protected area

system, they ue also of high quality and have been extremely well managed. Despite their relativeh restricted

extent, they nevertheless play a very important role in fulfilling vital functions such as water producdon

and conservation of extremely important natural communities. In addition, they provide specialized forms

ofoutdoor recreation, nature-based tourism, opportunities for renewal ofcultural identities, and spiritual

experiences that may not be available in other protected areas.

A Suuvnartq of the Historq of
Wilderness Conslrvation in Soith Afvica

South Africa is the only country on the African continent that has lollowed the World Conservation

Union Commission on National Puks and Protected Areas system of protected area categories' And in

1996 it included'Wilderness fuea (\7A) as one of its seven protected area calegories.

The history of wilderness conservation dates back well b efore 7996, however. The Umfolozi \filderness

Area was designated as a wilderness zone within the Umfolozi Game Reserve (now the Hluhluwe-Umfolozi

Park) by adminisuative arrangement in 1958. ln 1973 an amendment was made to the Forest Act of 1968

at the behest of Danie Ackerman, then secretary for forestry to enable Wfu to be legally designated in

q
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stare forests. The first VA to be legally designated in terms of this legislation was the Mdedelelo WA in

1973. Since that dme, a total of welve VAs have been designated, with a total area ofjust under 341'000

hectares. In addition, a number ofcandidate areas, including a further 86,500 hectues ofstate forestland,

have been proposed for designation as wilderness. Nearly 71 5,000 hectares ofland with wilderness character

within other protected areu have been identified for designation as wilderness zones.

The national prorected area system boasts of a total of 422 proteaedareas covering some 7.73 million

hectares, or about 5.5 percent of the country. Thus, WAs comprise only 2.8 percent numerically of the

designated protected areas, and their extent represents only about 0.5 percent ofthe entire protected

area estate.

The Forest Act is put ofnational legislation, and in the 1970s and 1980s it provided a higher degree

of legal entrenchment than that enjoyed by provincial legislation. This included a series of nature

conservation ordinances applicable to individual provinces, in terms ofwhich the provincial protected

area system was designated.

This arrangement has been criticized for several reasons. The provision under the Forest Act for the

protection of wilderness on srate forest was useful in that it enabled the designation of some extensive

areas ofland with true wilderness character and provided secure legal protection for these. However, the

legislation was (and is) only applicable to state forestland and could not be employed for other areas.

In a similar vein, rhe Nationai Parla Act has historically provided more secure legal entrenchment for

protected areas designated as national parks than the legislation protecting provincial reseryes. \X4rile the

act has provided strong legal prorection for the extensive national park system, some ofwhich ue large by

South African standards (e.g., Kruger National Park with i.96 million hectares), much of which has

wilderness character, the act does not specifically protect wilderness character, and makes no specific

provision for entrenchment of wilderness zones. Ar important aspect is that the National Parla Act is not

subservient to the provisions of the Mining Act, and thus the national park system is immune to the threat

of mining. In conrrast, the Mining Act takes precedence over the legislation prolecting provincial parls

and state forests, and these are not necessuily immune to the threat of mining.

Until recently, the provincial protected area system may, in some respects, be regarded as having been

somewhat disadvantaged, Some important protected areas (such as the Greater St. Lucia Vedand Park)

were designated under legislation that was less secure than that protecting the national park system, but in

some insrances, are cerrainly ofequal ifnot greater importance. Also, no legislation has been Put in Place

for the designation ofwilderness in these areas.

The Situation up to thePreseAt

Twelve areas were designated as wilderness bemeen 1973 and 1986. In 1986 the government of the

day decided to rationalize the national nature conservation program, and a number of functions and

responsibilities relating to naue conservation were devolved from the national down to the provincial

level. The ponions of state forest on which commercial afforestation was practiced were separated from

the natural areas. Extensive portions of the national forest estate that were managed for nature conserva-

rion and related functions (e.g., watershed management and the provision of public outdoor recreation)

were transferred to the provincial authorities. Responsibiliry for the management of the state forest wil-

derness system was included in the functions devolved, and thus almost the entire state forest wilderness

system was transferred to the custody of the provincial nature consetvation services.
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This decision had important implications for wilderness management in South Africa, in that inter alia

it can be argued that this move provided these organizations the opportunity to consolidare experrise in
wilderness management. Expertise in wilderness conservation already existed in organizations such as the

Natal Parla Board (now Kwlulu-Natal [KZN] Nature Conservation Service), and these reams were

suengthened by the transfer of staffmembers who had been responsible for the management of the state

forest wilderness system.

The transfer of responsibility for management of the state forest Wr{,s did not involve changes in their

legal status. Their designation remained within the provisions ofthe ForestAct, and thus their secure legal

entrenchment remained unchanged.

No changes to the national system that had been designated up to 1988 had taken place at the time of
the elections in 1994. That is, no areas have lost status, but equally, no new areas have been designated,

despite suong requests for legal status to be given to imponant de facto wilderness ueas that were previously

identified as candidate areas.

Assessinq the vdlues of
Wilderiess Sgstems

The present system is a major national asset. In the new South Africa, which is chuacterized by a het-

erogeneous society and an emerging economy, it is difficult, if not impossible, to generalize on popular

perceptions about wilderness conservation. h is likely that the majoriry ofsouthern Africans neither know

nor understand the meaning of th eword wildtmesswhen referring to a protected area category and there-

fore have no notion of the need for or values of the national wilderness system. It is important to demon-

strate that these areas play a vitally important role in the protection ofthe national natural resources and

have important functional, intrinsic, and social values.
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\Wilderness experts stress that wilderness should be managed as a composite resource, not as seParate

parts, because while many wildland resources such as timber, forage, and water can be appraised for their

monetaryvalues, others, especially wilderness, cannot be appraised in this fashion. The 1998 the Kumleben

Report stated "that prorected areas are of indirect economic value for the very reason that they do not

exist for their intrinsic economic value." \Vhile this is not disputed, it can be argued that areas set aside as

wilderness perform functions such as the production of water, to which indirect monetary value can be

affixed, and this should be considered.

Resource economists assess the total economic value of natural areas in terms of"use values" (direct and

indirect), and 'honuse values." Direct use values refer to traditional material values lor income earned

through use of the resources or environmental assets. Indirect use values of resources and environmental

assets relate to such funcdons as conservation ofbiodiversity resources and ecosystem health. Nonuse values

refer to the intangible benefirs, generally manifested as perceptions rather than tangible assets. Wilderness

experience and the use ofwilderness for spiritual purposes and healing are such intangible benefits.

A Swnvnartt of the values

of the South nfvicin Wilderness Systevn

The wilderness system of South Africa, like global wilderness systems, is valued for all of the

convenrionally perceived benefits. The following is a brief summary of some of the perceived values of the

present South African wilderness system, from the viewpoint of the Wilderness Action Group.

Exlteriential

Clinical psychologists and social workers have successfully used the wilderness systems in both the West-

ern Cape and in KZN for rehabilitation and healing programs for young people who have been trauma-

tized by internecine and political violence.

The \flilderness Leadership School has, in the past, organized awareness and experiential trails for many

thousands of leaders and prominent persons from many countries and communities. It is currently also

operating the National Opinion Leader Program which to date has involved 150 key political, communiry

and environmental decision makers. The program includes a wilderness experience comPonent that

enhances environmenral awareness, which in turn provides members of both Parliament and the provincial

legislatures with grearer knowiedge and skills. These leaders can then debate key environmental issues and

evolve personal viewpoints independent of environmental advisors.

A parallel program called Imbewu ("planting the seed of environmental understanding") aims to

empower talented black role models in nature and environmental conservation. The program has been in

operarion for almost nvo years and has already involved some 800 youths from disadvantaged communities

and urban townships. Part of the training involves a four-day wilderness trail. Recently, senior 'wise men'

from various African countries were invited to participate in a five-day Imbewu storytelling workshop in

the IGuger National Park.

Scientific and Ecological

The wilderness system, as put of the national protected area systemJ plays a significant role in the con-

servation of the following:

L Landscapes and scenic resources: Some ofthe most important scenic resources in the country

are conserved in wilderness areas. An example is rhe KZN Drakensberg, which has been
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described as "one ofthe great natural spectacles ofthe African continent." The scenic

resources will form part of the motivation for \florld Heritage status for the Natal

Drakensberg Park.

Water resources: Anumber of the designated wilderness areas conserve some of the most

important mountain catchment areas of the country. This is very significant in a counrry

where water supplies are a limiting factor to the industrial economy. Some examples of high

runoffcatchment conserved within wildernesses ue in the KZN Drakensberg wilderness

areas. These areas give rise to the mosr importanr rivers of the province and comprise the

primary water-source area ofthe Ttrgela-Vaal Project, which exports warer ro the
'Witwatersrand 

complex of Gauteng Province, the industrial hub of the country; and the

Cedarberg \7A (see below) in the Wesrern Cape, which protects the high-rainfall watershed

areas of the Olifants fuver and supports an important irrigation scheme in the lower

reaches ofthe river.

Biodiuersity resources, including endenic and threatened. species:Thewilderness system

conserves some ofthe mosr imporrant biodiversiry resources in the counrry and includes at

least three biodiversiry "horspots," defined as areas with high levels ofendemism and

species richness that are under threat. Important Vr\s that protecr "horspoC' areas in South

A-frica include the Cedarberg VA, which conserves a sample of the Cape Floral Kingdom;

the KZN Drakensberg Wr\s, which conserve portions of the alpine and subalpine

Drakensberg hotspot; and the VAs within the Greater St. Lucia Wedand Park, which

conserve examples of the Maputoland-Pondoland hotspot.

Wldrrnes resources:There is great land hunger in South Africa. The rate of development is

such that in the foreseeable future, no areas with wilderness character not currendy

protected by law wiil remain undeveloped or not be used for consumptive purposes. By the

4.

Itlzimkulu Wildernes Area, Natal Drakensberg Par( South Africa. Proro (orllrEsy 0F BILL BmrsRrocr.
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new millennium, it seems likely that the only areas in which true wilderness resources will

be secure will be in existing wilderness areas and in candidate areas (almost all of which ue

within designated protected area$ that have been identified for formal protection. It can be

ugued that the existing wilderness areas will acquire rariry value over time. Significantly, it

would seem that as demand for access increases with population growh and increased

standards of living and associated leisure time, the full brunt of demand for wilderness

experience will have to be borne by the relatively few existing wilderness ateas.

Incidentally, investigations undertaken to prepare nomination proposais for World Heritage Sites for

the Greater St. Lucia W'etland Park and rhe Natal Drakensberg in KZN have indicated that this presti

gious status is unlikely to be bestowed on portions of these protected areas that have been modified by

physical development, such as tourism facilities. In the case of the Drakensberg Park, at least, the only

sections thar will qualify for inciusion into the core World Heritage Sire will be the wilderness system

designated over twenry-frve years ago.

Sytiritual

Different national culrures revere the spirirual values of wildernesses in their own individual manner,

but there are many common threads. Programs such as Imbewu, referred to previously, foster this rev€rence

for the land. It is likely rhat the spiriual values of wilderness will receive greater a$ention as urbanization

brings greater numbers ofpeople into the cities.

Econovnic

The Kumleben Board oflnvestigation found unequivocally that nature conservation as such can never

be financially self-supporting. Vilderness areas, both internationally as well as in South Africa, are not

managed for their use values. Their benefits are composed largely, if not exclusively, of nonuse values.

Howevet the actual values to society make up the indirect values referred to earlier, such as the value of

the water produced from them, the biodiversiry resources they conserve, and their value as a primary

tourist atuaction.

The following two examples iilustrate this point:

I. The ualue for water production: As indicated, a number of the W,As conserye high-altitude,

high+ainfall mountain catchments. The four KNP VAs have a total extent of 117,300

hectares with a runoffof c. 750 mm. p.a. Total potentiai runoffis estimated at some 880

million mm. p.a. If it is assumed that 50 percent of the yield is used for the production of

economic goods, and that the monetary value to end-consumers would be about U.S. $ I /

mm., then the net monetary value would be in the viciniry of U.S' $ 440 million P.a.

Similarly, water yield from the Cedarberg !flA would be valued at about U.S. $215 million

p.a. However, it is not national policy to lery charges for catchment management Programs

to end- consumers. It should be emphasized that the data on which these estimates are

based is poor, and these values are provided for use as indications ofvalue, not to determine

real income. Funher research to determine more reliable estimates should be considered.

The aalue for tourism:The role of tourist attractions played by the wilderness areas is

primarily as indirect backdrop and existence values, but they are also valued for the

specialized forms ofoutdoor recreation and opportunities for cultural and spiritual renewal.

t.
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\flhile it is not possible to impute a direct value to the value of the national sysrem, the

KZN Nature Conservation Service estimates that the KZN Natal Drakensberg Park (of

which the wilderness system forms about a halfofthe total area) attracted about 20 percent

of the total number of tourists who visited the province last year, the value of which was

estimated at about U.S. $300 million.

A vuiety of community-based tourism initiatives are being established adjacent to most

protected areas in the country to service tourisrs. These initiatives vary greatly and may

range from craft markets, the sale offresh produce, and the provision ofaccommodation.

Such initiatives bring important empioyment opportunities to communities near protected

area systems that may have few other employment opportunides. Vhile some of the recent

initiatives are showing considerabie promise, the potential for community-based tourism in

the vicinity of the protected area system is considered to be substantial.

Cultural

Interest in cultural values manifests in many different forms. Some rural communities are identi$'ing

with protected area systems as a means of celebrating, and in some instances, reviving their indigenous

cultures. An example is the Khoisan Heritage Project, based close to the Tbitsikamma National Park and

the Baviaanskloof\flA. The Khoisan, the native people ofthat area, have lost much oftheir indigenous

culture. The objectives of the project are to reestablish the Khoisan culture and to identify with the wild

areas in which they evolved. The project inciudes alyareness programs and the promotion of community-

based tourism initiatives.

Education andTraining

The range ofeducational programs includes those referred to eulier and to a series ofother educational

programs. For the past eight yeus the \Wilderness Action Group, with the assistance of nongovernmental

organizations ${GOr) and official nature conservation organizations, has organized annual training courses

on wilderness management in both South Africa and Namibia for staffof the official nature conservation

organizations and others. Recendy, these courses have received international aid from the U.S. Forest Ser-

vice. Significant numbers of junior and middle management staffmembers have received training during

this period. It is believed that the courses have been material in mainraining management standardr of the

wilderness system. The courses, wherever possible, ue held adjacent to a wilderness area. Following recent

partnerships that are in the process of being formed with academic institutions in the United States and

KZN Province ofSouth Africa, plans ue currently being formulated to expand the scope ofthese courses.

Quo vadis Wilderness
Conservation in South Afyica?

Regarding pubiic suppon for wilderness conservation in the new South Africa, the hud faas are that:

t. the wilderness concept is hardly understood or appreciated by the ordinary South African

person in the street or villager; and

obtaining the support ofthe people, or more significandy that oftheir leaders, for the

concept is at least as important (but probably more important) than legd protection for the

long-term survival ofwilderness conservation in South Africa.
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Responsibility for the necessary acrion to remedy this situation lies with both the ofiicial narure conservarion

agencies as well as the wilderness-orientated NGO movements. Possibly neither ue sufficiently active to meet

the very luge hurdle that lies ahead, but with justification, it can be said that the initiatives in place have to a

considerable extent come from the NGOs. This is understandable in that wilderness conservation does not

feature on the national priority list, and the official nature conservation agencies have experienced enotmous

presswes since the introduction of democratic government, but their appuent inactiviry is not condoned.

In the view of the Vilderness Action Group, there is no question that it is in the public interest to

retain the present wiiderness system in its entirety, and whenever possible, to extend it. Ve are confident

that a significant number ofuaditional leaders and politicians are supportive, but far greater effort is needed

to nurture this support, and to meaningfully extend the support base.

Ihe Stnte of LegalProucrion

ls nored above, the minister of environment affairs and tourism established this Boud of Enquiry to advise

him on a number ofkey isues related to the organizadon ofnature conservation in South Africa in the future.

The boud, headed by Mr. Justice Kumleben, published a report that contains a number of fu-reaching

recommendations. The board has accepted the present protected area category system. It has also

recommended scientific appraisal of all existing protected ueas and identification of those that qualift for

rhe starus ofNationally Proclaimed Protected A,reas, which are considered to be a national asset and must be

safeguarded against unwarranted alienation. h is recommended that a panel of experts conduct the appraisals

and advise the minister. Should rhe recommendadons of the Kumleben Commission be accepted, the most

important protected areas in Categories I and 1 1 (strict nature reserves, wilderness areas, and national parls)

in each province will enjoy the same level oflegal entrenchment as do the present national parl$.

It is understood that each provincial nature conservation agency will promulgate legislation for the

protection and management of the protected area system under its control. This will include the

redesignation ofthe exising wilderness system in terms ofthe new legislation, without loss oflegal securiry.

According to the KZN Nature Conservation Service, it is envisaged d-rat not only will all existing wilderness

ueas in KZN be redesignated in terms ofthe new legislation, but existing candidate areas, including portions

of the Greater St. Lucia\W'etland Puk, will also be formally designated as wilderness area.

theproblevn of tunding for the Wilderness Sgstew

The official subsidies provided to the official nature conservation agencies have declined significantly

since the new political dispensation. By force ofcircumstance, the official agencies have had to curtail a

number of programs. The consequences of this for the conservation of the national wilderness system

are not clear, but the prognosis is less than optimistic. k is, however, clear that the situarion poses a

major challenge to maintain standards in the sound management of the national wilderness system.

This challenge lies both with the NGOs as well as the official nature conseryation agencies, but mainly

with the later.

Designation sf New Wildernesses

No proposals have been publicly announced to designate any new wilderness areas, other than in KZN.

However, as already indicated, in KZN and possibly elsewhere, it is planned to designate a number of new

wilderness zones within existing protected areas. It would seem that this is likely to be the pattern in the

future, as opposed to the designation of totally new areas as wilderness. The present legally designated

wilderness system and the candidate areas are listed in table 1.
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Conclusions

The national wilderness system of South Africa is a priceless natural heritage, ofwhich its citizens, its

government, and the official nailre conservation agencies, which have been responsible for maintaining

them in their present outstanding condition, may be jusdy proud. \(hiie ofrelatively restricted extent in

relation to the national protected area system, the system conserves vitally important watershed areas and

biodiversity resources ofinternational importance. These ue the only areas on public land in which true

wilderness experience is available. The system has acquired an international reputation, because it includes

the first wilderness areas to be formally protected on the African continent, and because of the high

standuds to which they have been managed. Considerable attention will be necessary from both the official

agencies and the NGOs to ensure that the system receives appropriate legal protection in the new

dispensation under consideration for the national protected area system, and that the high standards of
management afforded the system in the past is maintained.

IABII l: List ofWilderness Areas in South Africa.

Management
Authority Area Name

Areas designated under the Forest Act

Area (h)

27,000
48,000
14,000
28,300
5,200

17,400
64,400
21,800
14,200
23,600

66,00
11,000

26,00
5,000
5,000
4,000

1 5,000
672,200

9,500

11,000

KZN

D\TAF
NP
\TC
EC
\TC
\TC
EC
\TC

Mdedelelo
Mkhomazi
Mlambonja
Mzimkulu
Ntendeka
\W'olkburg

Cedarberg
Groendal
Boosmansbos
Grootwinterhoek
Baviaanskloof
Doringrivier

rYilderness Zones in Other Categories

KZN Umfolozi
KZN Lake St. Lucia, GStL\(Pk
KZN Mkuzi
KZN Mont-Aux-Sources
KZN Tembe Elephant Reserve
NPB

Candidzte areas

KZN
KZN
KZN

Kruger National Park

Tewate, GStL'W?k
Sodwana, GStLVPk 10,000
Marine SanctuaryGSILWPI<

D\7,i\F-Department of Vater Affairs and Forestry
EC-Eastern Caoe Province
KZN-KwaZulu-Natal Province
NP-Northern Province
NPB-National Parla Board
\(P-\Testern Cape Province
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tts Phil in ltaly
Ihe Historu andthe Successes

of rhe Mea as it ConservationPrincinle

Franco Zunino

I
Italy is one ofthe most populated countries in Europe. Its surftce area is 300,000 square kilometers; its

population is 58 million people. hs cities and towns are growing fast, due to increased birth rates and

emigration from the nearby poor countries of Eastern Europe, Africa, and Aia. Every year, new houses

are being built and old houses are abandoned. There ue also many new factories and large commercial

buildings. Roads, hi$ways, railroads, power lines, and pipelines are dividing up the territory.
'S7hen traveling in Italy, one rarely sees scenery without a house or other human-made structure in it.

Considering that fact, it may seem unbelievable that kaly has an increasing number of large wild animals.

There are golden eagles, wltures, and wolves living in the mountainous peninsula. There are brown

beus and lynx, the laner of which ue thriving after a reintroduction effort brought these animals back

following a century oftheir absence. There are two chamois species, ibex, red deer, mouflon, and other

hoofed animals.

These animals live in the remaining expanses of natural habitat and among humans in cities and towns.

They also live in wilderness areas that are unique to southern and central Europe and wirhin a few hours'

drive of many Italian cities and towns.

Most of these wilderness areas have been established as national or natural parls such as Majella Moun-

tain in central Italy, Pollino Mountain in the south, Val Grande in the pre-alpine mountainous region,

Maremma Chappual in the coastal hills, and Gran Puadiso in the northwest. However, the preservation

of these areas'wilderness characteristics is not assured. National and natural parls are primuily established

for animal protection, toudsm, and job development, and not for habitat protection. In addition, there is

little effort to set aside any other wild areas. Instead, more roads and hotels, picnic areas, and other tourist

uses place tremendous pressure on kaly's remaining wild areas. In a few yeus, Italy's large wild animal

populations may be living in a patchwork of small natural habitats and largely civilized lands.

Ifa wilderness preservation concept is needed in order to preserve the remaining large wild areas of the

world, from the tundra to the African savannal to the equatorial forests or deserts, a wilderness concept is

also needed in order to preserve the remaining small wiid and "ancient" places ofsouthern Europe.

This big+pirited American idea, proclaimed by conservationists such as Henry David Thoreau, John

Muir, Aldo kopold, and Robert Marshall, must be spread all over the world. It must be understood and

explained to people in countries like kaly, where the rich people of the world, with their style of life, are

negatively impacting wilderness. Everyone must understand the importance of wilderness preservation.

t44
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For almost fifteen years, the Italian \flilderness fusociation has worked toward this goal. Finally, the

idea has taken root, even despite hud opposition in the environmental world. Beginning with some smdl

"stamps ofwilderness" obtained through iocal public authorities, the association has helped create a sys-

tem of Italian \flilderness fueas that ue uniquely different from National or Natural Parla fueas.

The first real victory for the wilderness idea movement took place in kaly in 1992 with the establish-

ment of the Val Grande National Park, which is the wildest area of the European Alps. This achievement

provided an example ofwilderness that people could experience and thereby appreciate the importance of

preserving other wild areas.

The kalian \flilderness.Association formed in 1985 to further the wilderness idea and share the con-

servation concept with others, This work helped establish the first official \filderness A,rea in Italy and

Europe: Fosso del Capanno, which is a small section ofa larger wild and roadless valley. This area now

includes Regiond Forest Service lands and municipal public lands and is composedof 760 hectares,

enclosing almost all the remaining roadless area.

In recommending'Wilderness Areas for the preservation of specific places, the association has adopted

the U.S. oiteria of selection and delimitation, but with a European adaptation to account for ancient hu-

man settlements where there are many artifacts and where past human activity is still evident. A second

important adaptation was needed to account for the vast amount ofprivate property and for the rights of

local people to use natural resources on public lands.

The association worked in a democratic fmhion with municipal government representatives to estab-

lish Fosso del Capanno and set management standards for the area. Some of these standuds include no

road building or artifact collecting but allow renewabie natural resource use on private iands and in some

public areas.

The association adopted two key concepts during these poiitical actions: "self-resoludon," suggesdng that

local people actively preserve their own "environmental treasues" by themselves and not by means of out-

side authorities; and "rational use ofthe renewable naturd resources" such as hunting, wood cutting, ald

pasturage. (Tourism is alother "rational use" being adopted today.) Vithout making allowances for the lat-

ter concept, it would be almost impossible to obtain local suppoft for environmental preservadon in Italy.

The most important considerations in such a selective criteria were the wild aspects of the area to be

protected. Vas it isolated with a wild place as its core? Did it have integrity with no roads or utility lines?

Finally, the legislative aspects needed to be addressed. Since Italy had never before designated such

a wilderness area, there were no state or regional laws in existence to guide the process. A kind of

nonformal moral agreement was first suggested: promote the idea of respecting the area. Latet a for-

md agreement was made that provided strict protective criteria for the area. The process was extremeiy

democratic because it incorporated locai consciousness about the values ofa wilderness area. Conse-

quently, the iocal people were directly invested in the areat preseffation.

Every yeu since Fosso del Capanno was designated, the association has obtained other wilderness des-

ignations from municipal or Regional Forest Service authorities, and, in rare cases, from private owners.

The second wilderness area was the first designated by a municipality, the Monte Cesium \filderness

Area. It was established in 1990 and was recendy enlarged to include another municipality for a total of

1,310 hectares. The uea is near the site where the notorious'Worid \Var II battles of Cassino and Monte

Lungo took place.

Then, a small wilderness area was established: Monte Camulera (Bric Zionia), which is a mere 53 hect-

ares, but there is a strong posibiliry it will soon be enlarged to include many hundred hectares ofwoods,

thanla to a private acquisition by a patron member of the association.
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Another success was the daignation of the largest Italian Wilderness Area, protecting a wild valley in the

Dolomite Mountains in the Oriental Alps chain: the Valmontina Wilderness fuea As part of a larger wild

uea ofalmost 40,000 hectares, which the association hopes to protect in a future designation, this area has

a wild core of approximately 1,000 hectares and will be enluged with public lands to 3,340 hectares.

Other 
'Wilderness 

Areas include the 2,640 hectares of the Ernici Orientali; approximately 1,000 hect-

ues of Gola del Fiume Rapido and the neuby I Mond Bianchi; the Monte Camino Vilderness Area, the

site of the famous feudal Captain Ettore Fieramosca's ancient fiefdom; and the smaller Eremo dello Spirito

Santo and Monte Caira-Gole del Melfa Vilderness A.reas, near the cutle where the monk philosopher

Saint Thomas Aquinas was born. All of these areas are located in central and southern Italy.

In the spring of 1998 the association obtained anorher imponant inclusion in our system ofpreserving

kaly's wild areas: the Val di Vesta Vilderness fuea, which was authorized by a Regional Forest Service

office and protects a wild vailey in the mountainous region of the well-known Garda Lake. This area, the

first in a Regional Natural Park, sets a new precedent for preserving wildlands in officially protected areas.

These preservation efforts have been based on the U.S. wilderness concept, not only to merely preserve

these wild areas, but to preserve them in the spirit of Leopold and Marshall, who helped set aside the first

wilderness areas in the United States, and in the spirit of the U.S. Wilderness Act, which declares, 'wilder-

ness preservation with a forever wild concept." However, in kaly, like many other countries, wild area

preservation conuasts with the needs oflocal people to own private land and/or have the right to use natural

resources on public land. Any rype of national park or preserve contrasts with such rights. There are na-

tional parls in kaly that were established almost eighty years ago where conflicts over rights havent yet

been resolved.

The wilderness idea first set forth in kaly was to preserye oniy the remaining suictly natural wild areas,

working with the local people in order to guarantee a "remaining ancient state" of the land, and at the

same dme guarantee their use of the renewable natural resources. Howeve! as Vance Martin, president of

the International Wilderness Leadership (\MLD) Foundation, has suggested, because of this allowance,

Italian wilderness areas do not have first-class values. Renewable natural resource use doesnt allow for vir-

gin wilderness. Consequently, according to Martin, Italian wilderness has been classified in the lowest, or

third, class.

The \ilLD Foundation and the \7or1d \Tilderness Congress have provided strong suppofi in working

with kalian politicians and citizens to help esablish more pristine wilderness ueas in which the local people

have decided to give up building roads or other structures. In some cases, on public lands, the locals have

chosen to give up wood harvesting, but have continued hunting and gruing. The association has also

worked to obtain guuantees against a mass touristic use of these areas, and against "taming" them, so the

land can return to a more wild state.

In September 1998 the ltalian Wilderness Association obtained a twelfth Wilderness Area in a famous

natural landscape site of ltaly: the River Po Delta, where the local community (Pono Tolle Municipality,

in Veneto Region) opposed a Natural Regional Park, but instead supported a wilderness area designation

for its more durable self-resolution environmental protection. This solution obtained unanimous support

fiom the local government and hunters, fishers, mussel breeders, and country dwellers. Hopefully, provin-

cial and regional governments will soon recognize this decision.

There are other wild areas in the process of being designated as 
'Wilderness 

Areas, many of which ue

inside, or near, regional and national pula. Political recognition ofwilderness as a concept is helping with

these designations. In many instances, such as among the Val Grande National Park management staff,

the word wilderness has so fu only been a tourist slogan.
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Today there are twelve Vilderness Aleas in six Italian regions, for a total of more than 15,000 hectares.

The association is working to enluge these areas and obtain other designations in ueas like the Sera Lunga-

Lacerno in Abruzzo, where a deep gorge cuts throu$ the Apennine plateau habitat ofbrown beats, wolves,

and Abruzzo chamois; the Monte Polveracchio, a dense, mature beech forest in southern Italy; and the Is

Canugius drainage, one ofthe wildest areas ofchapural habitat where the Red-Listed Corsican red deer

live in the Sardinia Region.

There is a shining future for the big idea of wilderness in Italy, where being put of a worldwide wilder-

ness movement will help preserve planet earth.
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ln rhe scale of world conservadon objectives, New Zealand plays a modest but important role. New Zeaiand

has a unique challenge in that wilderness conseryation is not under pr€ssure from populadon but lrom

introduced plant and animal pests.

Conservationlandscoveralmost30percentof NewZealand, acountrywithatotal land areaof 270,500

square kilometers, a coastline of 11,000 kilometers, and a population of lust 3.6 million people.

In New Zealand, wilderness conservation is conducted by one fully integrated conservation agency, the

Department of Conservation, a government department established in 1987 with new laws designed to

clear away the competing (and often conflicting) interests of previous forest, wildlife, historic heritage,

lands, and parla departments.

The population pressures on wilderness that are common in most other developed and developing

nadons are largely absent in New Zealand. The excepdon being the fact that New Zealand receives over 1

million foreign tourist visits each year, and it is this influx that contributes to direct and indirect pressure

on wilderness. The Deputment of Conservation seels to mitigate the adverse effects of visitors on wilder-

ness resources throu$ a comprehensive Visitor Management Strategy, which identifies visitor groups by

experience preference and demand for facilitated access.

It would be easy to assume that wilderness in the New Zeiland context is largely insulated from the

pressures facing wildland conservation management generally, or particularly where population and re-

soutce use demands are an everyday fact of life. New Zealand has a different set of conservation impera-

tives, which are equally taxing on resources and technology.

New Zealand occupies a special niche in the conservation of world biodiversiry which is largely de-

rived from its geographic isolation and unique assemblage ofGondwanaland plants and animals. Recog-

nized by UNESCO, Te Vahipounamu lforld Heritage Area offers an outstanding selection of
Gondwanaland species.

The main characteristic of this biota was the lack of any mammal or marsupial life. Unique birds,

insects, and reptiies occupied the ecological niches filled elsewhere in the world by mammalian grazers

and predators. These features ue generally characterized by luge size and flightlessness. This balance was

upset when setders progressively introduced many mammals, both herbivores and carnivores, from the

countries of Pacific Europe and Asia.

Even thou$ Aotearoa, New Zealand was very probably the last region of temperate land in the world

to be settled, over the last 1,000 years that the Islands have been occupied, much ofthe region's unique

biota has been lost. Now extensive amounts of energy and expense must be committed to recover species

on the edge ofextinction.

The context for wilderness conservation in New Zealand today is:

t48
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. A land uea of similu size to countries such as Norway or Vietnam, the Indian state of

Andhra Pradesh, or the smte of Colorado in the United States.

. A rugged, mountainous land with large tracts of contiguous temperate rain forest.

. An outstanding mass of coastal wildlife with the largest densiry of seabirds and muine

mammals in the world.
. A dynamic geological and tectonic setting.

. A small, highly urbanized population.

. Apredominatelywesternized lifesryle and relatively successful bicultural sociery.

. Many introduced plant and animal pests.

. Protected wildlands composed ofnational and forest parks, ecological reserves, conservation

areas, and wilderness areas.

. One integrated conservation agency.

. A conservation management partnership with communities and lwi Maori.

'Within 
these wildlands the New Zealand Department of Conservation provides for wilderness in a num-

ber ofways:

. Defining wilderness in National Conservation Policy.

. Managing wilderness as a recreational concept and as a biological resource.

. Establishing wildernas areas as totally protected sites with the wider context ofprotected

conservation areas.

New Zealand's "total protection frameworli' for wilderness may seem to be a luxury that can only oc-

cur in countries where there is litde population or cultural pressure on the wildland resource. However,

one needs to reflect on the bigger picture. k is a facr that wilderness means different things to different

people and that wilderness is under serious pressure throughout the world. \fild river resources are greatly

threatened and biodiversity is diminishing every year. The New Zealand model of wilderness management

is an integral put ofthe global pafiern ofconservation management, particularly in the context ofstrictly

protecting biological reference points.



Protecti I tegacy:

Al
lVl*y of th. problems and challenges we face in the United States in protecting and preserving wilder-

ness, natural areas, and areas ofbiodiversiry, are similu to the problems and challenges facing many other

countries.

The following bit of verse puts this issue in context-an anonymous response to a proposal made by

Sir Chules Pran to fence common land back in 1764:

The hw doth punish lnan or woman,

That steals the goose from the common.

But lets the greater felon hose,

That steab the common from the goose.

Protecting the common for the goose-and the flora, fauna, and multitude of other critters who may

live there, including ourselves, is really what this is all about.

The concept of wilderness in W'estein culture has evolved from the time of the European settlement of

the North and South American conrinents. 
'l7ilderness 

was something to be tamed and was seen to stand

as an obstacle to human dominance over nature.

Later, the Industrial Revolution brou$t about an acceleration in the rate of human exploitation of the

eartht environment. German sociologist and economist Max V'eber ascribed the rapid development of

industrialization and the associated gro*th ofcapitalism to the Protestant ideology that viewed the euth

as a storehouse ofresources explicitly available for human exploitation. It was only after the wave ofsetde-

ment reached the Pacific Coast that the desire to protect samples of wilderness was born.

Aldo lropold, inhisbook Sand Counry Ahnanac (1949), captured this evolution eloquently in describ-

ingwilderness u

the raw rnaterial out of which man has hammered the artifact
called ciuilization ... to the kborer in the sweat of his labor, the

raw stuffon his anail is an aduersary to be conqciered. So was

wildemess an aduersary to the pioneer. But to the laborer in
rEose, able for a nxoment to cast a philosophical eye on the world,

that sarne raw stuffis something to be loued and cherished,

because it giaes drfnition and meaning to his life.

To protect certain areas fiom exploitation at the hands of private interests, retaining certain lands in

federal government ownershi5by creating national pula, national forests, and national wildlife refuges-

was the first major step towud protecting the natural environment,

t5t
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In 1891 Congress granted the president the authority to establish forest reserves from the public

domain. In 1897 Congress directed that rhese reserves were:

to improue and protect the forest within the reseraation, or for the

pur?ote of securingfauorable conditions of waterflows, and to

furnish a continuous supply of timber for the use and necessities of
the citizens of the United States.

This did not, howevet, recognize the need to preserve some areas in a natural state. Acting on its own

initiative, the U.S. Forest Service created the first wilderness area ar rhe Gila National Forest in the state of
New Mexico in 1924. Though in fairness to my colleagues from the National Park Service, the first

national puk, Yellowstone, was created much earlier, in 1872.

The Forest Service added to its system of wild, primitive, and wilderness areas; eventually it grew to a

sne of 5.7 million hectares (14.6 million acre$.

Since the Forest Service had exclusively relied on its administrative authoriry however, in making these

designations, there was no law guaranteeing the future ofwilderness.

After several failed efforts, Congress finally enacted the Vilderness Acr of 1964 and established the

National Vilderness Preservation System, reserved to Congress the authority to designate wilderness areas,

and directed the secretaries of agriculture and of the interior to review certain lands for their wilderness

potentid. The act also designated fifty-four wilderness areas with 3.5 million hectares (9 million acre$ of

Forest Service land. The Vilderness Act defined wilderness as an area of generally undisturbed federal land,

"...recognized as an area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man

himself is a visitor who does not remain." (Vilderness Acr. of 1964, sec. 2 (c)).

Three years later, in 1967 , the Forest Service created the first \Wilderness Management Reseuch Unit-
the only such research unit among all federal land management agencies-and provided much needed

research information to support management decisions for wilderness across all federal agencies. This in-

teragency focus was formally recognized in 1993 when the research unit was dedicated as the Aldo Leopold

\flilderness Research Institute managed jointly by the Department of the Interior and the Department of
Agriculture. The institute is the national leader in developing knowledge about both the ecological and

social aspects of wilderness ecosysrems,

Congress began expanding the wilderness system in 1968, and today there are 665 wilderness areas,

totaling neuly 50 million hectares (104 million acre$, in forty-four states. This represents nearly 4.50/o of
all land in the United States. In general wilderness areas are undeveloped, and commercial acdvities, mo-

torized access, roads, structures, and facilities are prohibited.

The Forest Service is responsible for managing approximately 400 of the 665 areas in the National Wil-

derness Preservation System, comprising nearly 13.7 million hectares (35 million acres.)

None ofthis was accomplished without controversy. Even today, our wilderness system is under assault

on a number of fronts.

In the three decades since passage of the Vilderness Act, there has been a rapid growtl in the number

of wilderness users. In 1996 14.5 million people visited wilderness on national forest lands. The 1989

resource planning assessment predicted that in the year 2005,35 million wilderness visits would be made

and,in2045,52 million visits would be made. Some wilderness areas are literally being "loved to death,"

and the concept of solitude-the very heart of the wilderness concepr-is being lost.

Certain interests in the United States are trying to prevent the Forest Service from managing for soli-

tude. They are using every means at their disposal to accomplish this, suiking at the very meaning of
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wilderness. This is one of the most serious attacks on the Vilderness Preservation System since it was

created,in 7964.
'We ue also seeing attacks on our wilderness system coming in the form of urban encroachment. The

American West has grown enormously since many of our wilderness areas were established, and in some

areas suburban development has pushed up to the boundary of nadonal forests and the wilderness areas

contained within. The concept ofwilderness must be seen in the context ofsustainable development and

the maintenance of biodiversity. 
'We know we are losing biodiversity on a global scale at an aiuming rate.

Deforestation and loss ofnative forest cover is a major factor contributing to the loss ofbiodiversity.

Of course, baseline information and an effective strategy to monitor trends in this data must inform

management decisions to address these problems. The criteria and indicators developed through the

Montreal Process are designed to provide data that will allow citizens and resource managers to accurately

evaluate the status of forest management and to debate policy options, using common data.

.Aa we have seen in the years following the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development and throu$ the work of the !florld Commission on Forests and Sustainable Development,

reaching consensus on how to deal with the issues ofdeforestation and sustainable forest management has

proven to be something of a sticicy wicket.

One process that has emerged as a promising approach to achieve protection for critical natural areas

whilst recognizing local community interat in both sustainabiliry and dwelopment, is what has been loosely

termed "communiry forestry. "

Empowering local communities to become stakeholders in decisions affecting their surrounding for-

esdands is proving key to achieving protection for areas of biodiversity and managing for sustainable

development.

Last yeu, the Forest Service sent out a notice to its field units asking them to develop and nominate for

selection a series of collaborative stewardship pilot projects that would involve resource protection and

restoration as well as any appropriate vegerative management that might be needed. Out of the hundreds

ofprojects nominated, fifty-two were selected to go forward. Key criteria in the selection ofthese projects

were the degree to which they involved, and were supported by outside partners, or collaborators from

local communities near these projects. The collaborators were to be involved in the development, imple-

mentation, and monitoring. These projects are moving forwud, and we hope to begin seeing many of

them in the near future.
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T
I he National !ililderness Preservation System N\fP$ consists of 41 million hectues (105 million acre$

in 624 units across forty-four states. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) manages 400 units encompassing 14

million hecares (35 million acre$, which constitutes approximately 34 percent of the entire N\f?S, in-

cluding Alaska. However, in the forty-eight contiguous states, the USFS manages 393 units, including

1 I .6 million hecares (29 million acre$ or 63 percent, of the NWTS, excluding Alaska. Hence , the USFS

manages most of the wilderness closest to population centers.

Ex avnpl e s o f M an ag etn ent Ch all eng e s

Among the many chalienges the USFS faces are: (1) air qualiry; (2) fire management; and (3) encroach-

ing dwelopment. Each has biophysical, social, and political components.

Many wilderness areu ue being adversely impacted by air qualiry deterioration. Ve have identified the

following air quality related values (AQRVS) for wilderness: (1) visibiliry (serves as an indicator of adverse

effects on otherAQRVS); (2) soils; (3) vegetation; and (4) stream and lake chemistry and dependent fish

and wildlife.

Air qualiry impacts are occurring nationwide, The Alpine Lakes and Goat Rocls.Wilderness -A,reas in

\Tashington State are being affected by a power plant in Centralia. The USFS has worked with the state to

reduce the effects of this air pollution source. The San Gorgonia Vilderness near Los Angeles reflects the

air quality impacts ofurbanization. The USFS has researched ozone damage to vegetation for thirry years

in this uea. Visibility is so severely diminished on the most polluted days that visibility-monitoring cam-

eras produce only black photographs. The Mount Zirkel Vilderness in Colorado is being affected by a

power plant in Hayden. The USFS has worked with the snte and the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency to reduce the effects of this power plant. The James River Face and Saint Maryt lVilderness fueas

in Virginia are being impacted by pollutants generated in the indusuial centers in the Ohio Valley of the

Upper Midwest and transported to Virginia by prevailing air currents. The Saint Maryt River (a state-

recognized blue ribbon trout stream) within the wilderness is so affected by acidification rhat the USFS is

proposing to add lime to the stream to reduce the acidity.

Fire management is another challenge. The United States has had six to seven decades of highly suc-

cessful fire suppression that has significantly altered the natural fire regimes in wilderness areas and sur-

rounding landscapes. This has resulted in ecological stagnation and fuel buildup to unmanageable,

catastrophic levels. This is perhaps the most significant human-caused impact on U.S. wilderness areas.

For several years the USFS has had a prescribed natural fire (PNF) policy to gradually alleviate this

problem. Under this approach, fires ignited by lightning strikes have been allowed to burn naturally within

154
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certain criteria. Howwer, this is inadequate in reestablishing the natural fire regime in many wilderness

areas. Thus, the USFS is considering broader applications of the "management ignited fire" (MIF) to re-

create the mosaic that the natural fire regime would have produced. Fire management in wilderness areas

is rife with political, safety, scientific, technical, and philosophical challenges.

Encroaching urban development is an increasing challenge for wildernes managers. As in the case of

the San Gorgonia'Wilderness, increased urbanization and sprawl affecs air qualiry, which in turn adversely

affecs wilderness flora and fauna. The increue in the urban and rural interface also increases fire manage-

ment challenges regarding the effects of smoke on populated areas and the risk of PNFs and MIFs reach-

ing developed areas. Funhermore, urban encroachment fragments the landscape, compromising wildlife

corridors and threatening populadon viability. For example, a remnant population of grinly bears in the

Mission Mountains Vilderness in Montana is increasingly being isolated from other breeding popula-

tions because ofdevelopment in the adiacent valleys.

The Ch anging p oliti c al Enuir o nvnent

After seven years ofdebate the U.S. Congress pused the \flilderness Act and President Johnson signed

it into law in 1964. The U.S. Senate passed a sffonger version in 1963 by a vote ofseventy-three to twelve.

After several amendments to the Senete version, the House pused the V/ilderness Act by a stunning 373

to one vote. Obviously, the Wildernes Act had strong bipartisan suppon. This impressive majority of

support was due to: (1) the leadership efforts of congressiond statesmen such as Hubert Humphrey, Mor-

ris Udall, Frank Church, Clinton Anderson, and John Saylor; (2) focused, passionate leadership in the

conservation communiry; and (3) an outpouring ofpublic support throu$ organized efforts.

The pusage ofthe \filderness Act was the high-water mark ofa century ofconservation efforts, begin-

ning with the establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 1872. In the ensuing yeus after passage of

the Vilderness Act, the wilderness debate focused on allocation, or what remaining roadless acreage would

be added to the N!ilPS. The system grew from the original 3.6 million hectares (9 million aces) to the

current 4l million hectares (105 million acres).

Now, the political climate and wilderness debate have shifted dramatically. The debate has moved fiom

allocation to management, and USFS managers are constandy faced with administrative, legal, and politi-

cal challenges in their efforts to maintain the integrity of the NWPS, as they and their legal council inter-

pret the \Tilderness Act and more than thirry yeus of established policy. lVildernes management today is

unprecedented becausc (l) sociery has changed dramatically due to population gromh, urbanization, and

immigradon, with attendant los of people's connection with the land and nature; (2) the great statesmen,

with their conservation ideals, and much of the institutional memory and bipartisan support associated

with the history of the wilderness movement, are gone; and (3) there are no longer wilderness champions

in key legislative roles who can filter legislative proposals that threaten individual wilderness areas and the

NWPS as awhole.

During the last Congress, there were seven legislative proposals and numerous committee heuings

that threatened the integrity of the NWPS. Although all the legislative proposals came close to being

enacted into law, only two actually passed. One legislative provision that passed was intended to open

some of the portages in the Boundary 'Waters 
Canoe fuea Vilderness in Minnesota to motorized use.

The other transferred title of a 5-hectue (2-acre) parcel of the Mount Naomi \filderness in Utah to a

private individual who asserted the USFS had made a boundary error. Both these legislative provisions

ue establishing bad precedents.
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The USFS portion of the N\7PS is under siege. For those who value this globally significant pro-

tected area sptem, this is wake-up call. If the N\X?S is to survive the next century rather than erode

away like a sand castle in the rising tide, there must be broad public support for maintaining the integ-

rity of the system such as coalesced around passage of the Vilderness Act in 1964 and subsequent addi-

tions to the NIWPS.

Strategy for Building Support

There are three interelated components of a strategy that must be implemented in order to avert the

incremental erosion of the N\7PS. First, the public needs to be better informed and educated about

the true values ofwilderness in sociery moving beyond the values placed on it by those who take ad-

vantage ofits recreational opportunities. Additional societal values include: (1) air quality through the

protection of the Clean Air Act; (2) warer quality and watershed values critical to many urban water

supplies; (3) refugia for threatened and endangered species of plants and animals; (4) the "miner's canary'

syndrome and scientific baseline for assessing the overall environmental health ofthe United States and

the planet; and (5) the vicarious enjoyment ofthe people who take solace in knowing these places exist

but may never actually visit a wilderness area.

Second, in order to accomplish the above, there needs to be a coherent, coordinated system ofkey indi-

cators with which to monitor and assess the health of the NWS. This information can then be reported

to Congress and the general public to benefit rhe NVPS and broader ecosystems at the regional, national,

and global levels.

Third, information managemenl systems need to be in place that can accommodate the data necessary

for informed wilderness management and monitoring. This tool will enable managers to build support

for the NWPS within the managerial ranla, Congress, and rhe public at large.

All wild places are part ofa greater interrelated whole; the natural best ofwhatk left ofthe components

of the global ecos)rutem on which al1 creatures are dependent. The degradation of one, whether in India,

the United States, or elsewhere, diminishes the entire system of remaining wild places. Human beings

share a common bond in conserving the remaining crown jewels of the natural world.



T
I he story of U.S. Alaskan wilderness offers lessons that can be used uound the world. Alaska is remote

place *h.r. both traditional and emerging ideas of what wilderness is and can be come together.

Leaving Anchorage on a jet and flying northwest for about 1,000 kilometers, we arrive at Kotzebue, a

small ciry of approximately 3,000 people, mostly Inupiat Eskimos, Next, we board a four-seat, single-

engine float plane and fly another 250 kilometers to the north, eventuallylanding at a place called Des-

peration Lake. For most of the distance in the air since leaving Anchorage we have flown over what can

oficially or practically be called wilderness-very few settlements or roads, no dams, fences, boat har-

bors, or trails.

Desperation Lake sits amid the fuctic tundra near the crest of the Broola Range, fu to the west of
where wilderness-advocate Bob Mushall rambled. h is one of those defining places for the ideal ofwildet-

ness, where the natural world has appuendy had the upper hand since the beginning.

Yet when we sit down for lunch, we are in a harghi-a stone ring structure where early Alaskan natives

once sat-looking out aqoss the lake toward a pass through which caribou would come, steered by rocls

and poles placed to aid in their ambush. These animals were food for the night and a matter of survival

for the winter. Desperation Lake, fu from being empry wilderness, was the homeland and hunting ground

for these hudy people.

Neuby, stone tools are found that tell their story in more detail---obsidian flakes obtained in trade from

people hundreds of kilometers away. Blades for spears, stones shaped for scraping the skins that would

become clothing or shelters, and bits of charcoal for a wuming fire. All these artifacts are hundreds or

thousands ofyeus old.

So here we are in a vast wilderness, not one devoid of human influence, but one with a human history

something on the order of 10,000 yeus. This quintessential wilderness is not a land untrammeled, but in-

stead beus silent witness to coundess generations ofhumans who left just scant evidence oftheir culture.

The lesson of Desperadon Lake, as with other places in Alaska and uound the world, is that wilderness

encompasses not jut naural ecosystems but those that have evolved with the activities of humans very

much in evidence. And we must remember that while generations of people were carefirlly tracking the

movemenm of caribou in the fuctic, ancient India was producing astronomers, philosophers, and math-

ematicians, and building an empire that would rival those of China, Egypt, and Rome. Their "wildernesd'

days came many millennia before those in Alaska.

So while it is impressive that the descendants of those euly hunters on Desperation Lake are still thriv-

ing in the Arctic today, we must remind ourselves that people have existed in Asia and Africa for perhaps

2 million yeus. People have been living and multiplying on this earth for a very long time. Yet we have

all evolved within wilderness, some cultures more recently than others, and in order for wilderness to

r57
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continue to play a role in the evolution of the human race, it must be a meaningful concept that is far

more inclusive than many would have us embrace today.

Those in the environmental movement understand that most wilderness was never really devoid of

human beings, that people have always played a role in the ecology ofthe natural world through hunt-

ing, with fire, with migradons, and more recently with vast amounts of resource extraction. This is a

common heritage, and it can be a common language with which we can all come to understand each

other better.

For North America's original residents, "wilderness" was home. The Western idea of an empry wilder-

ness was only possible when the original residents died from disease, war, and cultural assimilation. The

effect this had on wilderness management and U.S. legal concepts of wilderness was the view that perma-

nent human habitation within wildlands was unacceptable-no permanent residences, no roads, no air-

craft landing on lakes, no vehicles carrying people around. This remains the prevailing situation in most

of the U.S. wilderness system-except for Alaska.

The results of that model have nor been negarive. In the United States some of our most beloved wild

places are too fragile and small to encroach upon them with all the machinery and technology todap

cultures can muster. But it is not a model that can be easily extended worldwide. Instead, we need a

model that works toward the dual goals of preserving large natural areas and the vast resources within

them, while at the same rime allowing for certain traditional uses. Alaska, I believe, provides a new model

along these lines.

Bear with me, though, for a brief history lesson that will pur my next comments in perspective. Alaska

is a young state, joining the United States in 1959 . h. is a vast place-some 145 million hectares-and

lighdy populated, with only about 600,000 people. The federal government has owned most of the

land since ir was purchased from Russia in 1867. As part ofgaining statehood, the state government

was allowed to select about one-third of the lands out of the federal domain. Vith these lands, the state

was free to support development and provide land for growing communities.

In the 1960s several forces, including the development ofoil fields at Prudhoe Bay, came together to

bring about a sefflement of the land claims of native Alaskans. The descendants of the original residents

received the right to select approximately another 18 million hectares (44 million acre$ from the federa.l

domain. In that legislative process, conservationists who saw the partitioning ofAlaska into state and cor-

porate hands pushed for and achieved a provision for the eventual designation ofnew national parks and

wildlife refuges in Alaska. This in turn led to the largest single conservation law in history-The Alaska

National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980.

Vith that legislation, nearly 13 million hectares (32 million acre$ of wilderness in Alaskan parklands

was designated, along with ten new units of the National Park System. Additional wilderness areas and

other land protections were put in place for national forests and wildlife refuges. For the first time, vast

areas were protected-the majority of the Brooks Range from Canada to the Chukchi Sea, the Wrangell

Mountains-some six times the size of Yellowstone National Park, and in wildlife refuges the vast wet-

lands at the mount of the Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. This legislation was revolutionary in nearly ev-

ery respect.

Among its most enduring features was how it dealt with wilderness conservation. It sought to protect

not only the land but also the people on the land. It provides for uses not normally allowed in other

protected areas in the United States. These include motorized access by airplanes, motorboats, and snow

machines for traditional acdvities.
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The act recognized the legitimacy ofpeople harvesdng food within a natural ecosystem. Every year,

thousands of rural Alaskans harvest, process, and consume wild animals, fish, and plants from public wil-

derness lands. The law gave it a name, "sustenance," and collectively subsistence activities consrirute a unique

relationship with the natural world. For example, in Kobuk Valley National Park, Inupiaq Eskimos con-

tinue their subsistence lifestyle by hunting the vast V'estern Arctic Caribou Herd. They take a small per-

centage ofthe several hundred thousand animals, acquiring not only a source offood but maintaining an

unbroken cultural link to their ancestors at Desperation Lake.

Clearly differences have evolved over 10,000 yeus. Todays native Alaskans are as eminently practical as

their ancestors. They are now most likely living in small permanent villages with airports, schools, Internet

linls, and medical clinia. The obsidian spears are gone, replaced by high-powered rifles. Yet for thou-

sands of families, the dinner in the pot over the winter is still cuibou or salmon harvested from neighbor-

ing lands. In rural Alaska, the per capita consumption of wild fish and game harvest is on the order of 150

kilograms per year.

The challenge that the Alaska tands Act presents wilderness managers and subsistence users is to forge

an alliance that allows room for the continuation ofhealthy populations offish, plants, and wildlife, while

allowing for the continuation ofpeople deriving a large portion oftheir living from a wild landscape. The

Alaska Lands Aa model allows people to condnue to acquire food and sustain their cultural practices on

the land, but honors the spirit of the Vilderness Act by preserving an enduring resource of wilderness.

Vhile not without its problems, I believe this law provides a foundation for a land management model

that has far more applicability uound the world than a model that excludes traditional practices of the

resident population.

In this model, there is a clear need for subsistence users, land managersr and wilderness advocates

in Alaska and elsewhere to work together-the stakes are too high nor ro embrace our common needs

and values.

The preindusuial cultures often left little luting impact on the land. Today our economy is global, and

a burgeoning population has ever-higher demands for minerals and the other raw materials that sustain

life. \7e ue a world that is increasingly dependent on fossil fuels, which are altering our global ecosystem

in ways that we can only guess. Ve are in command of technologies that allow us to destroy life on a scale

unimaginable. Technology makes even the most remote wilderness areas widely known and easily acces-

sible----even Desperation Lake is less than melve hours from Los Angeles in today's world.

If this seems depressing, remember that we have succeeded in many places. By leaving millions of acres

of Alaska wild, by protecting the ancient rhythms of cuibou and salmon migration, by preserving oppor-

tunities for today's residents in rural Alaska, we maintain the touchstones to the past. \W'e acknowledge

that some places must be set apart as sancruaries from the prideful progress of civilization.
'!(i'e 

must go home from here to strongly reaffirm to our fellow citizens the need for wild places, for

sancuaries, for places where the older rhythms reign. We must push for a spectrum of wilderness places

throu$out the world and advocate that not all wilderness areas need to be all things to all people.

,As we approach a new millennium and the fact that 6 billion people will be living on this planet, suc-

cess may be atained by advocating a model similar to the one practiced in Alaska: a model where the

spirit of wild places is honored, whilst the realiry of some human use is acknowledged.

Vilderness is our past and our future. It is the geography ofhope. \fealthy nations and poor, ancient

cultures and new have their roots in the wild land. We have all lived at Desperation Lake.



What D o es Wilderness Contrib ute to Refuqes?

The wilderness overlay deepens and broadens our perspective ofthese landscapes. They compel us to

think beyond managing them as habitat for the wildlife species ofgreatest interest to us. These ueas lead

us ro think more ecologically. In the wording of the Wilderness Act, wilderness is "where the earth and its
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The Arctic t{ational Wildlife Refuge. Prroro courrrsy 0r Jmrs W. Kuml.

community of life are untrammeled by man," a reservoir of biological diversity and natural ecological and

wolutionary processes. In the words ofthe pioneering ecologist Aldo leopold, wilderness is a laboratory

"a base datum ofnormality, a picture ofhow healthy land maintains itself" (lropold 1949).

But wilderness embodies values that transcend the biophysical. The history of the fuctic National Vild-
life Refuge is the story of a nationt evolving a'wareness of the range of meanings and lessons wilderness

landscaoes offer.

The Arctic Ndtisnal wtldlife Refuqe

The 2O-million acre (8.1 million hectare) Arctic National V/ildlife Refuge is the lugest, the wildest,

and most free from human influences and intrusions of all the nadonal wildlife refuges. The effort to pro-

tect it began in 1952 with National Puk Service planner George Collins and biologist Lowell Sumner. In

the course of an Alaska-wide inventory of potential parklands, they discovered the superlative values of
the eastern Broola Range. Here was an area encompasing the full specuum of North American uctic
and subarctic habitaa, and luge enough to be permanendy self-sustaining. Because caribou and other wild-

life were rather unconcerned with the international border, they urged Canada to join in the effort to

create an internationd reserve.

Collins and Sumner recruited the acclaimed arctic biologist and \filderness Society praident Olaus

Murie, and the thtee launched a spirited campaign to protect the uea. They and other supporters debated

which agency should administer it. Cleuly, it possessed scenic and recreational values most associated with

parla. But a puk, they feared, would be subject to pressure to develop recreational facilities, perhaps even

roads-a thou$t anathema to their vision of an unaltered wilderness.
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Further, the concept ofa national par[ where indigenous people hunted for subsistence was not an idea

the National Park Service was ready ro sancdon at that time. Yet no one wanted to prevent indigenous

people from hunting and trapping (Catton 1997).

Another consideration was that in Alaska, establkhing a national park might be. polidcaily impossible.

Thus, overall, it seemed that the most likely and the most wilderness*ensitive protection would come

from the U.S. Fish and !ffildlife Service.

\Vhile many people were involved in the effort to establish the fuctic Range, cleuly the vision of Collins,

Sumner, and Murie was the catalyst. These people, whom we refer to as the refuge founders, foresaw the

type ofthreats that would confiont Alaska's natural areas.

As a result of the work of these founders and the thousands who joined them, on December 6, 1960,

the secretary of the interior issued a public land order withdrawing 8.9 million acres (3.6 million hectares)

in northeast Alaska. k stated three purposes: to protect the areat unique wildlife, wilderness, and recre-

ational values. The Arctic National \Tildliie Range was established.

The purpose ofthis effort was not fully realized, however. Canada had not yet acted to protect adjacent

areu, although it would later establish nyo national parla adjoining the refuge. Vhat would become the

greatest shoncoming of the legislation was the fact that the range-not thought m hold oil-was not closed

to oil development. Thus, the underpinning ofthe continuing and tumultuous debate over what the Arc-

tic Refuge was, is, and should be.

The range lay quiedy until the mid-1970s when Congress began debating the establishment ofnew

refuges, pds, and other conservation units in Alaska. In 1980 the Alaska National Interest Lands Con-

servarion Acr was passed. The act doubled the size of the range, renamed it the Arctic National Vildlife

Refuge, and designated 8 million acres of it as wilderness. Special provisions supponed the subsistence

activities of the local rural residents, including a priority over other consumptive uses. But in this great

conservation legislation there loomed large compromises; among the most controversial was a mandate to

study the oil and gas potential ofthe refuges northern coastal plain.

Pools of oil are now thought to lie beneath this expanse of tundra that slopes from the mountains to

the Beaufort Sea. Their size is uncertain, but they mighr hold billions of barrels, worth billions of dol-

lars. \Yy'hile oil development was prohibited by the act, it left the possibility open to future congres-

sional action. Two decades after the act, after coundess studies, counrless debates, the fate ofthis place

remains undecided.

Vexing questions have emerged from the often bitter political conuoversy over whether to develop this

potential resource, or to preserve this primal place. Some questions have been directed to science. For ex-

ample, we've done extensive research on the question ofpotendal impacts ofindustrial development upon

the 130,000 animal Porcupine Caribou Herd, whose ancestral calving grounds lie atop these reservoirs.

But the more provoking questions resist the techniques ofscience. They defr the tools ofuaditional

economic valuation and cost-benefit analyses. Questions like how does the potential reduction or displace-

ment ofcaribou, or muskox, or polar bears, or snow geese measure against potential dollar revenues? How

would diminished scenic beauty, diminished recreational opportunities, or diminished hunting traditions

ofthe indigenous people stand against economic benefits?

For whom, besides the couple thousand annual visitors to the refuge, is the United States being asked

to forgo all these potential barrels of oil? And a more encompassing question: tVhat relevance does this

remote place have; indeed, what relevance does the concept of wilderness have, for a nation that, as

Ramachandra Guha has pointed our, is so prone ro overconsumption, so resistant to resrraint, and so

unwilling to accept the root causes of its ecological dilemmas (Guha 1989)?
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Such questions led us to probe the history of the fuctic Refuge, to explore the deeper values that

those visionary conservationists found here in the 1950s and sought to perpetuate. This exploration

inevitably led us to consider the evolving ideas that were to become encapsulated in the \filderness

Act, to which the refuget history is inextricably linked. In the process ofthis researching and soul-search-

ing, some insights have emerged that are relevant to the larger quesrions-and criticisms-the wilder-

ness idea faces today.

One such criticism is *rat the idea of wilderness is woefully ethnocentric, ignoring the presence and

effect ofaboriginal people (Cdlicott 1991). The role ofindigenous people was nor a central part ofthe
vision ofthe refuge founders. They did not see a problem with the fact that the area was sparsely popu-

lated by indigenous people who used the area for their subsistence. They did nor foresee the exrent of
future debate on native land claims and self-determination, or how to best provide for either the tradi-

tional uses or the changing uses ofthe land by indigenous people.

Many say that wilderness is a Euro-American invention, and that this concept of wilderness inappro-

priately sets humans apart from nature (Cronon 1995). Ifso, perhaps the idea ofwilderness has no rel-

evance to other countries. Perhaps it holds no meaning for U.S. citizens who do not share this heritage.

No doubt, the American idea of wilderness is deeply embedded in the notion that wilderness is a ves-

tige of our frontier past. From the scene of the first Europeans stepping offthe Malfuwerto our mytholo-

gized era ofwestward expansion and conquest, wilderness is venerated as the crucible ofAmerican culture.

It is the setting we believe forged our unique national identiry. Teddy Roosevelt and Aldo tropold ugued

that wilderness would preserve remnants ofthis heritage and provide opponunities to revisit conditions of
this pioneeringpast (Nash 1982).

Robert Marshall, the leading wilderness advocate ofthe 1930s, imported this cultural heritage value to

Alaskat Brools Range and effectively advocated for a "permanent American frontier" in northern Alaska

(Mushall 1956). This wilderness-as-a-museum-of-cultural-heritage idea was cleuly present in rhe think-

ing of the refuge founders. In their seminal article "Northeast Alaska, the Last Great Vilderness," George

Collins and Lowell Sumner wrote that 'this area ofFers what is virtually Americas last chance to preserve

an adequate sample of the pioneer frontier" (Collins and Sumner 1953). To founder Olaus Murie an im-

poftant PurPose of the refuge was to let people of the future have an opportunity to visit the wilderness

and draw upon the inspiration thar comes from the frontier.

But what value can this wilderness purpose hold for the Athabaskan Indians and the Inupiat Eski-

mos who reside near and use the refuge? rWhat about other Native Americans, or citizens of,Asian, Latin

American, or other descent? \We need to recognize that the heritage meanings of wilderness are not uni-

versally accepted.

Another charge we hear is that wilderness areas like the fuctic Refuge ue ser aside primarily for a dis-

crete group ofbackpackers, hunters, climbers, and floaters. Recreation, and *re restorative and personal

gromh benefis associated with it, has long been a central component of wilderness. It became enshrined

in the \filderness Acl It became one of the three original purposes of the fuctic Refuge. Recreation here

was, in Muriet words, "a superb opportuniry ... satisfying an important human urge, the use of wilder-

ness, as wilderness" (Murie 1961).

Protection of scenic values was also a prominent consideration in both passage of the Wilderness Act

and the establishment of the Arctic Refuge. It also continues to be employed by refuge defenders. But

scenery is another sandy foundation for a defense ofthis place. ,4s prodevelopment interests have pointed

out, for most of the year the refuget coastal plain is snowbound, windswept, and cold, providing neither

recreation nor what many consider scenic beauty.
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But early notions of the aesthetic value this landscape holds went far beyond picturesque or even

monumenral viewsheds. It embraced the concept Aldo Leopold advanced as rhe Ecological Esthetic

(Leopold 1949).Th*is, beaury emerges fiom inherenr qualities, deeper and beyond the visual, experi-

ential components ofthe surface. A kind ofpleasure and satisfaction emerges from knowing the land is

ecologically fit and whole, knowing it continues, untouched and free, toward its evolutionary destiny.

Knowing it is wild.

It is significant ro note that the 1950s campaign to establish the fuctic Refuge occurred at a pivotal

period in American environmental history. Leopoldt Sand County ALrnanachad recently been published.

The beginnings of a new ecology-based environmentalism were on the horizon. The dominant utilitarian

conservadon paradigm was being questioned by a few far*i$ted scientists. Among them were our founders,

whose vision made this area a landmark in the transition between traditional conservation and the newer

environmentalism. The set of values they spoke for was, in the words of historian Peter Coates, "a seminal

expression of a maturing ecological awareness and a cultural revolution in American attitudes towud wil-

derness" (Coates 1993).

As noted, the refuge founders did not abandon the inherited notion ofwilderness as ar historic docu-

ment ofAmerica's past. Rather, they extended this idea of wilderness as a museum to broaden the concept

ofhistoric preservarion. This remote wilderness, they believed, could preserve the kind ofconditions and

processes that once surrounded and formed us-not just as Americans, but as Homo sapiens. But more

expansive stiil, their perspective of history was ecocentric and globai.

Thus, Murie's hope in protecting this place was to preserye "a little portion of our planet left alone."

He referred to the political campaign as the "basic effort to save a part of nature, as evolution has pro-

duced it." Doing so, he said, would help us "understand the basic energies which through the ages have

made this planet habitable" (Murie 1961).

Murie, Collins, and Sumner wrote eloquently about the solid realities of rhis landscape, and the cul-

tural, scientific, and experiential values they found within. But resonating through their writings is a more

abstrac norion, the belief rhat this place is also the representation of an idea, or perhaps, an ideal. The

refuge is also a symbolic landscape. A place ofmeanings, values, and lessons that transcend its boundaries.

On the occasion of the refuget twenry-fifth anniversary, Lowell Sumner made a compuison with the Statue

ofliberry. The refuge also ryrnbolizes freedom he said: "Freedom to continue, unhindered and forever ifwe

are willing, the particular story ofPlanet Earth unfolding here." He said the refuge also served as a place

where we can learn to appreciate and respect the intricate and
inscrutable unfolding of Earth's dutiny-when fee fom meddling

human concerts and the urge to take ?ossession of and use up what

we so imperfectly understand (Sumner 1985).

Ve find puallel sentiment in the Wilderness Act of 1964,passed lour years after the refuge's establish-

ment. In whar may be the most imporrant phrase of the act, primary author Howard Zahniser described

wilderness as 'where the euth and its community of life are untrammeled by man." By "untrammeled" he

meanr unresuained, uncontrolled, and unmanipulated. This reca.lls the root meaning of the word wilder-

ness: wild, or self-willed, as opposed to domesticated or tamed.

Like Collins, Sumner, and Murie, Zahniser recognized the cultura.l, r€creational, and scientific values

of wilderness-and thou$t beyond them. "The most profound of all wilderness values in our modern

world," he declued, "is an educational vaiue." In wilderness, he said, "we sense most keenly our human
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membership in the whole community of life on the Euth." A central contribution of wilderness, he be-

lieved, was that it served as an aid "in forsaking human arogance and courting humility' (Zohniser 1956).
.With 

these insights, we return to the question of relevance.

Looking at the role of the wilderness idea from its beginnings through the era of the refuge campaign,

to todays environmentai challenges, historian Roderick Nash draws upon these ideas and states thar one

of the greatest contributions of wilderness to modern society is symbolic The act of preserving wilderness

serves to develop and reinforce environmental responsibiliry. "\filderness areas are a gesture ofplanetary

modesty," Nash says. They are 'the best places on which to build a legacy of limitation." He agrees with
Guha that the concept of restraint doesnt come easily for Americans (Nash 1976). Nor does the concepr

of humility, which as wilderness researcher William Bonie has pointed out, "is the initial experience that

binds people to deepervalues ofcue and reladonship" (Borrie 1995).

,4s Nash notes, such humiliry emerges from the knowledge that the primary purpose of such places is

not to produce benefits for our consumption. Rather, as the refuge founders emphasized, this place serves

to enhance respect for other life-forms and to perpetuate the ecological and wolutionary heritage all people

shue with them. ls ecologist John Milton said following his eight-week journey through the refuge, "it's

purpose is to /e. Mant role should be ... let it be" (Milton 1970).

Lowell Sumner compued the refuge to a nadonal monumenr mosr Americans will neve r see. Butby jrut
hnowingitis there, they have a tangible entity to which thry * attach national values they hold deu and

believe should be enduring. The Arctic Refuge serves a similar function for natural values. But for many, it
has also become a medium that connects them to something beyond the merely human world and its cre-

ations, it is something that they believe has a more profound, universal importance. As such, it is among

the worldt landscapes that, across cultures and across time, have served humanity as a sacred place.

One need not backpack or float through the refuge to be touched by the meanings it has come to rep-

resent. Just as oil has emerged as a symbol ofour profligacy and ecologically threatening habits, the suc-

cessfirl struggle (so far) to keep oil rigs out of the refuge has come to symbolize an encouraging capaciry

for restraint. k is a demonstration and reminder ofwhat we can do right. Its boundaries represenr rhe

limits we are capable of placing on ourselves. It has become part of what \fallace Stegner summarized as

Americans' geography of hope (Stegner 1969). This is what refuge defender Debbie Miller meant when

she stated hopefully that

just knowing the timeless ualues tbis place re?lesents haue niumphed
ouer corn?eting economic ualues-it prouides the hind of encourage-
ment and hope we need to address our othel enuironmental threats
(Milhr 1997)

Over and over at the fuctic Refuge, we have seen Leopold's aesthetic power of wilderness rransform

such idealism to action-the evocation of a force that enlightens and inspires and motivates. 
'We 

have

seen it compel coundess citizens, most of whom will never visit the refuge, to write and resdfy. \trith
increasing effectiveness, they remind political leaders and rhe nation that oil dollars are a fix rhat can

only be temporary while this wilderness is a legacy that can be forever timeless. So we stand committed

to the promise-the promise made by the past generation to all future generarions-rhar rhis remnanr

landscape will be passed on undiminished, that irs values wiil endure.
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wildlife Sanctuary

R. Siddappa Setty, K. S. l'lurali, and H. tudarshan

M,,,,on, of people throughout the worid and in India derive their livelihoods by extracdng a wide vui-
ety of natural products fiom local ecosystems. In many cases, such resource extraction is unsustainable;

that is, the amount ofresources exuacted exceeds the amount that is replenished by growth and reproduc-

tion. This is so especially in the case ofwild species.

Communides dependent on wild ecosystems often do not have the means to monitor the replacement

rates, thou$ crude monitoring systems may have existed in the past and may even exist today, in some

areas. Although there is an increasing emphasis on involvement of local communities in conservation and

management of natural resources, there are few community-bued monitoring systems in place.

i o div er sittt Co ns er v atio n
Netwdrk.Proiect

Participa

by pl,

n

One enterprise-oriented approach to community-based biodiversity conservation is a Biodiversity Con-

servation Network-sponsored project at Biligiri RangaswamyTemple \ilildlife Sanctuary in South India.

This is a unique, collaborative venture between Vivekananda Girijana Kalyana Kendra, fuhoka Tlust for

Research in Ecology and Environment, and Thta Energy Research Institute.

The project has three components: (1) a biologicai monitoring component to assess sustainable extrac-

tion levels offorest products; (2) a socioeconomic component to develop a comprehensive picture ofthe

socioeconomic factors that influence biodiversity in the Biligiri Rangan Hills region; and (3) an enterprise

component that will process a variety of nontimber forest products (NTFPS) exuacted by the local Soliga

tribal people.

The Soliga people have inhabited the Biligiri Rangan Hiils region for millennia and have traditionally

engaged in shifting agriculture and hunting. The Soliga people have also collected a wide range ofNTFPs,

traditionally for their subsistence needs, but later for forest contractors as well. Shifting agriculture has

been discouraged since the late nineteenth century and, with the declaration of much of the area as the

Biligid Ranguwamy Temple \fildlife Sanctuary in t 974, shifting agriculture and hundng were completely

banned. At that time, the Soliga people were allocated small pieces of landwhere theycould practice setded

agriculture. Howeve! the extraction ofNTFPs continued under the aegis oftribal cooperatives, or Large-

Scale Adivasi (Tribal) Multi-Purpose Societies (LAMPS).

r69
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The LAMPS were creared as vehicles lor tribal development, particularly to ensure full return on the

collection of NTFPs to which the tribal people were given sole rights. The Soliga people used some

rules ofthumb for their sustainable harvests. As the scale ofextraction has changed, these rules are no

longer practicai, and, therefore new guidelines need to be set to conserve the resources for their contin-

ued income generation from the forests.

Resource monitoring incorporates three basic concepts: (1) productivity; (2) levels ofextraction; and

(3) regeneration capacity ofthe resource in relation to extraction. Productivity refers to the amount of

resource produced at the individual or population level and is related to the size and densiry of plants.

Levels ofextraction may be determined at two levels, one at the individual plan level and the other at the

population level ( i.e., the amount extracted per unit area). Regeneration refers to the number ofseedlings

and saplings per unit area and variations in these numbers over time and space.

P arti cip ato r y Re s o ur ce M o nito rin g

The Soliga people received Participatory Resource Monitoring (PRM) training and base-mapped the

resources around their villages. They estimated productivity, amounts of extraction, and extent of regen-

eration. The following is a description from a PRM exercise for nelli or amla (Enblica fficinalis) the fruits

of which ue traditionally harvested by the Soliga people.

Productiuity:Tribal LAMPS directors and nelli harvesters esdmated the amount of fruit at

different places in the Biligiri RangaswamyTemple Vildlife Sanctuary and arrived at an

estimate oftotal productivity. In each particular area, the group walked for approximately one

kilometer and esdmated the productiviry visually. At the end of the walk, the directors and

harvesters discussed the productiviqr ofthat particular area.

Exnaction:Thernformation regarding the total amount of nelli harvested was obtained from

LAMPS, which purchased nelli from the harvesters. The L,AMPS maintained details

pertaining to daily collection ofnelli. All the areas ofextraction were recorded on a base map,

which indicates details about the areas ofnelli extraction during a given day in terms ofthe

basic topography ofthe area. The extraction at tree level was determined visually by the field

assistants who are also tribal people and have the knowledge to visually assess the quantum of

fruits available in a particuiar tree.

Regeneration: Ateam often to fifteen harvesters went to the forest to esdmate regeneration.

They laid out 20-by-20-meter plots, with three or lour plots per site. Then they counted the

number of nelli seedlings in each plot.

The results ofthis exercise showed that only 70 to 80 percent ofthe fruit is harvested from each tree.

Some of the fruits are left behind because they are on inaccessible branches. Tiees with low yields or with

small or diseased fruits are not harvesred as intensely as those trees with high yields or with large or dis-

ease-free fruits. The harvesters believe that leaving behind 25 percent of the fruit on individual trees is

enou$ to foster regeneration ofnelli trees. Following are the specific results from the PRM exercise.

, Productiairy:The tribal I.AMPS directors and extractors estimated that 65 tons of nelli fruit

was available for harvest during 1997 in the Yelandur Range of the Biligiri Rangaswamy

Temple \fi ldlife Sanctuary.
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, Extraction:Tribal people harvesred only 70 percent ofthe total productivity, and they

harvested only 77 percent oftotal available ftuits on each tree.

' Regennation: Fifry-eight harvesters from four podus puticipated over a period offour days in

estimating regeneration at seven sites. There were only seventy+ix saplings found in the

survey, while 248 trees were measured for their harvest intensity.

The PRM puticipants were satisfied with the methodoiogy used in the exercise and felt the whole moni-

toring process was use{Ll. They found the mapping exercise especially useful, as they couid identify roads

and forest boundaries. Further, they feit the entire exercise of monitoring and keeping a record of the re-

sources was good for conservation efforts in general and also good for their own livelihoods.
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T
I he Unit.d Nations designated the Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve in 1982 in an attempt to draw attention

to the plight of its magnificenr yet dereriorating biodiversiry. This biosphere reserve is located in the

Nilgiris region in the southern put of two states, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. The Nilgiris Biosphere

Reserve includes the Nagerhole National Park, the Bandipur Tiger Reserve, the Vynand lVildlife Sanc-

tuary, the SilenrValley National Park, and the Mudumalai Vildlife Sanctuary. The Mudumalai \Tildlife

Sanctuary includes part of the Nilgiri, or Blue Hills, one of the oldest mountain ranges on euth. It is

home to the largest remaining population of Asian elephants in India, viable populations of tiger, pan-

ther, bison (guar), wild bou, sloth bear, deer wild dog (dhole), jackal, hyena, as well as countless other

smaller species. The diversity of avifauna and flora is equally impressive. Thorn, bamboo, tropical dry-

deciduous, moist mixed-deciduous, semi-wergreen, and riparian fringe forests form microhabitats inter-

spersed throughout the region,

Against this backdrop the India Project for Animals and Nature (IPAN) operates the Hill View Fum

Animal Refuge, which provides veterinary care for over a dozen village and tribal setdements that lie within

and around the Mudumalai \Tildlife Sanctuary. IPAN worla to improve the overall health of the domestic

animal population by treating distemper, rabies, foot-and-mouth disease, biack-quarter diseue, scabies,

and other hedth problems. Because rural South Indiat economy is livestock-based, our efforts to improve

the health and welfue of domestic animals also have a direct and substantial impact on the health and

welfre of the people. Improving the heahh of domestic animals also helps to check the spread of zoonotic

diseases into the wild animal populations of the surrounding wildlife preserves. IPAN addresses this vital

connection between domestic animal health and welfare, conservation, and public health, and worla to

improve the livestock-based economy of rural South India by promoting humane and sustainable hus-

bandry practices.

IPAN dso worla within the Nilgiris Biosphere to educate farmers about basic animal care and disease

prevention. Many fumers still treat open wounds with kerosene, DDT, and other pesticides in an effort

to keep maggots fiom hatching. Others brand the legs of their cattle with red-hot iron rods, with the erro-

neous belief that it will help them become immune from black-quarter disease. These "country practices"

are harmfirl ro the animals and stem from ignorance as much as from a lack of any available, effective

ffeatments and preventive measures.

IPAN also works to creare humane education materials for school children, which teach them compas-

sion and respect for all animals. rVhen we treat animals in the villages, we teach compassion, by example,

I7)
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to the groups of children that gather around to watch. Showing people that something can be done for

the animals gives them hope and allows them to care, when previously they were fatalistically indifferent

and appeared unfeeling.

IPAN also trains local authorities and officials about animal welfare law enforcement. An important

first step in training and education is making people aware of the written laws in their own constitudon

that provide for animal and environmenul protection. India has some of the strongesr laws on record that

address animal cruelry and environmental responsibiliry; sadly, these laws are rarely enforced, or are un-

dermined by official indifference and corruption.

ln di gen o us Trib al ar o up s

Originally, the Nilgiris was home to several indigenous tribal groups, including the Todas, Kotas, and

Kurumbas. These tribal groups lived in dmost total isolation from the surrounding plains to the south,

due mostly to the unique topography of the Nlgiris.

For thousands of years, these peoples lived amongst each orhet eking out an existence firrnly
rooted in their pastoral, agricultural, hunting, and foraging activities. \fhile no one group was able

to provide all the necessary goods for survival, a complex set ofintertribal relationships, known as

jajmani, enabled each specialist group or jatito provide goods or services to each ofthe other groups

in return for grain or tools. Jajmani, while primarily economic, also served to facilitate social and

ritual exchange between the various tribes, dictating the ways in which two different jati groups

would trade, interact, and support each other during major life events such as birth or death. But

it went well beyond that. Jajmani deiineated one group from the nexr, rherein giving each tribe a

distinct sense ofself, purpose, and meaning.

The way that these uibal groups lived impacted minimally on the Nilgiris environment. The Todas

were pastoralists and spent the majoriry of their time tending to their buffalo, which provided them with
milk, curds, and ghee for their own consumption as well as to trade to the other groups for tools or grain.

The Kotas were primarily artisans and musicians, offering these services for weddings and funerals in ex-

change for the same. The Kurumbas lived on the jungle edges of the plateau, subsisting as hunters and

gatherers, as well as serving as 'magicians" for the other groups, offering protection against spells and black

magic from evil sources. The Badagas, the most recent group of anivals, came to the region as refugees

from Karnataka in the sixteenth century quickly becoming the most populous group and serving as the

main provider offoodstuffs to the orher three groups.

The Colonial Era

The Nilgiris region remained relatively intact up undl the British arrived in the early 1800s. British

colonization and subsequent modernization set in modon a series ofchanges in the region, which are

still playing out in various ways today. These changes have greatly altered the relalionship between people,

animals, and the environment. The British turned the cool hills of the Nilgiris into the summer adminis-

trative capital of Madras and the state of Tamil Nadu. Certain towns in the plateau area became "hill

stations" or health and recreational resorts for Europeans in South India, and served as integral puts of
the British imperial regime. As such, the area attracted a large influx of immigrant, nontribal Indians

from the surrounding plains who were looking for work or for properry.
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Changes made under the British had fu-reaching effects on the Nilgiris environment and the people

who lived in it. Hunting blocls for trophy hunting were established in vast areas that had piayed a vital

role in subsistence hunting and in foraging activities. The establishment oflarge tea and coffee plantations

and the introduction ofmonocultures to raise cash crops required that huge tracts ofland be cleued. Luge

numbers of settlers, who worked on plantations and who did not puticipate in the jajmazl sptem of

trade, slowly eroded the traditional agricultural practices and kinship bonds ofthe tribal peoples. The British

were seen as al<nd of jati clustet the hshanrya oarna, the social division of Hindu sociery whose members

were ffadidonally wuriors and rulers. As more and more social and economic activity came to involve the

Bnnsh jati group, vaditional jajnaal activity quickly declined. As tribal groups and the jajmani rclaiton'

ships that bound them together were weakened or lost, so too was the deep-seated respect for nature and

animals. This replacement of one mind+et (sustainable, interdependent living) with another (market-driven,

exploitative, unsustainable living) allowed the very sort ofpresent economic and agricultural practices that

are inexorably degrading and destroying the Niigiris bioregion. The effects ofthese drastic changes would

become readily visible over the next 160 years.

fhePost-Colonial Era

In the Nilgiris region today the onslaught of modern ways, fueled by a market economy, has

left the tattered remains of rhe jajnani system barely intact. The paradigm of'\festern industrial-

ism, focused squarely on creating more and more jobs, exploiting the environment, and produc-

ing and consuming goods and services is incompatible with what environmentalist David Brower

called "planetary CPR"-conservarion, protection, and restoration of biological and cultural di-

versity. This incompatibility is nowhere so apparent as in the Nilgiris, where tribals are deciding

whether to "go modern" or to maintain their traditional culture. Many have abandoned their tra-

ditional lifestyles and have adopted new lives as small businesspeople, farmers, or plantation ia-

borers. Living their lives without the constraints, duties, and responsibilities of the old jajmani

system is no doubt artracrive ro many ofthese tribal groups. lffhy conduct business affairs the old

way when you can sell your goods or cash crops on the "open market" and buy any food or sup-

plies that you need directly from the stores in town? The new ways may be easier and more at-

tractive, but they exact a heavy price on social vaiues and cohesion.

Cut offfrom the interdependent, supportive jajmani relationships, some ofthese tribals feel

lost and alienated in this new world, with corresponding increases of spousal abuse, drug and

alcohol abuse, and feelings of hopelessness and despair. IPAN staff often see Toda men selling

their wives' wedding bracelets at the Ooty bus stand for botdes of whiskey, a sad indicator of

these same conditions. Interestingly, the decline ofaboriginal culture parallels the destruction of

wildlife habitat and the degradation of the Nilgiris ecosystem. \flhile it may be impossible to

reestablish the old jajmani relationships in the face of such drastic and far-reaching change, it is

entirely possible ro put a check on some of the behavior most detrimental to the tribals, and in

so doing, allow them ro recapture and retain some of the old value systems that define them and

give them meaning. It is a question ofreesrablishing the links that have been severed by the mas-

sive translocation of lowland peoples, deforestation, large-scale irrigation projects, encroachment,

and agricultural modernization.

The abandonment of uaditional lifestyles for modern ones signals a profound shift in the way resources

are both used and managed. Sustainable, organic agriculture and the cultivation ofnuuient-rich, rain-fed
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grains such as ragi, millet, and lentils have given way to the cultivation of rice and other cash crops that

require tremendous amounts of water, often procured throu$ illegal irigation from rivers. This overuse

of limited water resources has put a massive strain on the local rivers, which sometimes run completely

dry at certain times of the year.

The Green Revolution, which boosted India's commodity crop production but undermined its

already relatively seif-sustaining agricultural base, introduced many high-yielding varieties that

required increasing amounts of pesticides and fertilizers. This reliance on agritoxins, while
beneficial in the short term to overall crop output, has had devastating effects on the health

and vitality of the Indian agro-ecosystem. As the size of average land holdings is small, Indian

farmers typically use a variety of pesticides on their crops, including DDT and cyanide, which
expose soil, plant foliage, and many nontarget organisms to a potent pesticide "cocktail."

Companies such as Monsanto have rushed to exploit this need in the Nilgiris. These companies

post signs along major roads that tout Roundup as "The Herbicide." In return for increased water

consumPtion and pesticide application to grow monocultures, land owners can sell crops at a higher

price, but indigenous people are left with a significantly les healthy and varied diet. Pest resis-

tance to pesticides, combined with a lack of adequate rainfall, has led to crop failures and resultant

farmer suicides.

ls the economic status ofsome local people improves, many adopt rice-based diets that they consider

to be more sophisticated, an adoption encouraged by government ration cards for such produce. Ironi-

cally, nutrition studies have reported decreased stamina levels on nontraditional rice diets, affecting both

health and ability to work.

One simple step toward sustainable agriculture would be the readopdon of traditional dies, which would

force a change back to the cultivation ofnuritious, rain-fed grains and pulses. The return to organic fuming

methods would significandy lesen the overreliance on pesticides and herbicides, breaking the toxic chain

that cycles through the ah soil, watet and foliage. Many of the tribals who have leased their land to others

for cultivation have become cut off and locked out of the very same life-susnining practices that have

nourished them for millennia. Local initiatives to establish fuming cooperatives might make hanging onto

the land more attractive to the tribals than leuing it, and prevent a lot ofthe social dislocation that occurs

as a resuit.

The destructio n ol sholas and the clearing of vast tracts of land for eucalyptus, tea, and coffee

plantations have usurped much of the traditional grazing land and hunting and foraging areas of
the tribal groups. The Todas used $ graze their bufhlo freely; now the land that they use is in
some places hemmed in by plantations or farmland and is frequently encroached upon. Diseases

such as foot and mouth are most likely spread by wandering scrub cattle and are threatening the

last few remaining sacred Toda buffalo. The lives of the Todas revolve around their "temples," which

are dairies. The sacred buffalo are milked at the temple in highly ritualized ceremonies. Without
their sacred bufhlo, they would be unable to conduct their temple rituals, and their culture and

religious faith would collapse. IPAN recently treated and cured one of the six remaining sacred

temple buffalo of one Toda community from foot-and-mouth disease. This clear-cut case shows

that the protection of a rare breed of domestic animal is connected to the preservation of indig-

enous peoples. Anificial insemination programs may also help preserve traditional practices.
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w ll dlif e C o ns er v dti o n P r oblevns

Thousands of people have been permitted, with government blessing, to setde within the confines of

the Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve. The presence of these people within the boundaries of the parks has had a

profound impact on the health and vitality of this entire region. Settlers, domestic anima.ls, and wildlife

struggle to maintain a renuous relationship together. All too often, the wildlife that resides within the

bounduies of the reserve suffers either directly or indirectly from the activities of the people and their

domestic animals.

The settlers who live within the boundaries of the 673+quare kilometer (260*quare mile) Mudumalai

\fild[fe Sanctuary have certain resource restrictions placed upon them that they rarely abide by and that

ue ruely enforced. One of the most destructive activities is the collection of wood for fuel. Villagers are

allowed to take a certain amount of fallen, dry wood out of the forests for their own use. Vith too many

people and not enough fallen wood to go around, many people will destructively cut limbs offto dry out

and then return later to remove them.

Two other major contributors to the depledon ofthe lorests are tea plantations and illegal brick facto-

ries. The curing oftea and the production ofbricls both require large amounts ofheat, produced by burning

wood fuel. The heat, thou$, need not come from illegally taken firewood. A viable alternative is to en-

gage rhe tribal people and villagers in a'tocial forestry program," where trees for fuel would be grown in

designated areas by groups ofpeople who have a common interest in tending to their trees properly and

not allowing any illegal cutting or removal. (This same model could be copied for growing cattle fodder,

thereby preventing overgrazing.) The ongoing Thmil Nadu Afforestation Program, assisted by the Over-

seas Economic Cooperation Fund, Japan, is a good example of his type of cooperative effort, or

'tommunitarianism." Not only does ir provide fuel in a nondestructive way, but it also involves the people

in a grassroots model ofland reform and resource utilization that is ecologically sound and directly meets

the needs ofthe people.

Another solution ro the deforestation problem is lor the government to subsidize kerosene reserves for

people in ecologically sensitive areas. During kerosene shortages, entailing more tree cutting, the availabil-

iry ofinexpensive reserve supplies ofkerosene would help prevent the destruction offorests. Empowering

and educating indigenous people and motivadng them to manage their natural tesources in a responsible

manner are vital seeds ofchange that must be planted now.

Cattle lssues

Cattle overpopulation is another of the most pressing issues facing India today. In the Nilgiris

region, the presence of large number of cattle has a substantial impact on the overall qualiry of the

environmenr and the lives ofboth people and wildlife. For those cows that are still able to produce

milk and are kept within the confines of an owner's property, there is little damage being done.

For the thousands of calves, bulls, and "spent" milk cows turned loose, the story is altogether dif-

ferent. These cartle are kept primarily for the dung that they produce, which provides a cheap source

offuel. The manure that is collected from the scrub cattle is illegally trucked out to other areas by

bribing check-post guards. This doubly robs the land; first it is overgraied and then the nu-

trients, in the form of dung, which should go back into the soil, are collected and trucked to

the other areas for profit. Little income is derived from their skin and bones, which is all they are

when they go to slaughter. The government has not allocated any specific, communal grazing lands

for cattle, yer for a fee, people car gtaze their herds in parts of the reserve forest. IPAN treats and
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India Proiect for Animals and Nature (IPAI'|) staff giving in-tield treatment to buffalo, one of many domestic
species that cany in{ectious diseases communicable to wildli{e. pmo couuw or lpAN.

saves many cows that are attacked by leopards so that iess poisonous bait is set out to gain revenge

on the wildlife.

Thousands ofscrub cattle wander through the region, overgrazing the land and doing damage to sensi-

tive riparian areas. Land that is overgrazed often grows back with inedible scrub plants, notably prickly
pear cactus and lantana, which soon take over and prevent the regrowth ofgrasses, herbs, and other im-
portant land cover, In the dry season, there is insufficient fodder for the cattle population.

Notorious catde drives herd thousands ofcattle hundreds of kilometers to the nei$boring state of Kerala

for slaughter, with no provisions made for adequate food or water. For those cattle that do collapse, hot
chilies and salt are rubbed into their eyes to make them get up and keep going. IPAN is working for hu-
mane and compassionate alternatives ro these unacceptable practices.

Accurate cattle censuses are not conducted, so grazing fees are inaccurate. This leads to a chronic short-
age ofvaccines that are supplied for immunizations and help protect wildlife from livestock zoonoses.

This makes the cattle more susceptible to disease and places wildlife at even grearer risk. These funda-
mental inadequacies ofgovernment support for veterinary services to effecdvely prevenr, control, and

treat domesdc animal diseases are a threat to both human and wildlife populations. This fact recently

was driven home when two wild elephants in the area were found dead with clinical indications of foot-
and-mouth disease.

Although the government has recently proposed an initiative ro move all cattle outside of reserve

boundaries, this is not the best solution to the problems at hand. It rreats all cattle within the bound-
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aries of the Mudumalai Reserve the same, even though their effects on the ecosystem are different,

depending upon how they are husbanded and for what primary purpose. A feasible solution has been

proposed by IPAN, namely the Masinagudi People, Livestock, \ffidlife Sustainability/Compatability

Project. This initiative facilitates the removal of many of the scrub cattle from reserve land. It encour-

ages a reduction in the remaining cattle population by introducing the high milk-yielding Sindi breed,

but at the same rime increasing milk production and manure collection. The key to this sort of pro-

gram lies in engaging livestock owners in a grassroots conservation role that provides education and

hands-on participation.

Dog lssues

Other activities ue having a detrimental impact on animals in the region. Municipal authorities are

still killing dogs in an effort to control disease (rabie$ and population. Inhumane methods such as strych-

nine poison, electrocudon, and the injection ofEpsom salts or cyanide into the heart are a fiequent public

specacle. Such cruel dog population conuol programs are a bad example to the children who watch, teach-

ing them that itt all ri$t to abuse animals. In addition to being inhumane, these methods have been

shown to be completely ineffective in controlling disease and dog numbers. Outside of IPANT Program'

theie are no established, consistently administered spay/neuter or vaccinadon Programs in the Nilgiris re-

gion, an area with an estimated 6,000 to 8,000 dogs. The spread of scabies, rabies, and distemper contin-

ues, a rhreat to the people who live there as well as the wildlife. The spread ofdisease can also occur when

diseased village dogs feed on rhe carcasses of deer, exposing vulnerable wiidlife. The recent suffering and

decimation of the iion population in East Africa from distemper contracted from Masai dogs illustrates

the harmfi.rl consequences that can result when the health and welfare of domestic animals are not consid-

ered by conservationists.

This gaping void in dog health and population control in the Nilgiris has been admirably filled

by the hard work and dedication of IPAN. In the past two years, IPAN has spayed and neutered

over 400 dogs in the Mudumalai area and has administered community-wide inoculations of dogs

against rabies and distemper. IPAN staff have intervened on a number of occasions when gypsies

with scores of dogs walk, carry, and drag them through the wildlife sanctuary en route to Karnataka,

where they are sold to farmers and tied up in fields to bark at hungry, crop-raiding monkeys. Many

are sick with mange, distemper, and other diseases communicable to wildlife. The local police must

check the acrivities of these dog burchers. One solution is to employ tribals as forest and planta-

tion watchers, both alleviating the need for guard dogs and providing much-needed income for

the tribals themselves. The ban on journeying livestock on foot through the Mudumalai \Tildlife

Sanctuary in order to prevent the spread ofdisease should include dogs.

Touriau lssues

Construction of guest lodges in the Mudumalai area by wealthy Indians continues apace. The lodge

owners, in an effort to cater to their guests (who often have an "l'm away from home, anything goes"

mentaliry) have allegedly provided drugs, alcohol, and prostitution services, a blight on the local com-

munities. Some report that iodge owners serve the meat of illegally killed spotted deer from the wildlife

reserve ro *reir guests. Four- to 6-hectare pucels of land are sou$t after for these guest lodges, often with

no regard for the ecological sensitivity ofthe region. They are in some instances buik directly on top of

vital corridors that link elephant and other wildlife habitat, disrupting the physical flow oftle animals as
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well as the gene flow between different pockets ofwildlife. The lodges and the visitors they attract fiag-

ment the land and push wildlife into more undesirable ueas, where they come into increased conflict wirh
farmers and villagers. Two resort lodges and a tea shop, halfconstruaed, have been stopped by local

authorities-a positive sign.

Illegal neck snares (or snooses) set out for deer often catch wandering scrub cattle and cause slow,

painfirl deatls. Since resorts, guest lodges, and rich landowners engage tribals to supplyclients with venison

and other wild game, more and more snooses are being used in the resewe foresrs behind IPANT Hill
View Farm Animal Refuge. Sustainable culling of wildlife for personal consumpdon has given way to
unsustainable, exploitative killing for profit.

New guest lodge construction must be prohibited ro ensrue that wildlife is not affected by excessive

tourism. Policing the area for illegally suung electric wires and snooses and fining all miscreants will help

deter similar behavior. In some cases, it may be necessary to relocate people who have senled in wildlife
corridors, or to demolish buildings that impede the natural flow of animals.

Elephant lssues

The present elephant situation in The Mudumalai \fildlife Sanctuary, home of the lugest ,Aoian el-

ephant population in India, is dire indeed. Little cover remains for the magnificent elephants as habitats

shrink and become fragmented-a situation that is exacerbated by encroachments and unabated habitat

desuuction fiom mining, agricultural, and resource collection activities. To prevent crop raiding by so-

called 'rogue" elephants, many fumers in the region illegdly tap electric lines and erect 400-volt wires

around their plots. Sevetal elephants have been killed by these fences. The corridors linking remaining

habitats, which enable the elephants to move about unimpeded, are being encroached upon and cut off.
This frustrates the breeding bulls'natural propensity ro move about and impregnate various femaies in
different parts of the reserve.

The number of 'tuskets," firll adult mdes with tusls, is declining rapidly as poachers, aided by a lack of
effective forest ptotecdon, have a field day slau$tering these bulls for their tusls for the overseas and black

markets. Poachers who recently shot one forest guard, are reportedly well-umed and are rargeting younger

mdes as the number of adult tuskers has plummeted, Shooting, poisoning, electrocudon, and harassment

ofoop-raiding rogues by farmers has thinned out the elephant population even funher and has led to
increued incidences of human-elephant conflics. As a result of all drese combined factors, the male-

female ratio is now so lopsided and the viability of the remaining gene pool so poor that it is feued the

elephant population may never be able to recover.

One feasible and potentidly very effective method to combat poaching is to introduce the genes of
tuskless elephants into the remaining Nilgiris herds. k has been found in Uganda that an increase in the

number of tuskless elephants has led to a decrease in poaching. The luge number of tuskless elephants

that were spared the poachers' guns has also ensured that the survivors passed their genes down throu$
the generations.

Another way to combat the poaching problem is to hire tribals as forest guards. This move,

though, has been and will continue to be ineffective so long as rhey are not given adequate sup-

Port or pay. Nontribal forest guards, police, and other officials are inadequately equipped to deal

with poachers and are easily bribed. Some participate in various unlawful activities that under-
mine efforts to Protect wildlife and habitat. For example, they use force to suppress local people's

complaints and reports and participate in disinformation campaigns (as they have against IPAN)
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when "outsiders" know too much. Concerned individuals and investigators have been subject to

death threats, lawsuits, fabricated criminal charges, and have been beaten and sometimes killed,

as one Indian journalist and one forest guard were in 1997 to 1998.

Nilgiris Biosphere CPR (conservarion, protection, and restoration) will be impossible so long as these

local problems are denied and covered up. Forest guards need vehicles for patrol work, guns to Protect

themselves, and radios to conracr rhe Forest Department and local police when poachers are seen' Unfor-

tunarely some hunters, according ro tribal informants, are high-ranking officials and rich industrialists who

are immune ro the law. Giving forest guards more pay, though, will not make them bribe-proof' A better

incentive would be bonuses and promotion when poachers ofwildlife and forest products, notably san-

dalwood, ue cau$t. This wouid go a long way toward boosting the morale of the guards whose job it is

to protect the dwindling number of elephants in the Nilgiris.

Recouvnenddtions

Despite the extensive ecological damage wrought on the Nilgiris bioregion by agricultural moderniza-

tion, the driving forces of a market economy, and local greed and graft, it is still an area very much worth

fighting for. It is a relativeiy rural, remote area with a low population density and a high potendal for

ultimate recovery, The solutions, to be sure, lie in acknowledging the problems first and then moving swiftly

and with the proper resources to solve them.

The recommendation of IPAN is to redesignate the Mudumalai \fildlife Sanctuary, which is part

of the larger UN Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve, as the first Biocultural lVorld Heritage Site, where the

indigenous peopie who choose ro live in traditional, sustainable ways ate encouraged and given the

right support. Indigenous peoples generally see that their future, their culture, traditions' and val-

ues, are dependent upon securing the future for wildlife and the wildlands because they themselves

have sustainably coevolved and are therefore codependent. Revitalizing such a mutually enhancing

symbiosis would be the primary objecdve of the Nilgiris Biocultural Vorld Heritage Site. A Nilgiris

Biodiversity Institute wouid offer comprehensive training in applied technology, conservation, and

land use programs. Teaching local people the necessary scientific knowledge would streamline con-

servation efforts. Grassroots initiatives are the most effective because they engage the people most

interested in seeing that those same initiatives succeed. Local people also have an intimate knowl-

edge and understanding of the land, forests, and animals that they have lived on, in, and among

for thousands ofyears.

Forest tribals should be enabled to manage forest resources, including wildlife. They need to be funded,

equipped, and properly advised and supervised by a more conciliatory Forest Department and \X4ldlife

Authoriry.

Tlibals are not only good trackers and wildlife spoaers for tourists, they would also be the best guards

for elephants, tigers, and other wildlife. Let each community profit from the pans of dead and dying wild-

life; for example, harvesting elephant ivory bear claws, and tiger bones from long-monitored and respected

old-timers who die in their jungle and forest domain.

A Biodiversity Culturd Center for ecorourism would provide environmentally friendly alternatives to

the guest lodges now being built. Tiibal cooperatives would be established, selling sustainably collected

forest produce as well as local arts and crafts for the tourists. These cooperatives would provide much-

needed income for the local people, and simultaneously nurture and protect the "old ways' most at risk

from modern change.
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lndia Prolea {or Animals and Nature (IPAl,|) consultant Dr. l',|ichael w. fox treating a monkey.

Proro rouury or IPAi'|.

Recognizing that the marginalization oftribal peoples, the poisoning and destruction ofthe en-

vironment, the loss ofwildlife and biodiversiry and overexploitation for profit and greed are all
interrelated parts of the same puzzle is an important first step toward creating solutions for some

of the problems facing the Nilgiris. Several substantial obstacles remain, however, to making head-

way and enacting positive change in this region. Vhat people do ro "save face" when they are con-
fronted by their own duplicity, indifference, and denial hinders conservarion seriously, as well as

animal protection and human rights efforts in many countries. It illustrates how progress in these

areas, including the application of bioethics, is extremely limited when there is a iack of moral in-
tegrity. Foreign money coming into India without grassroots oversight can be most destructive in
regions where nefarious activities are the main currency.

Perhaps the most difficult hurdle is convincing the local people to start working with long-
term approaches rather than with short-term ones. This vital shift in thinking, which can only be

achieved by first demonstrating viable socioeconomic alrernatives to the people, and then allowing
them to adopt these benefits for themselves, will motivate the human population of the Nilgiris to
work cooperatively. The realization that their own interests are best served through the careful stew-

ardship of natural resources as well as through the good husbandry of their domestic animals is

"enlightened self-interest." ln order to responsibly exercise their freedom ofself-derermination, they
must be libetated from the spiritually corrupting forces of materialism, poverry and greed. These
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forces amounr to a genocidal and ecocidal extinction process. If indigenous peoples and wiidlife

are to coexisr and the exrincrion ofboth be averted, then the people and authorities responsible for

forest resource management, land use patterns, and wildlife protection must develoP a shared vi-

sion, one that is economically viable, socially just, and ecologically sound.

Furthermore, it must have a functional, bioethical infrastructure ofconservation, Protection, and

resroration of both biological and cultural diversity. The expedient alternative of removing all hu-

man residents from critically endangered bioregions is ethically questionable and may not be pru-

dent in the long term. Indigenous knowledge and presence could be of inestimable value in

optimizing conservation, wildlife protection, and habitar restoration.



Alan Watson featherstone

,

lf *. look at the most commonly used phorograph of the earth raken from space, rhe most prominent
feature on it is desert, Although deserts are natural ecosystems on the planet, much land has become

desertified as a result of human activities. This is particululy true in North Africa, in the Mediteranean
coastal zone, most of which was forested in Roman times, and in rhe Sahel region, south of the Sahara.

More recently, Madagascar has suffered extensive deforestation and widespread erosion, wirh only 20 per-

cent ofits original area ofrain forests still surviving. This photograph ofthe euth from space is a potent
symbol for the environmental destruction currently taking place on the planet.

Most environmental projects and campaigns focus on stopping this destruction from occurring, whether

it is desertification, clearance ofthe tropical rain forests, or the hunting ofendangered animals (e.g., rhi-
no$. However, even if all such environmental degradation were to stop immediately, the planett ability to
support its full complement of biota is substantially impaired and reduced, due to the damage that has

already taken place.

\fle live in a world that has been grossly impoverished in terms of the population sizes of most luge
species offauna and the reduction ofmost major habitat types. Furthermore, the currenr focus on indus-
trial and consumer-based culture enslaves the olanet.

The chart shows the effects ofhuman exploitation and population increase on selected other species

and habitats. This chart mainly covers North America, as the destrucdon is more recenr rhere, and data

on preexploitation levels exist, unlike for Europe. Species populations and habitat extents are now dny

Percentages oftheir original sizes, and a similar situation holds uue for other conrinenrs and species (e.g.,

blue whales, tiger, etc).

To date, the main thrust of the conservation movemenr has been ro prorect wildland and species by

establishing national parla, wilderness areas, and orher protected areas. The lead for rhis has come mainly
from the United States where Yellowstone, the world's firsr national park was established in 1872, and,

which now has one of the most comprehensive systems of protected areas in the world. However, recent

studies show that the substantial areas protected in the western United States are inadequare to maintain
all *reir constituent species.

Protecting the remaining undisturbed wild areas of the planet is nor enou$ ro ensure the survival of
other species, particularly the charismatic megafauna-large mammals such as grizzly bears and tigers-
which require luge habitats. This should not divert efforts to achieve protection for exrant wild areas.

These areas provide an essential component to a global straregy ofsustaining the biota and biological in-
tegrity of the planet. However, two other elements need to be added to such a suategy to make it effec-

tive---rconnecdvity and ecological resroration.

t83
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Decline of selected species and habitats world wide
because of human pressures

Species Original population Today % Now

Tiger (Asia) 1

Black wildebeest (Africa)

Muriqui (Brazil) 3

Kauri Forest
(New Zealand) a

Juan Fernandez
fur seal (Chile) s

Sumatran Rhinoceros 6

Southem right whale
(Southern oceans)
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Connectiviry using habitat coridors, links areas of wildland, which individually may not be large enou$

ro support all their consriruent species, but together may sustain viable populations of large mammals.

Ecological resroration ailows degraded ecosystems to rehabilitate and to regain wilderness characteristics.

Vilderness restoradon may at firsr seem like a contradicdon in terms-if wilderness means that the

land is free fiom alteration by humans, and restoration implies active management by humans. Our planet

can be viewed as behaving like a self-regulating organism that exhibits homeostasis-the state of constancy

in which living things hold themselves when their environment is changing.

Indeed, like individual organisms, which display the ability to heal their wounds, so does the earth. For

example, after the volcano Krakarau in Indonesia erupted on August 26, 1883, vegetation, insects, birds,

and animals recolonized the remnant island, which was blanketed with cinders and lava. More recently,

the area devastated by the eruption of Mount Saint Helens in the Unired States in 1980 and the area

burned in the fires in Yellowstone National Park in 1988, are also providing living laboratories ofhow

parts ofthe biosphere heal after catastrophic disturbance.

Ecological restoration, a natural process, provides an example of homoeostasis in action on the earth,

but one often prevented fiom taking place by the scale and extent ofpresent-day human activities. In the

Argentinean part ofTierra del Fuego, for example, introduced cattle are grazing in areas of burned forest,

preventing their regeneration.

Scotland provides a sobering example of degraded, formerly forested ecosystem unable to recover be-

cause of continued human exploitation. In the Highlands, the native pinewoods of the Caledonian For-

est, characterized by the Scots pine (Pinus s/uanis), originally covered an estimated 1.5 million hectares,

but have now been reduced to about 17,000 hectares. Figures 1a and lb illustrate the estimated original

range of the native pinewoods and the surviving remnants'
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Caledonian Pine forest, Glen Affric, Scotland. Pnoro cotltrrJy 0r Aut Wmol tuurrsrotr.

Gone with the trees ue all the luge mammal species-b eaver (Cattor fber);wild bou $w snofa)lynx
(Felis lynx) moose (Altet alce); brown beu (Ursas araw); and,wolf (Canb kpu).Mostother species have

either declined in number (e .g., pine marten [Martes martes]; red. squinel [Sciuras uulgaris) or in size-
the red deer (Ceraus ekphw) our lugest surviving terrestrial mammal, has been forced to adapt from its

natural forest habitat to life on the bue hillsides, where it only reaches three quarters ofthe size it did in
former forested times.

Althou$ fragments offorest do survive grazing pressures fiom luge numbers ofintroduced sheep and

an utificially hi$ population of red deer (maintained by luge landowners for sporting interesm), the re-

generation of any native forest in most areas has been prwented for over 150 years. Vith the mature trees

in the forest remnants dying of old age and not being replaced by a new generation, time has almost run
out for the Caledonian Forest.

This is critical not just in a national context but also inrernationally. Although Scots pine has a wide
distribution, sretching from Scotland and Spain throu$ central Europe and Russia to Siberia, and from
north of the fuctic Cirde to the Mediterranean, the pinewoods in Scotland are unique because of the

absence of any other conifers in them. Elsewhere the Scots pine is associared with other trees (often Nor-
way sPruce [Picea abies) . Ecological restoration measures are essenrial to bring the land in the Highlands

back to a condition ofhealth again, where it can support its ortirpated native species.

Tlees for Life has been developing a strategy for rhe restoration ofthe Caledonian Forest since 1985,

and we have been implementing this in practice since 1989, in partnership with major organizations in
Scotland, such as the Forestry Commission and the National Tiust for Scotland.

Some measures to help the forest regenerate have been undertaken in the last thirty years. Deer and

sheep have been fenced out of forest remnants, and a new generarion of nees has grown successfrrlly.
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However, these initiatives have been relatively small in scale, uncoordinated, and have focused solely on

the trees, often just the Scots pine. Our work is concerned with the entire forest ecosystem, and our

goalsincluderestoringtheforesttoalargecontiguousareaofaboutl,500squarekilometers(illustrated

in figure 1b), and reintroducing the extirpated species ofwildlife.
'We 

have a threefold strategy for expanding the extent ofnative tree cover' recognizing that this is an

important initial step in the restoration of the whole forest communiry. The first part of our strategy is

to facilitate the natural regeneration of the trees by lencing the deer out of areas on the periphery of the

existing remnanrs, so that seedlings can grow naturally to maturiry without being overgrazed. This is

the simplest and best method of regeneraring the forest, as it involves the minimum of intervention

and allows narure to do most of the work. This forms one of the basic principles of ecological restora-

tion, which underlie our work, Howeve! this is only effective in locations where there is an existing seed

source nearby, which is not rhe case in the treeless expanses that make up most ofthe Highlands today.

The second part ofour strategy comes into effect in these situations, and it involves planting native

trees in banen areas where the forest has disappeared completely. To do this, we collect seed from the nearest

surviving trees to maintain the local genetic variation in the forest. The resulting seedlings are then planted

in a random, nonlinear pattern inside fenced enclosures, replicating the natural distribution ofthe trees.

'We 
are working with ail of the nadve trees from the forest, and are paying particular attention to the pio-

neer species, such as birch, rowan, and asp€n, as they have an important role to play in the succession of

the forest as it gets reestablished.

The third put ofour strategy involves felling ofnonnadve trees, which in some areas have been planted

as a commercial crop amongsr the old trees of the Caledonian Forest remnants. Nonnative trees Pre-

vent the regenerarion ofnative trees and understory vegetation. These felled exotics are not extracted,

but instead are left to decompose in situ, so that the nutrients they contain are retained within the for-

est ecosystem.

Combining these three strategies, our intention is to reestablish areas, or islands, ofhealthy young for-

est scattered throu$out the barren, deforested glens. ,As these new fiees reach seed-bearing age they will

form the nuclei for an expanded natural regeneration in the surrounding area. \Vhile the trees in these

islands are growing, it will be important to reduce the numbers of deer, so that the forest restoration pro-

cess can become self*ustaining without the need for more fences. A that stage, we exPect that the exist-

ing fences can also be dismantled and removed, so that the human intrusion into the landscape can be

minimized, and more of a qualiry of wilderness restored.

,As the trees grow, some of the other woodland species will return by themselves. Seeds will be blown in

by the wind or carried in by birds, and flying insects and birds will move in as soon as there is habitat for

them. The interconnected web of lifc, which makes up the living community of the forest, will begin to

reestablish itself. Other species will need to be physically reintroduced into the regenerating forest, as and

when the habitat can support rhem. In the long term, we plan to reintroduce all the locally extinct large

mammals. Those species, and particularly the predators at the top of the food chain, such as the brown

bear, lynx, and wolf, are essential to maintaining the overall health and balance of the forest ecosptem.

This will need to be accompanied by an education program to counter public fears and misconceptions

about predators. Compensation measures should be instituted for any livestock losses that result. We can

learn from the current reintroduction program for wolves in the United States.

In practical rerms, since 1989 we have organized and funded the fencing of 159 hectares ofland in

GlenAffric for forest regeneration and restoration; planted over 100,000 Scots pines; developed a Propa-
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gation program for aspen from root cuttings as it almost never reproduces by seed in Scotland now, and

have successfirlly grown over 1,000 trees by this method; and we are also propagating all the other native

trees from the forest ecosystem. Cunent projects include initiatives to secure the restoration ofspecific
components of the forest ecosysrem, puticularly riparian vegetation and the montane shrub community.

V'e have also organized several scientific studies to evaluate aspects affecting the restorarion of the for-
est, including research into the role of mycorrhizal fungi in forest establishment; habitat requirements and

population densities ofwood ants (Formica aquilonia), which are found in associarion with native pin-
ewoods; and the rate of regeneration in browsed pine seedlings after the grazing pressures are removed.

Through research such as this we hope to document the effectiveness ofvarious restoration techniques so

that they can be applied elsewhere.

In contrast to most other forms of human management of nature, ecological resrorarion is based on the

principle that nature knows best, and in practice we seek to mimic natural processes wherever possible.

Throu$ the practical experience we've gained, we've uticulated a series of principles which underlie our

work of ecological restoration. These are not intended to be either exclusive to Tlees for Life, or exhaus-

tive-rather they represent a work in progress as we proceed.

Ecological restoration is now becoming well established as a field ofresearch and practice, with numer-

ous projects underway in different ecosystems and countries. Some ofthese inidatives include restoring

dry tropical forests in northwestern Costa Rica, restoring mangroves in Vietnam and Thailand, and eco-

logically restoring Nonsuch Island in Bermuda. Recendy proposals have been made to restore prairies in
the Midwest of the Unired States.

The survival ofmany species on the planet depends on the ecological resrorarion ofwilderness becom-

ing the single most important activiry of humaniry one that requires major resources. Indeed, in the early

1970s Richud St. Barbe Baker, the visionary founder of Men of theTiees (now renamed the International

Tiree Foundation) was calling for the armies of the world to be redirected to tree planting work to help

reforest the degraded fringes ofthe Sahara Desert. The work ofTiees for Life, and ofmany other pioneer-

ing ecological restoration projects, can be viewed as developing the principles and practices ofhelping the

earth to heal.

I believe this is only a prelude ofthings to come, and that in the next century ecological resrorarion will
become a national goal in every country and indeed the global priority for all humanity. This view is shared

by an increasing number of people: 
'Wilderness 

recovery I firmly believe, is the mosr important task of
our generation. \[e must become active participants in the restoration ofthe earth. In restoration forestry

lies the hope of the world and of humanity.

In order to achieve restoration on this scaie, so that global biological diversity can be maintained, we

have launched an initiative to have the United Nations declare the wenry-first century as the Century
of Restoring the Earth. k will take at least 1 00 years to heal the wounds we ve inflicted on rhe planer,

and such a declaration would act as a catalyst for the necessary resources to be committed to ecological

restofation.

For wilderness restoration and the other two complementary strategies for preserving the planets full
complement of biota to be effective, major changes in the individual and collective lifesryles of humaniry

must occur. Only throu$ radical changes can our culture successfrrlly make the shift from one fixed on

the enslavement of the planet to one that revitalizes the earth. Embarking on a parh away from mass ex-

dnction will require a radical departure from deeply embedded policies and land use pracdces.



ll)n nl was about fifteen, I experienced a lot of changes. I got my drivert license. I was dating. My life

seemed good, but incomplete. That summer my family and I drove down to Florida to see the Everglades.

On the drive my father told my brother and me of his summer in 1958, which he spent in this ancient

swamp. He told us about the park rangers who taught him about the biological rhy'thms of this vast wet-

land. He attempted to impart to us rhis intimate connection to nature. He told us about the anhinga, a

bird that swims underneath the water ro catch fish. He told us about the alligator holes and how other

animals depend on rhem during rhe dry season. He told us ofthe turtles, the red-eared sliders, the soft-

shells, and the mighty snappers. He spoke of the strange and alluring sound of the wind over this slow-

moving River of Sawgrass, as the Native Americans called it.

V/hen we got there everything was just as my dad had said. The Everglades were majestic. even awe

inspiring. However, the Everglades that my dad remembered had shrunk. V4rat remained had the same

aura and power to amur, but there was les swamp.

New puk rangers explained the enormous mismanagement of the water and the encroachment of agri-

culture. At the time I didnt fully understand the great interdependence oflife, but I knew that strangling

this great swamp would hurt me in ways I couldnt really explain.

In retrospect, I can look to that experience as a change in my consciousness. A change that was sparked

by nature. A change that in time taught me the environment and all of its creatures, plants, and microor-

ganisms have their own intrinsic worth, their own sacred and special place in creation. I had felt in my

heut what Albert Schweitzer called "the noblest instinct of them all-the reverence for life."

I now feel blessed, because I have the opportuniry to grant these feelings into action by working for

internationally respected environmental leaders who have created the Eanh Restoration Corps, the ERC,

to protect and restore our wounded eanh. 
.!(/.hen 

Hanne Strong, the founder of the Eartl Restoration

Corps, witnessed the degradation of the great ecological systemsr she was appalled, both regarding the

impact on the euth as well as the impact that this loss would have on young people. ls one source of

hope, she saw the wisdom manifested in the raditions ofindigenous societies.

"As conscious revolutionaries," Hanne Strong declues, "we need to focus on two key problems affect-

ing us in these critical times: environmental destruction and the loss ofthe next generation." These two

major issues are directly linked. The solution is to provide the next generadon with a way to reconnect

with the euth and the cosmos as well as the tools to restore the earth and themselves. The fundamental

context ofthe Earth Restoration Corps is a sense ofurgency. As Hanne Strong says, "Time is running out

and we can no longer wait for an evolution of consciousness." We are, indeed, past the luxury of evolu-

tion; a revolution is necessary. Ve need, in fact, a conscious revolution ofthe conscience.

188
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The principal insight that motivated Hanne Strong to create rhe Earth Restoration Corps was the real-

ization that "the disastrous events we are currently experiencing in the environment and society are an

ouwud reflection of the imbalance inside ourselves." From Hanne Strongt perspective we must offer the

next generation other ways to explore the meaning of being human on this planet other than the material-

istic lifestyle that past generations have embraced. We must provide new ways ro earn a living other than

working for nationai and multinadonal corporations, who exploit the laborer and plunder *re eutht natural

resources in return for excessive profits. We must provide the youth with opportunities to become aware

ofour inherent connection to the earth.'!7e then need to help and encourage them to embrace the impor-

tance of knowing and living according to the Natural [aw, including the Law of Cause and Effect, and

the Law of Interdependence.

It is a simple matter to observe the correlation between cause and effect. Ifwe are greedy, we do not
hesitate to expioit the world. Ifwe are peacefirl inside, we will not create chaos outside. Our internal envi-

ronment, our minds, and our external environment, the world, are intimately interrelated. We choose to

discount a basic Natural Law, which is to never to take more than you need and always give something

back. Presently, we take from the earth and return these gifts with gubage and poison.

Like all movements, we need inspirational music, the connecrions felt in rituals, the hope and happi-

ness found in our kinship with all creation. Thanls to the historic Euth Summit of 7992, a comprehen-

sive practical agenda for the rwenty-first century and beyond has been set fonh by the largest assemblage

of world leaders in history. This summit gives specific guidance on susrainable living with the entire bio-

logical communiry of life. Thanks to the Earth Chutet under the leadership of Maurice Strong and Mikhail
Gorbachev, people in every country are working to produce a document that defines the values that are

indispensable to a susrainable, just, equitable, and humane world.

Thanls to old rituals newly embraced, such as Dahn Hak, an ancient Thoist ritual now practiced in
Korea, people are learning to use meditation, dancing, music, and exercise to connecr to a cause higher

than their mere individual interests.

And thanl$ to Earth Day, average people, many of them young people, have gathered in the largest

demonstration in history to proclaim their love of the euth and their demand for accountability and

responsibiliry. In fact, on Apri122,2000, Denis Hayes, the father of Eanh Day, is planning for interna-

donal activities that will reach into every community in the world. All of these immensely important evenrs

and activities are sizable ingredients in any successftrl recipe for survival of nature and civilization. The

Earth Restoration Corps is trying to do its part by training young people about sustainable living, by teach-

ing rituals and songs, and by providing wilderness experiences. But, mosr importandy, in the words of

John Hoyt, "\7e will seek to help effectuate, in partnership with others, a fundamental shift in the way

people perceive the Earth and their relationship to all living things."

If we wish to remove the sense of drift and loneliness that so many young people feel, then we need

to offer them an embracing, engaging, and sustaining philosophy that awakens a reverence for all life.

After all, in the land of A. C. Bose, the father of Indian science, and in the land of Mahatma Gandhi, a

basic sense of empathy-seeing through the eyes of another,whether human or animal-is clearly a

universal ethic.

Let me summarize with an Albert Einstein quote:

The more hnowledge we acquire, the rnore mystery we fnd. A
human being is part of the whole, called by w the (Jniuerse, a part
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limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and

feelings as something se?arate from the rest ... a hind of optical

illusion of his consciousnesl This delusion is a kind of prisonfor us,

restricting us to our ?ersonal desires and to affection for a few persons

nearest to us. Our tasb must be to free ourselues iiom this prison by

widzning our circle of compassion to embrace all liuing reatures and

the whole of nature in its beauty. Nobody is able to achieue this

completely but the striaingfor such achieuement is in hself a part of
the liberation and a foundation for inner security.
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the basic stuffof this planet. No life can exist withour it. In fact, life originated in the marine

environment most likely in the cells of bacteria found in deep+ea hydrothermal vents. It is essential that

the worldt people pay attention to the oceans, respect them, and protect them from despoliation. \X/e

should be good stewuds of land, air, and water for our own survival and for the future of the planet and

all life on it.

Tacts ab o ut the Marine Envir snvnent

To rwiew some basic superlatives about the marine environment, it should be noted that approximately

70 percent ofthe eutht surface is covered by salt water. This planet should be named oceanus rather than

eanh. Scientists tell us that not only did life originate in the deep, but that more species oflife occur in

the oceans than on land, and also that marine biomass might rival or exceed that of all surftce life. The

deepest places on this planet are the ocean trenches. The Challenger Deep in the Muiana Tiench (east of

the Philippine$ is the deepest at11,022 meters and srretches for 2,500 kilometers. It is 20 percent deeper

than Mount Everest is high. There are nine trenches over 5,700 meters deep, The Aleutian Tiench in the

Nonh Pacific is the longest. The tenches can be considered inverted mountains. The lengths of under-

water marine mountain chains also exceed those on land. Arctil of 75,600 kilometers comprises all the

ridges and rises that encircle the globe.

These facts give a feel for the enormiry of the muine environment. Special as well as representative

areas in the oceans merit protection under some kind of international system. The long-range future of
life on this planet requira it.

Marine Values

Geographic, phpical, and biological features ofthe hi$ seas grip our interest. Chemosynthetic life flour-

ishes on the deep seafloor environment of total darkness, incredible pressure, extreme cold, but with as-

tounding heat gushing up from hydrothermal vents. Vulcanism spews forth red-hor magma that wells up

from deep within the euth's crust, ffeating new eanh and rich minerd deposits. Various forms of thermofilic

bacteria thrive in the abyss.

For thousands ofyears humans have relied on the seas for transportation. Not many years ago the

high seas, especially the mid-waters and the seafloo! were considered to be biological deserts because

practically nothing was known about them. This is part of the reason why it seemed acceptable to dump

refuse and toxins into the oceans. Besides, anything dumped or spilled was quickly out of sight. Now we

know that the high seas clear down to and under the seafloor support mysterious and bizarre life forms,
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including gelatinous fish, giant clams, shrimp, and tube worms. Many of these creatures are biolumines-

cent, It is a whole new world waiting for discovery and research.

Here are a few examples of the kinds of marine features on the seabed, in the water column, or at the

surface of the high seas that merit protected status:

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Places of vast plankton blooms or vast swarms of krill

Sargassum beds and mats that are habitats for migradng sea turtles and eels

Calving and feeding grounds ofgreat whales

Nursery areas of great and small wha.les and other marine mammals

Routes of highly migratory species

Critical ueas for significant pelagic fish species

Geological features ofunusual scientific interest, such as at current convergence zones

Tectonic rifts, geothermal vents, volcanoes, ridge crests, and deep trenches

Seamounts and guyots that support rich biological communities

Deepwater corals

A,reas of unique biological concentrations

A,reas of endemism

Esential habitats ofthreatened or endansered sDecies

Edges ofice packs

Representative areas

fuchaeological and cultural features

Threats

This watery world, despite its vastness, is under threat lrom many forms of human activity. The most

serious and immediate threat to retaining viable biodiversity comes from overfishing and use of desuuc-

tive fishing methods. Burgeoning human populations have increased the demand for fish. Inadequately

regulated or enforced fisheries cause certain fish populations to crash (75 percent are in or are verging on a

state ofcollapse). This generation and those ofthe future are deprived ofthose benefits ofthe sea, and

biodiversity is impoverished.
'!7ho 

could have predicted that the incredible populations of cod (Gadus morhua) in the northwest

Atlantic Ocean would become commercially extinct? They are . This seems to be the same fate of the

orange roughy (Hoplosthethus atknticus) and, the Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus eleginoidu) in sourh-

ern ocean waters; both species are being hunted voraciously. Some shark and billfish populations are se-

verely reduced, as are the populations of the enormous bluefin tunas. Seabirds and sea turtles are also

severely impacted by commercial fishing. Those animals at the top of the marine food chain succumbed

quickly to intense hunting pressures, driving some species to biological extinction, for example the Biscayne

rightwhale (Eubabenaglacialr)andStellert sercow (Hydrodnmalislga)Mostotherpopulationsofthe

great whales were so severeh reduced by hunting, while under mismanagement by the International \X/hal-

ing Commission, that after years of protection, some of them have buely begun to recover. The blue wha.le

(Bakenoptera mascuhalthe largest animal to have ever lived on earth-is just one example.

Destructive fishing practices, like factory trawlers that scrape the seafloor, purse seines for catching tuna

that also caught hundreds ofthousands ofdolphins in the Eastern Tlopical Pacific, and fine filament drift

nets that are practically invisible to all marine life and can be 48 kilometers long, contribute mightily to
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severe reduction of biomass and biodiversity in marine waters. By-catch is another major problem in that

juveniles of the target species, other fish species, diving seabirds, marine mammals, and sea turtles are all

victims in the rush to mine the seas of their living bounty.

There is a research project underway to test the feasibility ofinjecting into the deep seabed millions of

tons ofcarbon dioxide (CO ) that would be captured from the flue gases from cod-fired plants. This pro-

cess has been proposed as a'mitigrtion option for the amelioration of global warming thought to be asso-

ciated with increasing atmospheric concentrations ofCO . It is presently estimated that under-sea storage

would take 200 years before the chemical is fully absorbei by the ocean.

\Vhen mining of seabed deposits of metaliferous ores begins, the techniques now known will totaliy

disrupt the seabed. Hydrocarbon extraction is already underway. Ocean dumping ofrefuse and toxic sub-

stances either deliberately or by accident continues even thou$ the International Maritime Organization

has drawn up reguladons to control it. Sunken nuclear ships ue leaking. Industry and pharmaceudcal com-

panies have expressed great interest in taking bacteria and other organisms from the hydrotheimal vents.

Proteded Areas onrJe Hiqh Seas

Just as there are systems of protected areas on land that ensure preservation of special geographic, bi-

otic, and historic features, a similar system can be applied to special features ofthe marine environment.

Many coastal nations have established marine protecred ueas (MPAs) within their waters of national ju-

risdiction, up to the limits of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), usually 200 nautical miles from shore.

The number is at least 1,300 worldwide, including fifteen in the central Indian Ocean. Most of these

marine reserves are located in the neu coastal waters. Only a few are located far from land. Ausmlia is

studying a proposal that a group of seamounts south of Tasmania merits protection. This uea could be

Australiat first deep-sea marine protected area. Canada has selected two new pilot MPAs off im Pacific

Coast: Endeavour Hot Vents, some 240 kilometers southwest of Vancouver Island and Bowie Seamount

180 kilometers west of Queen Charlotte Islands.

Attention is only now being paid to the hi$ seas, that is, muine ueas beyond nadonal jurisdiction,

beyond the EEZ. k is only common sense to recognize that the values that deserve protection within a

nationt EEZ can be the same values that occur on the high-seas side of that invisibie boundary of 200

nautical miles. Ocean cuffents, except for biota fixed to the seabed, all the rnyriad life-forms in the water

column, on the surface, and in the air overhead are in motion. Some migratory species travel thousands of
miles every yeat but they are not polidcal animals, stopping at political boundaries.

All the hi$ seas need not be protected, only those special areas that are or could be under threat or that

contain superladve natural features. Certain fish stocla, for example, are in desperate need ofprotection

ofthe critical habitats direcdy related to the welfue and survival ofthe species. These could include spawn-

ing areas, nurseries, and safe places for juveniles. These would be no-take zones, where fishing is not al-

lowed and the habitat is protected from despoilment. Some coastal states have established such no+ake

zones. Their laws and regulations should be rigorously enforced. Similar systems should be established on

the high seas where fishing pressures are extreme in order to ensure the continuation ofthe stock, and

thereby provide for the continuation ofthe industry.

The Marine Section of the'World Conservation Union 0UCM 
.World 

Commission on Protected

Areas set up a special working group to advance the concept ofprotected areas in the high seas. I was

appointed to lead the effort. The advisory committee recommended that the priority features for starting

should be seamounts, hydrothermal vents, and black smokers. The idea is to identifr some specific sites
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that would merit careful scientific study to documenr the narural values and to identily the threats to those

sites. Theywere selected because of the extreme pressure of fishing on seamounts, which are extraordinar-

ily rich in species, and because ofthe potendal for exploitation ofthe mineral and biological resources of
the vents.

Wilderness

Vilderness has a role in the muine environment. Definirions of wilderness on land usually rely on the

absence of evidence of human intrusion, primarily roads. In the three-dimensional marine environment,

wilderness could be defined as marine space without the remains of human activity. If luge-scale indus-

trial use begins, and if destructive fishing practices continue, the time will come when there wiil be little

ocean space or biodiversity that is not suffering from human impact. Designating significant areas as wil-

derness follows the precautionary principle. Yes, there is not only room for marine wilderness-there is

need for it. Wilderness serves as a control by which the condition of other similar features that are being

utilized can be measured. It provides excellent undisturbed areas for benign reseuch.
\While recreation on the hi$ seas must consist of sailing, some adventurous people are now paying

large sums (U.S. $32,500 each) to be taken by submersible to view the remains of the Titanic. During the

4th \florld \filderness Congress (\rufc), held in Colorado, USA, in 1987 , a five-day seminar was held

entided Ocean Vilderness. Discussion among participants from many countries was sponsored by the

wilderness congress organizers, the IUCN, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminisuation

(NOAA, a U.S. government agency responsible for marine program$. The 4th \[!7C resolved that more

should be done in coastal waters to develop systems of protected areas in marine environments within the

waters ofcoastal states. It said that wilderness is an appropriate designation for certain pristine areas. These

concepts must be extended to the high seas.

A number of difficulties inhibit the development of an international system of MPAs. First of all, gov-

ernments and people lack appreciation and understanding that the oceans ue extremely valuable, heavily

influence weathe! and are subject to present and future threats. Secondly, no international body exists

that has clear authority to undertake the task. \X4rile there are a number ofexisting agencies, such as the

International Maritime Organization, UN Economic, Social, and Cultural Organizationt Biosphere Re-

serves program, UN Environment Program's Regional Seas, and a number of agencies established by uea-

ties such as the United Nationt Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Convention on Biological

Diversiry, none of them has been analyzed by international lawyers to determine if they could assume the

authority required to set up such a program. Thirdly, there is a critical need for an extensive and coordi-

nated research program on ali aspects ofrhe marine environment.

We must hear from the scientists. So fu, only exciting glimpses of the wealth of marine biota in the

mid-waters and on the seabed have been photographed. A relative handful ofscientists venture down to

the depths in the new technological wonders ofsubmersibles. Tethered robots also can extend even deeper,

taking photographs and gathering specimens. Nations must cooperate in marine research, preferably un-

der the coordination ofan international agency. We have known about chemosynthetic life at the hydro-

thermal vents for only twenty years. \What wonders remain to be discovered?

Managewent

lssuming that an appropriate international agency can be identified or established, its duties would

include coordinating research programs so that the complexities and functions of the marine world can be
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better understood.'We need an inventory ofwhat is there. Management regimes should be set up. IUCNT

\florid Commission on Protected fueas has already established a system of six categories of protection.

Originally developed for terrestrial areas, they now apply to marine ueas as well. The categories range

fiom areas warranting total protection to areas being managed for sustainable use. Category I includes

wilderness. Characteristia of the natural features, size, location, and wlnerability to threats would guide

the degree ofprotection afforded to candidate areas.

M o nita ring 6n d Enf o r ceuent

Vhile monitoring activities in and under the high seas may seem like a formidable task, technologi-

cal developments would facilitate it, such as satellite observation. The system ofextremely sensitive lis-

tening devices installed on the seabed by the U.S. Nary, but now discontinued, could be utilized.

Enforcement could be a project for the worldt navies. Already the navies ofFrance and Australia are

enforcing some fisheries regulations in the southern ocean, while the U.S. Coast Guard is doing the

same in the North Pacific.



T
I he impenetrable thirst land of the Kalahari Desert once protected the Okavango Delta, The delta only

became known to the outside world in the mid-1800s when explorers such as Livingstone and Oswald

finally, at the cost ofmany lives, were able to cross this previously inaccessible desert. There they found an

extraordinary African wedand, an oasis, which supported an abundance ofplant and animal life. Today,

the delta can be reached by daily fligh$ into Maun, while the first tar road to this frontier town was com-

pleted in 1993. This sudden exposure has enabled many people to reach this area. Such exposure has cata-

puited the Okavango Delta to world fame, but also to the threats that assail many of the worldt great

wilderness areas today. Over the past decade, threats to this fragile wedand have included bunding and

water withdrawals, extensive pesticide application to control the tsetse fly, cattle encroachment, and habi-

tat fiagmentation by fences, overhunting, and salvinia weed invasion.

But since 1996 two ofthese threats, water withdrawal and fence consuuction, have accelerated to

the point where they could compromise the future viability of this remukable wilderness. Despite this,

the Okavango Delta remains one of the most lovely and enigmatic wilderness wetlands remaining in

the world today.

Bacl<ground

The Okavango River rises in the highlands of southern Angola, where headwaters combine to form

two major rivers, the Cuito and the Cubango. These two rivers meet along the Namibian border to

form the Okavango River. The river flows briefly through Namibias Caprivi Strip before entering north-

ern Botswana. Here the river slows and spreads over Kalahari sands to create the classic fan-shape ofthe

Okavango Delta, confined by a series of fault lines that are southerly extensions of the Great Rift Val-

ley. Seen from above, the delta resembles an outstretched hand, the narrow "wrist," know as the Pan-

handle, is probably the most vulnerable part ofthe delta, as it still has no legal protection. One hundred

and sixty five kilometers to the south, the labyrinth ofwaterways, islands, and sandveldt tongues end

abrupdy at a fault line that collects and redirects the remaining waters, as little as 2 percent of the in-

flow and sometimes none, towud the desolate edges of a the world's largest salt pans, the Makgadikgadi.

Measuring some 16,000 squue kilometers, the Okavango Delta comprises a constandy changing uray

oflandscapes. The tapestry ofhabitats in the delta is so subdy interwoven that only from the air is the

pattern clear. In its upper reaches, permanenr water supporrs dense reed beds and papyrus swamps, inter-

spersed with small islands of date palms, fig trees, and mahogany. Life here is primarily aquaric, suppon-

ing nearly 100 species offish, which are prey to numerous bird species including the rare Pels fishing

owl, and aquatic animals such as crocodiles, hippos, and the elusive Sitatunga antelope. Farther south the

198
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islands become luger, and their forested fringes ue important to smaller mammals including civets, gen-

ets, leopards, and five specia ofmongooses.

Each year a floodtide of fresh rainwater sweeps throu$ the sptem. The annual flooding of the delta is

a unique feature, where annual rains in Angola travel slowly throu$ the river basin, taking some five to

six months to reach its lower fiinges and thus ariving in the depth of the dry season. Most creatures time

their life cycle in synchrony with this annual event. The lower delta is charactemedby extensive flood-

plain grasslands, which support populations of Africa's iuger mammals including elephants, buffalo, gi-

raffes, and zebras, and over a dozen species of antelopes. These in turn support predators such as the

endangeredAfrican wild dog, cheetahs, lions, leopards, spotted hyenas, and the smaller cats such as serval,

caracal, and the African wild cat.

The historical inaccessibility of the Okavango, the former presence of the tsetse fly, which kept out

people and their livestock, and a sparse human population have in combination helped this unique wet-

land to retain its wildlife. This resource is proving to be a great asset to Botswana. Always important to

local hunter-gatherers, it is now tle base ofa growing tourism industry-the number-two foreign exchange

earner in the country after diamonds. But this wildlife resource is totally dependent on watet from the

Okavango River and on the ability to move for forage and water unhindered. In the past three years, wo

major developments in the region have threatened the integrity of the Okavango, These are the very real

threat of upstream water withdrawals fiom Namibia to feed the capital Windhoek with water via pipeline,

Namibia Water Projects Proposed Pipelines.
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Okavango at Risk-Grootfontein-0matako canal will take 0kavango water to Windhoek. Pt.oro ay H. Cmrno/Cl.

as well as the construction ofhundreds ofkilometers ofveterinary lences in Botswana, built to control

cattle disease. The fences were constructed through and around the ecosystem, causing habitat fragmenta-

tion and wildlife losses. As described below, Conservation International and its field office in Maun mobi-

Iized immediately to addres these threats.

Perhaps spurred by the threats from Namibia, Botswala became a signatory to Ramsar, the worldt old-

est environmental treaty for wedands. Thus in 1997 the Okavango became the worldt largest, and argu-

ably one of the most important, Ramsar lVedand Sites of lnternational Importance.

Criticalfhreats to the 0kauangl Deltq:
U p str e aw W ater Ab str acti o n

The Okavango Deita is almost entirely dependent on the inflow of the Okavango River, and its eco-

logical function is closely linked to the annua.l floods. Conservationists have for some time been concerned

about an aspect of Namibia's Master Water Plan, which includes the construction of a 300-kilometer pipe-

line to deliver Okavango waters to an open canal, which was built to carry water to a series of dams to

feed the capital Vindhoek. Its construction wu scheduled for 2003. Although the original oFtake was

estimated at 20 million cubic meters, roughly 5 percent of the high-season flow of the Okavango River,

there are several concerns. Most relevant is that Vindhoekt water demand is expected to rise to 60 mil-

lion cubic meters over the next ten years, and that level of off-take would definitely impact the delta. An-

othet concern is that the water treaty between Angola, Namibia, and Botswana, which was pioneered in

1994,hx yet to be concluded. The Okavango River is a wild river, one of only twenty such untampered
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major river systems left in the world today. Such a significant pipeline is a major development, which would

preempt the OKACOM treary.

Unfortunately, in I 996 Namibia was in the grips of a prolonged drought. The government announced

emergency plans to build the pipeline immediately. A Conservation International (CI) delegation traveled

to \findhoek to their first scoping meeting, where the plan was discussed and where it became clear that

no Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was planned for its possible impact on the delta. In response

CI and the Kalahui Conservation Sociery founded a consortium of concerned Botswana-based organi-

zations, called the Okavango Liaison Group. Its first action was to call for an EIA of the planned pipe-

line. The government of Botswana carried this message forward, and Namibia agreed to undertake such

a study. At the same time these plans raised a huge international outcry. CI's international communica-

tions deputment produced a ten-minute video news release that was aired on public TV on the world's

major TV stations, and the story was covered by CNN. Although this raised the issue to the attention of

the world, what reversed the oisis was good rains in late 1996, which filled Namibiat dams and averted

the emergency.

Ifith plans for the pipeline put on hoid for the moment, CI has \ryorked with Namibian hydrogeologists

and International Rivers Network to produce a report on possible alternatives that describe means to

provide Namibia's water needs without resorting to piping water out of the Okavango fuver. The report

shows that Namibia has suficient groundwater to satisfy her immediate short-term needs, without needing

to use the Okavango waters. A long-term option is to desalinize their seawater. Technology exists to de-

salinize water using wave power, if the correct tidal movement is available. The Atlantic coastline of

Namibia is one of the few places on earth where this is possible-it has been calculated by Haggermann

Alternative Power Technology Engineers that only a l5-kilometer iength of buoys stretched along the

coast would produce the equivalent amount of freshwater as would be taken from the Okavango pipe-

line in the first instance.

A major concern of the proposed pipeline, if it is built immediately, is that it preempts the proper de-

liberations, research, and consensus of OKACOM, rhe trinational water agreement beween Angola,

Namibia, and Botswana called the Okavango River Basin Commission. A significant Global Environmental

Faciliry (GEF) grant has been awuded to conduct the necessary work to undertake research and stake-

holder consultation, which is needed to reach consensus on the fah and equitable use of the Okavango's

waters without detrimental impacts on the river basin ecosystem. The proper finalization of this impor-

tant water treaty is vital before any major development worls, such as the proposed Namibian pipeline,

are imolemented.

(ence Construction
6nd CattleRanchinca

Botswana has a long and somewhat controversial history of fence construction. All built without ELfu,

these fences criss-cross the vast areas of wilderness and impact the movement of wildlife seeking forage

and water in this unpredictable semi-uid environment. Large numbers of animals have died, and habitat

fragmentation and loss of range has resulted. The Central Kalahuit wildebeest migration was interrupted

by the Kuke fence, resulting in the loss of95 percent ofthe population. This example ofloss ofwilderness

corridor access, followed by more recent developments in the Okavango region, is one ofthe great conser-

vation tragedies of southern Africa.
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Most of Botswana's fences were built to comply with strict European Union (EU, formerly EEC) beef

import regulations, which stipulate thar cattle must be free offoot-and-mouth disease, also believed to be

canied by buffalo. Anxious to comply (Botswana receives 60 percent more than the world market price as

an incentive), the government built hundreds ofkilometers offences to separate and quarantine the southern

catde herds from the cattle and wildlife in the north, where they have contact with buffalo. The infamous

Kuke fence marls the northern extent from where canle can be exported to tle EU, but recent events

indicate that this boundary is to be pushed farther north, into the region ca1led Ngamiland, in which lies

the Okavango Delta and its remaining herds of wildlife.

Another catde disease recently broke out in northern Ngamiland, which resulted in dramatic and un-

precedented actions, further threatening the integriry of the Okavango Delta and its priceless herds of

wildlife. This crisis emerged during the laner part of 1995, when a canle disease called Contagious Bovine

Pleuro Pneumonia (CBPP), or "lung disease," broke out along the northern Botswana border. It was

thou$t to come from disease-infected cattle that moved into Botswana from the previously open border

along the Caprivi, an important wildlife access corridor Because of the infectious nature of the disease,

the government of Botswana acted quickly to stop its spread. They erected a series of three parallel fences,

the Samochima, Ikoga, and Setata fences, which stretch from the western edge of the Okavango Delta to

the Namibia border (see map 2). These fences failed to stop the spread of CBPP because farmers who

knew their infected cattle would be exterminated rusded rhem around the quarantine fences. As the dis-

ease spread to the last barrier, the Kuke fence, which protects the valuable export cattle to the south, a

dramatic decision was made. It was decreed that the entire 360,000 head of Ngamiland cattle was to be

exterminated. This exercise was carried out swiftly, with huge protests from the local population, who even

thou$ promised compensation were traumatized to see their precious cattle herds, a source of wealth,

Lung sicknes cordon {ence on the Okavango Delta, Botswana. PHoro sy HA{oLDo CffTro.
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status, milh meat, and drou$t power, killed. \(rith police and military assistance in maintaining quuan-

tine measures dong fences, the outbreak wu finally brou$t under control in euly May 1997 .

fu a final precaution, lest more catde move in from Namibia, the entire Namibian Caprivi border was

sealed by a double electric fence now called rhe Caprivi Border fence. A luge section ofthe area to the east

ofthe Panhandle has become isolated from the outlying greater Okavango ecosystem by the extension of

the Nonhern Buffalo Fence m the Caprivi border. Conservationists, in puticular Conservation Interna-

tional and the \flodd Vildlife Fund/Life project in Namibia (Chris \fleaver), protested at this dramatic

sealing of an imponant wildlife corridor before its consffucdon. But such was the feat of the further infec-

tions that the government ofBotswana continued with its planned sealing ofthe border, as catde interests

apparently superseded the concerns ofwildlife impacts.

In response to the dramatic proliferation of fenca in the Okavango region, CIt Okavango Program

was instrumental in the formation of a multisectoral committee called the Ad Hoc Committee on Fences

(AHCOF). Composed of members of Botswana's Deputment of Animal Health, Deputment of \[ild-
life, National Consenation Strategy Agency, CI, and the Kalahui Conservation Society, this committee

met frequently to discuss the issue of fences impacting wildlife and possible mitigation measures. .As a

result of these deliberations ofAHCOE the Botswana government agreed to remove a critical 40-kilome-

ter stretch ofthe Caprivi Border Fence where it reaches the Kwando River, thus putially opening up an

imponant wildlife corridor.

In summary, the major current threats to the Okavango include upstream water abstraction, and the

loss of important wilderness range and migration coridors drrou$ a combination of catde encroachment,

cordon fences, and human encroachment in general.

IheWayForward

Taken together the two threats reviewed in this paper have serious consequences for the sustainable

udlization of the Okavango Deln. h is perhaps ironic that such a fragile rystem should now face national

and regiond threats. Fences themselves spell danger to wildlife numbers and movement in the Okavango

system. Coupled with this, the threat of upstream water extraction could deplete the unique wetland

oasis, causing it to resemble the harsh climate it is situated in-the lGlahari Desert.

Government policy on the whole hu favored canle interests over wildlife ones. This bias is most cleuly

demonstrated by several instances in which catde-owning bureaucras or local elites were able to choose

fence alignments as ways in which to increase the range available for gruing. Botswana's experience with

veterinary fences reflects its catde bias. However, this concluding section also draws attention to recent

initiatives undertaken by the government ofBomwana, with help ftom nongovernmental organizations

(NGOS), to change its fencing policies. The formation of the AHCOB and the process now underway to

undertake retrosp€ctive ELAs on dl cordon fences, demonstrates that wildlife interests have made some

important gains. Changa in the political working atmosphere of the civil service have made government

more willing to integrate wildlife concerns into its decision making. These changes have come about partly

due to international interest in Botswanat wildlife by lobbying from environmental NGOs such as CI,

and by enhanced collaboration benveen govemment departments such as the Deprtment ofVildlife and

Department of Animal Health.

Vhile international attention on the negative impacts of veterinary cordon fences has drawn attention

to the issue, government is still adamant to erect more fences to help "commercidize" catde ranching. If
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people were to benefit more directly from their wildlife resources, for instance through Communiry Based

Natural Resources Management (CBNRM) or ecotourism, they would bener realize the benefit of these

resources and become more involved in conservation. Despite various public relations efforts the local con-

stituency for wildlife conservation is still weak. Vhat is essential now is for the government to sancdon an

independent review to determine which one of the two alternative land use options is more viable in terms

of improving the quality of life for Botswana in community areas, and in valuable ecosystems such as the

Okavango Delta. \fildlife and natural-resource-related income-generating activities, ifdone sustainably,

will allow for a more equitable distribudon of wealth, while cade ranching activities allow for the rich to

get richer and the poor to get poorer. The signs are that such activities, often spearheaded by environmen-

tal NGOs and communiry leaders, are making progress. But firm action needs to be taken belore impor-

tant wildlife corridors are forever blocked, and land use changes spell trouble for wildlife and nature as a

whole. This wiil be assisted through the establishment of aTlansboundary Conservation fuea (TBCA) or

Peace Park.

Actions:

. Open up essential wildlife corridors.

. Remove and realign key fences.

. Emphasize land use plans on CBNRM and tourism rather than caftle ranching

. Establish moreTBCfu

. lVork with OKACOM to develop alternatives for Namibia and the Okavango Liaison

Group (OLG).

. Increase protection by increasing *re number and size ofprotected areu, with

community participation.
. 

Join protected areas with corridors.

Water Extraction

The international character of the Okavango River Buin and the competing demands for water re-

sources presents a situation ripe for conflict, yet these very same geographic traits present opportunities

for regional cooperation in the management of a scarce resource. tWhere water spreads out over otherwise

dryland it becomes ofinterest to all people and an almost irresistible attracdon to engineers and develop-

ers. All ofAfricas great swamps, from the Nile Sudd to the Okavango, have received attention from those

who want to do something different with the land or water. Vetlands are usually highly productive eco-

systems. In Angola Botswana, and Namibia water is a scarce and precious resource. Its presence deter-

mines how well people survive; its absence leaves large areas uninhabitable. Potential conflict lies in

Namibias insistence that the "small" quantity of water they aim to extract will not affect the Ohavango

Delta downstream, and that ir is their moral dury to their people and international law right to extract its

watets. Conversely, Botswana has shown commitment to equitable water use by canceling its large water

extraction projed (SON7?D) due to community protesr in 1991, and also by declaring the delta a Ramsar
'W'edand 

Site of International Importance rn 1997.

A posible long-term resoludon to the potential conflict over the Okavangot waters may lie in the in-

troduction of OKACOM. The most effective means of minimizing international conflicts is to establish

positive anitudes between groups before conflict has a chance to begin. In addition to OKACOMT tech-

nical and scientific input, it is crucial that ways are found whereby this political conflict situation can be

turned into an example ofinternational cooperation. Attention must be shifted from national gain toward
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universal sustainable management of a shued resource. One realistic way of achieving this aim lies in cre-

ative collaboration between OKACOM and concerned NGOs.

Underscoring the importance ofwater ffeaties is the fact that nearly 300 international ffeaties have so

far been adopted for the purpose ofavoiding conflicts over water. But in an analysis ofthese treaties, most

were found to have significant drawbach. The most common failings are tendency to be 'top down,"

little public puticipation, and a tendency to reflect a technical rather than environmental bias. Promising

signs for the Okavango have emerged with the formation of the OLG. The OLG is a growing regional

network of NGOs of which CI is a member. This group, in conjunction with vuious stakeholders, pro-

poses to implement a project tided Every River Has Is People Promodng Comanagement of the Okavango

River Basin. Comanagement involves the shared management of natural resources by those who have the

official obligation to do so, i.e., government, and those who live with and use the resources, such as com-

munities and the private sector. The goals of the proposed acdvities ue mofold: (1) increase the capaciry

of the region's institutions and stakeholders to participate in comanagement of the Okavango; and (2)

create a protocol by which comanagers of the resource may participate in sustainable management of the

Okavango River Basin.

There ue four levels of management-related activities in the Okavango River Basin. On the hi$est

regional level, OKACOM is conducting the basinwide management planning process; on the next level,

govemments are engaged in national level planning activities (e.g., Namibia is conducting a water sector

analysis and Botswana has launched planning efforts for Ramsar and a National V'edands Policy); on the

provincial level, regional institutions are undertaking water projects (e.g., Ngamiland District Council is

constructing water supply pipelines along the Okavango Delta); and on the local level, riparian towns and

villages are busy securing water for residents' daily use. \With these multiple layers of management, there is

0kavangot water brings life to the lhlohari Desert in Botswana. PHoro sy H. CffTm/Cl.
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one interwoven element-the people who live in the basin-and one theme that could tie the levels of

effort together-participation.

Another solution to ensure the sustainable future utilization of shared water of the Okavango is the

establishment of a Regional Environmental lssessment Policy. Environmental Asessment (EA) is a useful

pianning tool, and since the threats to the Okavango are development incentives EA would prove a viable

tool to assess these developments and ensure that they are sustainable. Unfortunateiy though, Angola and

Botswana have not made significant progress in adopdng EA as a strategic planning tool, and thus south-

ern Africa has not made a collective effort to apply EA at the regional level. Only Namibian consultants

carried out the Rundu Pipeline Environmental Impact Assessment, and this was a cause for contention in

Angola and Bo$wana. In order to avoid this bias, consultation and cooperation on development initia-

tives must be planned collectively and in a transparent manner.

Another tool for the sustainabiliry of the basin sysrem is the implementation of a Water Demand Man-

agement Strategy by the ripuian countries. Demand management is aimed at optimizing the use of avail-

able water rather than developing new or extended supplies. It is clear that in a water-scarce developing

country such as Namibia, demand management offers one of the most economical solutions to extending

the equitable provision of water, while at the same time contributing to sustainable development. Using

techniques to analyze the interlinked water resource systems, it has been shown that some ofthe proposed

future augmentation schemes can be delayed by many years if the growth in water demand can be re-

duced through water conservation m€asures. The financial implications ofdelayrng the future augmenta-

tion schemes are enormous and it is clear that water demand management is a key issue requiring serious

attention in a water-scarce country.

How important is it that the Okavango Delta should survive? There appears to be no argument that

the delta is a valuable and unique resource to Botswana. Furthermore, there would be manv who argue

that it is aiso a world treasure, and thus the world at large should be concerned about and involved in

its protection.

A combination of the scenarios described in this paper will contribute to the sustainable management

ofthe Okavango River Basin and in so doing it is hoped that the future ofthis unique system will be

pulled back from the edge.
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Luing t ker is an international lake putnership created and coordinated by the Global Nature Fund and

the German Environmental Aid,Association. The following lakes from four continents were the initial mem-

bers of the lake nerwork Mono lake (United State$, lake Constance (Germany, Swizerland, Austria), St.

Lucia l,ake (South Africa), and lake Biwa (|apan). More recendy Spain's la Nava lake wedands and Greece's

Nestos Lakes were admiued into the parmership. All lake regions are l'ulnerable to environmental polludon.

In some cases, pollution levels can be reduced considerably. Most lake areas are also rich in culture and enjoy

great populuity among touriss. They also provide gathering places for migratory birds.

An aim of government organizations and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in these lake areas is

to promote sustainable development objectives and to harmonize human activities and nature. Partners

will meet annually, will exchange their experiences via the Interner, and will help each other as necessary.

Additional lakes will be integrated into the project until the yeu 2000.

Although the lake network has been created recently, it already has received great support. \Thilst the

global panner is Unilever, it is also financially supported by Daimler-Benz, Deutsche Lufthansa, Compaq

Computer, and the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (German Federal Foundation for the Environment).

Finally, Living Lakes is an oficialproject ofV'orld Exhibition EXPO 2000.

Mono Lake-A Lake in theDesert-
llniud Staus

Mono [,ake in the United States has a surface area of about 180 squue kilometers (70 square mile$

and reaches a maximum depth of about 45 meters (145 feet). k is situated in a 39-kilometer-wide (24-

mile-wide) desert basin, about 1,980 meters (6,500 feet) high on rhe easrern side of the Sierra Nevada.

The history of Mono Lake begins more than 760,000 yeus ago.

As Mono Lake is a terminal lake, its water is twice as salry as seawater, contains large amounts of miner-

als, and is eighty times harder than seawater. The process of aging was dramatically accelerated by the

demand for water by Los Angeles, situated 485 kilometers (300 mile$ south of Mono Lake, In 1941 fo'l
of the five rivers flowing into the lake were diverted to Los Angeles with disastrous consequences for the

lake. Its salinity doubled, and its surface wu reduced to less than a third ofits original size.

This threatened the habitat for more than 50,000 California gulls and flocls of other migratory shore-

birds. Among the threatened birds were several thousand \filsons phalaropes (Phakropus ticolor). Every

year more than a million grebes and phalaropes migrate south from breeding areas in Canada and Alaska

and rest at Mono Lake. Twenty years ago conservationisrs predicted the continued decline of Mono Lake.

In 1978 conservationists founded the Mono Lake Committee with the aim of saving the lake by reducing

excessive water consumDtion in Los Aneeles.

207
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l''lono Lake, USA. Puoro sY Uu DtiRNrn

Twenryyears ofnegotiations, court challenges, and water conservation projects in Los Angeles supported

by the Mono Lake Committee and other conservation groups led to a compromise. The state of Califor-

nia decided in 1994 that water users should divert only a part of the water flowing in the rivers. Since

1994, the lake level has risen 3 meters (9 feet). More than 100 diflerent species of migratory birds use the

lake as a'ttepping stone" in their long flights. These include 2 million shorebirds, which feed on the huge

number of brine shrimps and alkali flies living in Mono Lake. The project partner of Living Lakes is the

Mono Lake Committee of Lee Vinins.

LalK Constance-A Child of the lce Aqe-
Aewtany, Switzerland, qnd Austria

With a surface area of 570 square kilometers (220 square miles), Lake Constance is the secondJargest

freshwater lake in central Europe. During the last Ice Age the lake reached its current maximum depth of

245 meters (800 feet). Compared to Mono Lake, this 1 5,000-year-oldJake is a young body of water. Bor-

dering countries include Germany, Switzerland, and Austria. The area has been influenced by many dif-

ferent European cultures.

People settled in the Lake Constance region thousands of years ago. More than 2 million people live,

work, and relax in the Lake Constance region. The 12,500+quare-kilometer (4,825-square mile) water-

shed provides drinking water for more than 4.5 million people . Each year 50,000 boats use the lake, and

200,000 waterbirds rest or hibernate there. These include about 80,000 tufted ducls, 50,000 pochards,

and 7,000 great crested grebes. Several regions around Lake Constance meet the European Union criteria

for gathering places ofmigratory birds.
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In the 1970s Lake Constance was threatened by phosphate loading fiom household detergents. Each

year the lake experienced several explosive algd blooms followed by depletion ofoxygen in lake waters.

A ransboundary campaign began and sewage treatment planrs were built that greatly reduced phos-

phate discharges.

In 1990 Deutsche Umwelthilfe initiated cooperation among twenty conservation associations from

Switzerland, Austria, and Germany. Their common target was to develop the take Constance area inro a

region of sustainable development. This project is substantially supported by Lever, Stiftung
Naturschutzfonds of Baden-\(iirnemberg, and the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt. The project, Sus-

ainable hke Gnstance, emerged from these initiatives and has become a "worldwide project'' of the World

Exhibition 2000 Hanover.

Project pumet of Living Lakes is the Internationd Lake Constance Foundadon for Nature and Cul-

ture in Constance.

St, Lucid Ldke-A 1atherinqPldce
for Migratory y>irds-Ssutfr Africa

St. Lucia Lake, a former arm of the Indian Ocean in South Africa, measures 65 kilometers (40 miles) in

length and has a surface ofabout 350 square kilometers (135 square miles). Forested dunes up to 183

maers (600 fce$ high separate the lake from the sea and feed St. Lucia Lake via creeks and groundwater.

St. Lucia lake lies amid the 2, I 80 square kilometers (842 square miles) of Greater St. Lucia \Tedand Area,

the oldat protected uea in Africa. In its lakes, brackish water lagoons, swamps, and savannas live 530

different species of bird. Among them are many hundreds of thousands of migant birds ftom Europe

such as white storla, bee-eaters, orioles, and curlews.

The St. Lucia area was threatened by mining for titanium and other minerals. International pressue

generated by local environmentalism succeeded in convincing the South African governmenr ro prorecr

the lake. Instead of allowing open-pit mining, the government decided this uea should become a W'orld

Heritage Site under UN Economic, Social, and Cultural Organizadons. Open-pit mining can permanendy

be stopped only if the puk administration and ecotourism are able to creare more jobs than mining activi-

ties would provide.

The project permer of Living Lakes is the ltrfilderness Foundation in Durban-Natal.

Lake Biw a - Anci ent N atur al
6nd Cultural Lands cap e - ) ap an

Iake Biwa, which has a surface area of 671squue kilometers (259 squue miles), is luger than Lake

Constance. V/ith an age of I million years, Lake Biwa is the Methuselah among our living lakes. It is
located near Kyoto in the south ofthe largert Japanese island, Honshu, and is an important link benveen

setdements on the lake.

\fater from the lake is used for drinking, iriggtion, and power generation. Lake Biwa is fed by 400

creeh and rivers. In recent years, more than 24 million people visited the lake area annually-fu rco many

visitors for its 600 different species ofanimals and plants. A special feature ofthis area is the occurrence of
the freshwater peul opter.

In the 1960s and 1970s water quality decreased &amatically. Problems with the drinking water supply

and the decline ofmany threatened species alarmed the Shiga Prefecture. In 1984 the prefecture started a
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Lake Biwa, Japan. Proro coumrsv or rflr GLoarL Nnunr [uro.

liestos river delta, Greece. Proro er J. Rescu.
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program to clean the water. In the early 1980s close cooperation with the Limnological Institute in

Constance was initiated. In 1984 the first World Sea Conference took place at Lake Biwa. In 1989 an-

other international symposium was organized under the motto "Ecology forTomoffow."

Due to the dense population in the area, the problems at Lake Biwa are particularly serious compared

to the other lakes. Many conservationists inside and outside the government are working together for sus-

tainable development and for guaranteeing survival for people, plants, and animals around the lake.

The project partner ofliving Lakes is the [.ake Biwa Research Institute in Shiga.

Sev en Lakes - A Valuable Part
of Nestos River Delta-1reece

The Seven Lakes are part of the Nestos Delta, which has been classified as one of the ten most impor-

tant European wedands. Nonetheless, the area has yet to receive any national prorecdon. The wedandt

vegetation is rich, the surrounding hills are covered with flowers, and the scenery is a mosaic ofdry mead-

ows, brush, and fields.

In the area ofthe Seven Lakes, eighty-five species ofbirds breed, among them some rare species. In
addition, there are seventeen different species of fish, thirty-one species of dragonfly, and twenty-seven

species of orchid. Among the resting birds ue worldwide-threatened species like dalmatian pelican, pygmy

cormorant, and white+ailed eagle.

Intensive agriculture is one of the greatest threats to the Seven Lakes because it overloads lake wa-

ters with nutrients and pollutants, Farmers pump off large quantities of water to irigate their fields,

La Nava, Spain. Ploro sy U. GmruLiiwtrR.
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reducing the water level in the lakes. Plus, smaller wetlands are drained illegally. This type of develop-

menr musr be stopped.

The project partner, the Sociery for Protecdon of Nature and Ecodevelopment, has developed a con-

cept for saving the areq based on years of research.

Lake LaNava-
Revival of an old Lake-Spain

In the past, Lake La Nava's area varied betwe en32 and 49 square kilometers (12.5 and 19 square miles.)

The lake is located in northwest Spain on the Tierra de Campos Plateau near Palencia. Tho rivers fed the

lake-the Valdejinata and the Retortillo. The lake had a maximum depth of 9 feet.

In summer, evaporation of lake waters exposed large gruing areas used by sheep, cattle, mules, and

horses. Thus, people used the riches ofnature without destroying them. Politicians had a dream ofa bloom-

ing landscape producing a rich harvest. In the 1940s the construction of fifteen large and many sma1l

canals and ditches nearly drained Lake Nava. The expected harvest did not arrive.

In 1990 the Fondo Patrimonio Narural Europeo brought Lake La Nava back to life. Now it covers

about 304 hectares (750 acres).,As expected, Lake La Nava has become an internationally important area

for indigenous plants and animals and a gathering place for migrating birds.

The project pumer oflake La Nava is the Fundacion Global Natura Espaia, supported by Lever Spain.

C'lobal NatureTund

In April 1998 the Global Narure Fund (GNF) was founded. A principal task of the loundation is to

promote sustainable development objectives at the international level. Living Lakes is our first project.

From the very beginning, GNF has received great support from non-governmental organizations, nature

protection associations, international businesses, and foundations. Our major objectives ue to provide

financial support for international conservation programs and to exchange information among conserva-

tionists woridwide.
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Case S ration of
Hgdel as and

Environvnent Progravns

Thr o ugh C o r yt o r ate lniti ativ e s

Erach Bharucha

I h. p.t,.rn of .nvironment-related activities that most industries ue usually involved with include con-

trolling pollution, dealing with socioenvironmental issues related to hedth care, and greening their pre-

mises. Innovative ventures that go beyond these issues, into environmental management or environmental

awareness action programs, have been limited in numbei and scope. Those that have been initiated are

rarely publicized.

The Bharati Vidyapeeth Institute of Environment Education and Research (BVIEER) has been ac-

tively invoiving industrial houses in its environmental acdvities, both as fund-raisers and as active part-

ners. These innovative approaches to managing environments and generating awareness help to produce

pro-environmental actions in local communities. These initiatives have been focused not oniy within
the industry precincts but have involved neighborhood communities.

Baclground

The BVIEER was established in 1994. The institutet programs include a formal environmental science

course at the master of science level and a diploma in environment educadon for in+ervice teachers. The

nonformal educational actMties include Teacher Tiaining \forlshops (TT\fl$, in which over 350 teach-

ers have been trained, and School Environmental Education Programs (SEEP) in forry schools in and

around Pune. The institute has initiated conservation research on the W'estern Ghat forests and Deccan

Plateau grasslands. These independent spheres ofactivities have been integrated with each other ro aug-

ment the effectiveness of all three components. Graduate students are encouraged to participate in envi-

ronment education school activities. Both school and graduate students have visited sacred groves in the

Vestern Ghats and the Rehekuri Blackbuck Sanctuary, which are importanr research sites. Schoolteachers

actively participate in all the environment education programs along with our environment educators.

No nfonnal Environynental Education 1utreach lnitiativ e

Activities include:

' Tiaining worlshops in which 350 teachers and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have

been trained in varied upects ofenvironment educatior,.

)t<
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. SEEPs in forry schools that involve more than 4,000 students in iocale specific acdon

programs. Initiating self-supporting programs throu$ teachers who are provided with

training and material on environment education.

. Publication oflocale specific environmental education materials such as a unique Teachas

Handbooh on Enuironnent Educationlinkedto the Maharashtra syllabus. The handbook is

locale specific and links environmental concepts to the specific textbook lessons in several

subjecs such as general science, geography, social studies, and l*gu.g. for Standud V to X.
. Developing nature interpretation centers to enhance environmental awareness oflocal issues

at school and college levels as well as for the general public.

Research

The reseuch is focused on need-based issues with a desire to bring about procoriservation action. A

major focus is on field ecology and biodiversiry conservation. Thrust areas have inciuded the biorich Fro'

logically Sensitive Areas of the W'estern Ghats and sacred groves in the Mawd and Mulshi Talukc. The

grasslands of the Deccan Plateau have Protected Areas in which there are serious conflict issues due to

crop damage by blackbuck and predation ofsheep by wolves. These are key concerns at the regional lwel.

. A major project undertaken over the last five years has resulted in an ecorestoration and

ecodevelopment strategy for the catchment areas ofTata Electrical Companies Hydel projects.

. Studies have been undertaken on the botanical, sociological, and religious aspects ofthe

sacred groves of Mawal and Mulshi Taluku.
. The findings ofthese projects have been used in locale specific environmental education

programs for school students and to generate public awueness at the local level.

Corporate linkages

BVIEER's activiries have been funded primarily through corporate initiatives such as Thta Electric Com'

panies' (TEC) ecological reseuch for ecorestoration of the Vestern Ghat Hydel Catchment areas and the

Confederation of Indian Industries support for our School Environment Education Program. The TEC

also supports a School Environment Education Program in schools in Lonavla and is developing a major

nature interpretadon center.

The TEC' s Eco r esto r atio n P r o gratn

Fragments ofthe forests ofthe hill ranges ofthe Vestern Ghats have been preserved, even though most

adjacent areas have been intensively used to promote agriculture and more recendy industry and urban-

ization. As human-made landscapes have expanded and saturated the region, the less intensively used wil-

derness areas have become the focus of expanding development programs. This forms a major threat to

forest biodiversity in this globally acknowledged "hotspot."

The valleys of the W'estern Ghats are also highly suitable to develop Hydel power generation projects.

The catchment management ofthese projects, however, has rarely focused attention on preserving natural

vegetation. This happens in spirc ofthe realization that deforestation leads to erosion ofthe catchment

and subsequent siltation ofthe lakes.
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The TEC maintains four Hydel lakes in the biorich hotspots in the Western Gham in Mulshi and Mawal

Talukas. Their catchments have been degraded due to increasing biotic pressures. The TEC has imple-

mented a standard afforestation model over a period ofeight to ten years, which though fairly successful,

has no relevance either to ecological or sociological needs ofthe region.

In 1991 TEC established an advisory committee to redefine the needs oftheir afforestation strategy.

This led to a research program to document the biodiversiry values oftheir catchment areas and to de-

velop a new ecosensitive program. The research results provided inputs into the extent and spatial distri-

bution offorest degradadon and a quandfication ofbiodiversiry in the less disturbed, moderately disturbed,

and severely disturbed landscape elements on a comparable basis.

S wnvn ar y of th e Re se ar ch Res ulu

A major difference in the land use and topography of the four catchments shows that while Walwhan

and Shirwata lakes have no "Malki" farmlands in the catchment, those of Andhra and Mulshi have large

'paddies" within them. Thus, in the formet the pressures are from outside the catchments, while in the

latter, the pressure changes are from within their catchments. A major change in land use due to the sale

of farmland to urban speculators in Andhra and Mulshi has led to a rapid increase in the pressure on

residual islands offorest. The farmers who are landless continue to raise cattle. Howeve! as they have no

crop residue to feed their livestoch the animals become increasingly dependent on the forest "commons"

for grazing. This has serious impacts on the reserved forests.

The vegetation analysis shows that the catchment of rW'alwhan hx 25.1 percent natural forest, 22.5

percent degraded forest, 40.2 percentscrubland, 10.8 percent shoreline vegetation, and 13 percent plan-

tation. The spatial distribution of the vegetation shows that larger fragments of natural forest are in the

more remotely situated and relatively inaccessible peninsular region in the northern part ofthe catchment.

These consist of fragments of less disturbed vegetation separated by a matrix of degraded forest or scru-

bland. The largest continuous stretches ofscrubland are to the west and are due to biotic pressures ofthe

urban area oflonavla. The seven village setdements to the east led to a relativeh lower pressure and have

resulted in smaller areas ofscrubland. Lopping pressures ue higher in natural forest and degraded forest

on the fewer residual trees ofthe scrubland as the effort to collect biomass in scrubland is relatively greater.

The pressure ofgrazing is highest in scrubland as it has adequate grass cover and is progressively lower in

degraded and natural forest. The degradation changes continue to spread into less degraded areas.

The density of uees in natural forest is 154.99 trees per hectare, in degraded forest it is 127.58 per

hectare, in scrubland it is 48.07 per hectare, in plantation it is 433.76 per hectare. The high density in

plantations ts mainly of Acacia auriculiformis.

The average height in low-lying natural forest is 4.73 meters, in natural forest at higher reaches it is

3.40 meters, in degraded forest the hei$t averages 4.55 meters, and in scrubland it is only 2.26 meters.

The average girth in natural fotest is 0.73 melers, in degraded forest it is 0.62 meters, and scrubland it is

0.40 Mt.

The digitized aerial pictures show that the canopy cover in natural forest ranges bewveen 53 percent

and 85 percent in different areas. In degraded forest it ranges from 24percentto 59 percent. In scrubiand

it is 7 to 18 percent.

Several plant species are found in natural forest and disappear as degradation advances-for example,

terrestrial orchids such x Habernaria grandifura and epiphitic orchids such x Aerides and dendrobiums.

On the forest floor there are uncommon species such as striga and a variery of mosses, ferns, and fungi
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that are not found once the canopy is destroyed. However, rare species such as drosera are located in small

patches in degraded areas.

The soil characteristics and depth showed gross variations with a much greater depth and balanced soil

conditions in the natural forest as against degraded forest, with gross changes due to erosion in scrubland.

A checklist ofvegetation based on flora by Fr. Santapau and B. Venkatraddi indicates that at the re-

gionai level there are 833 plant species. The study of the forest composition at 
'Walwhan 

shows that out

of 2,757 rrees in the Walwhan sample , which was done using eight 15-meter belt circuits, there were sixty-

four species oftrees. An important finding is that only five species constitute more than 50 percent ofthe

individuals. Similarly, of the thirty-nine shrub species, only mo species account for 50 percent of the

shrubs. (Strobilanthus has by far the greatest number, which makes it difficult to quandfy). The most

frequendy encountered tree species of the catchmen t arc Sqzigium, Bridelia retusa, Memerylon, Erythrina

indicq Ficus racemosa" Terminaka crenulata, Randia dumetorium, and Mangifera indica.Thefndings dem-

onstrate that as forest degradation progresses through zonai changes of natural forest, degraded forest,

and scrubland, the decrease in the number and species of the evergreen component oftrees is greater than

that ofthe deciduous component. Thus, the percentage ofevergreen and deciduous trees is as follows: In

natural forest it is neuly equal, with evergreens at 51 percent and deciduous trees at 49 percent. In de-

graded forest the evergreen component is reduced to 32 percent, and the deciduous component is 67

percent. This is a reflection of the lower regeneration of evergreen species due to the opening up of the

canopy due to biotic pressure. The ratio further deteriorates when severe biotic pressure has led to the

formation of scrubland, in which only 19 percent are evergreen trees, while 81 percent are deciduous

trees. This demonstrates the extremely poor recruitment ofevergreens once the canopy is severely depleted

due to biotic pressures.

The checklist of birds in the Walwhan Catchment has ninety-eight species. The abundance and

species richness ofavifauna ofthe catchment during counts done over approximately 100 hours re-

corded birds ofsixry-five species in 32.15 square meter quadrants. Ofthese, five species constitute

50 percent of the individuals. These five species include red whiskered bulbul, red vented bulbul,

purple sunbird, rufous backed shrike, and small green barbet. Correlation with the patterns ofveg-

etation show that in natural forest, 287 birds offorty-eight species were recorded, as against 166 birds

ofthirty-four species in degraded forest, only forty birds ofnine species in scrubland, and fifty-one

birds of nine species in the plantation during the same observation period. Birds that were recorded

mainly in natural forest include large green barbet, small green barbet, white bellied drongo, com-

mon wood shrike, Tickellt blue flycatcher, paradise flycatcher, small sunbird, yellow throated spar-

row, Quaker babbler, scimitar babbler, spotted babbler, red spurfowl, and Nilgiri wood pigeon. An

important observation was that the scrubland in the Ghats is not colonized by the grassland bird

species ofthe adjacent Deccan Plateau.

This shows that even at microfragmentation levels, there is a close relationship of the "intacness" of

vegetation with avifaunal abundance as well as species richness. The conservation significance of the area

is evident from the large number of specialist forest species of birds recorded in fragments of natural

forest, and the presence ofunusual birds such as the gray hypocolius.

The relationship ofarthropod abundance and arthropod orders and species richness ofthe area has a

close relationship with rhe vegeration zones. Though the insect community is dominated by localized

high abundance areas due to colony formation in ants and bees, the abundance and species diversiry shows

that natural forest is richer and more abundant in insects than degraded forest, which is relatively richer

than scrubland.
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In the natural forest diptera (butterflies and moths), Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps), and spiders

are most frequent, There is a fairly high population of pill millipedes and scorpions, followed by crabs and

stone flies. LongJegged centipedes are uncommon.

In the degraded forests butterflies, moths, ants, and spiders are the most abundant. Though millipedes

are frequent, the pill millipedes are conspicuously absent. Scorpions also disappeu, and only a few crabs

were observed.

In the scrubland the dominant order is Hemiptera (bug ). The butterflies and moths are less abundant.

The centipedes, millipedes, forest coclaoaches, and cicadas ue not found. Crabs ue found in luge numbers.

In the plantation, the dominant order changes to Hymenoptera, anrs and wasps. Centipedes, milli-
pedes, scorpions, bugs, and cicadas are not found.

The soil samples studied showed a gross deterioration in nutrients in the scrubland. The natural forest

had deeper soil and humus than degraded forest. Soil depth was extremely shallow in scrubland. The value

ofNPK drops progresively in natural forest, degraded forest, and scrubland.

The biomass of the detritus in natural forest is 217.5 grams per square meter, in degraded forest it is

79.44 grarns per square meter, in scrubland irrs25.71 grams per square merer, and in plantation it is

95,00 grams per square merer.

Suvnvnarq of Findinqs of the

P artkiyt ad r y Rur al Ayt 1tr ais al

A survey ofseven villages around lfalwhan showed that thou$ the settlements appear to be semi-

urbanized, their dependence on forest resources is high. Forest biomass is collected for its consumptive

use and as a source of income. h is also used for "rao"' wood ash cultivation. Fuel wood collection is re-

ported to take four to six hours a day and ranges between 10 and 15 kilograms for each head loader. The

frequency ofcollecdon varies in different households from every day to about once in a week, depending

on the amount they sell in the Lonavla market. Most head loaders and foresr resource collectors are lGtkari

ribal people who are hunter-gatherers and have a high level of iocal knowledge of bioresources. This is

mainly restricted to plant and animai species that they use, those that are dangerous and rhose that have

religious sentiments. \fhile a]l these have names, rhe rest of the species are clumped into an amorphous

undifferentiated group, such as "jungli" plants and unnamed animals.

A major resource is grass for fodder and free grazing and browsing by livestock. This scrub cattle pro-

vides a vitai source ofdung fertilizer for crops and an alternative fuel source for wood during the monsoon.

There is a wide variation in the number of livestock owned by individual households. The average is

about one cow tlvo or three buffaloes, and two bulls. The foraging area ranges from 1 to 6 kilometers

from the setdements. The draw down of the lake during summer provides cattle with fresh grass that grows

on the siit. During the early post-monsoon period, c ttle graz,e closer to the villages and later move onto

the plateau around the catchment. Cattle used for milk are srall-fed on crop residue or by gathering fod-

der from the forest. The distance from each village from where grass has to be cur ranges from 1 to 5

kilometers. Fuelwood and small timber for building houses is an important resource that the forest pro-

vides. The present level ofextraction offuelwood is not sustainable. Alternative methods ofgenerating

these 'heed based" resources have been suggested during conversations with local people.

More than wenty species of plants are most frequently used for food and other household purposes.

These include tree species such as Bridelia squamos4 Bauhinia purpaia Syzrygium cumini, Acacia concinq

Hohptelia inngrifolia, and, Thnarandicus ind.ica.Shrubs and ground flora are used for their medicinal value.
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Nonwood-products such as fruit, fodder, leaves lor plates, and strobilanthus for stakes and housing, are

extensively collected. !fildflowers such as Gloriosa superba and the Kurhurma pseudomontana"Gauri" lily

ue collected and sold. There is a large-scale extracdon ofmoss for floriculture. This has a negative impact

on local biodiversity values. Several ofthese plants are reportedly becoming increasingly hard to find. An

ex situ conservation and a reintroduction program have been initiated.

Local tribal people, mainly the Katkaris and the Mahadeo Kolis, are more heavily dependent on forest

produce and fishing than Muathas and Brahmins. The fish are caught in the lake using nets, from pad-

dies using saris and hom nalaby complex basket traps.'Women string their sarees between paddies not

only to catch fish but also to act as a labor-free method of washing the saree. The complicated one-way

fish traps used by the Kolis are made by a small group of highly specialized tribal craftsman, mosdy from

the Thakar community.

Hunting still condnues. The most frequently hunted species include hare, wild boar, buking deer, por-

cupine, and monitor lizard. Large-scale trapping ofquail, partridge, and jungle fowl occurs. The popula-

tion of many of these species is now extremely low, and the threatened species of fauna may become extinct,

at least regionally. The Malabar giant squirrel, the pangolin, and the mouse deer that were once common

are now rarely encountered. Tigers that were frequently observed in this region up to the 1950s are now

locally extinct. These findings have been a focus of the local SEEP that has generated more participation

in the conservation of these species. Students have begun to appreciate that several of these plant and ani-

mal species that are still found in their area have becorne extinct elsewhere. Thus, they appreciate the need

for urgent conservation measures to be developed.

TEC's Biodiversittl
Co nser v ati o n A*io n P io gravn

On the basis of research information a nursery of endemic plants has been established at TEC. Over

forty species of local trees are grown in polythene bags, transferred to sacks, and introduced into the

established Acacia auricaffirmis plauations to enrich their biological value. It is observed that these

plantations act as cover under which indigenous evergreen species have a higher rate ofsurvival than in

open scrubland.

During the last five to six yeus this has led to a phenomenal rise in local biodiversiry not only through

the reintroduction ofa number ofspecies oflocal trees, shrubs and climbers, but throu$ recolonization

by mammals, birds, and insects in the young plantation. A major change has been observed in the wa.lled-

offuea below the V'alwhan dam. There have been repeated sightings of mammals such as ieopard, civet,

mongoose, and wild boar, and birds such as spur fowl, jungle fowl, partridge, and forest interior passerines

such as flycatchers, thrushes, babblers, and a variety of insects. A dramatic increase in species richness

and abundance has occurred over a shorr span of time. This demonstrates that by implementing a clearly

defined ecorestoration strategy for a degraded uea (that has relict populations ofwildlife) the forest can

bounce back into a relatively rich ecosystem.

A bunerfly house has been developed for breeding local species ofbutterflies and moths, with a focus

on breeding uncommon species for reintroduction into the wild. The butterfly house has eleven species of

breeding butterflies and is used for field visits organized by our School Environment Education Program.

The TEC is well known for its Mahseer breeding faciiiry tlat has developed the technology for a major

ex situ breeding program for this endangered fish. The fingerlings have been sent to several parts oflndia

to restock this fish in rivers from which it has disappeared.
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These initiatives have prompted the TEC to develop a naure awareness area for local people and tour-

ists. The forest now mimics the diverse natural forest ecosystem and is an excellent site for the study of
plant life and the highly abundant insect and bird populations. Within the restored area, a wetland has

been created by bunding offthe spillway of the dam into shallow marshes. These marshes conrain a mo-

saic ofmarshy reed beds and open-water areas in which fish, amphibians, and aquatic birds have begun to

breed. The TEC has planned a major interpretation center at the site.

The success ofschool visits to the area led to the financial support ro B\tlEER to initiate a school

environment program in fifteen Lonavla schools, for children from the economically deprived secdons

of society.

SEEP SuytportedbqTEC in Lonavla and
Confed,erdtion' 0f ttdirrh tndustries (Ctt) in pune

The BMEER initiated a program for training schoolteachers in environment education in 1994. This

led to developing an in-house program for training trainers and implementing environment programs in

schools. Funds to run environment education programs in neighborhood schools in the urban part ofPune

were provided by CII, which came fiom Kirloskar Brother Ltd., Bajaj Tempo Ltd., and Global Environ-

mental Engineering Ltd. The three major supporters who felt that providing environmental awareness

within schools would have far-reaching positive effects on the environment are Sanjay Kirlosku, Abhay

Firodia, and Chandan Gadgil. Their personal support and conviction led to dweloping a three-year School

Environment Education Program with several innovative iocale specific aspects.

The TEC with its ability to have developed a major nature awareness initiative agreed to suppofi a

SEEP in schools in Lonavla and Mulshi. Dr. Homi Sethna, Shashank Ogale, and others initiated this pro-

gram, providing BVIEERwith a specific focus on covering the environment education and awareness needs

of semi-urban and wilderness school students. During the last four yeus the BMEER has involved more

than 350 teachers, several ofwhom have attended more than one Teacher Tlaining \(orkshop through

highly innovative and need specific inreractions.

The SEEP is used in over forty schools and is supported by highly trained and experienced coordina-

tors who visit the school on a fonnightly schedule. They personally conduct locale specific program mod-

ules along with the teachers.

The programs that the BMEER has conceptualized, designed, and implemented have gone throu$ a

complex phase of development at the institute. This includes pre- and posr-tesring ro monitor the cogni-

tive aspects of the program, an assessment of skills and field craft, as well as a documentation of actions

initiated throu$ attitudinal change induced by the program. The latter has been extremely difficuit to

quantifr but has been expressed repeatedly by teachers and students through their own actions.

The SEEP has been a highly successfirl program. The role of both the TEC and CII in funding and

supporting this effort is a unique initiative from the corporate sector. The pattern has changed the NGO
clublike character ofthese activities that energizes only a small sector ofinterested individuals into a much

wider community-based approach throu$ a school level program, thus exposing more young people to

nonformal techniques to formal curricula and helping to produce environmental consciousness.

The BVIEER conceptualizes and implements innovative SEEPs, This provides the institute with a

remarkably direct and quantifiable feedback mechanism of the efficacy of its programs. The ability to al-

ter the thrust ofa program and create a highly locale specific module is its major asset. Over the years

several strategies and guidelines have been established throu$ this short feedback system.
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1. Environment Education must be introduced into the formal education seaor throu$ the use

of the techniques and methodologies evolved in the non-formal sector.

This leads to a widespread environmental awareness program at the school level. This is

not possible throu$ the localized outreach of the NGO sector. Although the NGO sector

has created highly focused and locale specific initiatives, it has been unable to spread

environmental consciousness beyond a relatively small number of individuals in the

community at luge. Only by introducing methodologies into formal curricula can this be

accomplished,

2. Althou$ schoolteachers can appreciate the value of introducing environment education into

the cumicul& their knowledge base and skills are limited by their training background, which

has not included an adequate environment education component.

Short TTV/'s aimed at generating awareness ue capable of bringing home only a few

relevanr messages. !flithout Teacher Tiaining Handboola and environmental education

materials that ue linked to existing curricula, most teachers are unable to effectively transfer

pro-environment messages into their teaching program. They have serious limitations in

stimulating their students into proconservation actions. The briefworlahops have supported

the training needs for class-based activities. But they have failed to bring about enough

expertise on field interpretation ofenvironmental issues, taxonomy, wilderness ecosystems'

urban landscapes, or the actual demonstration ofthe structure and functions within

nei$borhood ecosystems such as ponds, rivers, hill slopes, forest patches, or seacoasts.

This indicates a need for a more in-dep*r training program through a longer and more

intensive exposure to environment education and awareness initiatives for the teacher. This

has led to the development of a diploma course in environment education for in-service

schoolteachers.

3. A most effective initiative has been through activiry based learning processes in the SEEP

Three approaches have been used:

i. Using posters with environment education worlaheets.

ii. Converting school excursions into environment education and awareness initiatives

focused on interpretation oflocal environment assets and problem sites.

iii. Organizing interschool environmental fares with posters, models, dramas, and debates

in which students, teachers, and parents actively puticipate in a one-day communiry

event.

The school program for lonavla schools have focused attention on understanding local land use pat-

terns and the value ofconserving the natural forest for its resources and as sources oflocal water regimes.

It has dealt with creating an awareness ofthe uniqueness and wealth ofthe local species diversiry ofplants

and animals throu$ field visits to sacred groves, and audiovisuals specifically designed uound the local

ecosystem and species diversity.

In Pune schools a greater degree of attention has been piaced on urban issues such as air and water

pollution; gubage management; the need for a more equitable distribution of resources (such as water

and housing space); and the dependence of the growing mega-city on the rural and forest ecosystems of

the'W'estern Ghats. The modules have used technologies such as field observations, role plays, audiovisual

shows, painting, drama competitions, and informal interactions with environmental educators, A close
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rapport has grown bewveen schoolteachers and program coordinarors. School children anxiously await each

progam as it is considered exciting and fun. The fact that each program is related to their curriculum

frequendy results in additional learning. It comes as a surprise-this awareness that several aspects referred

to in standatd, boring classrooms are closely linked to exciting local environmental issues. A major focus

has been to create a feeling ofenjoying nature for its own sake. Perhaps this has been our greatest success.

Conclusions

Our environment-related activities have demonsuated the need to innovare and adapt corporate envi-

ronmental initiatives to local situations. A great need exists for researchers to design and re-create natural

ecosystems, Biodiversity conservation is a major field in which corporare organizations should rake a lead-

ing role, Corporate initiatives must focus on innovative environmental awareness acriviries that provide

information, lead to concern for the environment, and initiate acrion programs at the community level.

The future scope of corporate environmental initiatives should cover the widening canvas of possible

environment-related initiatives at the local and regional level.



A Casi

I. Damu

1\
lJie out the riches but do not strike her heart," admonished the Atharva Veda. In its mad rush for

economic betterment and industrial development, the human race has devastated the riches of Mother

Earth, leading to irrevocable ecodegradation and species endangerment. Today the world is facing a

biodepletion crisis.

Scientists have long sounded a red alert about hundreds ofdeleterious and environmentally degenera-

tive happenings in the world, including the greenhouse effect. In cities, the ill effects ofindustrialization

loom large in the sky as smog and acid rain-bearing clouds. On the ground, effluents threaten all forms of

life and the environmental equilibrium. Unfortunately, corporations are creating some of these problems'

Among the twelve mega-diversity countries in the world, India enjoys a seeded position. Species rich-

ness coupled with enormous genetic diversity is unique to the Indian bioscenario and make India one of

the Vavilovian Centers of diversiry. Our of the eighteen global "hotspots" of biodiversiry that represent

high ueas of endemism and significant threats to imminent extinctions, mo lie in the Indian subconti-

nent, namely the'W'estern Ghats and the East Himalayas.

fue HighRange

This term usually refers to the high mountain ranges in the Western Ghats of Kerala, which contain

the highest peak south of the Himalayas, Aneimudi, and one of the most beautiful plateaus, Eravikulam

National Park. A major portion of rhe High Range is called the Kanan Devan Hills, which abounds in a

wealth of flora and fauna. The Kanan Devan Hills Produce Company first practiced holistic environ-

menr preservation in the High Range beginning in 1928. Since that time, and including the current

efforts of the Thta Tea Company, which plants in the area now, rich biological heritage has been pre-

served in this region.

The verdant Kanan Devan Hills are a botanistt paradise and contain a fascinating variety of herbage

and are a haven for bird-watchers and animal lovers. The red rhododendron is unique to the area, and a

wide vuiety of rare flowers and more than forry kinds of orchids grow in the ground, trees, and rocks.

The neela krrinjr (Strobiknthes hanthianur) is also unique to the area and flowers only once every twelve

years. ln the lower elevations are many unique tree species.

The famous 105-square kilometer Eravikulam National Park is located in the High Range and is an

integral part of the vast stretch of forests extending from Anamallais to the Palani Hills of Tamil Nadu.

The park conrains the unique shokgrasslandecosystem at an average elevation of2,000 meters. The cli-

mate here is temperate, and the rolling grasslands hold the thin topsoil in place. The area has remained
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undisturbed by humans from time immemorial. Because of the ecological, floral, faunal, and geomorpho-
logical significance ofthis uea, it is listed as one ofthe environmental hotspots in Asia.

The Nilgiri tahr (Herminagus h/ocorius), an endangered and extremely riue rype of mountain goat, is

protected in Eravikulam National Park. More than half of the totalworld population of these goars, num-
bering more than 1,000, live here. Indian gaur, Malabar squirrels, and a wide range of wild animals, in-
cludingwild dogs, leopard cats, tigers, lion-tailed maqrques, Nilgiri langurs, and barking deer all inhabit
the High Range. In addition, many birds, such as the Maiabu whistling schoolboy, pipit, and rufourbacked

shrike; and butterflies, such as India's largest butterfly, the southern bird wing, Puis peacock, Indian fritil-
lary, and yellow pansy, all provide a visual feast in Eravikulam puk.

TqtATea

ThtaTea, the world's lugest integrated tea company, is a pioneer in many business strategies, including
its practices in corporate environmental responsibility. In addition to fulfilling its statutory obligations

with regard to every aspect of corporate citizenship, Thta Tea takes initiative in implementing innovative
exuastatutory Practices in environment preservation and biodiversity consewadon in the High Range. The
Thta Code ofConduct on Environmenr stares:

A Tata Company shall striue to comply, in the conduct of its
business ffiirs, with all reguktions regarding the preseraation of the
enuironment of the tenitory it operates in. A Thta Company shall be
committed to preuent the wasteful use of natural resources and
minimize any hazardous impact of the deaelo?ment, production, use

and disposal ofany ofits products and seruices on the ecohgical
enaironment.

A stream in fravikulam ]'lational Park. Ptoro coutrry 0r T. DAiltt.
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Ihe itr ate gi c lniti ati u e

The pioneer planters of the Kanan Devan Hills exhibited the spirit of conservation. In November

1928 the founding fathers of these teeming plantations established the High Range Game Preservation

Association. The main objective of this association was to control the indiscriminate killing of animals.

Association members served as honorary wildlife wardens.

In tune with the changing times, when newer ecological perspectives emerged globally' a new gtowet,

Tata Tea, formulated a dynamic plan for comprehensive environmental management and sustainable de-

velopment for the High Range. The result was the High Range \fildlife and Environment Preservation

Association, a unique foundation for biodiversity conservation within Indian corporate history.

Joint Managevnent 0f a National Park'

The lgnan Devan Hills Produce Company voluntarily handed over control of the Eravikulam area to

the Government of Kerala with a recommendation to declare Eravikulam as a sanctuary. Later, in 1978,

after Thta Tea was in business in rhe area, the High Range \Tildlife and Environment Preservation fuso-

ciation persuaded the center and state governments to elevare the area to a nadonal park, the first one in

Kerala. The park is now managed by the Forest Department in collaboration with Tata Tea and the

Muthuvans, who are the original inhabitants of the High Range.

The Muthuvans ue the best stewards of the natural resources in the area. Hence, Thta Tea employs

many tribal people. TataTea is also helping the Muthuvans improve their health and hygiene, educadon,

and standard of living throu$ the Thta Tea Community Development and Social W'elfare Sche me. Select

Muthuvans have been trained as barefoot doctors; the company organizes free medical camps inrhe hudis

Indian tritillary. Psoto coutrut 0r T. DAfiu.
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(hamlets); and general medical care and referential fteatmenr in the company's hospital ue rendered fiee

of cost. In addidon, Thta Tea organizes biennial meetings with the Murhuvan haanis (headmen), govern-

ment representadves, and forest officials to help solve the problems of these tribal people.

If this joint man€ement concept in protecting forests, national puls, and sanctuaries could be emu-

lated by the Forest Deputment in other areas, there would be a tremendous improvement in the bioreserve

of naural wealth in India. This example of corporate environmental responsibiliry could also serye as an

international model.

SholaR$uvenation

The Thta Tea Company protects and scientifically upgrades large tracts of shob foresiland in the High
Range. In the euly 1990s the company sou$t technical training from rhe Palani Hill Conservation Coun-
cil rc upgrade these ueas. The Council trained an employee ofThta Tea in seed collection and nursery

procedures for raising the thok tree species. This employee identified and collected seeds ofplants that
are Part of the shok forest ecosystem, and the Thta Tea Research and Development Department raised

many seedlings.

In January 1995 one worker per estate was selected from all twenty-four company estates in the High
Range and trained in seed collecdon and nursery procedures. Following this, Thta Tea started large-scale

plantings ofsaplings native to the degraded forats. Every year, a considerable amount ofmoney is allotted
in the Thta Tea budget for maintaining and promoting these ueas.

Shola degradation due to natural calamities and human-made disasters is thus achewed by this peerless in
situ propagation. The perils of deforestation ue well known. Preserving natural lwels of biodiversiry is im-

Perative in not only saving individual species but in reaining the complex network ofspecia relationships.

Kanan D ev an N ature Club s

The lGnan Devan Nature Clubs, which ue afiliared with the \florld \Tildlife Fund and sponsored by
Thta Tea, inculcate environmental ethia in the minds of the approxim ately 25 ,000 Tata employees, ap-
proximately 6,000 Thta estate school children, more than 2,000 scouts and guides, and the public. The
dubs organize various environmentd awareness activiries and celebrate Earth Day, \forld Environment
Day, Energy Conservadon Day, Nationd Forest Day, and \fildlife \fleek. Thta also organizes the populu
IGnan Devan Nature Club activities in the twenty-one women's colleges in Kerala. Todays young women
are tomorowt mothers and become the pivotal centers of their families, passing on many inherited values

to their children.

N o urishing the 1rassro ots

About 25,000 permanent employees are onTataTeat payroll in the Munnar region, and the total popu-
lation of the estates area is more than one lakh.ln order to have an effecdve communication channel

berween the management and the estate employees, Thta established the Link-Vorkers Program. The
participants are volunteers from among the company estate workers who are doing commendable work
in health education and creating environmental ewareness among other workers and their families. This
system nourishes ecoresponsible behavior at the grassroots level.

The one khh people living in and around this planation region assist in the protection of wildlife and
foresdand in the High Range. \flhenever outsiders try to enter the neuby forest uea with malicious inrcnt
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such as poaching or encroachment, these attempts are prevented and reported to government authori-

ties. This has helped preserve the wildlife in and environment of Munnar. This system of people's par-

ticipation in environmental preservation is one of the main reasons for the success ofTata Tea in

biodiversiry in this area.

think aloball1 
^nd 

Act Locally

The slogan "Think Globally and Act Locally' is followed to the letter in the High Range. The environ-

mental problems there have local, regional, national, and global ramifications. Hence, any foul play with

Mother Nature cuts the regiont own susrenance. The Thta Tea environmental practices of joint manage-

ment of Eravikulam National Puk, financial support of the High Range \flildlife and Environment Pres-

ervation A,ssociation, education opponunities through the Kanan Devan Nature Clubs, and nature study

sponsorships ue eye-opening examples of corporate environmental responsibility. In the next millennium,

corporare environmental responsibility will quickly emerge as one of the most positive and viable steps in

nature conservation.



Lonservationists face an endless battle against the effect people have on the environment, whether they
live in formal or informal settlemen$, within reserves or on their boundaries. This is evident from reports

of squatters in the Zululandt vital Dukuduku Forest whose use of slash-and-burn farming methods are

wreaking havoc on the ecology ofthe area.

In other conservation areas near Durban, Kwlulu-Natal, bark stdpping, erosion, poaching, deforesta-

tion, liner, and the pressure of domestic dogs are a few of the problems reserve sta{f have to combat. To
come to terms with these problems, the needs of the surounding communities need to be addressed. This
has to be done in a sustainable way to ensure that any development can address the needs of the people
and at the same time ensure the environmental integrity of the uea. In this case sustainable development
can most effectively be defined as "[development that] meets the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (Brunddand). Clearly the Brundtland
statement has a strong people-centered ethical stance, which concentrates on satisfying human needs rather
than on protecting the environment in general or on protecting other species.

In the developing world, the harsh realiry oflife dictates that the approach adopted needs ro ensure

that communitier'needs are recognized. The number ofdesperately poor people, "the global underclass,"
has remained steady at about one-fifth ofthe human race. These ue people who live on the edge ofsur-
vival' Their living conditions, housing, health, and nutririon ue an insult to the notion ofequity.

For more than a century people have wanted to preserve species and ecosystems, but during the last few
years the loss of biodiversiry has been viewed as a threat to susninable development. Against this back-

ground the macro-micro-management strategy has been employed by Msinsi (a private conservarion com-
pany) to protect wildlands in peri-urban settings located in the province of Kwflulu-Natal, South Africa.

This story begins with the Shongweni Dam, which was originally Durbant largesr source of potable
watei and wu owned and managed by Umgeni \fater, the local water authoriry since 1983. The damt
capacity had been considerably reduced by siltation during the t 959 floods; the floods of 1987 aggravated

the problem. For this and other reasons, a decision was taken to decommission the Mlazi system, includ-
ing Shongweni Dam.

Conscious that the 1,7O0-hectue Shongweni Estate would inevitably become environmentally degraded

unless properly managed, and aware ofits biological importance and im potential as an ecorourisr attrac-
tion, Umgeni Vater began searching for an organization that would undertake rhe estatet managemenr as

a nature reserve. After the Natal Parla Board, the Kwlulu Bureau of Natural Resources, and the Iflildlife
Society had turned down the opportuniry Umgeni \(ater commissioned a strategic planning exercise

involving Dl Ian Player, the founder and vice chairman ofthe \ililderness leadership School NflLS),
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Dr. lan Player (on right), the founder of the Wilderness toundation, and l'lagqubu Ntombela, who chose the

Erythrina leaf to be used as a symbol. Photo courtesy 0{ Roland Goetz'

Dr. Player was convinced that the Shongweni Estate, properly managed, would be both environmentally

important and potentially profitable.

Dr. Player proposed to Umgeni Water that the \WS take over the management of the Shongweni

Estate. In order ro avoid endangering the \VLS's tax-exempt fund-raising status, it was necessary to un-

dertake this through a new company, Msinsi Holdings (Pry) Ltd., with 100 percent equiry held by the

Vilderness Foundation, which administers trust funds on behalf of the VLS'

The Shongweni Resources Reserve (SRR) was formed in April 1992, formilly taking over control of

the estate in August of the same year. ls Msinsi's first project, the SRR was developed along ecotourism

lines, drawing on the local communiry ro create infrastructure to take advantage ofthe opportuniry the

reserve provided as a financial catalyst for the area.

Msinsi was later appointed to develop and manage the environmentally sensitive Nagle Estate and Inanda

Dam environs in a sustainable manner to preserve the water quality of Durban's main storage dams. In a

fourth project, the organization was appointed to assist with the development and continued enhance-

ment of the well-known public bird-warching area at DarvillWastewater'Worls. Albert Falls and Hazelmere

Resources Reseryes were acquired when the Natal Parla Board chose to withdraw from these areas.

}perational Philosophg and Approach

Drawing ftom the Zimbabwean "Campfire" philosophy, a model for community conservation in Af-

rica where communities are responsible for their own success, Msinsi has created a blueprint for the sus-

tainable uplifting of communities within an ecologically sensitive area. \fith Msinsi Holdings making use

of other external organizations such as the KwaZulu taining Trustt Community Empowerment
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Programme, locai development commiftees and regional development liaison committees are established

in the local community. This procedure involves working with communities ar the grassroors level and

creadng insdtutional capacity.

This work has included training elected communiry representadves in the areas of financial skills, com-
mittee training, management, and functionai literacy. Further training offered to community members

includes building sklls, plumbing, life skills, warer conservation, and water-health education.

The Msinsi Holdings logo, the three-part erphrina leaf, supporrs the organization's uimodular approach

to address the challenge of integrating conservation and sustainable communiry dwelopment. This ap-
proach includes environmental management, sound human resource development, and application ofbusi-
ness and financial principles throu$ the following:

' identification and documentation ofnatural resources in the form ofa natural inventory;

' identification ofpossible threats, both curent and potential, to the quality ofthe environ-
ment; and

' esnblishing the needs ofthe surrounding local communities, with respect to natural resources

utilization and uplifting oftheir standard ofliving.

Once there initial steps had been esablished, the management dweloped a pro-acrive management plan.
This plan addresses the above three steps and achieves the ultimate goal ofsuccessfirlly integrating conser-

vation and sustainable rural community development at Msinsi areas, where the ecological qualiry of the
reserve improves and the local communities enjoy the benefits referred to above.

The proactive management plan constitutes nvo main sections, namely macro-scale management goals

and strategies and micro-scale management strategies.

Macro -Scale- Managevnent C,o als and Strategies

Co vnvnunity Li ai s o n an d p articilt ati o n

The critical variables that could lead to rhe success or failure ofthe Msinsi project ue the perceptions,

attitudes, and actions ofthe local communities residing on the boundaries ofthe reserve. Consequently, it
is critical that the position and policy of Msinsi be conveyed to the communiry at luge, and in paniculu,
the mutual benefits that can be enjoyed by a putnership approach.

Therefore, it is essential that all macro-, as well as some micro-, managemenr strategies be discussed

with the communities and that these management strategies focus to a large extent on extensive commu-
niry pudcipation. Macro-management strategies would then all include community liaison and putici-
pation as essential elements.

The first and all-embracing sffategy would be to provide education for all sectors of the community
(i.e., both young and old), concerning the importance ofresources conservation and population stabiliza-
tion. Here, it is important for governmental and nongovernmental bodies to ofi,cer formal, as well as infor-
mal, education to the people.

The second strategy would be to improve maternal and child health care, addressing aspects such as:

. developing parenral and postnatal care at local levels;

. educating whole families on rhe imporrance of simple hygiene; and

. offering locally available family planning services.
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Thirdly, it is important thar opponunities exist lor families, and that they are encouraged to become

economically and socialiy self-sufficient. This would negate one of the traditional reasons for luge fami-

lies. This has been achieved by encouraging communities to use their traditional craft skills, not only for

economic gain (via tourism), but also to promote their heritage and social stabiiiry. Experiential learning

has also been facilitated to expose communities to conservation and its benefits.

A novel concept that is being planned in Msinsi ueas is the idea of communiry-controlled conserva-

tion camps. Here, areas of community land ad.jacent to the reserve can be fenced into the reserve. In

these areas bush camps or similar overnight accommodations will be built. These camps will be main-

tained and administered directly by the communiry and all monies will be utilized for the development

ofthe vuious communities concerned. The conservation and fencing expenses could be paid for by the

reserve. This concept has the porential ro create economic opportunities that can contribute to both eco-

nomic and social independence. If relevant education, affordable and easily available health care, and

adequate economic opportunities are created within the context of the local community, the long-term

goal ofpopulation stabiiization and resource conservation could be attained.

B aseline \tudy, Ev alu ati o n,

Monitoring, 
^^dlrends

Environmental and socioeconomic baseline studies for areas in which Msinsi operates are as im-

porrant to the success of the project as th€ community integration mentioned earlier. Baseline studies

are important because they enable the project management to evaluate situations and monitor trends

and progress. Potential problems can either be avoided or met with timely and appropriate resPonses.

MICRO - S C ALE - MAN AAE MENT STRAT'^IES

Micro-management strategies relate puticularly to activities within the bounduies of the reserve. These

management programs, as ser out in the reserves management plan, strive to conserve tle optimum num-

ber ofappropriate indigenous species and their habitats, maintain breeding populations, and protect these

gene pools. Natural, physical, and ecological processes will be allowed to operate without interference

except under imperative circumsrances, and at the same time allow utiiization of the reserve for educa-

tional, research, and recreational purposes. Further, any imperative consumptive utilization of a renew-

able natural resource musr be sustainable and not in conflict with recognized conservation morals.

Land l.\se Cawgories

The reserve must be divided into a number of zones. Only those activities relating to policies for each

zone will be permitted.

INT'NsIYE USEZONES

Areas characterized by substantially modified natural environment. Sights and sounds ofhumans are

readily wident, and the concentrarion of users is often moderate to high. This zone includes accommo-

dation, camping and caravaning sites, staffhousing, service facilities, hi$-densiry recreation, and so on'

LIMITED USEZONES

Areas characterizedby apredominantiy natural environment with moderate evidence of the sights

and sounds of humans. Rustic facilities such as picnic sites, bush camps, game guud outposts, and game-

viewing hides may be provided. Roads for motorized public transport are provided.
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A"reas chuacterized by lack ofaccess roads open to the public.

SPECALMNES

A specid zone is an area set uide in recognition of an important site that would receive the hi$est
conservation priority and may require special protection measures. Examples ofsuch sites are breeding

sites of tare species, rare or endangered ecosystems or components, important historical and archaeo-

logical sites, areas occupied by species oflimited distribution or special significance, sites for long-term
research or monitoring, and ultrasensitive areas.

Management of the reserve would include soil conservarion, vegeration conservation, and mainrenance

ofdiversity and breeding populations ofthe indigenous plant species occurring in rhe reserve. Fire man-

€ement forms part of this uea of management as does the control and elimination, where possible, of
unwanted alien plants.

Conservadon of fauna includes maintaining diversiry and breeding populations of indigenous animal

species occurring in the reserye, the removal ofalien species, and the restocking ofanimal species that
historically occurred or are deemed important for eirher conservation or ecotourism reasons. Fisheries and

hatcheries also form part ofthis management objective.

The protection ofcatchments and water resources; the control ofany source ofpollution; and the man-

agement and preservation ofarchaeological, paleontological, and historical sites ue all pan ofthe conser-

vadon efforts. Reseuch necessary for the effective management of the reserve to achieve set objectives is

caried out in both the short and long term,

Administrative management ensures that all infrastructure is properly maintained in an acceptable state

of repair. The erecdon and maintenance of suitable fences so as to conuol animal movement; ro demar-

cate boundaries ofthe reserve; and to protect personnel, their possessions and/or any equipment and build-
ing against theft, damage, or destruction from human or animal sources.

Other ueas include the provision of services to visitors. This includes controlled usage byvisitors to the

best extent compatible with conservarion requests.

The conuol and management of finances is caried out to ensure the effective running of the reserve.

These broadly cover the micro-managemenr strategies.

Conclusion

In order to conserve natural resources in developing countries, the needs oflocal people must be con-
sidered, while applying sustainable methods. Parmerships need to be developed by all stakeholders to en-

sure that "the real solution will be found in reinventing and finally healing the relationship berween people

and the eartli (Gote, Earth in the Babnce).

EDrTor's xofi: The l,lsind Holdings (PTY) [td., a private

management principles in developing communities

human spirit.

coniervation c0mpany, applies sustainable environmental

with sound business practicrs, to continually uplift the
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I h. *ord corporationisa generic term, related to the Latin word corpus, meaningsomething integrated,

not individual. A corporation describes any public or private association of employers and employees in an

industry or trade, including governmental and nongovernmental organizations. Due to their numbers and

influence across rhe world, corporarions play an integral role in the global environmental movement.

theRio 1992 Aqenda

2tResults

In lgg2represenrarives from 170 counuies met in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to make a collective effort to

improve the global environmental situation. There were great expectations for this first-ever conference,

and thou$ much disappointment followed the conference, tlere were also many positive results (using

data mostly from financially well-to-do countries) that affected the corporate world.

First, conference representatives agreed to work toward achieving a worldwide, though nonuniform,

reduction in pollution within the projected leasibiliry of individual countries. Second, in order to avoid

inventing the wheel twice, conference representatives agreed to intensify exchange ofinformation across

the borders, and particularly to increase cooperation between "developed" and "developing' counuies.

Third, some representatives from European countries agreed to have environmental area managers in-

stalled in puticulu countries. For example, Germany has set up offices fot such managers in lndia, In-

donesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the People's Republic of China, Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Brazil,

and Mexico.

fhe Mdia-Gennang
Connection

It is certainly not accidental that India and Germany are working together on corporate environmen-

tal issues today. As a marrer of fact, there has been a close interaction beflceen these rwo countries for

decades on pollution iaws, to the extent that most ofthe specifications in India on effluents and maxi-

mum limits on air pollution are, to a great extenlr blueprints from the German regulations, which are

lugely the strictest worldwide. Only some U.S. slates have stricter regulations, particularly California

with regard to exhaust emissions.

This makes it easy for German companies to senle in India, since they deal with the same environmental

safetv paramelers as at home.

234
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Rules and,Regulations

The central government in New Delhi sets all the environmental rules and regulations for India. How-
ever, enfotcement rests with the state governments. It is this dichotomy that leads to problems. There would
not be a single polluted river in India ifeveryone just abided by the law.

Two other great misunderstandings ue that required environmental investments render a company

unviable, and proper maintenance of effluent ffeatmenr plants, run by corporations, negatively affect
state budgets,

On the positive side, India is one of a few countries that has, in addition to the Ministry of Environ-
ment and Forests, a Ministry for Non-Conventional Energy Sources. This is a laudable approach ro
environmental issues and indicates that India means business and is willing to face future environmen-
tal challenees.

6 ervn an P ackaging 0 r din anc e

There are corporate changes being canied out roday that have a positive impact on the global environ-
mental crisis. One of them is the German Packaging Ordinance.

Germany has set ambitious waste-policy goals and has taken the necessary measures to achieve them.

The Packaging Ordinance, with its philosophy of comprehensive producr responsibility, is an innovadve

concept for avoiding unnecessary waste and rerycling. Thou$ the country is still dealing with initial teeth-

ing problems, the concept has proved to be an overall success. Other European countries have also intro-
duced similar regulations.

The ordinance, introduced in 1991 by the German federal governmenr ar dre behest of the Ministry of
Environment, stipulates that all packaging enterprises, importers, uaders, and materials suppliers are obliged

to use a minimum amount of environmentally compatible and recyclable packaging marerials. It also obliges

packaging manufacturers and disuibutors to accept the materials for return after use and ro either reuse or
recycle them.

A combination of mo systems has made this a successfirl program. The first is a corporation called

DuaJ System Germany that runs 300 recycling plants, which has created 18,000 jobs. Six hundred indi-
vidual German companies founded the corporation and all ue shareholders in it. Each company is issued

a Green Dot Certificate for meeting the aforementioned criteria and pays an annual license fee, which
fi nances the corporation.

The second sptem is a combined community program of regional waste collection and citizen educa-

tion. These efforts deal with not only the practical issues ofwaste removal but also help to teach citizens

about unnecessary wasre by encouraging them to sofi waste at home.

Biodegradability

Another corporate change having a positive impact on the global environmenral crisis are the strict stan-

duds being applied to the rcrm biodtgradabiliryinGemany.

This is a tricky subject because more people speak about it than actually know about it. A simple re-

muk like 'this product is biodegradabld' qualifies a product somewhar, bur not enou$.
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Basically, the process of biodegradation is a chemical process in which substances are broken down-

mostiy by way of oxidation-into elements that are conside red harmless and are abundant in nature. Some

end results are water and carbon dioxide.

This process is asymprotic and follows the curvatures shown in figure 1. Using the example of deter-

gents as shown in Figure 1, biodegradability is measured in two ways.

First is the orygen needed for degradation. The less orygen needed, the better. This particularly applies

to rivers or water in general, where foam is built up as a serious indication of insufficient oxygen content

in the water.

Second is the time required to achieve a 100 percent biodegradation. Since this process can take a

period ofmonths or years and, in some cases, many thousands ofyears, tests are standardized on a tlventy-

one-day period. Since the process is asymptotic, as menrioned earlier, the time required for a 100 per-

cent biodegradation can be calculated using exponential calculation.

Normally, the period of one year is considered as a baseline for the performance of a detergentt biode-

gradabiliry which is what figure 1 shows: 100 percent ov€r a span ofone year'

Various countries have sought to achieve diflerent norms for biodegradability over the course of one

year. Germany has derermined a 90 percent biodegradabiliry which is the toughest determination in the

world today. All other European countries have agreed to 60 percent of the German limit, which is less,

but doesnt seem roo bad. Howeve! looking at the difference over timeJ it is remarkable' As per the Ger-

man regulations, a 100 percent biodegradabiliry would be achieved after two years, but the same result,

according to the European regulations, would take more than seven years. Consequently, detergents regu-

lated with the European guidelines continue to contaminate rivers and waters over many more years more

than detergents regulated with the tighter German guidelines.

Both ofthese standards are low by comparison to todays available technolory. There are products cur-

rently in the market, including the Indian market, that are achieving a 1 00 percent biodegradability within
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just one month, at no extra cost. The difference between this standard and the German standard (shown

in the green field in figure 1) is remarkable.

Figure 1 is also meant to be used as a campaign tool to create awareness among detergenr consumers,

encouraging them to choose the least harmfirl products for the environment. Consumers willwant to avoid

products in the red field, at least purchase the best products in the yellow field and, better yet, try to find
the products in the green field.

the Story of the SeuenteenTrees

A third corporate change having a positive impact on the global environmental crisis comes from a

personal anecdote. About ten years ago, when I was a newly appointed technical director in Bangalore, I
showed mywife uound the company.

'We 
used to ship our products in small wooden crates all over the counrry. These crates were supplied

by an outside puty and stacked in hundre<is and thousands in the yard. My wife murmured to herself,
"\Mhat a crime," and took up the issue with me at home rhat evening. To cut a long story short, I calcu,

lated that we were using seventeen fully grown trees daily by converting them into crates. A simple cal-

culation revealed that, in working 299 days a year, we were using up more than 5,000 trees a year for
packaging materid.

The action we took was mofold. First, my wife took chuge of a tree plantation program, which the

company funded on one condition: that there was a guaranteed survival rate of 100 percenr. Today, after

ei$r years ofplanting 5,000 trees per yeat Bangalore and its sunounding areas are richer by 40,000 sur-

viving trees from this one campaign.

The second action was to replace the crates with strong cardboard, which reduced our uansportarion

costs substantialiy and our wood-products use.

fhe Lavnbda- Closed- toolt Control Sgstevn

At first sight, figure 2 lools like a puzzle or a rebus. \,X4rat it depicts, however, is how delicate actual

natural balance is.

THE LAMBDA- CLOSED- LOOP- SYSTEM
EXHAUST EMISSIONS

: ULEV
ULTRA-LOW

EMISSION

VEHICLES

CO+HC+NOX:
I{-zO+COz+Nz
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The subject offigure 2 is exhaust emissions and how to achieve vehicles that are classified as ultralow

emission vehicles (ULEV], as per U.S. standards. The solution lies in a combination of two laws of na-

ture, so ro speak. After studying the composition of exhaust emissions, the first law determines that the

toxic elements in the exhaust gas (carbon monoxide, oxides ofnitrogen, and partly burned hydrocubons)

reach a combined minimum air-fuel ratio of exactly 147 ro | (i.e., when the engine provides 14.7 lrolo'

grams of air, which is close to 10,000 liters of air, or 10 cubic meters, to a liter of petrol). This is called the

lambda I point. Howwer, how does one ensure this exact ratio, which has a tolerance of around 0.1

percenr deviation only? The minute one deviates from this narrow window, either one or the other com-

ponent goes out ofcontrol.

A second law ofnature bridges the gap. A special combinadon ofceramics and platinum exposed to

exhaust gas changes electric properties instantaneously at the point of Lambda i. This discovery called

the Lambda-Closed-Loop Control System, makes it possible to exacdy admeasure air to fuel to achieve

the absolute minimum under all driving conditions.

\Vhat is somerimes called an invention is actually a clever application of two laws of nature. Industry

makes use of this combination of laws, otherwise totally unrelated, which has lead to results not dreamed

possible. The lesson leuned here is to study Mother Nature carefully and copy her whenever possible.

It is easy to blame the corporations for not paying attention to Mother Nature; they are somewhat

anonymous bodies. However, ourstanding individuals are speuheading the examples highlighted above

on behalfoftheir companies or government organizations. In other words, there are no anonymous cot-

porarions on which we can oflload environmental responsibiliry. The job is ours, ours as individuals,

vours and mine.
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flt th. Findhorn Foundation in Scotland, I learned to relate to narure in three ways.

Unity is the first way. fu we expand our psyches to be as large as the world, we experience ourselves as

nature and also as part ofnature. Particularly in the wilderness we can have flashes ofthis peak experience

of unity at a transpersonal level. Then everything seems to fall into alignment.

Cooperation with nature is the second way. Ve learn to work with nature like a good gardener. W'e see

all processes as part ofnatural ecosystems and we are in wonder and awe ofthe power and sophistication

ofnaturet elegant ecologies. The fundamental idea here is not one ofhuman dominance over nature, but
living as part ofnature.

Seeing nature as our teacher and as a model is the third way. The motto " Natura mntel et magistra"

("Nature Is Both Mother and Teachei') applies here. In fact, industrial and development processes can be

modeled on natural ecosystems. For example, some yea$ ago my partner, Dr. John Todd, an eminenr Ca-

nadian biologist, and I were designing an engineered ecolog;r to treat toxic sludge from the bottom of a

highly polluted canal in Tennessee. Johnt design method was to look at the anatomy of the catfish and

model the dimensions and ratios of our engineered systems on the guts of the fish. The catfish can digest

sludge, demonsuating a highly functional and elegant natural breakdown process. Ve could not do bener

than use this knowledge in the design of our sptems. Bench scale tests that followed confirmed the buis

of the design model.

In order to build a sustainable future, industrial activities need to be designed u living systems, putici-
pating in natural systems. Vilderness is the primary natural ecology.

lndustridl Ecology

The field of ecological design and its application to industry which is industrial ecology, is relativeiy

new. The United Nations Universiry calls this approach ecorestructuring. The fundamental idea is ro move

beyond the typical industrial production and consumption models, which ue lineu and mechanistic, to

closedJoop systems, which are similar to natural ecosystems. So, for example, we design an industrial plant

or a new town or a hotel as a living system, which is an integral part of the bioregion. The inputs and

outputs of the human-engineered facilities are seen as typical of natural ecological subsystems, and the

wilderness is used as an example ofthe greater ecology in the design process.

At present, our industrial processes emphuize the moving of materials and energy fiom nature throu$
the economic system as the primary way to "create value." The main economic acriviries are, therefore,

producing and consuming. \fle might contrast this to a mature forest or pond. In these natural systems

the processes of production and consumption, including recycling of wastes and nutrients, ue balanced

)19
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processes. On the forest floor, the decomposing organic matter recycles the nutrients and nurtures the

trees. The limnology of a pond is a wonderful example of many interacting systems' with constant

changes in the ecology, but which has a stable overall effect on the environment. The system balance

and stability is only disturbed when we overload the pond with pollutants or too many nutrients from

human activities.

Natural ecosptems are stable systems. Species diversity reinforces the stability of these systems with

redundancy in function. They ue capable of self-organization, self-repair, seif-reproduction, and a great

ability to adapt to perturbations in external conditions. Ifindustrial processes can have these same positive

attributes, they will be highly effective and even restorative.

Dl Devaki Jain described a puadigm shift in our culture involving gender and attitude. She recom-

mends that instead of seeing life as mainly centered in the workplace (which is more of a masculine ani-

tude), we shift our primary focus to the family (which is more of a feminine attitude). Vith such a shift,

many of the decisions we make in government, academia, and industry will be quite different. A similar

paradigm change is happening as we begin to think about industry as put ofand not superior to or sePa-

rate from nature. In other words, human economic and indusuial acdvities ue living systems particiPat-

ing in eutht narural systems, and not vice versa.

HudinTibbs said,

Model the systemic design of industry on the slste/nic design of the

natural syteTn ... industrial ecology inuolues daigning industial
infastructures as if they were a series of interloching hwnan-made

ecoslstems interfacing with the natural global ecoslstern.... The aim
ofindustrial ecohgl is to interpret and adapt an understanding of
the natural system and apply it to the duign of the human-made

system, in ordcr to achieue a panern of industrialization that is not

only more eficient, but which is inninsically adjusted to the

tobrances and characteristics of the natural system.

Living Machines

By modeling our human-engineered systems on their natural counterpafis, we can be aligned with the

natural world and experience the benefits ofintegrated design. Engineering science adopts a whole sp-

tems approach, such as with Living Machines.

Dr. JohnTodd, who has won many awards for his work in designing biological sptems using the prin-

cipla ofecological engineering, invented Living Machines. Living Machines can grow food, generate en-

ergy, clean the air, and heat and cool buildings, but their primary application is in wastewater ffeatment.

John and Beth Josephson laid out twelve basic ecological principles behind Living Machina in a paper

published in the Journal of Ecobgicnl Engineering According to the authors, the trvelve principies ue de-

rived from the study ofnaturd systems, which ue then applied to engineered faciiities. They include (1)

an adequate mineral basis ro sustain life; (2) nutrient flows and recycling; (3) steep gradients such as the

transition from anaerobic to aerobic environments; (4) high exchange rates; (5) periodic and random pulse.s;

(6) cellulu design and the presence of at leut three distinct and complete ecologies (e.g., pond, mush,

and meadow); (7) microbial communities; (8) photosynthetic basis of key ecologies; (9) a Phfical con-

nection berween the engineered sptem and the wild system; (10) species diversity; (11) the relationship
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benveen microcosm and macrocosm; and (tZ) the notion of"as above, so below." (l made the "as above"

notion the twelfth point, thou$ it may be describing the eleventh point. If so, theret a missing principle,

or two are combined.)

The basic principles in the field of ecological engineering were first put forwud by Howard T Odum

inhisbook Enuironnent, Pown and Society almost thirty yeus ago. The fundamental idea is that, in addi-

tion to modeling human-designed systems on nature, we can use complete ecologies to carry out usefrrl

tasls. In addition, different ecologies can be linked to handle many inputs, self-manage a multitude of
internal, closed-loop functions, and provide a vuiery ofourputs.

Ve know that the pond, marsh, and meadow are capable of decomposition and regeneration in com-

plex ecological cycla. In his work, John has used the abilities of these natural ecologies effectively and

economically. For example, the organisms that ue present naturally in the pond, marsh, and meadow,

combined with sunli$t and gravity, handle pollution. Other inputs, particularly energ;r requirements from

fossil fuels, are minimized. The primary product is clean water. In addition, nutrients ue recycled and

other usefirl products can be harvested, such as fish and botanicals.

Ecologically engineered systems are capable ofhigh ueatment levels. In fact, removing the last bits of
pollution from a waste stream is often more economical using natural systems than with conventional and

chemical processes. Also, the beneficial features ofnatural ecosystems ciury over ro the engineered sys-

tems, providing operational stability due to multiple biological pathways, diversiry of organisms in the

system, and the ability of Living Machines to self-organize, self-repair, and self-replicate. W'e find that Liv-

ing Machines treating food-processing waste streams, where there ue wide variations in influenr charac-

teristics, ue capable ofproviding stable, high-quality effluent.

A typical indusuial wastewater treatment application is the Living Machine at the Mus food process-

ing plant in \flyong, Australia. Living Technologies, Inc., built this facility in 1994. The Mars plant manu-

factures 350 products from more than 1,300 ingredients and generates a widely varying wastewater load

(up to 400m3/day or 100,000 gpd). Heret how it operates.

First, the flow is equalized in a balance tank, and the high fat content is removed by dissolved air floata-

tion (DAI). The flow then passes to an up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) digester, which pro-

vides a significant amount oftreatment without using any external energy. In fact, ifthe organic loading is

sufficient, methane can be produced, which can be used for steam generarion on site. From the anaerobic

reactor, wastewater flows to a closed aerobic reactor, with an odor control biofilter. The biofilter consists

of humic material, which is mainly buk and compost. The odors are scrubbed by bacterial action as they

pass from the closed tank throu$ the humic layer.

The wastewater then flows by graviry to a series ofopen aerobic reacrors, with plants racked on the

water surface. The plant roots provide the media for microorganisms to affach and grow, which breaks

down the organic materials in the waste stream. In addition, any ammonia is nitrified to nitrite and then

to nitrate. fu the bacteria go through their life cycles and die, they form sludge, some ofwhich is con-

sumed by other creatures in the system, such as snails. Living Machine sludge volumes are low compared

to other wastewater treatment technologies because the ecologies digest organic materials as pan ofthe
process. Howeve! excess sludge needs to be removed in the clarifier and is then recycled to the anaerobic

reactor for further digestion. Some \flyong sludge is transformed in a commercial vermiculture farm into

a rich soil amendment.

The final step is polishing to meet advanced wastewater treatment standuds. The design challenge

was to find a way to use th€ effective polishing capacity ofnatural wetlands, condensed into a small foot-

print. Ocean Arla International developed and patented the Ecological Fluidized Bed (EFB). This is a
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submerged media, fixed film reactot with a relatively high internal recirculation rate. A single EFB at

the end ofeach train in \fyong polishes the wastewater before it is collected in a quarter-acre pond. The

ueared warer is used to irrigate the Z1-hectare (60-acre ) site, which has many acres of natural bush.

Mars is currently investigating the posibility of establishing a commercial aquaculture prorotype using

the holding pond. The fish could be canned and distributed as pet food. \When the goal is realized of

combining wasre rreatment and fish production in Living Machines, it will be an excellent example of

industrial ecology.

Another Mus facility with a Living Machine is at Ethel M Chocolates in Henderson, Nevada. The

waste stream comes from confectionery manufacture. The reactors are similar to those in W'yong, except

the initial ffeatment components are closed aerobic tanla. The effluent is treated to advanced standards,

and all the wastewater is reused on site lor irrigation. Following the Living Machine trains is a constructed

wetland and holding pond, with recirculation bemeen the two to keep the pond fresh. The treated water

is UV-sterilized and drawn from the pond to irrigate extensive gardens on the site. Odors from the closed

aerobic reactors ue scrubbed in a wo-cell biofilter.

The sludge generated in the Living Machine is then sent to a vertical flow reed bed. This is a special

design ofconstructed wetland, where the sludge solids ue trapped on the surface among the reeds and

composted over time.'Warer drains vertically through the wedand and is sent back to the Living Machine

for treatment. There is a natural reducdon of around 97 percent of the organic material left in the reed

bed. A humic layer builds up oyer a seven- ro ren-year period, which can be used for landscaping. The

reed bed is then replanted for ongoing sludge ueatment. Because this Living Machine recycles the ueated

warer on site, scrubs the odors in a biofilter, and treats the sludge in a reed bed, it is called a zero-discharge

facility. Two to three thousand people visit the plant daily, where they can see a large variety offlowering

plants, grassa, rice, and fish growing in the Living Machine.

living l'laching at tthel l'l Chocolates. Puoto couRtrv 0f l'lrcHAEL SflAW.
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The most important output of a wastewater treatment Living Machine is, of course, high qualiry water,

which can be reused for irrigation. In fact, the greatest requirement for water in the world is irrigation.

Robin Mckie wrote, in an uticle that appeared.in The GuardianWehly

In India, khes are poisoned foi sewage; in Africa, riuers turn into

fhhy nichles; around Asiai Aral Sea, millions ofp*pb haue been

stranded as tlte waters shrinh and dry up. Eaeryt day rnore and more

people suffer the same nisis: not enough waten Scientists calculate
that 7 percent oftbe human race does not haue enough to suruiue.

But much worse lies in store. Their fgures show that this will rise to

a stagering 70 ?ercent fu 2050. Most of humanity faces a future
without the most basic of resources.

'We need uaterfor drinhing, keeping clzan, and mahing things--
but, most impo/tantb we need itforfarming" said ProfessorJim
'Wallace of the Institute of Hydrohgy in Oxford"shire. 'About three-

quarters ofthe water we use gles on growingfood." Better use of
irrigation water is cennal tu the crisis, he addtd. 'W'e might be able to

increase the world! arable land. by about 10 percent-at the uery mox.

But at the same time, the population will go up by 65 percent. We

therefore haue to inoease nop yields dramatically, and we can only do

that if we make much better use of the water we use for irigation."

If water minimization is a project goai, a vacuum-collection system can be employed, which minimizes

the sanitary water requirement to 10 percent of standard usage. Living Machine ueatment can then en-

able 90 percent of the treated water to be recycled, reducing the overall water requirement to a few per-

cent of the rypical normal demand.

Plans grown in the tanks provide an excellent substrate for bacterial ffeatment and use the nutrients in

the wastewater for their own growth. In a sewage treatment Living Machine in Vermont, more than 250

species of plants have been researched for their suitabiliry to provide root mass for wastewater ffeatment

and valuable botanical by-products.

Some Living Machines are designed to grow specific botanicals or fish as by-products. In an industrial

park in Indiana, orchids are grown for employees to have on their desls. Herbal tinctures and flower es-

sences are made from plants in a Living Machine in northern Scotland. Two sewage ffeatment Living Ma-

chines in Florida provide habitats for native Florida butterflies. In a Mus Living Machine in Texas,

ornamental Koi thrive, which can generate substandal fevenues. The organic loading in a high+trength

industriai waste stream can be used to grow proreins, which in turn are fed to fish. In a Vermont proto-

type aquaculture faciliry the use ofproteins grown from brewery*pent grain as fish food is being tested

along with capturing waste heat from a local power srarion as the main source of energy.

Restorer Living Machines

Ocean fuls Internationai has developed ecologically designed technologies since 1981. Recent design

work has focused on floating Living Machines called Restorers, which are used for bioremediation of pol-

luted natural bodies of water and for low-cost sewage and industrial wastewater treatment. The technol-

ogy is particularly suitable for applications in the developing world.
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To understand how Restorers work,

w€ must ask ourselves what are the

biological purificarion mechanisms in

wilderness lakes. The analogous com-

ponent in nature is the floating island.

These islands are formed as dense mats

of vegetation-typically made up of

canails, bulrush, sedge, and reeds-

that extend ourward from shoreline

wetlands. As the water gets deeper, the

roots no longer reach rhe bottom, so

they use the oxygen in their root mass

for buoyancy, and the surrounding

vegetation for support to retain their

top-side-up orientation. The area be-

neath rhese floating mats is exception-

ally rich in aquatic biota.

Eventually, storm events tear whole

sections (sometimes several hectares)

free from the shore. The islands mi-

grate around a lake with changing

winds, occasionally reattaching ro a

new area ofthe shoreline, or perhaps

eventually breaking up in inclement

weather. As one naturalist described

them, "Floating islands act like kid-

neys in a system, providing the oxy-

gen-rich surface area that keeps the

ecosystem in balance during extreme

seasonal fl uctuations."

The first Restorer was launched in 1992 on Flax Pond, near Harwich, Massachusetts. The ongoing pol-

lution comes from landfill leachate, with high ammonia content. The Restorer is moored in the pond and

looks like a small barge. It has its own independent power supply, using wind and solar, which runs a

small air blower. Vater is airlifted from the pond and passed through a series of media-filled biologically

active cells. Surrounding the Restorer is an attached skirt ofracked plants. In l99Z,FlaxPond was ail but

dead, with few fish or benthic organisms in the water. Sediment levels were deep, and the pond was closed

for swimming and fishing. Since then, the fish and benthic communities have regenerated as pollution

levels have fallen. Sediment levels have dropped substantially. The pond can now be used for recreation,

including fishing and swimming. A local organic cranberry grower, who draws water from the pond, has

seen his production increase fourfold in the last six years.

Restorers also treat sewage in lagoons. In many parts ofthe developing world, sewage is put into 'teptic

lagoons" with no fteatment. These lagoons are sources of disease, generate multitudes of mosquitoes, and

cause river and groundwater pollution. The floating Restorers provide ueatment at relatively modest cost

and, in many cases, the treated water with retained nutrients can be used for irriqation.

The lake Re$orer. Photo courtesy 0f llichael Shaw.
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A Restorer is a treatment technology that reduces organic pollution, nitrogen, and pathogens by im

own processes. It also acts as a chemostat. Beneficial baaeria and other microorganisms are continuously

generated by the Restorer and dischuged into the water body. It is the whole lagoon that treats itself in

combination with the Restorer. This is a good example of the pdnciple of "cooperation with nature." The

Restorer also maintains positive dissolved orygen in the water, ensuring that beneficial aerobic bacteria

thrive in large numbers. Restorers are also successfirl in reducing sediments and sludges, which collect at

the bottom oflagoons and cause eutrification.

Restorers can be made from local materials and mass-produced to modular designs. The energy for driv-

ing the aeration qrstems can be drawn from a local utility or generated on the Restorers themselves using

photovoltaics and wind power. Because the combined lagoon and Restorer system has a high biological

momentum, it is excellent for handling wide variations in influent loading as well as power outages. The

effluent from the lagoons, treated to United Nations Vorld Health Organization standuds, can be used

for irrigation. This technoiogy provides simple, low-cost, and low-maintenance ueatment, is particularly

suited for developing countries, and provides the opportunity to re-use the treated water.

Bio-Shelurs

Perhaps the most advanced expression ofecologicai daign is the bioshelter. Ecologically engineered sys-

tems are used to treat wastes, grow food produds, heat and cool structures, and generate energy. Bioshelter

users use one anothert outputs as their inputs to produce or manufacture their particulu specialties. John

and Nancy Jack Todd have described these ideas in their book From Eco Chies to Liuing Machina. For

example, rainwater can be collected, treated, and stored. Sewage can be treated in Living Machines with

water being recycled to toilets. Nutrients ftom the biosheltert solid and liquid waste cycles can be cap-

tured and used for irrigating willow trees, which ue coppiced for biomass energy generation. The interior

and exterior landscapes can be designed for high productivity vegetable gardening and aquaculture. Elec-

trical power can be generated on site using wind, solar, and fuel cells. The possibilities seem endlas.

If we are to have a sustainable and restorative future, we need to apply principles of industrial ecology

and ecological design to our industrial life. Instead ofseeing wilderness as something other than and re-

mote from industrial activiry industrial ecology ula us to design our facilities to be valuable and restor-

ative members of the greater wilderness communiry. rJ7ilderness is then seen as the larger context for human

activities rather than only as a remote sanctuary. However, this does not deny the great benefit of large

wilderness areas, which ue free from human enterprise. Industrial ecology merely asla us to consider wil-

derness as the source ofthe working parts ofour engineered ecologies, such as with Living Machines.



Sasha Silver

I
ln rhe spring of 1998 The New Yorh Times ran a front-page article entitled "Chocoholics Take Note: Be-

loved Bean in Peril." The news story reported on threats to cocoa bean production and chocolate manu-

facturers' concerns for a possible shorthll in meeting growing consumer demand. Although obviously of

interest to readers, the state of the industry was not a news-breaking story. Rather, the article was moti-

vated by an unusual initiative by the chocolate manufacturer Mars, Inc., and the Smithsonian Institution

to bring a diverse group ofscientists, agronomists, cocoa producers and traders, chocolate manufacturers,

and researchers together to design a strategy for achieving economic and ecological sustainability in cocoa

production. Remarkable also was the broad interpretation ofthe concept ofsustainabiliry to inciude sup-

port for biodiversity and increased stability for the individual smdl cocoa farmer.

Shordy before the uticle appeared, the First International W'orlahop on Sustainable Cocoa Growing

wu convened by the Smithsonian Institution with the support of M&M/Mars (a division of Mars, Inc.).

Pardcipants from nventy-two countries attended, representing all stages of the cocoa and chocolate pro-

duction process. The conference highlighted three major, interrelated threats to sustainability in cocoa

production: (1) the impact ofdiseases and pests, which have forced a major geographical shift in cocoa

growing; (2) the trend ofconversion to sun cultivarion from traditional shaded systems and associated

increases in chemical inputq and (3) characteristics ofcocoa farming that affect its suscepdbiliry to boom

and bust rycles.

The major outcome of the worlahop was an agreement by puticipants, captured in a statement of Guid-

ing Principles, that cacao grown within a biologically diverse and environmentally sustainable agriculturd

system could not only support biodiversity, but that traditional shaded fums meeting this description were,

in fact, the recommended path for providing economic stabiliry to farmers and for boosting productiviry

and yields for the indusry. Shortly thereafte! Mars led the development of an industry+upponed Sus-

tainable Cocoa Program. The formal launching of this program muked a major shift in industry philoso-

phy. \ftile technical approaches such as breeding new hybrids and limited use of synthetic inputs were

kept intact, the research focus was expanded in recognition of the benefits for cocoa production of inte-

grated management using natural ecological processes and supporting environmental services.

Cocoa Consuvnntion:

S atisfying the Ctlob al Sw eet To oth

Cocoa and chocolate products ue ubiquitous in our daily suroundings. Cocoa has been in use for more

than 3,000 years, but it was only innoduced to Europeans in the sixteenth century when they encountered
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the Mayans in Mexico. Today, myriad chocolate products, including cocoa beans and their processed forms

ofpowder, paste, butter, and chocolate, are valued in excess ofU.S. $40 blllion.

Cocoa consumption is heavily dependent on income, population, tastes, and climate. The United States

is the largest cocoa consumer, representing 27 percent oftotal world consumption, but European popula-

tions consume more on a per capita basis. Togethea the United States and European countries consume

about two+hirds ofglobal cocoa production.

Cocoa consumption has increased steadily, with cocoa grindings growing at an annua.l rate of3 percent

over the lut fifty years. (Chocolate consumption has actually increased somewhat more because the aver-

age cocoa content of chocolate has fallen.) These markets are considered nearly saturated, howeve! and

manufacturers expect the rate of increase to slow to 1 to 2 percent. However, Asia, Latin America, and

Eastern Europe will be important new marke$ in the next decade, and large increases in growth in con-

sumption are expected.

CocoaProduction:
Ecolo gg, Processing, qnd Tr6de

The cocoa bean, from the tree Theobroma cacao (literally, "food ofthe gods"), evolved as an understory

tree in the forests ofthe Amazon Basin. Because it requires an average temperature ofabout 25 degrees

Celsius and minimum rainfall of 1,250 millimeters for successful growth, it is concentrated in tropical

areas within 20 degrees latitude from the equator and up to 300 meters in altitude. The tree, which re-

quires regulu pruning and maintenance for optimal growth, usually has a forty- to fifty-year life span and

a twenry-year productive life. Three to five years after planting, the tree produces pods containing about

forty cocoa beans each. After hawesting, which takes place year-round with two peals, the beans are fer-

mented, cleaned, and dried by fumers.

The beans are then purchased by domestic brokers or a government outfit, graded and sorted into bags,

and exported via trade houses or direcdy to cocoa processors. Processing entails roasting and grinding the

beans into cocoa liquor, which, when pressed, forms cocoa butter (for chocolate) and cocoa cale (for co-

coa powder). The process from fumer to proce.ssor takes anyvhere from three to six months. At the final

stage, chocolate manufacturers purchase cocoa butter to mix with sugar and milk to produce milk choco-

late. \Mhile there are some differences in the grade and qualiry ofcocoa beans across regions, chocolate is

not distinguished by its country oforigin and is considered a more homogenous crop than coffee. Grades

are combined for an "average" mix before the product leaves its origin country and a combinadon ofbeans

from many sources is used in processing.

An estimated 6.5 million hectares were planted in cocoa in 1996, producing about2.7 million tons of

cocoa with an export va.lue of U.S. $2 billion. This is compuable to the trade in tea, and about one-third

the value ofthe coffee trade. Production today occurs in more than fifty countries and three main grow-

ing areas: West Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia. A relatively few countries dominate produc-

tion, with Vest Africa conributing two-thirds of total global producdon. Cote d'Ivoire, the worldt lugest

producer, accounts for more than 4l percent of the global crop. Ghana, Nigeria, Cameroon, Brazil, Ecua-

dor, Indonesia, and Malaysia contribute an additional 50 percent, for a total ofeight countries supplying

more than 90 percent ofworld production (see table 1).

The contribution ofcocoa to total nationai exports varies greatly, ranging from less than I percent

for Indonesia to close to 30 percent for Cote d'lvoire and Ghana in1992. Major shifts in the geo-

graphical profile ofsupply and luge swings in production by individual countries have occurred during
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souRcEs: Food and Agriculture Organization 1)96; U. S. Department of Agriculture Foreign
Agricultural Service 1996; andAhmed 1998.

this century. Table 1 demonstrates the most recent such changes, with dramatic declines in Malaysia

and Brazil accompanied by booms in Indonesia and Cote d'lvoire.

At the primary source of production, the majoriry of cocoa growers-and almost all in the West Afri-

can countries*are small fumers who have fewer than 8 hectares of land. Processing and manufacturing,

on the other hand, are subject to considerable economies of scale, with each stage of the muket beyond

the farmers dominated by a handful of players (see table 2). Beans are mostly exported whole; except for

Malaysia and Brzil, producing counuies grind under 20 percent of their cocoa beans, which consist lugely

of the low-quality remains after export.

Ihe S.upply - D eu 
^nd 

B alanc e

and a Worrisoue Torecast

The cocoa muket is hi$ly cydical. When prices are high, cocoa is planted in all of the established

growing ueas as well as in opportunistic countries. \X/hile some replanting occurs, forested areas are fre-

quently cleued. An increased use offertilizers can induce some increase in short-term productiviry but

cocoa supply is largely price inelastic due to the several-year lag for new plantings to reach maturiry. The

International Cocoa Organization (ICCO) reports an estimated average price elasticiry of supply of .364

over the medium term (three to five years); a 10 percent price rise results in a 3.65 percent increase in

supply. fu supplies from new plantings come on line, the market enlers its production boom.

The cycle turns, historically, about every seven to ten years, and prices decline. Cocoa is then removed

from the fields, with much acreage in recent years switching to alternative crops such as oil palm and rub-

ber, althou$ if the uea is abandoned, it may revert to forest. The downwud production response to price

is tighter because when the price falls below variable harvesting costs, cocoa production is simply halted.

IABIE l:World Cocoa Production.

Country 199r-2
('000 tons)

r995-6
('000 tons)

r997-8
(F,t )

1996 Area
(000 ha.)

Cote d'Ivoire
Ghana
Indonesia
Nigeria
Brazil
Cameroon
Malaysia
Ecuador
Colombia
Dominican Republic
Mexico
Papua New Guinea
Venezuela
Peru

804
293
ro)
160

375
100
,15
r04
60
42
39
34
t6
10

1,219
403
30,
140
231
135
120
95
60
58
41.

35
17
15

1,500
400
325
160
1<?

tz)
115

85
60
57
42
28
17
15

2,r50
1,200

332
430
688
360
205
350
124
137

91

88
o)
-)o

Total W'orld 2,525 2,876 2,680 6,574



IABIE 2: l'larket Concentration.

Marka Sage Namber of Companies Market Share
Percentage

Production 5 (countries) 75
Tiade 5 80
Processing 5 70
Chocolate Manufacturing 6 80

souRCE: Rabobank 1995.
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However, these costs ate highlyvuiable across producer countries due to labor costs and input differences.

Effons by commodiry-producing countries to stabilize commodity prices through International Cocoa

Agreemens coordinated by ICCO have had limited success.

The fifth and most rccent agreement, signed in 1993, eiiminated buffer stock provisions and quotas

and instead asked each exporting member to draw up a "produaion management program" and adjust to

demand dwelopmen$. Howwer, Indonesia (the fastest growing producer) and rhe United States (the largest

end consumer) are not signatories.

A steady increase in production in the 1980s and early 1990s was accompanied by a recession in the

cocoa industry. Sustained low prices contributed to supply collapses in older cocoa producing countries

and booms in newly emergent cocoa producing countries, with the effects being felt only in the past few

years. Since 1996 there has been a supply deficit satisfied by existing stocla and, by 1997 concerns had

surfaced that cocoa supply shonages could provide the biggest long-term threat to the continued growth

ofcocoa consumption.

\(orld cocoa demand is growing by almost 4 percent annually, while supply is only increasing by 3 to

3.5 percent. For the 1997-1998 season, which ended at the end ofSeptember 1998, ICCO had estimated

the worldt production reached 2.68 million tons, against new record consumption levels of 2.828 million

tons. The supply deficit rose to 175,000 tons compared with a shonfall of65,000 tons for the prior year.

Total world stocla have declined to a stock-to-consumption rario of 41.4 percenr, the lowest in a decade

(equivdent to five months' consumpdon). The 1998-1999 crop is projected at2.75 rons and consump-

tion at 2.87 tons.

This worrisome forecast stands in stark contrast to the continuing expansion ofcapacity by chocolate

manufacturers to supply highly promising emerging markets. Cocoa prices have since started to rise and

will stimulate a supply response, but this wont happen until midway through the next decade. Industry

is increasingly concerned that threats to production will undermine and slow the rebound. The slower

the response, the greater the competitive disadvaatage for chocolate products against alternative snacls.

This is particularly troublesome when most projected industry growth is expected from emerging, price-

sensitive markets where critical shifts in consumption pamerns will occur in the next decade.

The Spread of Pests andDise^ses

The supply shortages described above are largely attributed to the increasing threat from pests and

diseases and the limited number of countries in which cocoa is being grown on a significant scale. The
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incidence and risk of pests and diseases is a major threat to sustaining cocoa production in almost

every cocoa-growing region. Cocoa is a delicate tree, and when infestation occurs, the losses can be

dramatic. In some regions, 30 to 40 percent reductions in production due to disease are not uncom-

mon. The Neotropics were once the center for cacao production, but the failure of cocoa farms on a

massive scale has resulted in production shifting to new areas of the tropics. The Bahia region in Bra-

zil has seen its annual production-in the hundreds of thousands of tons of cocoa pods just a few

yeus ago-drop by half due largely to a fungal disease called witcht broom. In Maiaysia, the cocoa

pod borer has contributed to a similar decline. Black pod rot occurs in most producing countries and

has the potential to significantly reduce output worldwide. Appendix 3 summarizes the major pest

and disease threats to production.

Shade versus Sun Cultivation

Due to cocoa's evolution in the understory shade is probably the single most important factor control-

ling its growth. As a crop plant, it has traditionally been cultivated under a modified forest or planted

shade canopy, providing benefits that include attraction of beneficia.l insects for pest control, breeding op-

portuniries for natural pollinators, and variedes ofhabitat for diverse populations offlora and fauna. Cul-

tivation can occur along a spectrum ofshade densities ranging from 40 to 70 percent. However, zero*hade

cocoa production has periodically gained in popularity in producer countries. Cocoa farmers remove ttees,

incrzue chemical inpurs, and shift to low diversiry plantation systems over larger areas. The trees are pushed

to produce fruit at an accelerated rare; in time, the increased yields wear out the ffee and lead to a much

shorter productive life.

Studies oftropical forest and tree crop ecosystems in Africa and South America have shown that cocoa

farms tend to have fewer pest problems when the conditions reflect those of the plant's naural habitat

(i.e., the multistoried tropical high forest). Cocoa researchers believe that a shift in production from shade-

grown cacao to low- or zero-shade vuieties has exacerbated the pest problem in important cocoa growing

regions. Sun farms are often large, monoculture plantations that run the double risk ofincreased suscepti-

bility to disease as well as price fluctuations due to their high production costs of chemical inputs and

hired labor to maintain the crop.

Env ir o nvn ental lvnp ac6

Practices in the production ofcocoa and coffee, a similu shade crop, have also been raising concerns

among environmentalists. Cocoa and coffee planting have been significant "agents ofdeforestatiori' for

hundreds ofyeus. Cacao planting is closely tied to land availability. In recent times in both Indonesia and

Cote d'lvoire, government-sponsored land settlement schemes have encouraged expansion of cocoa pro-

duction by Forest clearing, thereby contributing to tropical deforestation. However, once established, tra-

ditiond shade farms are believed to be more environmentally friendly than sun plantations and other

commercial crop farms, supporting relatively high percentages of biomass and biodiversity compued with

the alternative agricultural land use rypes. Studies of shaded coffee farms, for example, have shown them

to be an important refuge for many forest-loving animals, particularly migratory birds. Shade is also pref-

erable as less chemical inputs are necessary; it is likely that many species perform ecological services that

have yet to be studied or quantified, such as biological control ofpests and disease, and improved pollina-

tion levels.
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The Smithsonian Institutiont Migratory Bird Cenrer (MBC), which coordinates effors to protect mi-
gratory birds and their habitats, played an important role in focusing public anention on biodiversity and

sustainabiliry concerns associated with sun cultivation of coffee. The MBC brought coffee company rep-

resentatives and producers, ecologists, and rnrious other interest group representatives together for a con-

ference in \fuhington, D.C., in 1996 to mobilize industry action. On this basis, and with knowledge of
ecological principla, MBC scientists hypothaized that overall biological diversity is also likely higher in
cacao plantations than nonshade crop areas. Applyrng rhe lessons &om coffee to cocoa, environmental

approaches to its cultivation would center on limiting incursion into naturd foresr areas, encouraging the

maintenance of the shade farms over conversion to sun cocoa or an alternative crop, and reestablishing

shade cocoa in converted areas or on fallow lands.

Mars and the Svnirhsonian:
Developing a Mutual lntilest

The relevance of the coffee research for cocoa was not lost on the chocolate manufacturer Mars, Inc.

Known primuily for chocolate products-the brands Mars, Snickers, Dove, M&Ms, and Millcy ri(ay-
Mars, Inc., is a diversified, multinational corporation with annual sales o<ceeding U.S. $14 billion. It is a

world leader in branded snack foods, pet c.are products (Pedigree), main med foods (Uncle Bent), elec-

tronic automated payment q6tems, and drink vending. Marst products are consumed in more than 100

countries around the world, and the company emplop some 28,500 associates wirh manufacturing facili-

ties and ofices in more than 60 countries.

.As a chocolate manufacturer, Mars holds about a third market shue (tied with Hershey) in the United

States and 15 to 20 percent ofthe Europeen muket. Rising prices for cocoa and the risk ofsupply deficits

have significant implications for Marst competitive position againsr other snack foods in its existing mu-
kem and future growth potential in emerging markets. \(hile several muket players stand beween the

company and the individud cocoa farmer, the fact that Mars sources l0 percent ofglobal cocoa produc-

tion means it pays close ettention to trends at the fum level. Representatives travel frequendy ro cocoa

growing regions to do technical extension work, monitor production for quality standuds, and determine

future supply trends.

Privately owned and run by the Mus family, the company has a reputation for being well-managed

and secredve. According to John Lunde, director of environmental programs for M&M/Mars, the private

nature of the company exprases inelf in a hei$tened concern for long-run muket health and the industry's

footprinr The Mus family is a supporter of wildlife and environmental causes. The company insralled

environmentally progressive wastewater ponds for filtration and water recycling at some of its plants, and

it has experimented with extension programs ro reduce chemicd use in the field. According to Lunde,

Mats op'erates 'to the hi$est snndards of business ethics" and "private ownership gives Mus total free-

dom to create a genuine mutualiry ofbenefits benreen itselfand all those individuals and companies that

do business with it."

Although fu afield from Marst direct supply interests, the link between shade coffee fums and migra-

tory birds put the Smithsonian on the companyt radu screen. \,Vhile looking into the coffee research car-

ried out by MBC, Mars also contacted scientists with the Smithsonian Tlopical Reseuch Institute (STRI).

Headquutered in the Republic of Panama, STRI is one of rhe worldt leading centers for basic reseuch in
tropical ecolory. Mars became inuigued bywhat could be learned about the bufi,ier role of biodiverse sha&
on uaditional cocoa farms in mitigating against the different but equally potent threats ofdisease and

market fluctuarions.
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At that time, the STRI scientists, including Allen Herre, were studying how natural forms of pest con-

trol confer disease resistance in situations ranging from monoculture to mixed-species agtoforestry to natural

forest senings. Other studies were demonstrating that a diversified shade cover could provide economic

security by helping to shield small producers from market risk and price fluctuadons. These insights pro-

vided the economic upside to STNI interest in documenting the potential of shaded cocoa Io protect

native biodiversity and bird populations and served as a buffer against land use practices that involved

cleuing the forest. The concept of the economically and environmentally sustainable cacao farm was coming

into focus.

Tom Lovejoy, former director of the Smithsonian Institute for Conservation Biology (lCB), brought

Mars, MBC, and STN represenrarives rogether for a series of meedngs in early 1997. Mars was repre-

sented by James Conlan, external relations director; Jeff Morgan, research and development director; and

Lunde, then a senior laboratory manager charged with addressing environmental concerns in production.

Mars expressed its interest in suppordng a symposium to explore cocoa sustainabiliry and Lovejoy com-

mitted the Smithsonian to work with Mars. Building on the experience with coffee, MBC took the lead

with Russell Greenberg, MBCI director, and Robert Rice, an MBC economist, convening the worlshop'

The STRI sta-6 based in V'ashingon, D.C., including Lisa Bunett, development oficer, and Sasha Sil-

ve! program assisranr, worked with MBC to design the event. Mars paid the expenses of the gathering

and participants, and the Smithsonian sciendsts determined the presenters and material and later com-

pleted a white paper.

The development ofthe partnership occurred within a relatively short time span for an undertaking

that would commit substantial resources on both sides and have perhaps significant scientific and pub-

lic relations implications. This can be attributed to a number offactors, including (1) the personal dedi-

cation of Lunde; (2) the relatively flat hierarchy at Mars that promoted new thinking, eased

communication among divisions, and facilitated approval of sound ideas; (3) the interest of the Mars

family in environmenral issues and rheir established trust in the Smithsonian, to whom they had given

pasr support for wildlife causes; and (4) the authority ofthe ICB and Lovejoy to negotiate terms with

an external supporter.

Designing a Sustainable Approach to Cocoa Growing

A little over a year after the Mars, MBC, and STRI group first met, the First Internationa.l \Workshop

on Susainable Cocoa Growing was held from Much 29 throu$ Apri|2,1998, at STRIT headquarters in

Panama, cohosted by MBC and STRI and paid for by Mars, Inc. The objective was to bring together

experrs, who, by sharing their knowledge from bird diversiry in cocoa farms to technologies ofcocoa tree

managemenr, would urive at a set of guiding principles and needs for a sustainable cocoa program. Close

to 100 participants from all levels ofthe supply source chain anended. These included representatives from

Mus, Cadbury Hershey, and Nesde chocolate companies; farmers from Ghana, Malaysia, Cameroon,

Ecuador, Brazil, and Cote d'Ivoire; as well as representatives from the development and extension agencies

critical to information and technology transfer in the field. A set ofGuiding Principles (see appendix 1)

were drawn up, as well as a preliminary list of research priorities (see appendix 2) to be more fully ad-

dressed in an MBC white paper.

At the worlahop, the first dlaft of a sustainability mission for the industry was also circulated. Mars

had been promoring its case through the American Cocoa Research Institute (ACRI), the research arm

of the Chocolate Manufacturer's Association. Tiaditionally, ACRI had locused on increasing production
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and quality throu$ technological approaches. Having ACN on board was important for achieving in-

dustry buy-in and leveraging financial resources for researching and promoting sustainable cocoa. Ifco-
coa production improved as a result, the benefits would accrue to the entire industry. Mars, with Hershey,

had substantial muscle in ACN, as well as a purposeful spokesman, Lunde, who was shortly after the

conference appointed director for environmental programs for Mars and placed full-time on the

sustainabiliry initiative.

ACRI had approached the sustainability concept cautiously, but the conference was a watershed. Vithin
six months ofthe conference, a flushed-out program entitled the Sustainable Cocoa Program (SCP) was

launched to pursue the goal ofa sustainable and geographically diverse supply ofcocoa within ten years,

with emphasis on economic, social, and environmental improvemenrs. ACN defined sustainable cocoa

agriculture as "cocoa production in which the farmer increases or maintains productivity at levels that

are economically viable, ecologically sound, and culturally acceptable, through the efficient manage-

ment of resoutces."

The SCPI objectives fall into five basic program areas: (1) Cocoa Agro-Ecolog, (2) Cocoa Plandng,

(3) Cocoa Smallholder Economics, (4) Pest and Disease Control, and (5) Breeding. In accordance with
the Guiding Principles and Reseuch Priorities laid out at the conference, a central componenr is research

into the optimal use of shade management as a sustainability tool. A new approach-lntegrated Cocoa

(Crop) Management-moves modernization ofcacao fuming from purely technological strategies toward

greater reliance on Processes of ecosystem self-regulation. Indeed, if the perspecrive is taken *rat tradi-

tional cacao plantations are modified forest ecosystems, optimal man4gement should incorporate both eco-

logical and agronomic approaches.

Mus and ACN are continuing to work with scientists from the Smithsonian and other researchers to
address some ofthe priority research questions, primarily concerning natural controls on disease virulence

and the documentation of the biological diversity actually harbored by cacao farms, currendy known for

only a few taxa-primuily ants and birds-and from a few sites. Wrile the optimistic scenario is that the

sustainable cocoa system can be a positive economic as well as conservation tool, halting the further con-

version of intact forest for cocoa growing will be a critical component. The externalities associated with
this expansion in the form ofbiodiversity loss and environmental damage have been significant in pro-

ducer countries.

Today, sustainability in increasing cocoa production rests on greater investment in existing converted

lands, both planted and fallow. The use ofnatural forest capital has provided an economic subsidy to co-

coa farmers in terms of a positive 'fertility rent," which discounts production and investment costs on

newly cleued forestland relative to replanted fallow or plantation land. ls tropical foress recede, the abil-

iry to use the forest rent subsidy will diminish. Areas that were logged and are now fallow, as well as plan-

tations that converted to sun cultivation in the 1980s, provide opponunities for ratoring shade tree growth.

Mus, Smithsonian, andACRI recognize that sustainable growing and expansion of cocoa resrs as much

on extension capabilities u on the research and design ofbest practices. It is projected that in the future

most cocoa will continue to be grown on small plots rather than large planations. Yet linkages between

research, technology-transfer agencies, and farmers have largely been fu ftom effective in developing coun-

tries, and particululy in Africa where the majority of production is concentrared and the most aid needed.

The failure of these linkages has in the put hindered the flow of agricultural technologies responsive to

resource-poor farmers' needs.

Developing and extending low-cost, low-input production techniques and technologies would sustain

existing farms in downturns and mitigate the drive for expansion in good times. In addition, incentives
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will likely be needed for farmers to endure the waiting period for restorative practices on abandoned or

fallow land to develop resuits. Pilot projects incorporating aid and training are now underway that are

resting cocoat economic and ecological characteristics. For example, in southern Cameroon, the Interna-

tional Institute for Tiopical Agriculture is assisting cocoa farmers in integrating upper canopy ltuit trees

and understory food crops into their plantations. Agroforests are not only high in biodiversity compared

with other agricultural land tJpes, but have been found to be effective in supporting the biodiversiry most

valued by rural populations. New plantings ofperennial crops in fa1low crop rotations can also sequester

significant amounts ofcarbon. Ifthe pilot projects are successful, some pracdces may succeed in spreading

by emulation; farmers grow what they see their neighbors growing, and bring knowledge with them from

other cocoa growing countries.

Other examples include efforts by groups concerned with forest conservation. A project in develop-

ment by rhe Global Environment Facility seel<s to demonstrate the buffering role shaded cocoa farms can

play in protecting intact forests from encroachment by monoculrures or cattle. The site, in the province of

Bocas del Toro in Panama, is a case study of a struggling smallholder farm communiry. Vhile producdon

has dwindled due to disease and conversion to bananas as a commercial crop, a diverse group ofindig-

enous and Latino farmers still cultivate cacao traditionally with native hardwood trees, and some ofthem

have formed a local organic cacao cooperative. The Nature Conservancy and Conservation International

are also incorporating sustainable cacao cultivation into selected programs in Central and South America.

The placement of the Sustainable Cocoa Program under the Management and Partnerships division of

ACRI was not incidental, but rather a sign of the strategy Mars and ACRI believe will allow them to reach

farmers efficiently and cost effectively (for the industry). The SCP is intended to contribute to conseffa-

tion and improve standards of living at the same time as it assures chocolate manufacturers their cocoa

supply. Therefore, ACRI is promoting an "integrated approach," involving extension, government, and

development organizations such as country agencies, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the U.S.

Agency for International Development, and the World Bank, as well as foundadons, research institutes,

and environmental groups. For Mars, the environmental-socia.l card they are playing has lustified increased

lobbying ofthese organizations to support and finance cocoa planting as part ofa wide range ofsustain-

able development, micro-credit, and national agriculture programs. Ifsustainable cocoa does, in fact, gen-

erate positive externaliries, the parties that reap the benefits can potentially play a critical role in bringing

them to fruition.
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APPE}{DI)( l: Guiding Principles.

The panicipants ofthe First International \forkshop on Sustainable Cocoa Growing believe that the cultiva-

tion ofcocoa can have an important role in maintaining and enhancing a diverse and sustainable tropicd envi-

ronment' Cocoa grown within a biologically diverse and environmentally sustainable agricultural system is capable

ofproviding lasting economic, socid, and environmental benefits. Grown in such a system, cocoa is a crop ide-

ally suited to small holder cultivation. A sustainable, biologically divene system ofgrowing cocoa will:

' be based on cocoa grown under a diverse shade calopy in a manner that sustains as much biological

diversity as is consistent with economically viable yields ofcocoa and other products for farmers;

' use consffuctive pannerships that are developed to involve all stakeholders with special emphasis on small

farmers;

' build effective policy frameworls to support these partnerships and addres the particular needs ofsmall

farmers for generations to come;

' encourage future cocoa production that rehabilitates agricultural lands and forms part ofa strategy to

preserve remnant forests and to develop habitat corridors; and

' maximize the judicious use ofbiological control, techniques ofintegrated management ofpests, disease,

and other low input management systems.

souRcE: First International \(orkshop on Sustainable Cocoa Growing, April 1998.

APPtllDlX 2: Selected Priority Research Topics.

Eco hgica I Res earc h Priorities
. Howwell do shaded cacao farms protect biological diversity, particularly species of

forest-dependent organismsi

. How can management practices sustain both optimal biodivenity and farm profits over time?

. !(hat mixes ofshade tree species and what modes ofshade management are optimal?

. Can we select and cultivate new species ofshade trees from local forest floras?

' How can we minimize the use and impact of agrochemicals on biodiversity and human health?
. How can we best use traditional shaded cacao plantations as a tool lor conservation in the

agricultural landscape?

' Vhat is the value ofbiological diversity associated with shade to the producrion ofcacao as a

sustainable crop?

' What is the value ofusing traditional cacao farms as a buffer zone for natural forest resewes or as a

corridor connecting reserves?

. Reestablishment ofcacao and forest trees on degraded lands

' !7hat is the economic value ofthe ecological services provided by enhanced biological diversiry and

how can these services be enhanced?

' \x/hat is the role ofthe assoc.iated (unplanned) biodiversity in dampening pests and diseases and

improving pollination levels?

Improuing Long-Ibrm Profiability of Cocoa Production for Srnall Farrners
. \Vhat 

are ways ofgenetically improving cocoa stock and distributing the new stock to
small fumers?

Appendix 2 continues
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Appendix 2 continaed

. How can propagation methods be made more efficient?

. !(hat are the best cultural practices for reduction ofdiseases and pests, and how can information on

these practices be provided to the cocoa farmers?

. lW4rat are the best ways ofmaintaining soil fenility while reducing chemical inputs?

. \[hat shade systems are most consistent with higher longterrn cacao yields?

Socioeconomic Issues Facing Small Farmers
. How do we generate political support from national governments for a research and development

agenda for sustainable cacao productioni

. How can we develop sustained financing for extension and agribusines development programs focused

on sustainable cocoa production?

. How do we promote the benefits ofa diversified ponfolio offarm products and provide informatron on

associated products of shade trees?

. How can we integrate agricultural development within forest conservation policies?

. 1i(4rat role do tax, credit, and subsidy policies play in aiding or hindering sustainability?

. How can we improve access to credit for small farmers practicing sustainable cacao

cultivation techniques?

. \{4rat policies can be developed for promoting planting and repianting on existing agricultural lands?

How can new clearing of forest lands be discouraged?

sounce; First International Worlshop on Sustainable Cocoa Growing, April 1998

Appendix 3: Global Threats to Cocoa Production.

Diseases

. Black pod (P/1,tlphthlraspp)twoddwide distribution; P megaharya, considered to be the most senous

species, reduces yields by as much as 50 percent in central Africa.

. \flitch's broom (Crinipellis perniciosa): New Vorld distribution; the disease has devastated Brazilt

production in recent decades and is a truly coevolved pathogen of cacao.

. Ceratocystis wilt (Ceratorystis fmbriata): found in some American countries where its wilting action is

capable ofkilling the tree.

. Vascular streak dieback (VSD) (Oncobasidium theobromae): widespread in Southeast Asia; disease results

in defoliation and eventual loss ofbranches.

. Moniliaorfrostypodrot (Moniliophthoraroreri):awidespreadanddestructivePathogeninmany

countries and thought to have coevolved with theobroma or its close relative, herrania.

. Cocoa swollen shoot virus (CSS\I: the only known virus to affect theobroma, it is found in \West Africa

(Ghana, Togo, and Nigeria) where this indigenous virus "crossed over" from narive plants ro the

introduced cacao; it distupts growth in shoots and roots, kiliing trees.

Insects

. Cocoa pod bo rer (Conopomorpha cramerella): the most important insect pest today, restricted to

Southeast Asia.

. Capsids or mirids (Hueroptera: Miridae): an economically important group of insect pests; some that

affect cacao include the genera Sahtbergella, Distantielh, Bryocoropsis, and Odonielltt, which are endemic

to West and Central Africa and provide evidence for insects adapting to introduced crop plants.

. Weed species (variery): many have spread in a pantropical fashion and affect cacao lands.

souRcE: Evans 1998.
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YVhen my country is called a developing country it gives a connotation that we are not good enough

and we have to be like the United States, Europe, or Japan. In Siam, we belong to a different kind of
culture and civilization and have different knds ofcriteria,

In Buddhism every species has its own inherent value, and human beings can be reborn into other spe-

cies and vice versa. To be reborn as a human being is very precious because ofthe potential to go beyond

anthropocentrism. Thus, the aim of being human is to get rid of greed, competition, and individualism,

both as a collective and as a single person. In place ofthese chuacteristics we aspire to develop generosity,

compassion, and wisdom of selflessness or the wisdom to reunite with wilderness.
rVhile some people refer to Siam as an "undeveloped" country Nonh America and'$(estern Europe are

very underdeveloped in many aspects if fiey use our cultural norms. Part of the cause of the wilderness

problem is using one W'estern smndud for the entire world. The negative effects in W'estern counrries

seem to me to be a collective karma of people in the W'est.

In Siam there is a spiritual tradition where monla and nuns live and practice meditation at the edge of
a forest in what we call forest monastery. Many monls and nuns spend a portion of their life in Tirdong
when they wander from forest to forest. They may stut in a small group, but after gaining enou$ confi-
dence they walk done. Some may spend a few weela, others monrhs or years having a wilderness experienc.

The forest monastery tradition is a torch of wisdom, an ut of searching for a deeper meaning of life that
hu been handed down from generation to generation, since the time of rhe Buddha. This spiritual con-

nection with nature used to be a main element of the Thai civilization until modernization. V/ith the

development era and globalization this tradition is now a marginalized put of the conremporary Thai
culture, but is still vitally alive among serious searchers.

When a monk (or occasionally a nun) goes on a spiritual wdkabout in the jungle, he takes along basic

necessities such as a few robes, a begging bowl for b.ggtng food in the morning, a water container, an

umbrella, and a mosquito net. Before deputure, a monk or nun would have been taught basic skills for
living in the forest for spiritual searching. These teachings would include the basic chuacteristics oflife,
how to meditate, how to ask permission ftom the wilderness before puning up an umbrella at night, and

what sutra to chant to befriend snakes and wild animals, and so on.

\7hen a monk embuls on a journey like this, mindfrrlness in every step is vital and highly recom-

mended. However, no mafter how well prepared the monk may be, many problems must be faced in the
jungle. Even if the rcachings are closely followed, they sometimes dont work. Some monla cry for days

before being able to meditate. Some face their deepest fear or loneliness in life, while others face wilder-
ness in onet own subconscious. Some go without food for days before encountering a village for alms.

Some meet with wild animals that have never met a human being before so they are curious and come

259
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close enou$ to smell and lick their robe. Some have experienced a snake crawling up their body while

meditating. All sorts of cries can be heard from the inner circle of these wandering monla and nuns, not

to mention those related to the beings in the ghost and forest spirit realm.

In short, it takes some time to be tamed by the wilderness, or for the wilderness in onet mind to be

tamed. Most people who come back from this.journey find themselves transformed into a more mature

person. Some decide to be a monk or nun for life, some want to continue for a while, others feel ready to

go back to the mundane world with a new vision of life. In Siamese culture, every young man is expected

to ordain as a monk for a short time before starting a family. This is still a living uadition, although it is

somewhat degraded.

Why Wilderness?

Several hctors foster spiritual growth when one goes into the wilderness for a spiritual search. By wan-

dering in the wiiderness we face real insecuriry. We dont know if we will have food, a place to sleep, or

encounrer a dangerous situation. These experiences offer a wonderful opportuniry for our natural inner

wisdom to develop. In wilderness, we can see the true nature of interrelatedness. Hence, it sinla deeper

into our heart beyond our head. It is no longer a lofty philosophy in our mind. k becomes more and more

a living reality in our life. In this way, the sense of "l am the center" becomes less and less.

The solitude of the wilderness helps to foster the internal solitude and slowly turns loneliness into

aloneness. This involves a process of internal turmoil, and comes from what we call the "fermented" ele-

ments in our subconscious. Being by yourself allows wisdom to surface, which allows you to cope with

turmoil. This wisdom can be used to shape your growth.

We believe that in the wilderness, rhe basic energy of the earth, the water, the wind, and the fire is in its

purest form. This primordial energy is very vital, supports our inner energy, and harmonizes inner energy

with the universal energy. The recovery ofhealth and deep meditation can be experienced.

WhatDo We Meanbq
Spiritual Growth? 

-

'\[ith 
the support of the aforementioned conditions ofwilderness, the fruir of spiritual growth will even-

tually sweeten. First of all, we can see our existential dissatisfaction of life or our suffering face to face-no

excuse, no escape. In Buddhism this is an unavoidable step for maturity, and the wilderness provides the

best opportuniry for this.

Then we see clearly the causes ofthese existential senses oflack, which create negative thoughts moti-

vated by greed, lust, harred, anger, self-conceit, fear, and jealousy. This means seeing our self-deception,

which keeps us going in our daily lives. At this stage, we can feel very depressed, and life becomes very

awkward.

However, as we continue our practiceJ we develop more awareness ofthe internal and external interre-

latedness. As we see the basic dissatisfacdon oflife and its causes, a sense ofcompassion for oneselfand a

sense of humor naturally wili uise. With this compassion comes maturiry and we can be at ease with and

forgive ourselves and others for what has happened in the past-with les and les guilt and hatred. This is

an important part ofthe healing process.

This pure selflove will help us to really love others, to develop deeper relationships, and to build and

live in a community. These are rare qualities among people of the modern sector. Along this path we also
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cultivate the ability to cope with the ups and downs of life with more inner stabiliry. We would nor be

shaken easily by gains or losses, by praise or blame, by power or powerlessness, by happiness or suffering,

or by success or failure . Vith deeper awareness of interrelatedness these pairs become more and more of
an illusion. Bringing these practices ofthe wilderness into our daily lives allows us ro grow even after we

leave the wilderness for the concrete jungle.

PhrdPrachak's Storg

A monk about fifry years old had been wandering barefoot from forest to forest, jungle to jungle, all

over the country for more than ten yeus. One day in 1991 he came across a beautiful forest called Dongyai
where villagers were cutting down trees. Wrh his deep love of forests, he used his cultural influence as a

highly respeaed forest monk to beg the villagers for that forest in the manner monks beg for food every

morning. The villagers agreed to donate that forest for a foresr monasrery. The monk initiated a tree

ordination ceremony with Buddhist chanting and rying of the monla' robes around the luge trees. This
creative use of the traditional Buddhist ordination ceremony made the forest a sacred place in the eyes of
the villagers. The local people greatly respected the saffron robes and did not due ro cut down rhe rrees.

Since then environmental groups have used uee ordination ceremonies widely ro protect forests through-
out the country.

Phra Prachak caught the imagination of the Thai public and was one of the most effective forces in
raising national awareness ofthe urgency ofsaving the tropical forests. However, the monk who had been

in the forest for ten years was oblivious to political situations, and his well-meanr acions got him into a

lot oftrouble. Dongyai Forest was a source ofvested interests for the local mafia, corrupted police, and

greedy forestry officials. The monk eventually was attacked from all levels of state machinery and local

mafia. The determined but naive monk attempted nonviolently to rise to the challenges against him. His
wilderness wisdom and limited political understanding were nor effective tools, and he finally was dis-
robed and arrested. His cases are still in the courts after five years

ln 1993 to supPort his cause, we organized a deep ecology walk into Dongai Forest, combining the

traditional Tudong Buddhist forest walk with deep ecology study. Phra Prachak led the walk as the medi-
tation master. Other friends with an interest in deep ecology were invited to join and share their wisdom.

Participants were from the modern sector of Siam and the international community. These initiatives
brought about personal growth for the puticipants and spread the word of Phra Prachak's work both lo-
cally and internationa.lly. A second walk was held in I 994 before he was forced to disrobe again that yeu.

Elizab eth Rob erts 6nd, Elias Avnido n

Over the following four years, Elias Amidon and Elizabeth Roberts of the Boulder Institute for Nature
and the Human Spirit in Colorado have been of great help in organizing and coleading several more forest

walls in the Karen area of nonhern Thailand where the indigenous people are threatened with relocation.

With their thorou$ understanding ofdeep ecology, their experiences in leading vision quesrs, and their
skillflrl teaching methods, our wilderness walla became successful in combining the ancient wisdom of
the Karen people, Buddhist teachings, and contemporary ecological wisdom. Elizaberh and Elias became

our good friends and an integral part ofthis event.

Elizabeth and Elias share with us what is wrong with Western development in rhe United States

and Europe and describe various alternatives that have been attempted to counreract these nesative
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The path for the Solidarity Wallq raising awareness of wild nature in Thailand. Ploto touRtrlt ot E. Artoott.

tendencies. They are also able to link the new trends of the lVest to the ancient traditions of Bud-

dhism and indigenous wisdom. This is a mutually empowering process for themselves, for the West-

erners they bring, and for the Thai participants and indigenous people in the walk areas. Moreover,

their spiritual and emotional maturity make them lovable partners in our quests.

Supporting 
^nd 

Le^rning fv ovn the Karen People

Besides spiritual growth, which we all gained from the meditation and the vision quest in the wilder-

ness, we discovered that by bearing witness to their way of life and listening to their stories we were em-

powering our Karen friends. Each year more and more of them join our meditation, walla, and solo fasts.

\[e have leuned a grear deal, enjoyed ourselves, and felt enriched by our experiences with our Karen friends

in the jungle.
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The Karen are people ofgreat wisdom, not only about rhe forest, but also about important issues oflife
in general. Their worldview is quite poetic; every bird sound is accompanied by a story as well as each star

constellation, river, and mountain. They have a rich musical tradition with song and saga telling the an-

cient stories. Their way oflife and their connections to narure ue like the bee that extracts the sweetness

from a blossom without ever harming rhe flower

Their houses are constructed with natural materials and their belongings are sparse and handcrafted.

Some of our 'Western 
friends had more in their backpacla than an entire family would possess. Being

with the Karen is a humbling experience for environmentalists and ecologists from the modern secror.

\[e are inspired by them and have a strong feeling that we need to further simplifr our way of life as well
as commit ourselves to change our social suucture so that we are not pressured to consume more than
what we need.

The Karen way of life is under threat. Can the Karen people live in the jungle with a sustainable future?

Sinister forces are throwing up two challenges. Firstly, can the Karen liberate or protect themselves from
coionization by consumer monoculture? Can they find the strength and confidence in their way of life
and in their civilization? If they believe that their way of life is not inferior to the Thai or'Western culrure,

then there is a future for the Karen culture.

Secondly, it is unlikely that thry..n retain their sustainable lifestyle ifthe sunoundings and encroach-

ing Thai society doesnt change its direction. If our elite and technocrats conrinue ro push for economic

growth, industrialization, big agribusines, and consumerism, rhen no hope exists for the sustainable cul-
tures ofany indigenous people. In the past ten years offast economic growth, we have witnessed increased

harm to the natural wilderness where the indigenous people live in harmony with nature. The power of
greed is much more efficient than any law enforcement. Moreover, laws can be changed when rhe govern-

ment changes.

MouesToward
S ustainable W il der ness

So working with the cause of the problem requires acrion at several levels. One aspect is to ry to
protect the wilderness from the threats of modernization. Another is to simplify our own lifestyles. We

also are working to empower indigenous people and to collaborate with them about how to change in a

sustainable way. 
'I[e 

a]so feel a strong moral imperative to work to change the structural violence of
modernization and globalization. Just changing our lifesryle is not enough. \flithout a strucrural change

that encourages our society to have a more holistic worldview in the long run, then the short-term work
ofpreserving and protecting wilderness and empowering indigenous people will not lead ro a sustain-

abie future.

The enemies of wilderness, the enemies of sustainable future, the enemies of healthy individuals, ue
industrialization, consumerism, economic growth, globalization, and our own greed for wealth, power,

recognition, and success. lVe cannot overcome these enemies with anger, hatred, or violence. Only by the

spiritual power of the wilderness that motivates deep compassion and clear wisdom will we be able to heal

ourselves and heai our Mother Earth.



T
I h. \trild.rn.r, Leadership School Tiust N(LST) was founded in 1 963 by conservationist Dr. Ian Player

and the game guard who inspired him, Magqubu Ntombela, as an environmental education trust. The

aim of the \7lST is best summed up in its mission statement that reads:

W'e striue to restore a balanced relationship between humanity

and nature hy prouiding a direct expetience of wildemes especially

for the leaders who shape society.

The Vilderness Leadership School takes small groups of not more than eight puticipants at a time on

five-day wilderness trails throughout South Africa. Since 1963 more than 35,000 people have participated

in these courses. fu outlined in our mission statement, leaders who shape society are our primary target

market, including youth (porential leaders) and current leaders.

fu explained by speakers at this conference legal wilderness protecdon in South Africa has gained mo-

mentum over the pasr rwo decades, and there are now designated wilderness areas within many protected

ueas, notably the IGuger National Park, Drakensberg, Zululand, and Cape teseryes.

The great sadness is that more W'estern tourists have been stirred by these wildernas ateas and wild'

lands *ran local black South Africans. The reason for this is that under the previous white nationalist gov-

ernment black people were excluded and denied access to public nature reserves' picnic areas, and hiking

trails. For many black people our protected areas and reserves are not only reminders ofdiscrimination

but, in some quuters, hated symbols of painful forced relocations.

Even in the new South Afiica, experiences in nature reserves are beyond the economic reach ofmost

South Afticans. I endorse the belief that the development of an environmental awareness is iugely depen-

dent on the amount ofexposure young people have had to first-hand experiences in natural environments'

It is therefore imperative for the future protecdon and weli-being of our few remaining wilderness pre-

serves and wildlands that young people ue exposed to these areas and gain an understanding of the im-

portance of these ueas. It is with this as a background that the South African V/ilderness kadership School

sAI/LS launched its opinion lraderTiail (oll) Program and Imbewu Program in 1996.

Imbewu is an Aftican iniriative and literally translated means 'teed." Imbewu is a four-day entry point

wilderness experience and is structured as a joint venture between the South African National Puks Board

and the nongovernmental organization, South African Vilderness Leadership School (SA\7LS).

Imbewu enables South African youth (particularly those from previous disadvantaged communities)

to reclaim a birthri$r a qualiry experience of their game reserves. The 809,400-hectare (2,000,000-

acre) centerpiece ofsouth African wildlife reserves, Kruger National Park, was selected to host the pilot

Imbewu Program.

264
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Elios Ndhlonu. Pt.oro couRrsy or l,llncor l'lonusot'.

One ofthe unique aspects oflmbewu is that retired black "garne guuds" are selected and trained as the

Imbewu teachers. These former employees of the Puls Board have on average thirryyeard experience work-
ing mainly on foot in these game reserves, and as such have much wisdom and knowledge to offer as teachers

to an educational program. These men have become rhe cornerstone on which the Imbewu Program has

been structured. Many of these men cannot read or write, but they have traditional knowledge that they

share with the youth in home-tongue languages, using the African ut of storytelling.

Tladitional knowledge linla our wildlands, our trees, animals, and birds to the heart of our people. The
insight of black conservationisrs born in South Aftica has remained unshued for too long.

The primitive Imbewu camps have been designed by the Imbewu teachers and practice the principles

of minimum impact camping. The focal point of the camp is the campfire. Over four days these "wise

meii' mesmerize sixteen young people drawn mainly from communities surrounding the parks and urban

townships, with stories around the night fire. During the day, youth are taken into the wilderness arcas on
dl-day inrcrpretative walks. In many ways, Imbewu is a rite of passage and a cultural experience for young
South Africans str"ggling to find their heritage and rightfrrl place in society.

Over 1,000 youth experienced the pilot program in a fourteen-month period dving 1997 and 1998.
'We 

can now see that Imbewu impacts at a deep emodonal level. Throu$ our observations, wilderness is

confirmed as ineplaceable and inspirational to the human spirit. Imbewu understands environmental edu-

cation as an emPowerment process. It also understands the need to root conservation in an African con-

text. We intend to expand this program to as many pula as possible, eventually enabling thousands of
young people to experience their heritage in this way.

The OLT Program, funded by the European Union, seela to bring puliamentuians and key commu-

nity and environmental leaders together on four-day wilderness trails. This is a quality expeiience that
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enables cross-pollination ofissues, enables nenvorking amongst formal and grassroots opinion leaders, and

acts as a catalyst for the emergence ofan environmental consciousness.

The \ilLST has taken more rhan menty of rhese courses out into wilderness ueas throu$out South

Africa. More than 130 community and political leaders have participated on this program to date (fifty

nadonal and regional puliamentarians).

Participants in the OLI Program consistendy comment on how the trail created a space for much needed

debates in an appropriate environment. In her report Judy Chalmers, MP National Assembly, reinforces

this: "The debate was made more real, more urgent, more relevant because we sat in surroundings we

could not ignore." Senator Lubidla, MB in his trail report commented further, "\fe never actually appre-

ciated the environment, and now that we have experienced it we have learnt how vital it is" (Opinion

leader Tiail, Jun e 1997) .

Many of the participants, including the parliamentarians, had never had an experience in a nature re-

serve or in protected area prior to participadng on these trails. Some of the pardcipants initially expressed

a negative attitude toward formal conservation and saw brown environmental issues such as waste, water,

and air pollution as separate and unrelated concepts. After participating in the OLI Program, it is our

beliefthat many ofthese perceptions changed in a positive way.

For exampie, as a direct result of the OLT Program, the environmental chairs formed the Environmen-

tal Consultative Forum, which is a training worlahop for parliamentarians around South Africa who sit

on one of the eleven environmental portfolio committees. At their request, the !fLST coordinates and

organizes each worlshop. To date, two three-day worlahops have taken place in the Houses of Puiiament

in January 1998 and at rhe South African \fildlife College outside of Hoedspruit in May 1998. Forty-five

regional and national parliamentarians participated in each workshop.

The forum is designed to increase environmental knowledge. The parliamentary PafiiciPants are trained

on topics such as puls and people, environmental impact assessment, and the role of parliamentarians in

environmental issues.

Simeon l'lbangani. Pttoto cournst 0r l'lARGoT l'|otnlsoil.
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?>enefits frovn o, ?>ased Progravn,

1988-1997

Marilyn toster Riley and John C. Hendee

A
fl quesdonnaire survey ofclients participating in an eight-dayvision quest operated byVilderness Tian-

sitions, Inc., fiom 1988 to 1997 yielded a 78 percent return. The vision quesrers were older than rypical
wilderness visitors: nvo-thirds weie female, with the stated motives for questing suggesting a spiritual and

deeply personal seuch for self-discovery insight, and meaningful life transition. Reported benefits were

greater connections to self, self-empowerment, and connedions to other, which reflects an outward focus,

including the spiritual idea ofconnection to all things. Respondenm were emphatic that wilderness natu-

ralness and solitude were essential to gaining their benefits. Findings and respondent tesrimony suggested

a Process by which increasing degrees of connections to selfi culminating in feelings of empowerment,

may then lead to experiences ofspiritua.lity defined as connecrions to other. It is as ifone musr progress

from a strong connection to selfin nature as preparation for experiencing spirituality in nature. The srudy

documents that wilderness vision questing, an ancient, cross-cultural practice invoiving time alone in na-

ture while fasting, also attracts modern people seeking personal growth and renewal, and demonstrates

the spiritual and healing values ofwilderness.

\fiiderness Experience Programs (\[EP$ take paying clients to wilderness for personal growth, therapy,

and education and are an important connection and source ofhealing between wilderness and urban soci-

ety. VEPs operate worldwide and appeu to be increasing in the United States where an estimated 500
'WEPs 

now operate (Friese et al.; Gager et al. 1998). These programs are diverse, ranging from the well-

known Outward Bound, to others featuring wilderness education as a path to personal growth and wil-
derness therapy for adolescents. \flilderness experience programs are an important and growing use of
wilderness for human growth and healing.

The following discusses results from a study ofparticipants over ten years in one kind of\fEB a wil-
derness vision quest program, which features time alone in nature while fmting (or solo fasts).Iflilderness

Tiansitions, Inc., a nonprofit educationd organization near San Francisco, California (Riley et al. 1998),

operates the program on a commercial basis.

Using a mailed questionnaire we surveyed \flilderness Tiansitionst vision quest clients from a ten-year

period, 1988 to 1997, exploring their characteristics, reasons for going on a vision quest (see table 1), and

the benefits they said they gained from the experience (see table 2). Ve also asked about the importance

ofnaturalness and solitude to their experience, and whether they might have gained as much from vision-

questing in a developed recreation area with roads and campgrounds.

zo/
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Table 1: {"t and 2nd Most lmportanl Reason for Going
on a First Vision Quest.

Table 2: Themes and Key Categoriesl of Response to the Question: "In your own

words, what w€re the most important benefits you gained from participating
in a wilderness vision quest?"

Key Category No. Response (%) Total
Resnonse

Cormection to Self
1 Self cormecttorlawareness 36 '9)

Self discovery/identity/purpose 26 (6)

t ClariVinsight (self understanding) 43 ll
Self knowledge/acceptance 27 7

Self Emoowerment
5 Self confi dence/reliance 39 (9

6 Frc'ins Fears/fnNtins nahle 2l
7 Empow€m€nvstren gthened 36 (e)

Subtotals 228 56

Connection to Other
Connection to natue 60 (15)

o 44

10 Healing/renewal 45 I1

ll CommuniW (6)

Subtotals 178 44

Total 406 100

Categories
1"t R6ason 2" Reason

TotalTotal
No. ek\ No. (%)

Spiritual Journey/self discovery 63 (33) 45 \24)

Pe6onal renewal-f resh perspective 35 (1 8) 4 (25)

Life siage transition (14\ (121

Pe|s0nal empowement-strength 22 (1 1) 22 (12)

Resolve personal issues (3) {6)

Life woddmore msaningful work direction (3) at (6)

Grieving loss I (5) 5 (3)

Call to adventure/ challenge '13 (7) 17 (e)

Recreation-nature experience (3) (2)

Physical healing 1 (11

Total 193 (100) {1 00)

r Th6c cabgo.iea dal thcrcs were dil€lop€d by open, sial md selective coding ofkey words dd pbrases in the nmrative responBes, follo*ing qulitstive amlysis

pr@edm dcscribed by Smss md corbin (1990)
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lnternational Rosts
of Vision Questing

Vision questing, or vision fmting, is a spiritual uadition that has been practiced for millennia in count-

less traditional cultures around the world (Cruden 1996). ft may be best known as a growing-up rite of
passage for adolescents entering adulthood in some Native American cultures. The vision quest tradition

among Native American cultures is described in many books. However, many indigenous cultures all over

the world pracdce similar rites of passage, initiation, or renewal, involving time alone in nature in seuch

of insi$t as to who they are (self-knowledge), and direction and purpose for their next phase in life.

For example, rites of passage involving time alone in nature ue reported among indigenous cultures

such as the Ausualian Aborigines; the bushmen of the Kalahui; the Mayan Indians of Guatemala and

Belize; the Zuni of New Mexico; the Mende of \[est Afiica; and many others. These ceremonies of initia-
tion and renewal are valued because they confirm the importance ofthe individual to the tribe. The cer-

emonies provide a safe and valuable transition test, bridging one life phase to the next. And because ofthe
discipline and guidance required, they enhance rhe self-esteem ofparticipants, dwelop chuacter, and pro-

vide great social value for the tribe by enforcing the common beliefs and values of rhe communiry.

Modern Wilderness Vision Questing

Modern people have lost their vision, beliefs, and values. \(e feel separated from our roors in
nature and in history. Fortunately, modern wilderness vision questing retains the three-stage pro-
cess of traditional rites of passage: preparation ("severance from everyday life"), completion of a

three- or four-day fasting time alone in nature ("threshold"), and reentry back into daily life ("in-
corporation") (Foster and Litde 1988; Foster 1995), This time-tested formula for reconnecting ro

that which is most important to individuals and communities works ro reconnecr the body, mind,
and heart (or repair the lost connection to earth and spirit). 'We are consrantly bombarded by the

Pressures of our culture. Many things profound or beautiful are trivialized or popularized, life is

for the young and beautiful, we are led to believe that status or material possessions will make us

happy, or that finding the right person, mate, or guru will solve all our problems. But of course

that is not true-the answers lie within each of us, we just have to find them. \filderness has long
been known as a place of peace, self-discovery, and renewal where itt possible to slow down and

gain insights on the most profound issues in our lives. Such are the goals of modern wilderness

vision questing (Riley 1986; Hart 1996).
'We 

estimate that there are about fifry active vision quest programs in the United States, Canada,

Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa-mostly small operations offering one to five quests

per yeat with perhaps a dozen programs leading six to eight a yeal These findings ue based on the

120-plus dues-paying members of the Vilderness Guides Council, the international organization of
vision quest guides (Riley 1999). Most vision quest programs serve mixed groups of men and women,

but some focus on specialized clients; for example, youth, women, men, families, recovering addicts, or
persons in counseling.

Vision Quests by Wilderness Transittons, lnc,

One company that offers vision quests is Vilderness Tlansitions, Inc. They conduct five or six a year

for clients who pay U.S. $595, plus their own uansportation expenses, to attend four preuip meetings, an
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eight-day trip to wilderness that includes four days and nights of solo fasting, and a trip reunion r'vo

weela after rhe return (Riley and others 1998). The vision quests are advertised at activity fairs like the

San Francisco V/hole Life Exposition and in local resource directories like Common Ground, always in-

viting potential clients to a free slide show about the vision quest. After the slide show, viewers who are

interested and make the financial and emotional commitment for going on a vision quest stay for the

first pretrip meeting.

Algpical Wilderness

Transitions, lnc., Vision Quest

The lifeblood of any business is satisfied customers, so questers ue prepared cuefrrlly in four pretrip

meetings, covering such things as how to prepare for the four days and ni$ts of fasting alone, and what

knd of backpacking equipment is needed. Leave No Tiace camping and safety procedures ue tau$t' Tiavel

arrangemenrs are made. A constant focus is helping questers develop their intent-that is, what they hope

ro get from their quest. In addition to practices such as writing in ajournal and recording dreams, time-

honored rituals, ceremonies, and meditation techniques are often suggested u ways to help certain questers

achieve their intent. A key put ofthe preparation is the nature walk, a day alone in the out-of-doors early

in the prepuation, and during which exposure to nature may sdmulate deeper thou$ts about the intent

of onet quest. Vilderness Tlansitions, Inc., has used the process described for ten years. Other vision quat

programs may vary in the time spent in different activities but always include preparation, a solo fast, and

shuing stories after the return.

Tlips usually begin on a Saturday, when the six to twelve questers travel the 480 to 800 kilometers (300

to 500 miles) to a bue camp near the end of road access in a desert or mountain uea in California or

Nevada; the location and elevation of the trip depend on the season. After setting up base camp and pro-

viding orientadon and safety information, questers explore the uea to find a solo site with their desired

degree of isolation, but usually only one to three kilometers (one-half to two miles) from bue camp. In

the evening, prepantion conrinues around a campfire, always using a fire-pan and wood brought from

home in desert areas. The next day questers continue their search for a solo site and, on finding ir, may

take out some of the four gallons of water they will use during their fast-one for each day. During this

time a personal conference is held with each quester to help them further prepare, clarify their intent for

the solo fut, relieve anxieties, and ensure safety.

Group meetings in a traditional circle (council) these rwo days in base c:lmp are rich in sharing of ex-

citement and anticipation. Further instruction is given in safety and in techniques for writing in a journal

and recording experiences and the abundant dreams that will come on the solo fast. Depending on per-

sonal preference, simple rituals and ceremony may be suggested to help questers get in touch with their

feelings and address the issues that brought them on their quest.

Early the third day in base camp, after hot drinks, a final group meeting, and good-byes, the questers-

now backpackers-go out to spend four days and nights alone. Each day they will leave a sign of their

well-being ar a predetermined place in a muual check-in with a buddy. On the morning of the fifth day

they return to the base camp, usually clear-eyed and feeling empowered, to joyously greet their commu-

nity offellow questers. After a breakfut offruit salad, a council is held where each questert story is heard,

acknowledged, and appreciated. High emotions continue in the now close-knit group as the journey home

begins, stopping at hot springs or a sauna' salad bar, and often camping overnight.
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Tho weela later, a reunion is held, and questers share their experience in the hudest put ofthe quest,

the return to daily life. Here they learn the truth of Black Elkt wisdom: the real difficulty of a vision is

living it in the world for all the people ro see.

Mxhods audfindinc4s

Since we studied clients from only one wilderness vision questing program, operated by rWildernes

Tiansitions, Inc., we make no claim that these clients represenr those from other organizations offering

similu experiences. The value ofstudying this one program is that during the entire ten-year period ofthe
study, the same Process was led by the same leadet Muilyn Riley (assisted by BetryW'rren), minimizing
two potentidly imporranr sources of variation-the program process and leadership.

How Many Questers?

During the ten-year period of 1988 throu$ spring 1997, a total of 297 persons wenr on vision quests

with Vilderness Tlansitions, Inc.; 65 percent of them were women and 35 percent were men. Thirty of
these individual quess were by repeat clients (about l0 percent), so we subtracted them and also subtracted

twenty-seven former clients whose addresses could not be locared, thereby uriving at a rotal of 240 poren-

tial questionnaire respondents. Swenry-eight percent ofthese former vision questers responded ro our one-

page questionnaire after three mailings-a 76 percent response rate for women and 81 percent by men.

Who Were the Visisn Questtrs?

The questers were almost exclusively urban, and while some had been camping, most had never been

to wilderness. About three-fourths were from the San Francisco Bay area, but with an increasing number

from out of state, and some fiom other countries. Because this is a commercial wilderness program adver-

tised to the public, we were interested in how these clients compared demographically to the rypically
young adult, upper-middle class wilderness recreationisrs. \[e found them to be similar in that they were

highly educated: 63 percent were college graduates, and 36 percent had completed post-graduate work.

Not surprisingly, given this high degree of educational attainment, mosr were employed in upper-middle

class jobs such as healing and counseling (26 percent), business or government (24 percrnt), teaching/

education (13 percen$, and computer/technical (11 percent). \fle think it is interesting that more rhan

one-fourth (26 percent) were employed in jobs in the healing and counseling category which includes

psychotherapists, nurses, massage therapists, and others one might expect ro beliwe in the natural healing

qualities ofa vision quest experience in nature.

Thus, in education and occupation these vision questers resembled traditionai wilderness recreationists.

But they differed from raditional wilderness visitors in age and gender. The vision questers were older, 52

percent of them being over forry and 17 percent being over fifty years old. Women outnumbered men 2

to 1 and were also older, with 62 percent of them being over forry compared to 38 percenr of the men.

The predominance of women may be due to the fact that two women led \flilderness Tiansitions's trips.

The leaders also felt that a great many of the women questers were seeking healing from wounds related to

their gender, such as sexual discrimination, harassment, or abuse. The older age ofthe vision questers may

reflect the greater likelihood ofmarure persons to seek introspective experiences.
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whgTtidlhey Quest?

Each respondent indicated their first and second most important reason for going on a wilder-

ness vision quest from a list of common reasons gleaned from leader perceptions and trip evalua-

tion reports collected by lVilderness Tlansitions, Inc., over the years. Based on conventional wisdom

about wilderness recreation, one might think that "adventure/challenge" and "recreation/nature

experience" would have been selected as key reasons for going on any wilderness trip. But only 7

percent of these wilderness vision questers selected "adventure/challenge" and only 3 percent se-

lected "recreation/nature experience" as their first most important reason for going on a vision quest

(see table 1). Further, only 9 percent selected "adventure/challenge" and 2 percent selected "recre-

ation/nature experience" as their second most important reason (see table 1).

The first and second "most important reasons" cited by our respondents for going on a vision quest

were (see table 1): "spiritual journey/self discovery' 63 and24percent); "personal renewal, fresh perspec-

tive" (18 and 25 percent); "life stage transition' (14 and, 12 Percent); and 'personal empowerment" (1 1

and 12 percent). Thus, the motives for going on a wilderness vision quest overwhelmingly suggest a spiri-

tual and deeply personal search for self-discovery insight, renewal, and meaningful transition in these cli'

ents'lives.

Wh at B enefits Di d the y Rep o rt?

'We also asked the quesrersi "ln your own words, what wete the most important benefits you

gained from participaring in a wilderness vision quest?" On the average, respondents inciuded two

concepts in their narrarive answer. \7e coded their responses to this open-ended question into 406

commenrs using qualitative analysis procedures described by Strauss and Corbin (1990). \(e be-

gan by tabulating key words and phrases actually used by the respondents (open codes), gradualiy

combining them into twelve similar categories called axial codes, and finally merging them into a

few central themes called selective codes (see table 2). Axial codes implied benefits relating to the

'telf" (i5 percent), and 44 percent relating to what we call "other," or a greater connection to the

larger universe.

Benefrts Related to the Self

More than half (56 percent) of the key words and phrases in the respondents' dacriptions of benefits

they said they received related to "the self" (see table 2). There appeared to be a "SelfAwareness leading to

Empowerment leading to Connection with Orher (Spiritualiry)" continuum in the pattern of responses

(see figure 1).

There are two important elements in this continuum. First, the responses impiied various de-

grees of depth of self-connection, ranging from self-awareness (shallower) to feelings of self-reli-

ance and empowermenr (deeper). For example, benefit comments in category 1, self-connection/

awareness, seemed shallower than comments in category 2, self-discovery/identity/purpose, or in

category 3, clarity/insight/self-understanding. The apparent "depth ofself-connection trend" con-

tinues with caregory 4, self-knowledge/acceptance, followed by category 5, self-confidence/reli-

ance, categofy 6, facing fears/trusting nature, and category 7, empowerment/strengthened.

The data forming these seven categories are based on key words and phrases from individual respon-

dents, which often implied that the person was at one point on the continuum or anothet But actual
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phrases fiom some respondents implied movement along the continuum during the course of their quest.

It was as if the fruits of increasing depth in "connections ro self" were born in feelings of self-reliance,

courage to face fears, and empowerment.

Benefits Related to other

Forry-four percent of the key words and phrases in the respondents' descriptions of benefits implied
'tonnections to othe!" or the luger universe. Specifically, several categories reflect an outward focus---on
"other" rather than "self" For example, in table 2, qrregory 8, "connection to nature," reflects a focus on
"other" and category 9, ipirituality/connectedness" included commenrs on feelings of being "intercon-

nected to all things," or "the universe" (a spiritual idea). Likewise, caregory 10, "healing/renewd," reflected

such things as 'hew perspective" and 'hew direction," which also implies a focus on "other" rather than
self because they reflect a different (healed and renewed) view of the world in relation to the individual.
For example, one quester wrote, "l gained a new perspective on my life. A renewal ofmy spirit. Recon-

necting to the eanh." Another quester wrote, "Fasting and solitude in the wilderness for four da;n pro-
vided the sPace to go inwuds and relate to my own internal world while at the same time experiencing

myself as put of the vast universe, that is, connection with inside and outside."

Our tpirituality/connectedness," category included many comments such as 'feeling connected to all
things" or'bneness" that puallel the definitions of spirituality in the literature (McDonald 1989).

'We 
believe these data suggest a process by which spiritual experiences in wilderness and nature

may come about. That is, increasing degrees of connecdons to self, culminadng in feelings of reliance,

strength, and empowerment, may then lead to experiences of spiritualiry-defined as a focus on 'bther'
rather than "sel[" including feelings ofoneness and interconnectedness to all things (see figure 1). ht as if
one must Progress from a strong connection to selfin nature as preparadon for experiencing spirituality in
nature. For example, one quester said, "The benefit I gained from puticipating was having the experience

ofopening to continuous deeper layers and levels ofmyselfand my sunoundings." Another quester said,
"The benefit I gained was the dme alone away frorn all disuactions to really seuch within and find my
answers ... and I was able to (then) really connect throu$ narure to my higher self"

'We 
were surprised that comments reflecting "community' as a benefit comprised only 6 percent of our

resPonse' since the group is an important pm ofvision questing, and strong bonds offriendship ue formed
in the course ofshuing such a deep experience. But the dam obviously indicate that such sociability, while
imponant, is subordinate to the enhanced self-awareness, empowermenr, and spiritud benefits.

ls Vision Questinq
W ilder ness -D ep enfent?

But is wilderness, defined as an area with nauralness and solitude, really needed in order for vision
ques$ to result in the kind of self-discovery empowerment, and spirituality benefits we found? The re-

spondents in our study emphatically said 'yes." Vhen asked the quesrion, "\(ould the vision quest erp€-

rience have been just as effective in a developed recreadon area wirh roads and campgrounds?" One hundred
percent of them said, "No!" Their reasons given to support this answer: distractions (evidence) of
civilization (25 percent); lack ofsolirude (26 percent); lack of (dilution of) naturalness (27 percent); threat

ofhuman intrusions (13 percent); and lack of(les) challenge (9 percen$.
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Thus, reduced solitude and naturalness, distinguishing characteristics ofwilderness, were decisive rea-

sons for rejecting "developed recreation areas with roads and campgrounds" as potential locations for a

vision quest. Further affirming the importance of naturalness and solitude was response to a direct ques-

tion: "How importanr was being in a wilderness setting with naturalness and solitude to gaining benefits

from your vision quest?" Conclusively, 98 percent checked "very important," with the remaining 2 per-

cent saying "imponant." Nobody said "unimportant" or "very unimportant."

Suuvnary and Conclusions

\flEPs bring paying clients to wilderness and related areas for personal growti, therapy, and education.

This study of wilderness vision quest clients (one kind oiVEP) from a ten-year period (1988 to 1997)

revealed that the vast majority ofthese novice, urban wilderness usets went on their vision quest in search

of spiritual insight, personal uansition, and renewal-not challenge adventure ol recreation (see table 1).

These vision quesrers resembled rypical wilderness recreationists in being highly educated and engaged in

upper-middle class occupations, but they were older, and two-thirds were female. The reported benefir

from their wilderness vision quest experience, which included four days and nights fasting alone, suggest

that increasing degrees ofconnections to oneselfin nature, culminating in feelings ofself-reliance' srength'

and empowermenr, may then lead ro experiences of spiritualiry. Here spiritualiry is defined as a focus on

"other" rather than "sell" and includes feelings ofoneness and interconnectedness to all things. k is as if

one must progress fiom a strong connection with selfin nature as preparation for experiencing spiritualiry

in nature.

The questers were emphatic in their view rhat their vision quests needed natural surroundings, with

100 percent ofthem staring that their experience would not have been as effective in a developed recre-

ation area with roads and campgrounds, because of the lack of naturalness (27 percent), reduced solitude

(26 percent), and distractions of civilization (25 percent). Being in a wilderness setting with naturalness

and solitude was cited as very important (98 percent) or important (2 percent) to gaining benefits from

their vision quest.

In conclusion, we believe these findings reveal that:

\Wilderness vision quesdng, an ancient rite of pasage featuring time alone in nature while

fasting, also attracts modern people seeking personal growth, renewal, and transition from

wilderness experience. They quest in the wilderness because they seek to know who they are

and the meaning of their life journey.

The vision questers we studied perceived wilderness as a spiritual, healing, and growing place,

where reflective experiences are available as an antidote to the pressures ofmodern sociery,

and for life renewal and transition. They document the spiritual and healing values of

wiiderness.

Naturalness and solitude, distinguishing characteristics ofwilderness, were perceived as

essential conditions for gaining the personal benefits reported by these vision questers. Thus,

protecdon ofwilderness to ensute the continued existence ofareas with naturalness and

solitude is important to modern people who may seek healing, new insights, and personal

truth throu$ wilderness vision questing and other wilderness experiences.
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"Resout uw6n Use

Ranjit Konkar

o
DeauryVithout Cruelry (B\(C) suongly disagrees wirh the policy of 'sustainable use ofwild species" as

promoted by international organizations working for conservation. The basis of rhe policy is in conflict
with B\flC ethia. B\(C does not feel that people have a ri$t to derive economic or orher benefits from
wild species; nor do we accept that there can be unavoidable or n€cessery killing. As believers in animal
rights, we uphold the ri$t of each and every creature on earth ro live without being exploircd or killed for
any reason whatsoever. \[e should care for and wish to protect dl animals, wild species included. Com-
passion for all living creanues is what needs to be upheld, irrespective ofwhether the species is in abun-
dance or not. 

'We 
should have reverence for all life and not for a moment consider wild species as renewable

resources to be exploited commercially.

\(e could confidendy add that those who believe in breeding for "harvesting' (meat, bones, skin, anr-
lers, etc.) are only those who talk ofor who want to preserve the wild species concerned for what they
themselves can commercially g"n by fuming/hunting them. In them, there is no question of genuine
protection, let alone love for the wildlife.

No animd should be considered as a 'tesource" for humans. Animals have a purpose for exisrence rhat
is independent of the existence of humans-in all likelihood, their existence would flower more in hu-
mans' absence than because ofour patronizing subjugation ofthem.

The history ofconsidering animds as resources for us is long, probably as long as humans' advent to
setded civilization. It was naturally the more docile, timid, herbivorous animals that we managed to sub-
jugate and tame into living with us. The larger, more ferocious, and carnivorous animals reained their
homes in the wilderness but not free from human abuse. The habimn of wild animals-the wildernesses

of the world like the hi$ seas, the deep jungla, the desers, and the tundra-being generally hosdle or
inaccessible to humans, allowed them to escape the institutionalized abuse rhat we heaped upon our do-
mesticated ftiends over the centuries. This culminated in this half centuryt disgrace of facrory farning.
Death at human hands would generally be cases oflocal populations subsisting on hunting and trapping.
Absence of extensive ffanspon facilities and of technologies of mus production and storage kept most
kills a local issue. Guel as these deaths ofwild animals were, their lives as long as they lasted would at leasr

be lived in fieedom.

Abuse sf wild, Anillnals

The abuse of wild animals at our hands found new pauons as the march of our civilization continued,
Earlier hunted only by local, indigenous populations, and then only for thefu body puts like flesh, skins,
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and horns, over the centuries more and more wild animals began to be captured for reasons other than for

basic subsistence. And they were hunted by people other than hunting tribals and for markets other than

local, often spanning the globe. A market grew for uses such as entertainment (Roman to present-day

circuses), decorative adornments ofhomes (caged birds and fish tanls), religious association (maintaining

"temple eiephants," sacrificing migratory birds), for supposed education (zoos, aquariums), and research

(breeding zoos, laboratories), to name a few.

Elephants, tigers, and lions are captured from the wild, separated from their herd, and blought to the

artificial, urban jungles of humans to be trained as circus animals using the most barbuic methods imag-

inable. All sorts ofwildlife ue jailed for a lifetime at zoos, frequently in cages that do not a-llow basic free-

dom of movement to limbs. Fish, which roam the seas, are captured and imprisoned in glass jails called

aquariums, so that we may "educate" ourselves about the natural world. Primates are torn away from their

forest habitats, wrenched from their offspring or parents, and subjected to the horrors ofmedical research

by deliberately being inflicted with germs of diseases like AIDS, which are caused solely and are prevent-

abie entirely by choice of human living habits. Ironically, God is used as an excuse lor much wild animal

abuse in India: The most graceful and magnificent migratory birds are hunted using shotguns and offered

as sacrifices to God by semi-urban people not more than 10 kilometers lrom Bangaiore. Elephants ue

uprooted from their herd in the wild and brought to the temples of Kerala to perform the task of temple

elephants. They suffer the hot concrete surlaces of the temple and the pointed goad of the trainer. Such

are the various forms in which wild animals encounter people.

In a final blow to their freedom, wild animals too began to be "farmed" for their body parts much like

domestic cattle. The fur industry was the first to bring the horrors of factory farming to the denizens of

the wild. They enclosed beautiful furry animals of the wild, such as the mink and the silver fox, into metal

cages where they lived their lives and where they died a suffocating death. Crocodiles and ostriches began

to be "farmed," rabbits bred to be killed, all because they are an economic resource for humans.

'\fith 
their operarions no longer secret and public sympathy frequently not on their sides, the supply

side ofthe industry has had to devise strategies to perpetuate their business. On the other side, the creator

of the demand for the many producrs and benefits of the wild-the urban dweller wielding the power of

the purse-is similarly unable to give up his alligator shoes or the silver fox fur coat that she feels she

needs to prorect herselffrom the cold. Neither she nor he can resist "trying out" ostrich meat at a fancy

restaurant-when the supply exists, why should the demand fall far behind?

Besides the direct demand of individuals for items of animal origin, there is a heavy burden that hu-

mans' progress forwud in the march of civilization has indirectly placed on wildlife. Unsustainable bur-

dens have taken a healy toll on the wild animals of this earth:

. Uncontrolled horizontal grotth of cities that result in human encroachment upon

wildlife habitats

. Decimated forests for industry

. Development policies that allow roads and railways to run through jungles

. Development insidejungles that do not allow the adoption ofa coexistential ethic

. Population growth that leaves one gasping

. Shockingly intrusive nodons of tourism, including safaris, game sightings, motor boating in

lakes used by wild animals for drinking, etc.

. Adoption of lifeswles that are unsustainable
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Cowprovnises-
Atthe Cost of the Vixivn

Unfortunately, the solutions that we have come up with to check this toll have tended to display a stub-

born refusd to change our ways, even after acknowledging our faults. Everyone knows that the piece of
ivory they own has come from a killed elephant. Yet the demand for ivory does not abate. Everyone knows
the realiry behind obtaining fur. Yet they cannot give up the temptation of weuing a fur coat. They know
that eating the meat of osrich suppons the utificial reuing and a not-so-easy death of the magnificent
bird. Bur the taste buds win.

To arrive at a compromise beween those who demand that wild animals be left alone and rhe commer-
cial interests who want all regulation to go, many 4gencies whose mandate it is to work for the defense of
the creatures of the wild have capitulated to the industry and have agreed to adopt measures that ensure

sustenance of not the animal victim but the businesses, and that would not be acceptable if the victims
were anybody but voiceless creaures.

Abuses inthe
nawe 0f c\nservati\n

'what 
are some examples of the abuses carried out in the name of solving the problem?

1. Limited "cropping":The creators of the demand for animal products like fur, hide, and

cosmedc ingredients, ifat all moved by the visual evidence ofthe suffering they qluse to
the wild animals, rather than give up use of the product, demand instead that the source of
their supply come from special, reserved areas where it is 'all right" to kill a "fixed number"
of animals to supply their needs, This is the genesis of animal fums, where words like
harvest attain a new, macabre meaning.

2. Legalized hunting In an effort to pacifr the hundng enthusiasts, mostly with political or
otherwise influential connections, a certain number oflicenses ue issued to such people for
them ro exercise their righr to kill defenseless crearues.

3. Cullingfor population contol: Perhaps the most tragic is the situation where the
success of a conservation program results in the number of animals exceeding
the number that the program managers wish to see on rhar piece of land. The
solution rhat is adopted-picking among them and shooting them to death-
makes one wonder why the conservarion program was implemented in the first
place. vhy is it better for the elephant to die at the hands of a park ranger
designated to shoot than at the hands of a poacher? And on what scientific
basis was the decided number arrived at?

\fle mi$t also do well to uk ourselves which is the species on earth whose population is the cause for
the greatest concern todayi Humans. \flould we ever consider solutions for this concern that come even

close to those adopted for curtailing the population ofother species?
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Obiections to the Conceltt of
" 5 u;tain abl e co n s umptiu e us e"

The notion ofsustainable consumptive use is entirely selfish, anthropocentric, and utilitarian. k asla:

\(rhat is the maximum I can extract from the animai species without being the embarrassing cause of their

extinction? ks lack ofrespect toward the subject animals cannot be more obvious. Put another way, it

uls: How much abuse can the animals sustain to provide me my never-ending list of frivolous demands?

t. The ethical probbm; commodification of live, sentient animals causing pain, suffering, and

los of life to them.

Sanairy ofindiuidual life uersus conseruatiln 0fs?ecies: \Yi4rile the goal ofpreventing any species

from going extinct is laudable and very much to be worked for where this danger is present,

we feel it is a very limited goal, and sometimes one that is used to justily a self-serving goal'

By this I mean that it is turned around and presented as an afgument to condone slaughter

just because species extinction is not in threat. The sanctity ofindividual life must be placed

above the perceived importance ofperpetuation ofa species. k is notable that preserving

individual life preserves the species, but not the other way round. Surely, then, conservation-

ists should have no difficulry in adopdng the first anitude as one oftheir means. The ethic of

non-violence reaps the same rewuds ofconventionai conservation and in an obviously more

peaceful way.

Dfficuhy of limitingthe vope of this concept:

a.) Through "use" and "domestication" todays wild species become tomorrow's farm

animals, open to all sorts of legal abuse. An example is ostrich farming. An animal that not

more than a hundred years ago was to be found only in the wild, living life as nature

intended, was taken indoors (or at least within paddocks) and reared artificially. Today' it no

longer qualifies for protection under wildlife laws because the past centuryt subjugation

under the hands of humans has deprived it of that status. With no laws on its side, its callous

ffearment for achieving the goal of putting the maximum weight of meat per bird on the

table at the least possible cost, goes unchecked.

b.) Ifopened up for one species, all receive the brunr. Proliferation is unpredictable. one

example is the intensive "factory''farming of domestic animals: Intended for hens, now

rabbits, milch cattle, and goats are a1l being targeted for lactory farming. How is such

oroliferation to be checked in the case ofwildlife?

4. Projection of"sustainable use" as the only solution

Perhaps rhe most objecdonable argument for sustainable use is that nothing else would work.

This is simply the case of not wanting to try out the hard but permanent solutions. Or a

smoke screen to hide our inability to curtail our desires or change our habits'

Examples of successful peaceful coexisrence of people and animals and of ethics-

based conservation do exist. Tho cases worthy of mention are the Bishnoi tribe of

Rajasthan and the village of Kokre Bellur of Karnataka. The Bishnoi are a people with

deep attachment to their animals, and not in the manner that a livestock farmer has for

his farm animals. The Bishnoi are strict vegetarians and would never tolerate the
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harming of their animals in any way. They extend their brotherhood to the wild
animals in their countryside, such as the black buck and the chinkara, as well as to
their domesticated animals. Kokre Bellur is a village that happens to be a stopover in
the journey ofmigradng pelicans each year. The villagers see them as their guests and
do not dlow any harm to come ro them. A hands-offpolicy is implemented by the villagers

upon visitors to Kokre Bellur who display inrentions ofhandling or feeding the pelicans in
any way. Both these places are examples of how humans have chosen to live in a harmonious

way with his animal coinhabitants without involving hum at any srage, and based not on any
commercid or utilituian principle, bur on ethical coexistence.

Another example, illustrating the lengths that humans have gone in their sacrifice ofself
for the sake of their animals is that of fumers in Gujarat during the famine o f r9g7 . ln a

world where at the slightest sign of fall in profits ftom keeping animals alive their owners all
too ready sell them offro rhe slau$terers, it is reported that many a fumer from this largely

vegetarian state chose to walk hundreds ofmiles to feed his catde rather than sell his catde to
the butcher.

\flhile it is nor implied that an example in one put of the world would be replicable in
another in all its details, effort to understand and follow the underlying attitudes shoulc
surely be made. The specific animal may vary fiom place to place, dietary habits also vary; but
there seems to be no reason for our aninlesrcwardall animals to not be one of nonkilling,
noninjury nonharming. Do we not seek to universalize the values of equdity of all humans,

of men and women, the special ffearmenr thar children, senior citizens, and handicapped

must be given? can we not similarly learn from examples of benevolent, peace-promoting

anitudes toward animds from other societies and religions of the world?

Propagation offalsehood"s:Ttte attitude ofpeople toward vegetarianism is illustrative ofturning
a blind eye to a solution that stares us in the face, and turning instead to technologically r"uuy
and often inhumane alternatives. I have heard it said that there is a food shortage in the

world. That the cultivable uea of the eurh has dmost run out. That under these circum-
stances it is impossible to sustain a completely vegetuian population. I have had to hce
audiences firll ofpeople at wildlife-related conferences who seem ro have been brainwashed

into accepting this idea. I have heard eminent veterinuians justify farming hitheno untamed

species like crocodiles and rabbits for their meat as the only solution that will save the people

ofthis overrun planet from starving to death.

Research after research points out that the only dierthat will sustain the growing human
population on this earth is the vegearian diet. The number ofvegetarians that can be

supponed on the same land that supports one nonvegetarian can be as hi$ as rwentyl
Reuing animals for food places a uemendous burden on the eartht natural resources, such as

water' lan4 soil fertiliry rlc., and provides the worsr nurrition to people. The amount of
water it takes to raise a steer to slau$ter age is enou$ to float a desuoyerl Eighty percent of
grain grown in the industrialized countries that can be directly fed to human beings is instead

fed to fatten the animals raised for meat. The ratio of plant protein fed ro a cow ro the leld
ofanimal prorcin ftom the cow is 16 to 1! People who choose to ignore rhese facts have the
burden of proving it otherwise before they recommend killing more animals.
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fheEthics Arguuent

In presenting an ethics-based argument, we do not wish to preach as if to people unfamiliar with the

value.'Sfe do not wish to put down the efforts ofour sister organizations whose goal is also the reduction

of suffering of animals. \fle recognize that they have dilfelent mandates and that within those mandates

rhey face severe constraints, and that they are constandy striving to arrive at soludons within those con-

straints. \iyith them we chiefly differ in the extent to which to go: Often they fall short of where we think

one should go. However, in the case of people advocating animal lums and sustainable consumptive use

of animals, we differ fundamentally and oppose their position outright'

The main goal of bringing up rhe topic at a forum like this is to point out to people the insensi-

tivity that is creeping into our outlook toward animals. When all current trends point to a "utili-

tarian" attitude toward othef animal life, we would like to remind people of the higher goal that,

as rhe only species holding the value of empathy, we must constantly strive for in keeping with the

demand of ethics.

This ethical demand is simple: not to do t0 lthers that which we would not lihe done to zzs. Life is dear to

each one ofus, perhaps the dearest possession we have. No one wants her or his life to be terminated

ahead of time, and least of all, at the behest of someone else. In general, none of us would like to be

harmed in anlv.r^y,mentally, psychologically, or physically. Thus, not causing willful harm to any living

crearure that has not harmed us is presented as the most important value on this earth. Sanctity of life,

especially that belonging ro senrient creatures, is the most important ualue to uphold Sight of this fact

musr not be lost in arriving at any solution that involves deciding upon the lives ofsentienr creatures, be

they suay dogs or wild elephants. B\fC makes no distinction beween the sanctity of life of any creature .

Human or nonhuman, domestic or wild, beautiful or ugly, exotic oI commonJ useful to humanity or

useless for human ends, the rights oiall creatures to lives ofunhindered freedom from the interference of

human beings are considered inviolate. Their lives are not ours to decide what to do with, what use to

pur to, or give a value to. The dearness of life to the holder of that life is the most important measure of

the value of that life.

Can there be a more fundamental and important right tian the right to live in unhindered freedom?

Do we, or do we nor, wanr ro live up to the ideals of our spiritual leaders? One can either be a practidoner

ofnonviolence or be practicing culling in the name ofconservation'

The root of the whole problem and the human-nature conflict is: selfishness. Thought only of self. Our

holding the suffering of others as of lesser importance than the gratificadon-sometimes shockingly

trivial--of seif Our refusal to relent on any of our demands, and our insistence on continuing consump-

don of resources, knowing full well they are near depledon. Our steadfast refusal to adopt solutions that

work but involve manual labor, simpliciry or are more time-consuming. In short, our desire to gel, to

receive, ro be awuded, without giving, without sacrificing, without rewarding. To want everi{hing with-

out giving anything substantial.

Ir is true that it is easy to be an armchair critic and prescribe ideal, utopian solutions, and that

putdng principles into practice is not so easy. But where do we see at least the effort made to ad-

dr.r, th. real problems? Any number of examples Present themselves as our-l can only stop short

of saying deliberate-distancing ourselves from difficult, yet the only real, solutions. Let us con-

sider a related example: the perceived problem ofstray dogs. The only reason stray dogs thrive in

cities is the easy availabiliry of food for them. In the refuse thrown out in the open by hotels and

resraurants, in our garbage lying uncollected in the open for days, in the butcher throwing out

pieces of meat to the neighborhood dogs as he prepares his cuts. When these naturally attract the
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stray animals, they are punished for it. Caught in the most inhuman manner, taken to rhe dog
pound, there to await the corporation's electric prod, they seem to be the guilry parry for taking
away from us our right to live in filth and refuse. The god of 100 percenr sanitation is never on
any politician's agenda. People, when discussing the stray dog menace, are quick to blame ir all on
activism against the execution of dogs. But they do not acknowledge rheir own responsibility of
not making a food source available to these dogs. Or should I say oar responsibility. We are all
responsible for improving conditions around us. But how many ofus rake the trouble to do so?

Killing should never be rhe rule, always the exceprion. \(e should never consider ourselves lusdfied in
taking anothert life except in some exffeme and pathologically abnormd case of selfdefense (in which
c$e, we may point out, society even excuses the taking of human life).

fhe Solutlons

If such are the problems, then what are the solutionsl B\fCt thesis is that if there was no killing, no
problems related to either sustainability or conservation would uise in this wodd. k is throu$ human
interference (invuiably destructive) in the play ofnature that imbalances and conflicts are inroduced,
creating situations of confionration and competition.

If we uuly desire to see the end of exploitation of animds and environmenr, human sociery must be

prepared to take the following measures:

At a personal level:

1. Not be a consumer of any animal product. Tirrn vegan. stop eating thar meat. Throw out
that leather shoe. One cannot begin to imagine the relief we would cause to the animals, ro

the environment, to rhe economy, to the ecolog;r, by giving up use of animal products. This
step will bring with it two things: a reliefofat least not being personally contriburory ro

the killing of wild animds far away, and a definite if long-term reduction in rhe market for
that item. Ifanyone doubts the viabiliry ofsuch a lifestyle, let them know that hundre& of
thousands ofpeople around the world are actually living such lives day in and day out.

2' Not keep caged birds. lside from the obvious cruelty ofimprisoning a creature made to fly
in the open skies, the importance ofthis also relates to the vast trade in wild birds that
happens internationally, resulting in millions ofbirds from various parrs ofrhe country
ending up in pet srores.

3. Not live lifcsryles that place a heavy demand upon the environment. This penains to the

chain of demands that is inherent in a hi$-consumption lifesryle. Take one example: use

ofexcessive furniture in the house. The dining table was not pafi ofthe Indian householdt
furnishing until recendy. One would sit on the floor and ear. Sfirh the dining nble and the

six chairs that go with the table, up wenr the per capita consumption of wood. where was

the wood to be supplied from but the forests? The same foress that the elephant wanted to
live in. But we started demolishing the elephant's home because we wanted ro furnish ours

with it and emulate the 
'West 

in its ways of dining around a table.

These steps are well within the scope ofeach individual to practice in her or his own daily lives.

At a collective level:

l. Punish borh the buyer and the seller of puts from wild animals.

2. Ban the keeping ofcaged birds, much as being in possession ofwildlife is illegal.
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3. Abolish animal acts in circuses. The time for this has come. Torture of anima.ls for

performing acts is an anachronism and has no justification. It has to go. Zoos that put

animals in cages or chain them must be shut down-they have no reason to continue.

These are simply not the homes of the wild animals and nothing is to be learned from

watching them in these environs.

4. Abolish the use ofanimals in testing of laboratory products and for laboratory experimenta-

tion. As a working compromise, one may think of a time-bound program such as:

i. giving up use of wild animals for any testing,

ii. giving up use of all animals for testing all but life-saving drugs, and

iii. practice the three Rt: reduce, reuse, refine,

while alternatives are found out which will make use of animals for this purpose redundant.

5. Allocate money and human resources extensively toward education and awareness. The

remaining steps are to be taken by organizations more than by individuals. Let them go and

photograph or film or videorape rhe abuses being heaped on wild animals or any aspect ofthe

wilderness. Let these pictures and films be screened extensively at all available opportunities.

Have humane educators educare the children and the parents ofthese children. Let people see

for once the cost oftheir unsustainable lifestyles. Only after making all these effons and

failing would we be justified in looking for other ways out.

BVC does not claim to have the answers to all the problems. But we do insist that any answer that is

propounded behoove us human beings, the only animal for whom morals are an issue.'We have also con-

rirr.nrty maintained that reform begins with the individual. And if everyone agreed to reforming herself/

himself, it would end with the individual too.

Arent humans amainganimals? They kill wildlife-birds, kangaroos, deer, all kinds of cats, coyoles,

beavers, groundhogs, mice, foxes, and dingoes-by the millions in order to protect domestic animals and

their feed. Then they kill domestic animals by the billions and eat them. This in turn kills people by the

millions, because eating all those animals leads to degeneradve-and fatal-health conditions like heart

disease, kidney disease, and cancer. So then people torture and kill millions more animals to look for cures

for these diseases. Elsewhere, millions of other human beings are being killed by hunger and malnutrition

because food they could ear is being used to latten domestic animals. Meanwhile, some people are dying

of sad laughter at the absurdity of man, who kills so easily and so violently, and once a year sends out

cards praying for "Peace on Earth."
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l\r,ur. knows how to preserve its creadon. All animals exc€pr human beings cooperate with nature in
this task ofpreservation. Mental perversion causes human beings ro creare problems for nature. As hu-
mans pollute the atmosphere of the world, they dig their own graves.

Nature that is untouched by perverted human beings is wilderness; and wilderness is essendal for the

survival and healthy evolution of all animals, just as water is essential for fish. Humans have come our of
the wilderness, and they are now feeling like fish out ofwater. There is no wilderness left for them or other
animals to reenter. They have destroyed wilderness that cannot be regained.

ls the whole universe is on its one-way path toward decay and disintegration, with no coming back,

consequendy, all animals are proceeding on this one-way parh rowud their ultimate destruction. As Prince

Philip of England nanated, "'We are acting like children who go on blowing balloons and do not know
when they would burst." Likewise, humaniry keeps polluting the worldt armosphere without knowing

when the pollution wili make life on earth impossible.

There is a slight hope of continued survival lor all animals if humanity takes remedial steps like refores-

tation, disarmament, and purification of the atmosphere. Humans need to switch to power sources such

as solar, wind, and water energy to run machinery that will not pollute the atmosphere any further like

nuclear power and fosil fuels have done. Humanity musr rry to bring the wilderness back partially, if not
fully, to delay the ultimate end of living beings.
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Environmental acdvisrs, wildland and wildlife managers, environmental policy makers, and politicians

have every ri$t to ask whar place philosophy has in the heated discussion on the future of wildernas.

Every philosopher ou$t to ask herself the same question, so as to avoid being caught in the conceptual

spirals that can be rhe hallmuk of the discipline of which D. T. Suzuki once said, "This is what I love

about philosophy-no one wins." It is Hermann Hesse's glass bead game of concepts, the free flow of the

test of ideas. Fun, frustrating, endless, beautiful at best, nitpicking, and cold at worst. "Philosophers,"

warned Keats, "are the kind who would pull offangels' wings." We are not satisfied with belief' ![e claim

to want to explain things, but we remain best at asking questions.

But environmental philosophy is applied philosophy, which means it uses this quesdoning approach

ostensibly to help solve real world problems, in this case, the clarification of how humanity should re'

late to the natural world. \7e need to examine the hte of wilderness as an idea, to help define the wiid

place u something that can be understood and cared for in all parts ofthe world, as a concept that may

change fluidly as it is reinterpreted inside many cultures and many political systems, to hopefully emerge

as something not that dl people can agree upon, but something that can be thought about and saved in

so many wa)4.

I will quickly admit my biues: I believe in the value of wilderness. The wild has a place in the heuts of

all living beings, somewhere, and that includes all humans. The idea of the wild includes a sense of danger

as well as purity, of ultimate naruralness as well as fragility. There are people who can live inside of it' but

to love it is to acknowledge a value more than the human, something wider, something luger, that we

must work hard ro participare in while it is so much easier for the rest of nature to inhabit it. That is the

fate of humaniry-to have to struggle to fit into nature after our own nature has thrust us out.

The love ofwilderness and the desire to maintain it is part of humanityt rise toward a less selfish state.

It is a sign ofour growing abiliry to look beyond ourselves and to expand our care to aspects ofnature that

are impotant not because they are usefirl to us, but because we respect them beyond the limitations of

use. The love of wilderness as something precious and worthy is put of the march of civilization and should

never be opposed to culture.

"Vildernas" is probably not tle most imponant way humanity should look at nature, frough it is one of

many important ways we can relate to the world uound us. It is important to say this, because as much u

wildemess itself has been under siege by *rose forca in our culture that want to see all of nature as something

we can use, the idea of wilderness has come at the same time under conceptual siege, sometimes ftom very

surprising placa. It is often historians and philosophers who say they are for the environment but against

wildernzu, because they see the wild as a nurow and very exclusionary perspective on *re naturalworld, not

represenrarive of the real and diverse ways human beings work with and re-understand the land.
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In environmental history we have seen Villiam Cronon decry in the pages of The New Yorh Tima Maga-

zine and, in his big anthology Uncommon Ctrounl the idea of wilderness as somerhing naive and unrealis-

tic to those people who actually work with the land. He asla for an environmental ethic and aesthetic

based on resPect not for the wild reserves thousands ofmiles from our homes, but for the trees in our
backyard, for the health of the famiiy fum, for the understanding of exactly where our food comes from.

For him, wilderness exists only as an idea; an idea dweloped for those who live in cities isolated from
nature, where they can imagine of the mountains whatever they will.

Environmental philosopherJ. Baird Callicon has been pushing for several years now the argument that
believing in wilderness is a kind of old+ime religion, based on backward and original colonial American

ideas of separating humanity from nature. As such, it is an extremely limited notion on which to found
the discipline of environmental philosophy, and because of this, it is a damn shame that it has received so

much attention from environmental philosophers in the first century of our discipline. It's time ro move

beyond this naive separation between ourselves and our suroundings and replace it with sustainable de-

velopment and biodiversity.

Callicott believes that "implicit in the most passionate pleas for wilderness preservation is a compla-

cency about what passes for civiiizadon." This is an interesting notion, thou$ I dont believe it for a sec-

ond. It is only a somewhat enli$tened civilization that could believe that saving some wild country out
there for its own sake has value. This desire is a civilized norion, somerhing from our era, and is a step in
the right direction. h should be brou$t into the wider debate of the kind of relationship humanity should

have with narure, nor cast aside as a deviant direction.

\[hen it comes to saving wild country Callicott believes that we should stop talking about something

as woolly as wilderness and instead set up "biodiversity reserves" that save endangered species and whole

ecosystems in the name ofscience. That is all fine and good, but I would not call the notion ofbiodiversity

any less culturally consructed than the idea of wilderness. I still suspecr the notion of the wild, which
might need some renovating, is more inspiring and compelling than the idea of biological diversiry, but I
might be just the kind of hopeless puritan romandc that Callicon wants to dismiss.

Yet the suggestion that sustainable development mi$t somehow replace concern for wilderness is even

more perplexing. The Brundtland Commission said sustainable development is 'meering the needs of the

present without compromising the abiliry of the future to meer its own needs," and that is as wishy-washy

an avoidance ofour moral responsibility to future generations as anlrhing I could imagine. Ifwe believe

in the future, we have to decide things for that future, and not let the future take its own path. If we

decide to preserve wilderness in perpetuity, as our forebears in conservation had rhe insight to do, we take

the risk of claiming to know whatt best for the furure. Modern United Nations and lforld Bank schem-

ers are too slippery for such real moral commitment.

\(hy should sustainability be opposed to the identification of, concern foq and preservation ofwilder-
ness? I have never been able to understand this fallacy. Perhaps, itt because we like to extrapolare, or in-
flate the primacy and completeness of whatever point of view we are championing as rhe fiue, blue, new

right way. Callicott wants sustainability, and for him it supersedes all that came before. Many environ-
mental philosophers, not so interested in people and their problems, pur forrh wilderness as whar matters

most' Even lfilliam Ctonon, when pressed to stop all the nay-saying and announce just what it is that he

does believe in, couldnt have agreed with the old naive view more when he said in the pages of Enuiron-

mental History that "wilderness is my religion."

It is easy to see why the wilderness can be a source of spiritual experience and challenge for so many

through history. From Moses to Muir, many have needed to be out there away ftom the civilization that
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created them to catch a glimpse of the God who so often slinls from the details of the constructed human

world. Yet it has never been the only place to see God, and no one should put the wild forth as the only

part ofnature that maners so. It is one ofmany places to touch the greatness that is inherent in the fabric

ofth' world.

But wilderness philosophy is not wilderness religion, and the philosopher who wants to support wil-

derness should nor turn away in disgust from critiques of the idea of wilderness crying blasphemy. \fiI-

derness is much more interesting as philosophical possibility than as religious icon. The responsible

philosopher of the wild wont just love it in silence, but will be able to combine his or her own suPPort

with relentlessnes questioning. I support the intention behind the critical efforts ofCronon and Callicott,

ro caution against the 'totalizing' tendencies ofsome all-or-nothing wilderness demagogues, but I protest

the negativiry oftheir tones. It is so much easier for intellectuals to say "no' than to say "yes" to anphing,

for that is the way we ue trained to think. It is harder to turn skepticism into support, so that we may

refine possibilities and honesdy change the world. Yet this is so much more important.

So, I believe that it is imperative ro quesdon the idea of wilderness, in order to defend it more force-

firlly rather than hasten its conceptual destruction. Here are three basic critiques ofthe idea ofwilderness

that deserve though$rl consideration by all supporters ofthe wild:

l. Vilderness comes from civilization, and it is not an idea that makes much sense to the

history of human culilres. I agree. There was never any need to worry about preserving the

wilderness when it was something formidable and dangerous, against which humaniry

defended iself feebly in order to subsist. Times have changed.'We have proliferated across

the planet. We no longer feu the wild, by and large, but we lament its passing.

This is no mere romanticism. It is an achievement. We are now able to care about

what is not primarily of use to us. We may love it for its difference. Sure, this makes

nature something separate from the mainstream of human slash'and-burn mentaliry

and activiry. But it is a nature still part ofnatute, a place we come from after a long

and hard culturd evolution. The wild will surely win in the end, long after humanity

has been rendered irrelevant, so we need not worry about its ultimate survival. Our

challenge is to see if we are compatible with its present health and flourishing, and I

sincerely hope we are up to the task.

That being said, we must be cueful not to make the model of humans separated from

naure that identifies wilderness to be the only way or even the most imPonant way we as a

species relate to the environment. This brings me to the next critique.

2. \flilderness is not werything. Its preservation has never been the only goal of the environ-

mental movemenr, or ever the most important goal. Tiue, it may seem to be the most

dramatic, the most obvious, or the most photogenic goal, but it should dways be seen as

one erreme of a diverse movement that exists to encourage our species to reflect cuefully

on our dependence on and anitude towud the vast world around us.

It is essential that we never use concern for wilderness to distract us from concern for

the more immediate wap human beings depend on the environment: using it for food,

resources, and designing our habitations so they do not cumulatively pollute and degrade

the surroundings. These other areas are perhaps fu more directly impoftant for most of us
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in day-to-day life than the saving of wilderness. Knowing that wilderness is safe may be

more symbolically important.

I hope that more nations see the realism inherent in designadng wiiderness. It does not

mean a declaration ofthe rights ofnature before the rights ofpeople. It only means the

people as a whole decide that sometimes narure musr be given its own chance. But the

problems that many diverse countries of the world will face when describing wilderness

may be quite different from what the United States had to face.

3. Wilderness does imply conflicts between narure and people. For as many examples of
indigenous peoples that can be brought up to show that humaniry might live in a simpler

form of harmony with nature, there are as many instances where it is only the fact of a

small population that prevents a people from overharuesdng its land, There is much we can

leun from the worldt traditional subsistence peoples on how to live closely with our

surroundings, but in one sense we avoid the real issue by talking too much about

indigenous rights when we are pitting humanity against nature in search of the wild.

More often people are agrarian or traders. They work closely with the land, and they

buy and sell what they find there. Saving a few places does not mean calling for an end to

all commerce. Setting a place aside as wilderness does take it out of the marketplace, and

whether we like it or not, this often sets it against the interests ofpeople who live nearby

and have had to earn their living from the land. They should be compensated, and they

should be brought into discussions of why wilderness can matrer to all of us. They

should not be punished for having used the land. Sometimes they may be pur in charge

of the newly demarcated places, but sometimes they are not the ones who know how to

manage best.

David lothenberg. Pnoro counnsy 0r DAuD lorttrilBrnc.
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Indigenous, primal peopie ue changing. Hunters and harvesters ue changing' It is not

in our interest to halt this change. Their histories may include original and cleu ideas

about respecting nature, and they may not have needed a word for wilderness. Ifthey need

it now, it is our job to teach them. To discuss it, not to preach or inflict. Cultural identity is

a fragile thing. Every group wants to maintain it, but they rarely realize how easy it is to

lose. Setting cultures aside as museums will not work. Inspiring a care for the wild may

bring humaniry together once in a while around a common goal, but it should allow each

people to find its own way through the problem.

In some places, wilderness will admit the presence and activities of people who have

tended the land responsibly for generations. In other places the fragiliry of the situation

mi$t mean that the old ways must go. Each case deserves seParate consideration.

No proclamations will make easier the difficult choices minority cultures must face amidst pressures of

dwelopment and preservation of their inherited lands. There is no easy way to save the wild as well.

Science is not going to save the wilderness. Biodiversity may be very important, and its value may be

clearly established by conservation biologists. But it remains a specialized concept. In contrast, the wild is

an idea tlat will be compelling to more of us: It is pure, sensual, dangerous, and alluring. 
'We 

cannot resist

it. Science can only suppon our love. k will not replace it because its language is more exact.

Economics will not save rhe wilderness. The wild may need a place in the nations' budgets and

expenditures, but it cannot be quantified, and above all it cannot be reduced to dollars and cents'

You cannot make enough money on wild places to jusdfr their existence in cost-benefit analyses un-

less you sincerely bend the rules to put a price tag on the priceless, and attempt to buy what is not

for sale: Beaury puriry survival of the beyond-human right in our midst, reminding us to turn off

the running total of calculation in order to truly perceive where we are, and what kind of world it is

that we live in.

Management is not going ro save rhe wilderness. It may be practical and possible to draw a line on

the map and say: Look, this side is wild and is governed by rules and that side is tame and there you can

do what you want. Something is backward there-legislation cannot set boundaries in which wildness

is supposed to be confined. Tlue, we have to set up such laws because people seem to need codes to

keep us in check. But this is a sad fact of humans not being able to reconcile with nature: Ve don t on

our own fit in. Yet, if we find the wild in these planned-out wildernesses, its presence will be in spite of

the rules.

So take us out there, to breathe in the alternative. Even so, experience is not going to save the wilder-

ness. You can go there and love it, or even refuse to come home and instead live there, but im safety will

still be in danger. There is so much to do, back home and around tle world.

Philosophy is certainly not going to save the wilderness, especially ifit only pokes thorns in the sides of

everyone elset faitts and uguments. Ideas have throughout history changed the world, but I doubt that

they have saved the world. \flill humiliry save it ifwe just dare to step back and tread lightly but seriously

across this planet that is dl that we honestly have? Will education save the wild, if we simply teach more

and more people to consider, to cue? Vili poetry save the wild, if we leun to bend language as fu as it

can go so that it will be its most beautiful? As Swedish poet Tomas Tianstromer writes, "The wild does not

have words." Ve dont have much time.'We have to do werithing, and nothing, acting always with both

oassion and care.
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Go out there. See what you know. Come back with more. But dont forget ro come back. S[e need all

of you somehow, in the midst of this fi$t. None of these approaches aione will do enough to save the

wild, but if they all respect their own limitations and the contributions of othet quite different ways of
seeing the wild, then hopefirlly something can be done. There will be disagreements and incompleteness,

but all we can hope is to work togethet and although the wild will surely win in the end, perhaps it can

include us in the victory as well.
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Resolutions

Title

1. Empowering the ecologically handicapped

2. Tiansparency and right to information

3. The future of the tiger in the millenium
4. Education awareness and training for

wilderness conservation

5. Settlement of rights in PAs in India

6. Appreciation ofservice rendered to 6th \7\(/C
7. Promotion and protection of the

Himalayan Environment

8. Private conservation are.rs

9. International funding and wilderness damage

10. Public interest environmental law ...
1 1 . Formal recognition of groups promoting

wilderness conservation

12. Protected areas in the high seas

13. Need for specific legislation on wilderness in Asia

14. Education for sustainable development

1 5. To promote rational PA designation guidelines

and standards for new PAs

16. Partnership with wilderness communiries

17. Three crises facing humankind

18. Encouragement for designation of wilderness

areas according to IUCN classification for
Republic of Namibia

19. Proposed venue for the Tth W'WC (Namibia)

20. Tiansboundary protected areas/national parks

2 1. The need for training in techniques and science

of wilderness management staff
22. Support for transfrontier or peace park concept

23. The need for an audit for resolutions of
previous congresses

24. Concerning the lack of Russian participation
in 6th \7\7C

25. Support ofthe proclamation ofthe
lst World Lake Day

26. The Greater St. Lucia \Tetland Park, SA

27. Restoring the earth: proposal to the UN
28. Oldest trees of the world as heritase trees
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Resolutions

1, Evnpowering fie Ecologicallg Handicapped

\THEREAS,
the wilderness areas that sustain human residents are diverse; some of these ecosystems have always been, or

on account ofwrong interventions and assaults on nature have become or are rapidly becoming

disadvantageous or even hostile to those residents and this is a denial of right to life, and these people

are described as "ecologically handicapped"; and

the present system ofwelfare provisions to cidzens who are identified as economically or socidly disadvan-

taged, and the various kinds ofprograms and policy supports, either in the form ofspecial subsidies or

earmarked opportunities/social subsidies to ensure sustainable living, are not available to this category of

people;

The 6thWortdVildrmes Congress herebJ raolua rhat:
. a comprehensively protected area legislative and policy provision is created for the

ecologically handicapped;
. a strong participatory monitoring system is created to make the implementation compulsory; and

Local people are involved at every point ofplanning, designing, and implementing such programs.

Sponsored by: Dr. Dhrubajyoti Ghosh rzr: +91-33-24200312212234

\fiIT-INDIA (Calcutta Office) elx: +91-33-247376\

37011, N.S.C. Bose Road t-mn.: dhrubaghosh@usa.net

Calcutta 700047, India

2. Transparencg and the Right t0 lnforvndtion

\7HEREAS,
actions that impact upon wilderness areas and communities living in and around such areas are often not

known to such communities until a very late stage; and

local communities and NGOs often face great difficulties in obtaining such information from government

authorities;

The 6thWrldW[d.ernett Congess hereby ruolues that:
. all governments take such legislation and other steps as may be necessary to provide full and early access

to information to affected individuals and NGOs on such issues.

Sponsored by: Mrs. Dilnavaz S. Variava rzt: +91-22-2654837

Bombay Natural History Society rlx: +91-22-2651751

'Sarang', Gen. J. Bhosale Road

Mumbai 400021.lndia

3,'lhefuture of fueTger inrhe Millenniutn

\yHEREAS,
the tiger (Panthera tigris) is an endaneered species listed in the Red Data Book and threatened with the

prospect ofextinction in a not too distant firture.
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The 6th WorldWldtmess Congres hereby resolua that:

' management Practices should aim at providing favorable and secure habitat, adequate prey base, and
effectivc protection arinst poaching and poisoning to ensure the survival ofthe species and thereby

protect and preserve the ecosystem and wilderness;

' ProjectTiger, which was launched in India in 1973 to save the tiger, now implemenred in seventeen

tiger resewes, should be extended to other areas, preferably contiguous to the existing tiger res€rves,

where dgers ue found and with potential to be developed as suitable tiger habiats;

' condnuance and permanence oftiger reserve areas should be strictly ensured and attempts to divert
these areas for other purposes such as mining, major dams, industries, which will lead to reduction and

fragmentation ofthe habitat, should be resisted and prevented; and

' constant monitoring ofthe project, including periodic censusing ofp(edator and prey species, is

essential in order to evaluate the resula.

tl
\THEREAS,

realizing that no cons€rvation effon can succeed without the goodwill and cooperation ofthe people,

particululy those residing in the neighborhood ofthe project areas;

The 6thV/orldWLlernes Congras herehy resobet thdt:

' payment ofcompensation for catde/humans killed by tigers should be adequate and prompt; and
. public (i.e., local communities, NGOs, and media), should be actively involved in conservation isues

and projects.

\7HEREAS,
scientific research is the backbone ofwildlife management and should form an imporraht componenr in

tiger conservation i

The 6thWrtdWllnness Congress lireb1 resolacs that:

' research on all aspects oftiger coitSirvation should be intensified and may include genetic studies to
avoid advene consequences ofinbreeding, prey-predator relationship refining the existing census

techniques, and wolving more accurate methods ofcensusing.

Sponsored by: Mr. M, A. Partha Suathy

No. 1, 12th Cross

R.M.V Extension

Bangdore 560080, India

Seconded by: Mr. K A. Bhoja Shery

ru,: +91 -80-3340400 I 3346563

r-uen: 6wwc@sparrl.com

4. Education Awareness nndTrlininq for Wilderness Conseruation

\THEREAS,
the conccpts and action program that are necessary to support wilderness are clearly wident;

The 6thWrWWllmas Congras hmby resolaes that:
o there is an urgent need to integrate the imponance ofwildlands into formal educational curriculum;r that governments integrate the wildland concept with issues related to sustainable landscape develop-

ment into school and college curricula at the global, national, and locd levels;

' ensure that wildernes mncepts are also communicated throu$ the mass media for generating public
awareness; and

' capitalize on youth organizations, which serve as an effective workforce for environmental awareness at
the community lwel.
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Sponsored by: Dr. Erach Bharucha

Bharati Vidyapeeth

Deemed University

Institute of Environmental

Education and Research

Katraj, Dhankawadi, Pune 41 i043, India

S. settlevnent lfRights inProtected Areas in lndia

\7HEREAS,
. the existence oflegislation does nor guarantee protection to wildernes areas unless effectively

implemented; and

I most ofthe protected areas in India are onlv notified, and this prevents conservation fiom being

implemented effectively;

The 6thWrld.Wild.enus Congrus hneby reszlaes that:

. governmenrs in all countries be encouraged to make their currently existing protected area legislation

more effective, or modify it where necessary; and

. in all the protected areas in India, people's rights should be expedidously senled and compensations be

senled immediately. This will help in protecting wilderness areas and species (especially migratory

birds). The government should senle these rights in a manner that is sensitive to both wilderness and

human requiremena, and the \filderness Congress should pursue this.

Sponsored by: Mr. A,rvind Mishra Seconded by: Dr. Dhrubaiyoti Ghosh

Mandar Nature Club ru; +91-641-423479

Anand Chikitsa.laya Road

Bhagalpur, Bihar 812002, India

6. Appreciation of Service Rendered a 6th wwc

\7HEREAS,

The \florld \flilderness Congress:

. depends on executive leadership and organizing activities ofmany people in diverse organizations,

public and private; and

. these leaders are dependent upon suppofi from their administrative and secretarial assistants for

implementing the many tasla associated with planning and implementing the WWC; and

. these support people must exercise a great deal of.iudgment, vision, and hard work to provide timely

materials and perform tasla;

The 6h WorldWll.ernus Congress hereby ruolua:
. ro express its appreciation and commend the profesional efforts and personal sacrifice provided by the

following people who could not be present at this congress but without whose help the 6th WVC

would be les effective and far less enioyable:

. Mrs. Susan Goetz, administrative secretary University of Idaho, Wilderness Research Centet

Moscow ldaho;
. Ms. Janet Sprout, administrative assistant, Aido Leopold !(ilderness Research Institute,

Missoula, Montana:

. the small and hardworking staffof The \flILD Foundation, Ojai, California; and

. the staffofthe $(ilderness Leadership School, South Afiica

ttt +91-212-525684

rlx +91-212-539121

r-vet: bvieer@bom3.vsnl.net.in
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Sponsored by: Dr. John C. Hendee, Director, rsr +l-208-885-2267
'Wilderness 

Research Center rlx: +I-208-885-2268
University of Idahe- r-v,ru hendeejo@uidaho.edu
lWildernes Research Gntre
PO. Box 8732

Moscow, ID 83843, USA

Mr. Vance G. Martin, President rn: +l-805-640-0390
TheMLD Foundation e.q* +l-805-640-0230
PO. Box 1380 r-M,{r-: vance@wild.ore

Ojai, CA 93024, USA

Mr. Andrew Muir, National Director rzr: +27-31-462-2808
Vilderness Lcadenhip School rlx: +27-31-462-4656
PO. Box 53260 E-MArL: w&rdn@eastcoasr.co.za

Yellowwood Park, Natal, South Africa 40l l

Dr. Alan \(atson rrr: +l-406-542-4197
Aldo lropold Mlderness Research Institute va: +1406-542-4ij96
PO. Box 8089 E-u,ur: awatson/rmrs missoula@ft.fed.us

Missoula, MT 59807, USA

7,Womotion AndWltNctiln of fue HimalayanEnvirln Aent

.!rHEREAS, J

the Himalayan landscape repres€nts one of the greatesr mountain wilderneses of U. *.jrta, the Symposium on the

Promotion and Prorecdon ofthe Himdayan Environinent considered the issues and,

Thc 6thWrldWl*rnas Congras hereby cndarses:
I the environmenal policy of the International Mountaineering and Climbing Federation (UIM)

entidcd'Environmental Objectives and Guidelines";

' the practical environmenal guidelines ofthe British Mountaineering Council entitled "Expedition
Environmental Guidelina'; and

. the policy, guidelina, and pledges ofthe Paciftc, sia Tiavel Asociation and Green Globe.

Proposed by: Mr. Robert Penigrew Seconded by: Mr. Mandip Singh Soin

Outdoor Pursuits Division rcv +44-1332-864126
Greenwood, Stanton-By-Bridge rtx: +44-1332-865969

Derbyshire DE73 lHI UK n_r,,lr,rr_: l l65@compuserve.com

8. P nu aE, C.a nserv atio n Ar eds

\7HEREAS,

' SouthAfrica permits the ownership and breeding ofwildlife in extensive privately owned conservation
areas for wildlife-viewing tourism;

' most such private areas are adjacent and to contiguous and protected national parls like Kruger, thus
extending the ecosystem area and reliwing tourist pressure on the national parks themselves;

' despite the existence ofnumerous such conservation areas, the income ofSouth Aftica's National Puk
System has not declined but in fact increased; and

' just one such private conservation area has raised (and sold in breeding prides) 280 African lions in fifteen
years, a number qual to the entire population oflndian lions, which has not increased in thirry years;
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The 6thVorWWldernus Congres herehy resohes to:

urge the government of India to urgently consider and initiate a public debate to permit the operation of private

.onr.*.,ion 
"r.r, 

based on the South African Model, in order to increase the area properly maintained under wilder-

ness conditions and to increase the net wildlife population of the country.

Sponsored by: rrr: +91-80-8465365

9. lnt*national funding and' wilderness Davnage

\THEREAS.
multilateral and bilateral funding agencies such as the lWorld Bank have sanctioned funds in developing countries for

major projects such as mines, dams, thermal plants, commercial forestry, aquaculture, hotels, chemical complexes,

.t..-inside o, *ithin impacting distance of wilderness areas and for roads, railways, and waterways cutting through

protected areas, and whereas public hearings are not effectively held thereon;

The @ WorldWldemes Congres hereby ruolues and calls upon that:

. the World Bank and all rnajor funding agencies desist from financing pro.iects that directly or indirectly

impact upon the wilderness ueas in developing countries; and

. scientists and leading conservation organizations play an active role in recognizing these threats and in

calling upon international funding agencies and the recipient governments to desist from such

environmentally disastrous projects.

Mrs. Almitra Patel

50, Kothnur, Bagalur Road,

Bangalore 56007 7, India

Mr. Bittu Saghal

Sanctuary Magazine

602, Maker Chamber V
Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021, India

wx: +91-22-2874380

r-rtur: bittu@giasbm0 1.vsnl.net.in

Sponsored by:

10. Public lntsest EnvirsnvneftrAl Law i

Essenial to the Call for a Sustainable(uture

\vHEREAS,
. public interest legal advocacy is an essential element ofdemocratic institutions, and environmental

advocacy is a necessary componenr to the Call for a Sustainable Future, complementing sound scientific

analysis, policy making, and other INGO/NGO activities;

. living free from pollution is emerging as a fundamental right in many nations, and potential exrsts to

extrapolate this fundamental right ro protect wildlands, critical habitat and biological diversity; and

. even in the absence ofthis emerging fundamental right, public interest law is a powerful tool for

enforcement of laws relating to environmental matters, and for the creation of .judge-made laws to

protect naturd resources; and

. public interest legal advocates have the unique ability to demand judicial review ofexecutive and

legislative action, thereby encouraging judicial activism.

\THEREAS.
public interest environmental litigation is necessary to ensure accountabiliry and ffansparency in legal systems, assure

sustainable naturd resource use, and ultimately protect wild areas;
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The 6thVorUWldemess Congras hneby renlua that:

it encourage the continuing efforu of public interest lqgal adrocates (including, but not limited to:
Forum for Protection of Public Interest, Nepal; Consumer Protection Group, Madras; Environ-
mental Support Group, Bangalore), nongovemmental organizations (including, but not limited to:
National Ti:ee Growers' Co-Operative Federation, Munsiari, Uttu Pradesh; The Greens, ,Assam; Indian
Society for Environmental Studies, Bangalore; Environmennl Education Centre, Maharashtra), and ap-
popriate support from dl relevant govemment entities.

Sponsored by: Mr. Job C. Heintz

Pro Public

3142 East Lake Road

Skaneateles, NY 13152, USA

Seconded by: Mr. Sriram Panchu

r-uer: jchclp@hotmail.com

11, Tonnal Reeognition of Ctroups provnoting Wilderness Conseruation

\7HEREAS,
numerous entiries have dedicated time, energy, and political will throughout the world;

The 6thWrUWldzrness Congras hereby raohes that:
governments, NGOs, INGOs, and local communities receive formal recognition for the work they have accomplished

in wildlands and wildernes protection.

Examples expresed include:

. the Bishnoi Community of India

. Italian \filderness Society and Italian Municipalities

Sponsored by: Dr. Shaju Thomas Seconded by: Profesor M. K. prasad

Nirmala College r*: +91-485-232361

Department of Zoology

Muvattupuzha 68666 l, India

lZ.Profufird Areas in*e High Seas

\(/HEREAS,
. the oceans and seas cover some 70 percent ofthis planet;
o coastal nations have established a number ofmarine protected areas within their waters ofnational

jurisdiction, the world communiry of narions has yeiro establish an international system ofprotected
areas on the high seas;

' there is no international agency with dear authority to establish, manage, monitor, and enforce such a

system on the high seas;

. there are many values in the high seas that justify protection;

. there are significant threats to the biological and physical features ofthe high seas;

. little is known about the features and systems ofthe high seas;

' the 4th and 5th \(orld \Tilderness Congresses adopted resolutions emphasizing the need for protected
areas in marine waters, and accepting the idea tlrat wilderness is an appropriate designation in the
marine environment;
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. *re IUCN (World Conservation Union) supports protected areas on the high seas including wilderness;

and
. the Carlsberg Ridge between theArabian and Somali basin has great influence on monsoons and rhe

climate, but little research has been done on Carlsberg Ridge;

The 6thWorldWldernett Czngretr hereby ruoluu that:

. a study ofthe legal status ofthe high seas and the various existing international agencies that may bear

on the high seas should be commenced as soon as posible;

. an ambitious and coordinated research program must be instituted thar will reveal the enormous

biodiversity, geographic and thermal features, and chemicai and physical functions ofthe high seas;

. a thorough research program should be conducted on the Carlsberg Ridge; and

. an international system ofprotected areas on the high seas, includingwilderness designation, should be

established by the appropriate internationa-l agencv

Sponsored by Mts. Maxine McCloskey

V/hale CentrelUCN

5101 WestbardAvenue

Bethesda, MD 20816, USA

B, Need for Specific Ugislation on Wilderness in Asia

Sponsored by: Mr Vance G. Martin

The.MLD Foundation

PO. Box 1380

Oiai, CA 93024, USA

Seconded by Dr. P Sivadas

ttt +1.-301-229-4967

erx: +\-301-229-2923

r-uul: Mmclos336@aol.com

Seconded by: The \World \Wildernes Tiust

rn.: +1-805-640-0390

r,tr: +1-805-640-0230

l-turur: vance@wild.org

\rHEREAS.
. wilderness areas are the source and repository ofunique biological, scientific, economic, culturai,

spiritual, and other values that direcdy benefit all peopie;

. these areas and their values continue to be dirninished and disappear in Asia and throughout the world;

. sufficient scientific knowledge now exists to conclude that wilderness areas assure the continuous

operation ofcritical, baseline functions for a healthy and productive human society such as nurrient

cycling (the basis for food production), clean air, r'vater, and more; and

. many years ofexperience in numerous nations have shown conclusively that wiiderness areas require

specific legislation, managemenr, and community participation to safeguard its values and services, and

it appears that no such legislation exists in India or other Asian countries;

The 6th World\Vill.erness Congess hereby resolues to:

establish a working group, which will:
. quickly assess existing natural resource legisLation and policy throughout Asia to determine to whar

extent wilderness and wildland values are adequately addresed;

. review culturd concepts that may clari$r how to best communicate a wilderness concept in Asia or in

particular Asian nations;

. produce guidelines (following the accepted international criteria ofthe IUCN) for wildernes legislation

or other means offurther protecting wild nature per se, incorporating to the extenr possible the needs of

traditional, local people who depend on wildland resources,

. submit these guidelines, following acceptable protocols and efficient channels, to governmental

departments and relevant NGOs in allAsian countries;

' report on progress to the 7th $71(C; and

. appeal to the judicial authorities to encourage and facilitate dissemination ofjudicial decisions that

pertain to the ptotected natural areas to the pubiic.
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14. Education for Sustainable Developvnent

\THEREAS,

Programs relating to conservation education should take into accounr, wherwer possible, locd traditions, faiths, and
cultura.l practices that have contributed to natuie conservationi

The 6thVlorldWllnness Congress hmbl resolua that:
education Programs may reemphasize the value qntems that have contributed to protecting nature with a sense of
respect and reverence.

Sponsored by: Seconded by: Dr. S. M, Nair

rrr: +9 1- Il-469 17 60 | 4616532

r x: +9 I - I l - 4626837 | 469 1226

r-u,tr: wwfi ndel@unv.ernet.in

15.Io Prlmrtt Rationdl protutud Area (pA)
Designatton Guidelinw and Sundards flr
Reclassifying Cuwent Py's and, D elineating New pts

\7HEREAS,

' many wildland areas currently exist that are not under some form offormal protection (althou$ maybe
under mmmuniry protection); and

' most ofthese areas experience some degree ofhuman presence, from permanent habitations with
associated agriculrure to seasonal nonpermanent use such as grazing;

' these areas can be designated under various classes of'wildland" to accommodate customary use rights,
along with community development schemes that, over time, reduce pressure on PA resources; and

' in manydeveloping countries, strict PA daignations have been madewhere people have long+tanding
customary and legal rights, requiring eviction and settlement ofrigha, potentially resulting in serious
socioeconomic loss to local communiries:

The 6thWrldWillnnas Congres hercby resolaes that:

' governments adopt a designation process that provides sociallyjust compansation, where necessary, both
to redasify currently existing Pls and delineate new ones;

' the wltr7c promote the formation of a committee to draft general guidelines and standards for
delineating (and reclassifring) Pls under various categories as defined by IUCN (ofwhich wildernes is

only one) that considers:
. varying degrees of "wilderness,"
r customaryuserights,
. degree ofdependence on PA resources, and

. IUCN incorporates these guidelina into their definitions ofpA categories.

Ml Vkas Harris, Consuhant

Education Division, V\0F-lndia
l/l-b. l,odhl tsrate

New Delhi 110003, India

Sponsored by: Ms. Camille Richud

ICIMOD
GPO Box 3226

Kathmandu, Nepal

rw: +977-l-525-313

rlx: +977-1-524-509

r-uet: camille@icimod.org.np
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16. Partnership with Wilderness Covntnunities

\rHEREAS,
certain communities have been living for generations in a harmonious and sustainable manner in natural ecosystems,

and whereas such communities are being displaced or deprived of their traditional resources by either so-called devel-

opment projects or even wilderness "protection" pro.jects.

\rHEREAS,
the long-term survival ofwilderness areas and ofsuch communities requires a meaningful partnership being devel-

ooed with such communities;

The 6thWorli.Wildrmus Congres herefu resoluu that:

central and local governmenrs initiate the following measures to formuiate and implement through discusion with

social activists and local communities an appropriate life, crop, and livestock compensation system and locational

and development policies and practices that will make local communities participants and not enemies ofwilderness

conservation. Further resolved that all those whose lives and livelihoods are being impinged upon by the declaration

and/or management of a protected area should receive full disclosure of information as regards proposed plans and

activities, .nJ it ,hould be mandatory that action is undertaken only after negotiadon with all interested and af-

fected communities.

Sponsored by:

17. Ihr ee Crisu F acing Huvn ankind

\X'FIEREAS,

we cannor ignore woodhunger, foodhunger, and energy crisis linked with human popu/ntion numberl the fact re-

mains that we shall all be facine it in the first half of next millennium;

The 6thVorldWllernat Congres hereby resnluet that:

. the population issue has been discused in the second halfofthe wentieth century in vain, and urges

the Jecision makers, nature lovers, and NGOs to launch constructive endeavors/rrusadcto overcomethe

alarming threat facing mankind to achieve a "sustainable future," for aileviating human sufferings, and

to thereby serve the cause ofwilderness; and

. keeping in view rhe concepts ofthe wilderness congress, it is desirable to curb population pressures in

the environs ofthe wilderness areas/protected areas, to achieve a "lasting" future in the next millennium.

Mrs. Kusum Karnik

SHASH\(AT

AT & PO. Manchar

Pune 410503, India

Dr. Gunavant Oza

The International Sociery of Naturalists

Oza Building, Salatwada

Vadodara 390001, India

rrr: +91-2133-23608

rlx +91-2133-23696

rtt: +91-265-421009

elx: +91-265-421009
Sponsored by:
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18. Enwuragewent for Design tion of Wilderness Areas According to
IUCN Claxification, wi{in *e New Environmental Art C.ou erind
Natural Resouras as lntcnded bg fue Republic of t:,lawibia

\THEREAS,
the attendees at the 6th \il\(C, noting the progres made in Namibia in Vilderness issues-awareness, training, trails,
and protection; and wishing to show solidarity and support to the government and people ofNamibia, and to extend
acdaim for that country's progrzu, which sets an example to the world and the African continenq but realizing that
the only realistic and meaningful protection of wilderness lies in legal entrenchmenr at the highat lwel of govern-
ment, and nor merely in administradve zoning;

Thc 6thlhrUWLlnnas Congres hmby raoba thdt:

' the government and peoplc ofNamibia be congratulated for their increasing understanding and suppon
for wildernessr

' every encouragement be extended to the government ofthe Republic ofNamibia and the Ministryof
Environment and Tourism, in the formulation ofthe relevant new act, to pursue the inclusion ofthe
IUCN standards relating to protected area categories, in panicular, category l, which caters to rhe
indusion and recognition ofwilderness arzu.

Sponsored by: Mr. Trygve Cooper

\flaterberg Plateau National park and

Ministry of Environment andTourism

Private Bag 2506, Otjiwarongo

Whterberg, Namibia

19. ProposeA Venue for {p 7th Wlild Wilderness Congress

Sponsored by: Mr. Trygve G. Cooper

\faterberg Plateau National Park and

Ministry of Environment and Tourism

Private Bag 2506, Otjiwarongo

\(aterberg, Namibia

Seconded by: Dr. Ian Player

rtt: +264-658 NKl632l
eix: +264-O-305004

Seconded by: Mr. W R, Bainbridge

rtr: +264-658 ASKl632l
rlx: +264-67-305004

WHEREAS,
attendees and delegata at the 6th \7\(C, wishing to confirm the venue for the next congress, and having decided
that this should take plact in the southern winter ofthe year 2001 or 2002 in southern Africa, in order to coincide
with the rwenty-fifth anniversary of the lst VN/C; and noting the progress made in Namibia in environmental affairs
and in particular those relating to wilderncss isues, but including also the related fields ofenvironmental education,
sustainable utilization, puk management, and communiry-based-resource management; and wishing that wildernes
isues be expanded into the rest of the African continent; while noting also the logistical capabilitia and expertise

avaiiable for holding such a mnference in Namibia;

Thc 6thWrUWlbrnas Congress herehy resobet that:
. The Republic ofNamibia is considered as the venue ofthe 7th \7\fC; and

' accordingly, the government and people of Namibia are requested to host the Tth World Vilderness
Congres within that country.
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20. Tr ansb o und'ar y P r otuca d, Ar e as / N ati o n al P ar)6

\Ti'}IEREAS,
. people have divided the euth into a mosaic of 192 nations, approximately three-quarters ofthese

countries share at least one border with another country;

. these shared land boundaries make up about 220,000 kilometers and have high biodiversiq' Go-called

"hotspots') as well as high wilderness values; and

. about 35 percent ofthese highly biodiverse areas straddle the globe's national boundaries; and

. of 10,000lUCN-recognized protected areas, only 5 percent lie along national boundaries; and

. ofexisting protected areas along borders, which number about 200 (being 100 pair$, that only one

dozen are functionally linked with some degree of forma.liry

(according to Dr. ArthurT. Vesting)

\rHEREAS,
The 6th \florld \?ilderness Congress recognizes also that transboundary protected areas/national parks can serve as

peace parla for bridges to:

. enhanced environmental security by contribudng to the more effective management ofshared resources,

such as watershedsi

. more effective conservation and management ofspecies and ecosystem services, including the migration

ofspecies throughout rhe matrix;

. economic development-such as the creation of jobs in local communities through enhanced

ecotourism; and

. better general cooperadon berween countries, especially through local communities, NGOs, and various

levels ofgovernment.

\7HEREAS,
0pportunities for transboundary cooperation are increasingly opening up, and the \(orld Bank and other interna-

tional donor organizations are increasingly involved in supporting ffansboundary initiatives for protected areas.

\yHEREAS,
transboundary protected areaslnational parks can make a major contribution to confidence-building measures after

wars and other human conflicts;

The 6th'Vorll.Wll.emas Congres hereby Qenually) resllues that:

its members consider the wap and means of further involving internationa.l, national, private, and NGO assistance

toward the initiation and encouragement of potential and actual transboundary protected areas (including wilderness

areas and national parla);

The 6thWorWWld'erness Cungrets hereby jputf.calQ retnlues t0:

suppoft rhe transfrontier conservation initiadves discussed (reponed) at the congress, including the Emerald Tiiangle,

*hi.h.ont in, the majoriry oflndochina's remaining natural forest habitats distributed along the national borders of

Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and Myanmar, and the Drakensberg-Maloti Tiansfrontier Project being undertaken by

the governments of ksotho and South Africa, and Himalayan transboundary collaboration among China, India, Nepal,

and Myanmar;

The 6thWrUWHzrnnett Cnngress hereby also retllaes thdt:

consideration be qiven to the establishment oftransboundary national peace parks beween India and Pakistan'
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sponsored by: Dr. Daniel H. Henning seconded by: Mr. Richard Staychock

Montana Sate Universiry rw: +1406-gg3-2040
1512HV/Y 938#22 elx: +t406-982-3201
Polson, MT 59860, USA r-r"r,ur_: dhenning@cyberpon.ner

21.'the Need for 'fraining in ile -fechniques 
and Science

of wilderness Manageientfor ManagewrcntStaff, and \thers
with d Specific lntuest in Wildemess Conservation

\THEREAS,
it is of critical importance that staff members of official organizations, who have responsibiiity to achiwe the autho-
rized management goals and objectives for the wilderness for which they are responsible, are adequately equipped to
undertake their duties.

\THEREAS,
it is acknowledged that a substantial number of field staff members have not received adequate training in the basic

tencts ofwilderness conservadon, or ofthe forms offield management that are appropriate in a designated wildernes;

The 6thlhrllWldernas Congress hmhy resolaes to:
suPport initiatives to provide appropriate training and awareness prognms for management steffwho are involved in
the management ofwilderness areas, for the purpose ofempowering them to achiweihe goals and objectives for each
of the wildernesses for which they ue responsible; and calls on agencies, donor organizltions, and other interested
organizations to suPPort initiatives, such as the Manager to Manager Program: Field Based liaining for Protected
fuea workers A'round the Globe of the usDA Forest service of the United States of America; and the r7ilderness
Management Tiaining Courses of the \filderness Action Group of southern Africa.

Sponsored by: Mr. Michael Olwyler

USDA Forest Service

PO. Box 10

North Forh CA 93643, USA

Seconded by: Mr. Ii( R Bainbridge

rw: +1-209-877-2218

erx: +1-209-877-3108

r-uer: molwyler/r5 sierra@fs.fed.us

22. Support for &re'fransfrontier 0r pe ce park Concept

WHEREAS,
strong support for the transftontier or peace park concept has been registered at this congres.

\7HEREAS,
Rotary International was the initiator of the peace park concept, some sixty-five years 4go, in bringing Canada and

the united states ofAmerica together to atablish the \(aterton-Glacier peace park;

The 6thlhrldlfildemas Congress hereby resolaes to:

urge Rotary Internationd to use its influence and its resources to facilitate transfrontier initiatives globally, curently
underway, that have received the support ofthis congress, such as the India-Pakistani Kashmere Peace Parlq the Em-
erald Tiiangle Peace Park beween Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and Myanmar; and the Dakensberg-Maloti Peace perk

beween Lesotho and South Africa.



23,'lhe Need for dn Audit of the Resolutions of Previous Clnqresses

WHEREAS,
each of the \(orld lVilderness Congresses preceding the present have produced suites of resolutions, some of which

have had important implications for wildeiness conservation and other environmental issues, the effectiveness of the

resolution process ofthe \(orld \filderness Congress has never been published, and therefore is not available to present

and past delegates;

The 6thWrldwill.ernes Congres hereby resoLues to:

. request the congress organizers to undertake an audit of the resolutions of previous congresses to

determine what actions and results have emerged as a direct result of the \ilorld Wilderness Congress

forum; and
. request the organizers to publish the audit, and that this audit be made available to the delegates ofthe

7th \(orld \filderness Congress.
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Sponsored by: Mr. Roland Goetz

MSINSI Holding (PTtl LTD.

P.O.Box2444

Hillcrest Kwazulu

Natal 3650, South Africa

Sponsored by: Mr. \( R. Bainbridge

National Parla Service

314 Alexandra Road

Pietermuitzburg 320 1, South Africa

Sponsored by: Dr. Gregory H. APlet

The \fildernes Society

7137 DudleY Drive

Arvada, CO 80004, USA

25. Supplrt of tJeProclarnation of the 1st World LdkeDay

Seconded by: Mr. \7. R. Bainbridge

ml: +27-31-765'7724

rlx: +27-31-765'7704

r--ltut.: msinsi@icon. co.za

Seconded by: Mr. Roland Goetz

rtr: +27-311-69133

r,x: +27-311-69133

r.-v-An.: $ilRBAINBR@IAIRICA.COM

Seconded by: Dr. Alan W'atson

rrr-: + i-303-650-58 1 B X-104

er-x: +I-303-650-5942

r-.r'rur: greg-aplet@tws.org

?4. Concerning$e Lack of RussianPatticipationinthe &h WWC

\g'HEREAS,
the Rusian Federation possesses an incomparable wealth of wilderness that is under current threat from develop-

ment, corruption, and neglect, and whereas the Russian economic crisis has deprived the 6th World \Wildernes Con-

gress of the benefits ofparticipation of Rusian wiiderness managers, researchers, and scholars;

Th e 6th Worll Wll.ernes s C ongre t t :

wishes to express its deep sadness at the absence ofRussian participation in the congress and exhorts the public and

private leadership ofthe Russian Federation to support fuilv wilderness conservation in Rusia, including the research

essential to wise management of its precious r,vilderness resource

V'HEREAS,
. lake systems and wetlands, including their tributaries, sustain a complex biodiversiry providing a habitat

for innumerable species of flora and fauna;

. lake systems and wetlands are particularly vital for the survival ofmigratory species;
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the importance oflake systems and wetlands have been recognized under the Ramsar convention
(UNESCO):

lake systems and wetlands, including their tributaries, are increasingly compromised and impacted upon
by encroaching infiastructure and development activities, utilization ofboth water reserves and natural
resources, and hence;

the pollution ofwater reserves provide an imminent threat to the biodiversity;
the Global Nature Fund has inidated the proclamation ofthe 1st \(orld Lake Day scheduled for
November 15, 1998, under the Living Lakes Program, a network oflakes and wetlands that are of
international imoortance:

The 6thWrAWHernus Congrer herefu resolua that:

' the proclamation of the lst \florld Lake Day on November 15, 1998, is supported and it shall be an

annual event to enhance the awareness ofthe importance ofpreserving the integriry oflake systems and
werlands, hence irs biodiversiry:

' the creation ofa nenvotk oflakes and wetlands, such as the initiative ofthe Living Lakes Program under
the Global Nature Fund's advocary, which provides a forum for civil society organizations to address

issues relevant to the sustainability ofthese areas.

Sponsored by: Mr. Ulf Doerner

International Scientifi c Advisor

to the Wilderness Leadership School,

South Africa, Ingen

Fur Umwellttechnik, Simmernstabey

Muenchen D-8084, Germany

Seconded by: Dr. R. J. Rao,

Jiwaji Universiry India

rrt: +49-89-362'682

elx: +49-89-363-625

t-vatr: ulf doern er@ aol.coml

ulldoerner@compuserv€.com

26,Ihe 1reater St Lucia Wetlandpark (SA)-
A Biosphere of lnternational ivnltoftance

\THEREAS,
. St. Lucia (South Africa) is Africa's oldest nature resewe (1895);
. St. Lucia is a Ramsar Site and South Africa's first designated Vorld Heritage Site;

' St. Lucia is the home ofsome 530 bird species; ofendangered and indigenous species; its biodiversiry is

larger than that ofthe Okavango and Kruger park combined, etc.;

' St. Lucia has been under constant pressure byvarious interest groups, such as mining ofits eastern

shores for titanium;
. St. Lucia lacls legal protection that secures its integriry; and

' The V\XT has initiated the Living Planet Campaign, which has produced a reference document giving
evidence ofthe worldt most important biospheres, and this document is presently revised;

The 6thWorldWllernas Congres hereby raolaet that:

' the Greater St. Lucia \Tetland Park is to be included in \I^WI's reference document, giving evidence to
the world's most important biospheres;

' the South Afiican government is to be congratulated on having become a signatory of uNEsco's
'World 

Heritage Convention and having designated St. Lucia as SA's first \forld Heritage Site; and

' the South African government is to be encouraged to take the necessary steps ro preserve the natural
integrity of its environs such as in the neighboring Dukuduku Forest.
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Sponsored by: Mr. Ulf Doerner

International Scientifi c Advisor

to the Vildernes leadership School,

South Africa, Ingen

Fur Umwellttechnik, Simmernstabey

Muenchen D-8084, Germany

Seconded by: Mr. M. A Panha SarathY

r*: +49-89-362-682

e*: +49-89-363-625

l-trl,ttu ulldoerner@aol.com/

ulldoerner@compuserve.com

n. Resttring the Earf,r Proposal to tle UN

\)rHEREAS,
. Ecoqntems everywhere are being degraded, fragmented, and disturbed, with many species being driven

to extincdon, or their populations reduced to a tiny percentage oftheir original size, and the capacity of

the world to support humans is also being seriously impaired in many areas;

. recent r€search in the United States and elsewhere has shown that existing wilderness and other

protected areas are inadequate to suppon viable populations ofthe full range of their constituent

species;

. restoration ofdegraded ecosystems is essential to both increase the area ofwilderness on th€ planet and

provide the necesary ecological services that are essentia.l for a sustainable future for humaniry;

. restor"tion projects, mainly small-scale initiatives established by concerned local groups and individuals,

are underway in many countries and ecosystem types around the world;

. these pioneering projects are helping to elucidate the principles and techniques ofecological restoration,

which will need to be applied on a coordinated global scale in the coming decades to return our planer'

and all its ecosystems, to a state ofhealth again;

. ecosysrcm restorarion must become an international prioriry, with substandal resources allocated to it, to

ensure its successi and
. with many people's a$enrion increasingly focused on the year 2000, the arrival ofthe new millennium

provides an ideal opportunity for the peoples and nations of the world to unite in hurnanity's first

globally shued task-the restotation of the earth;

The 6thVorV\Vildmas Congres hereby resnlaet that:

. the General Asembly of the United Nations be called upon, at its meeting in late 1999, to declare the

ffienry-firsr century as rhe Cenrury of Restoring the Earth (in the same way it declared, for example,

1986 to be the International Year ofPeace); this will provide an inspiring, positive start to the new

millennium, countering the generally negative perceptions of the future prospects for our planet; and

. the United Nations be called upon to establish the appropriate incentives and mechanisms to ensure

that restoration based on ecological principles becomes the priority activity for every nation. Such

incentives and mechanisms are to include:

i. wery UN member sate is requested to redirect 10 percent of its annual military budget, either in

cash or in kind (through the use of military resources and personnel) to ecological testorarion

work. This will give a new sense ofvaiue and fulfillment to the military as they engage in resolving

the real threats ofecological securiry;

2. the establishment of the Earth Resroration Service, which will engage volunteers ofall ages in

essential restoration work around the world; and

3. the establishment ofan international database and network ofexisting restoration Projects to collare

exchange and make publicly available informarion about successfi.rl restoration rechniques and

initiatives.

Sponsoredby: AlanWatsonFeatherstone

tees For Life, The Park

Findhorn Bay, Forres-1V36 OTZ,

Scodand

Seconded by: Mr. Michael Shaw

rLr; +44-1309-691292

vx: +44-1309-691155

e-u,r,rr-: trees@fi ndhorn.org
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28. )ldestTrees of &e World,to Bepreserued as World Heritagefrees

\rHEREAS,
all six days ofthe program ofthe 6th VN(C focused mainly on fauna and rarely was any conscious effort made to
focus on flora, especially trees-and in particular, ancient trees, though they are very few in number;

The 6thWorllWldrrnas Congress herehy resolaa that:
sites that harbor ancient trees and their natural habitat be identified, and these areas be Drotected to maintain and
promote their natural character.

Sponsored by: Mr. C. T, Vairavan r';,:: +91- 44-847514

Hindusthan Samachar

10, Jagadamba Colony

Chennai 600014. India
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Pune411 040, India.
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Featherstone, Alan'Watson, Founder/Director, Tirees for Life, The Park, Findhorn Bay'

Forres, Scotland 1V36 }TZ'UK
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Global Nature Fund, 11: +49-7732-9995-0; pex +49-7732-9995-77; E-MAIL:

globalnature@t-online. de.

Goetz, Roland, MSINSI Holdings (PTYI Ltd., PO. Box 2444,Hi\lcrest, Kwazulu Natd

3650, South Africa
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McCloskey, Michael, Chairman, Sierra Club, 2829 S\7 Sunset Blvd., portland, OF.97Z0L,
USA

Miller, Kenton R., vice President,lworld Resources Institute 0N/RI), 1709 NewyorkAvenue
N\( \Tashington, DC 20006, USA
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Wildgf ngss ,, our ancestralhome and a critically important
element in a healthy, sane, modern world. At the 6th Vorld \Wilderness Congress
(Bangalore, India) ZOO delegates including scientists, conservationists, business
people, educators, philosophers, government leaders, artists, financiers and
youth from nations around the world focused on \Tilderness and Humanity.
This book brings the best of their ideas, plans, actions and challenges us to
integrate the needs of both modern and traditional peoples with a respect for,
and protection of the wildlands, wildlife and waters of our planet.

Among subjects covered in this
book are' the Asian \X/ilderness, \/ild
Rivers-A Clobal Inventory, The
Future of the Tiger, Protection of the
Himalayan Environment, Cheetah-
Reintroduction in India, Tians-frontier
Peace Parks and Marine \Wilderness

to better protect the unique values and

attributes of wilderness on and within
the hish seas.

Established in 1977, the \)/orld
Vilderness Congress is the oldest
and most continuous international
public environment forum. Its debates

have had participants from over one
hundred countries and have convened
in South Africa, Australia, Scotland,
the United States, Norway and India.
Books on prior conferences are avail-
able from the Publisher.
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